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PREFACE

This is the seventh volume in the Blumberg series and the third one

concerned with intellectual talent. It is based substantially on revised

versions of papers presented at the Seventh Annual Hyman Blumberg

Symposium on Research in Early Childhood Education, which was held

on November 6-7, 1975, in Shriver Hall on the Homewood Campusof

The Johns Hopkins University. The symposium wasorganizedby us and

chaired ably by J. W. Getzels.
This is No. 3 in the Studies ofIntellectual Precocity series. Nos. | and

2 were, respectively, Mathematical Talent: Discovery, Description, and

Development, 1974, and Intellectual Talent: Research and Development,

1976.

Weare greatly indebted to the Amalgamated Clothing Workersof

America (ACWA)for a sizable endowment to Johns Hopkins,the income

from which helped finance this symposium. (The late Hyman Blumberg

was the executive vice president of ACWA.) Funds from a grant by the

Spencer Foundation of Chicago that started the Study of Mathematically

Precocious Youth (SMPY) at Johns Hopkins were also used for this

purpose. These combined resources enabled us to hold a two-day

symposium that for at least one of its sessions attracted some 600 persons

from all over this country and several foreign lands, including India,

Ireland, New Zealand, and South Africa. The audience consisted of the

following groups: specialists in the education of gifted children; child

development specialists; schoolteachers, counselors, and administrators;

parents, grandparents, and friends of the gifted; college students, faculty,

and administration; gifted children; and other interested individuals.

Weare grateful to many individuals who madethis symposium and

the ensuing volume possible, even though it 1s not feasible to list their

names here. Especially, we are indebted to two administrators at The

Johns Hopkins University for their continual support over the years:

President Steven Muller and former Vice President for the Homewood

Campus George S. Benton, Scarvia B. Anderson, James J. Gallagher,

and Robert R. Sears provided valuable editorial counsel, but of course

they should not be held accountable for any imperfections that persisted

into the published version. |

Without the utter dedication to this project that two secretaries,

Virginia S. Grim and Lois S. Sandhofer, exhibited throughout, the

project would have been completed muchlater and less well.

Xill



XIV Preface

Mostof all, perhaps, we are indebted to the 3,000 mathematically
talented, bright boys and girls whom SMPYhastried to help since 1969.
Without our continuing contact with them personally, by telephone, by
correspondence, and by newsletter (our Jntellectually Talented Youth
Bulletin) we would not have learned enough aboutintellectually talented
youths to warrant our conducting a symposium concerning them and
publishing a volume based on its proceedings. Splendid mathematical
reasoners, we salute you!
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INTRODUCTION

Julian C. Stanley

The gifted-child movement may be considered—in moderntimes,at

least—to have begun around 1869 with the work of Francis Galton on

“hereditary genius.” Essentially, though, it is a product of the twentieth

century. Lewis Madison Terman used Alfred Binet’s intelligence test to

develop his own and inaugurate during 1921-22 the first major longitudi-
nal study of intellectually talented boys and girls. Though Termandied in

1956, systematic follow-ups of his gifted group of some 1,000 high-IQ

persons born during thefirst score of years of this century continue. A

major study based on the 1972 follow-up is reported in this volume.

The first study of Terman’s group(originally, 1528 children) was a

book published in 1925. To commemoratethefiftieth anniversary of the

appearanceof this first volume in his Genetic Studies of Genius series

(five volumes thus far, 1925-59), I organized at The Johns Hopkins

University in Baltimore, Maryland, the Lewis M. Terman Memorial

Symposium on Intellectual Talent. It was held on November 6-7, 1975.

The program consisted of five major papers, four reports of special

programs, a two-hour panel discussion by sixteen bright youths with an

adult audience, and a three-hour general discussion amongspecialists.

This volume includes the five major papers, the general discussion, and

specially commissioned papers by Phyllis B. Ohanian, E. Paul Torrance,

and George S. Welsh.

The text that follows is divided into four major sections. Thefirst,

entitled “The Gifted-Child Movement,” contains the keynote paper by

John C. Gowan. In it he discusses trends within the movement from the

latter part of the nineteenth century to the present and provides a

distinctive interpretation of them. Pauline S. Sears and Ann H. Barbee

examine rather thoroughly the satisfaction of the women in Terman’s

group with their work and personal lives. Their expert use of data

gathered at several points in time over a fifty-year period for the same

cohort is unparalleled in all the gifted-child literature. This is the first

publication based on the 1972 follow-up of the group. Other reports

l



2 Introduction

about that are being prepared by Lee J. Cronbach and Robert R. Sears,
both of Stanford University, for publication elsewhere (e.g., see Sears
1977). Part I concludes with a sequel by Phyllis B. Ohanian regarding the
attention that Terman in his 1930 volume had given to her as an infant
and later to her sister and her as adolescents.It is fascinating to learn how
well she and her family have achieved, both academically and in the
performingarts.

The secondsection, entitled “Two Longitudinal Studies at The Johns
Hopkins University: The Study of Mathematically Precocious Youth and
the Intellectually Gifted Child Study Group,” consists of two papers. The
first of these is my detailed explanation of the assumptions and hypotheses
underlying the large longitudinal study that my associates and I are
conducting. Next, Lynn H. Fox reports on her work in the perplexing
area of sex differences in mathematical aptitude and achievement. Dr.
Fox, who helped start SMPY,has devised procedures that improvegirls’
performance in mathematics.

The third major section consists of three papers on creativity.
William B. Michael’s mainly concerns mathematical andscientific gifted-
ness, especially as viewed in the light of J. P. Guilford’s structure-of-
intellect model. E. Paul Torrancereports findings from his distinctive and
widely used approachto creativity, including his longitudinal study of
creative potential. Creativity and its relationship to the disadvantaged
gifted are discussed. George S. Welsh explains his “origence—intellec-
tence” two-wayclassification and shows some consequences of studying
creativity in this manner. These three major reports by outstanding
scholars bring together somewhatdifferent points of view that are rarely
juxtaposed.

The fourth main section concludes the book with J. W. Getzels’
expert editing of the long discussion amongthirty-one professionals in
various areas related to giftedness that followed the symposium.Init,
many of the difficulties and concerns of the movement are well repre-
sented. Several basic disagreements among the discussants are evident.

In this introduction it would have been easy to discuss each paperat
much greater length. That would be superfluous, however, because each
of the papers speaks for itself. Together they form an ensemble that
should be of considerable value to almost anyone interested in the
gifted.

REFERENCE

Sears, R. R. 1977. Sources of life satisfactions of the Terman gifted men.
American Psychologist 32(2): 119-28.
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2

BACKGROUND AND
HISTORY OF THE

GIFTED-CHILD MOVEMENT

John Curtis Gowan

ABSTRACT

The gifted-child movementis seen as a part of humanistic psychology.

Humanistic psychology, the legacy of William James, embraces first a

broad humanism; second, the measurement of individual differences,

third, intelligence and gifted children; fourth, creativity; fifth, develop-

ment; and last, possibly parapsychology. These areas are connected by a

sense of the dignity of man, by development, by measurement, and by

concern for the unusual.

The first phase of Terman’s Genetic Studies of Genius (1925-59) was

~ epoch-makingin its importancefor developmental psychology. Thisfive-

volume series vindicated longitudinal research andestablished a casefor

genetic influences, dispelled myths about gifted children, and laid the

basisfor later extensions by Oden, Sears, and others. The precision ofthe

Stanford-Binet Intelligence Scale and the statistical procedures used

afforded a strong foundation. Minor flaws included consideration of

intelligence as one-dimensional and neglect of socioeconomic status,

creativity, and ethnic aspects.

Since Terman’s day much attention has shifted to creativity as a

major variable and gifted children as the most likely potential pool.

Recent developments along these lines hold promise for increasing

creative production. [For example, see the contributions to this volume

by Michael, Torrance, and Welsh.|

INTRODUCTION: HUMANISTIC PSYCHOLOGY

We meet today [November6, 1975] under auspicious circumstances.

One doesnot realize how auspicious until one probesinto history. In the

5



6 The Gifted-Child Movement

first instance, Johns Hopkinsis celebrating its centennial. This university
started in 1876 under the brilliant leadership of President Daniel Coit
Gilman, who determinedto hire only the top professors available in the
world. During the next decade with their help he madethis institution,at
a time when Harvard and other Ivy League schools were mainly under-
graduate colleges, the pacemaker in graduate education in this country.
Oneofhisfirst recruits was the British mathematician Dr. James Joseph
Sylvester, a genius who coauthored the theory of invariance and whoat
this university founded the American Journal of Mathematics in 1878
(Bell 1937, p. 394). Sylvester’s brilliant tenure at Johns Hopkins estab-
lished this university’s preeminence in mathematics, a tradition that has
continued to this day andis seen in our host’s directorship of the Study of
Mathematically Precocious Youth.

A second centennial is the anniversary of the establishment of the
first psychological laboratory in 1875 at Harvard University by the
legendary William James.! One of his early students was Granville
Stanley Hall, who tookthe first doctorate in psychology in 1878. In 1881,
Hall went to The Johns Hopkins University. There he taught such
students as John Dewey, J. McKeen Cattell, and Joseph Jastrow, as well
as founding the American Journal of Psychology.? In 1888 Hall became
president of Clark University in Worcester, Massachusetts, as well asits
professor of psychology. Taking a leaf from Gilman, Hall engaged in a
heroic one-man effort to upgrade the place. Besides founding the Peda-
gogical Seminary (now the Journal of Genetic Psychology) he broughtin
as speakers psychologists Burnham and Titchener, and later Freud
himself, and others equally prominentlater, so that under his leadership
for a brief time Clark University became the fountainheadfor psychologi-
cal study in the United States. During this golden age, one of Clark’s
doctoral students was none other than the man we honorat these
meetings, Lewis Madison Terman,the father of the gifted-child move-
ment and the author of the Genetic Studies of Genius series (Terman
1925; Cox 1926; Terman, Burks, and Jensen 1930; Terman and Oden
1947, 1959), which started just fifty years ago.3

'William James himself lectured at Johns Hopkinsin 1888-89, since President Gilman
was trying to get him to join the Hopkinsfaculty (Allen 1967, p. 219). A similar situation
occurred with C. S. Peirce, the founder of pragmatism and James’ friend, in 1880-81
(Malone 1934, p. 401).

*Wherever he went, Hall attracted pupils who later becamedistinguished.It is doubtful
if any other man had so much direct influence on American psychology. For Hall’s
delightful reminiscences of his six years at Johns Hopkins, see Hall (1923, chap.6).

Jastrow says of his teacher, Hall: “The child study movement, the proper appreciation
of the genetic principle, the inclusion of the abnormalas anintegralillumination of normal
phenomena, remain asevidence of his pioneering insight” (Jastrow 1930, p. 139).

Hereafter the five volumes of the Genetic Studies of Genius will be indicated simply by
their Roman numerals.
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But we are not done with coincidences and anniversaries. In Terman’s

tenure at Stanford were many persons, either as students, laboratory

workers, or gifted children. We shall mention only five: Truman L.
Kelley, May V. Seagoe, Phillip J. Rulon, Robert R. Sears, and Pauline

Snedden, three of whom arestill alive. Kelley, who is mentioned promi-

nently in the first volume of Genetic Studies of Genius as the main

statistical consultant, got his doctorate at Columbia in guidance underthe

influence of Dewey, E. L. Thorndike, and Kilpatrick and eventually went

to Harvard, where he taught, among manyothers, Frederick B. Davis,

John C. Flanagan, John W. M. Rothney, Julian C. Stanley, and your

speaker, all of whom havebeen involved in some phaseofthe gifted-child

movement. Who should turn up at Harvard to help him but Phillip J.

Rulon from Stanford, after taking his Ph.D. degree at the University of

Minnesota. Rulon became a professor and later acting dean of the

Harvard Graduate School of Education. Some of Rulon’s many pupils

included the host (Stanley) and the keynote speaker of this symposium.

Seagoe became a professor at UCLA, where she sponsored the doctorate

of your speaker. Robert Sears is a renowned professor emeritusof

psychology at Stanford University and the chairman ofthe American

Psychological Foundation’s Committee on Gifted Children. His wife,

Pauline Snedden Sears, a professor emerita at Stanford, is one of the

speakers at these meetings. So now we come full circle and see the

appropriateness of holding the conventionat this time with this host, this

chairman,and this speakerat this university. Truly, it is altogetherfitting

and proper that we should do this. Let us in a larger sense, then, attempt

to evaluate what has happened.

The century since the founding of Johns Hopkins, since James’

establishment of the first psychological lab at Harvard, and since the

pioneer work of G. Stanley Hall, and thefifty years since the inception of

Terman’s Genetic Studies of Genius series have given us enoughperspec-

tive to see that the movementand process about which weare talking here

is something much bigger than merely the education of the gifted. It is

indeed a structure d’ensemble of which the gifted-child movementis but

one part, and perhaps it can be subsumed well under the heading of

humanistic psychology. Briefly, this view finds intrinsic value in the

individual, who is considered as an end and notas a behavioristic means.

He/she has potential for good, for development, and for process thatis

much more important and much more germane than merely dealing with

his quirks andills. In short, psychology is defined by the humanists as the

science of the mind or soul (from its Greek roots), and not the science of

the rat. In this process, high intelligence and genius represent the earnest

of the future.

This broad humanism embraced a change from indifference and

prejudice to respect for the rights of all men and women,from science of
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nature to a science of man, from looking withoutto looking within. Much
innovation in educational practice has come from this area.

Concern for the qualities of exceptional human beings arises out of
an exceptional concern for the qualities of all humanbeings, and thusitis
that we find humanistic psychologists of all types interested in the rights
of man and woman. John Dewey was an early exponent of these
individual rights, as was Carl R. Rogers a later one. Leta S. Holling-
worth, besides her eminencein the gifted-child movement, was an early
champion of women’s rights (Shields 1975). E. Paul Torrance has been
diligent and effective in championingthe rights of the uncommonstudent
to be different, and in his concern for the creative disadvantaged student.
This valuing of individual differences, this prizing of the idiosyncratic
talents of the uncommon man,is the essence of guidance of gifted and
creative persons.

If people have individual differences, and if we prize and value those
differences, then why not measure them? This is the creed of a group of
high-level, mathematically oriented measurement specialists to which
manyof us are proudto give ourallegiance.

C. S. Peirce is the godfather of this group in the United States (as was

Francis Galton in England). It includes Joseph Jastrow,4 Frederick

Kuhlmann, J. McKeen Cattell, Lewis M. Terman, Truman L. Kelley,

John C. Flanagan, Phillip J. Rulon, Edward L. and Robert L. Thorndike

(father and son), Louis L. Thurstone, and J. P. Guilford in this country,

Charles Spearman, Cyril Burt, Godfrey H. Thomson, and Phillip E.

Vernon in England, Alfred Binet in France, and many others. Always

clear-headed, sometimes monomanical and waspish, seldom the bons

vivants of our profession, these men helped bring academicrespectability

to behavioral science, and haveset the stage for much solid advance.

Indeed, the adjacent area of intelligence and gifted children can be

regarded as no more than the applied aspect of this field. Terman is

typical of this group.

Measurementof individual differences involves the belief that human

beings have differential talents and that these can be measured, are

valuable to society, and should be cultivated. There is a very mathemati-

cal flavor to this study, but its ethic was perhaps best enunciated by

Terman whenhesaid: “The stage is set for one of the most important

educational reforms of this century: a reform that would have for its end

the discovery, conservation, and intensive cultivation of every kind of

exceptional talent” (III, p. 474).

‘Jastrow shows his membership in this group by upholding the human rights of

professors and by joining with Cattell to found the American Association of University
Professors (AAUP).
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The next section, high intelligence and gifted children, is character-
ized by a change from unifactor to multifactor viewsofintelligence, from

seeing the gifted child as having a supernormalIQ to seeing the gifted as

a pool for potential creativity, and from a concept of intelligence as

mechanistic and consisting of cognition and memory to a concept of

intellect as emphasized by transformations, implications, and a more

creative consciousness. The most typical researcher in this section was

Cyril Burt.

The next section, creativity, has gone from religious to a psycholog-

ical concept, from an unknownto a turn-onvariable, from connectedness

to psychological openness, from a neurotic trait to an early dividend of

mental health, and from a curiosity to an endin itself or a correlate of

self-actualization. No one person completely typifies this new field, but it

owes much to Guilford and Thurstone.

The next section, development, is also quite new. It shows change
from continuous growth concepts to discontinuous developmental con-

cepts, from separate views of development to fused views of concurrent

development of psychomotor, affective, and cognitive processes, and

from tests that do not measure developmentalprocess to those that do.

Jean Piaget and Erik H. Erikson are typical here.

A final section, still not well defined, still controversial, but still

traceable from William James onward (though definitely not supported

by Terman himself), is parapsychology. It has gone from quacks, spooks,

and psychics to a morescientific investigation of the unknownthat has

been legitimatized by being admitted to the American Association for the

Advancement of Science as a field of study. Finally, it has progressed

from a belief in superstitious folklore to an emerging feeling by some

psychologists that all phenomenaof whateverkind are natural and can be

accounted for, though we may not at present be in possession of all

knowledge. William MacDougall, the British scientist who headed the

psychology department at Harvard and then went to Duke,is typical

here.5

Commonto all these areas are the following overriding characteris-
tics:

1. A sense of the innate dignity, uniqueness, and worth of human

individuality, which is seen as something transcending social groups,

laws, restrictions, and generalities. The human being is not merely a

reactive creature, but is an end in himself or herself.

*Another very prominent figure was none other than Cyril Burt, probably the leading

British educational psychologist of the twentieth century and leaderin his interest in gifted

children in that country, and also on record as affirming the reality of parapsychological

phenomena. Onthis matter he said (1967): “I am convinced that there is only one basic

Order—which appearsas logical or mathematical to our cognitive intuition, aesthetic to our
emotionalintuition, and moralto the volitional or conative. Andit is essentially numinous.”
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2. A sense of development, of process, of growth, of change, and of
becoming or unfoldment. Evolution and man’s life are seen as twin
aspects of the debut of new powers, an expanding concept of intellect.

3. A mode of mathematical measurement that seeks to quantify data
wherever possible but not to reject data which appear unquantified. A
scientific rather than a superstitious approach to the unknownthat views
the universe as subject to natural law but has the modesty to believe that
we may not yet understandall there is to know.

4. Concern for the unusual in persons, things, and events, particu-
larly for an understanding and appreciation and valuing of the unusual,
because of the possibility that it is through the examination of the unusual
that we have the best chance of gaining greater knowledge about things,
events, and ourselves.

Having nowset the state of the gifted-child movement as a related
component of humanistic psychology, and having stated that a great
many researchers in the gifted-child area owe their background and
training to humanistic psychology in general and James and Hall in
particular, let us turn to the second part of this presentation, a detailed
examination of the work of the leader of the gifted-child movement,
Lewis M. Terman.

THE WORK OF TERMAN

Although intelligence had been recognized since the time of the

Romansasthefirst aspect of character, no one upto the beginning of the

twentieth century had been able to solve the puzzle of measuring it. Even

the English statistical genius, Galton, the forerunner of interest in the

able, had failed to conquer this problem, despite the fact that his book

entitled Hereditary Genius (1869) contained an ingenious method of

getting around the problem in the case of eminent men, so that he was

able to predict accurately the regression toward the mean whichoccursin

their offspring.®

It was the genius of Binet, a French psychologist assigned to produce

a test which would screen out mentally retarded children from the

Parisian school system, that producedthefirst effective developmental

scale. For Binet and Simon (1905) solved this problem byfinding out at

which ages ordinary children complete certain tasks, such as tying a

shoelace or telling the cardinal point of the compass. They then arranged

6In their autobiographies both Spearman (1930, p. 331) and Terman (1932, p. 331)

independently pay tribute to Galton as their most important influence, although for Terman

the influence of Binet wasalso great.
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these in serial order by age. Then by measuringa given child on this scale

one could tell the child’s “mental age,” a concept introduced three years

later by Binet and Simon (1908) in their revised scale.

This breakthrough advance in developmental psychology was hailed

around the world. Some,like Henry H. Goddard, were willing merely to

translate the scale into English and use it for testing many children. But

here is where the outstanding genius of Lewis M. Terman showeditself.

He perceived the following extremely important extensions:

1. What Binet and Simon had discovered was really a method of

measuring intellectual developmental progressin al/ children,notjust the

feebleminded; hence the scale could be modified to all children, and

particularly adapted for the measurementof gifted children.’

2. The rate of intellectual developmental progress with respect to

chronological age represents a ratio less than | in the case of the below-

average child but greater than | in the case of the above-average child.

This ratio is the rate of intellectual developmental progress.°®

Terman multiplied this rate by 100 (to avoid decimals) and namedit

the intelligence quotient (abbreviated as IQ). The phrase quickly passed

into the vernacular and became one of the most popular psychological

inventions ever made. In this gigantic advance Termansetthe stage for

developmental psychology and earned for himself lasting fame. Therest

of his life was to be spentin little else than the application, measurement,

verification, and publication of these principles in his Genetic Studies of

Genius and elsewhere.

Lewis Madison Terman,the twelfth of fourteen children, was born a

few miles southeast of Indianapolis, Indiana, in Johnson County, Janu-

ary 15, 1877, to a farming family of old American stock (Terman 1932,p.

297). Though bright and bookish, he speaks in his autobiography of

having feelings of inferiority and introversion (p. 303). Straight from a

one-room school, he began attending Central Normal College at Dan-

ville, Indiana, in 1892, eventually getting his certificate there in 1898 after

several intermittent stints as a rural teacher to gain funds to continue(p.

305). After serving as a high school principal for three years, during which

time he married another teacher, Anna Minton,he entered the junior year

at Indiana University in 1901 with a wife and child and got his M.A.there

in 1903 under Professor Lindley, writing his thesis on leadership (Terman

1904). He went to Clark University that fall (p. 312).

7See Thorndike (1975) for a careful statistical analysis of the Stanford—Binet and much
on Binet and Terman besides. Highlights include the increase from 12 to 16 points in the

standard deviation of the L and M forms (Terman 1937) and the upwardcreep in IQsin the

general population (due perhaps to TV). Also, see Stanley (1974).

’Terman acknowledges that he used Stern’s idea andcites the source in a footnote.It is

interesting that Stern in a lengthy autobiography (1930, pp. 335-88) never mentionsthefact.
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Clark University in Worcester, Massachusetts, was in its heydey
underthe illustrious President G. Stanley Hall, and Terman hasleft us a
rhapsodic account of the intellectual stimulus and ideal learning condi-
tions there (Terman 1932, pp. 312-16). Among his fellow students were
Frederick Kuhlmann and Arnold Gesell. In 1905 Terman received his
Ph.D.° with a study of seven bright and seven dull boys, and became
principal of the San Bernardino (California) High Schoolthatfall (pp.
218-20). Next year he came to the Los Angeles State Normal School (now
UCLA,butat that time on the old Vermont Campus), and stayed there
four years.

During the summerof 1910 his friend Huey, from Clark days, who
was dying of tuberculosis, visited Terman and urged him to undertake a
study of Binet’s new scale (pp. 322-23). Huey had already recommended
Terman in his place for a job at Stanford that fall, and Terman went
there, never to move again.

The next several years at Stanford were devoted to feverish work ona
revision of the Binet scale in line with fresh insights Terman had and with
research, writing, and refining and testing the new scale, which he
modestly called the Stanford-Binet. Thus in 1916 was published the
Stanford-Binet Individual Test of Intelligence, the most popular, author-
itative, and (with its revisions) long-lived test of intelligence in existence,
and one accorded the unprecedented honor of becomingthecriterion of
its own validity, for during a great portion of the present century
“intelligence” has virtually been considered to be what a Stanford-Binet
measures.

World WarI vastly increased public interest in intelligence testing as
Terman joined other experts on the psychological staff of Robert M.

Yerkes, whose task force developed a groupintelligence test for the Army
known as Army Alpha. Given to hundreds of thousands of soldiers, it

familiarized the public with the concept of an “IQ.” It was not long before

intelligence testing became a part of every up-to-date school system

program,leading to widespread administration of individual and group

intelligence tests during the 1920s.

Returning to Stanford, Terman continued to prosper. A research

fellowship was granted in 1919, and Truman L.Kelley was addedto the

%Other biographical notices include Who Was Whoin America (1960, p. 846); Boring’s
(1959) piece with photo and bibliography; Hilgard’s (1957) work with quotations from two
unpublished and autobiographical papers; Seagoe’s (1975) book; Murchison’s full-length
authorized biography (Terman 1932), which contains Terman’s autobiography; and Sears’
(1957) obituary notice, from which the following is quoted: “Terman wasratherslight in
build, with reddish hair, a soft voice, and a warm and engaging smile. He was a shy man whose
outward warmth masked an innerretiringness. Social interaction seemed morefatiguing to
him than to most men. ... He was a tireless worker, despite his frail health, eager for

achievement. . . . With all his gentleness, he could bea fierce fighter for his ideas. . . . What
truly fascinated him wasthe art and science of measurement(p. 979).
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staff in 1920. In 1921 the Commonwealth fund appropriated $20,000 for a

study of 1,000 gifted children. This was the start of the Genetic Studies of

Genius series, which enterprise wasto occupythe rest of Terman’s life and

extend beyond it in perhaps the most remarkable and valuable longitudi-

nal psychological study ever undertaken. Through the years, over a

quarter of a million dollars would beraised to fund this continuing study,

an interesting sidelight being that the largest part came from Terman
himself in plowed-backtest royalties (V, p. viii). Assistants were trained,!°
schools and pupils located (eventually there were to be 1,528 Terman

children, some being present here today) (IV, p. 72), and the project was

underwaywith the first publication of VolumeI, fifty years ago in 1925.!!

It has continued long after Terman’s death in 1956, as seen by the Oden

(1968) follow-up of the group and chapter 3 in this volume. The studyis

scheduled to go on until the demise of the last Terman child during the

twenty-first century.

But this history is so muchbetter recounted by Terman himselfin the

first chapter of volume I that we will not further rehearse it here.!2

Instead, we shall summarize the most important or outstanding results,

and then analyze his work:

1. The gifted are not homogeneous, but differ among themselves in

many ways(III, p. 472). Considerable stability of IQ is one of the few

commonalities (III, p. 425).

2. The stereotypes that the gifted child is either puny, asocial, or

prepsychotic or that high intelligence is akin to insanity were discounted

by the facts (I, chaps. 6, 8, 9, 16; IV, chaps. 3, 4, 9, 10).

Kelley was the assistant director. The four field assistants were Florence Fuller,
Florence L. Goodenough(later of Draw a Man Test fame), Helen Marshall, and Dorothy H.
Yates. The office assistant was Giles M. Ruch. Goodenoughand Ruchlater took doctorates
with Terman(I, p. 6).

On page 327 in his autobiography Terman (1932) nameshis early doctoral students
Robert G. Bernreuter (author of an early test of personality), Barbara S. Burks (who
coauthored one of the five volumes), Catharine M. Cox, and ArthurS.Otis.

"The date of the Foreword to volume I was January 15, 1925 (Terman’s 48th
birthday).

'*Terman’s prejudices and opinions (1932, pp. 329-30) make interesting reading,
embracing as they do a belief in testing and guidance, a damnation of associationism and
behaviorism, and the following controversial belief quoted verbatim: “That the major
differences between children of high and low IQ, and the majordifferences in the intelligence
test scores of certain races, as Negroes and whites, will never be fully accounted for on the
environmental hypothesis.” In follow-up to the Terman quote above, Hilgard (1957) in his
eulogy of Termanreports that this paragraph in Terman’s owncopyof this book hasa line
throughit with the following notation in Terman’s handwriting: “I am less sure of this now
in 1951 than I was then.” Boring (1959, p. 432) reports the same. Terman was against
censorship, prohibition, and “most acts of moral reformers and orthodox religion.” He
favored Havelock Ellis, Galton, and Binet. He “admired” Galton, but Binet washis favorite
because of his “insight and open-mindedness, and his rare charm of personality” (Boring
1959, pp. 330-31).
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3. The best way to identify the most intelligent child in a class was

not to ask the teacher, but to consult the record book for the youngest(I,

p. 33). [Cf. Stanley 1976b.]

4. The superiority in intelligence is maintained (V, p. 144).

5. Acceleration atall levels is beneficial (I, pp. 285, 629; IV, pp. 281;

Oden 1968, p. 90).

6. Gifted students who did not attend college had the sameintellec-

tual level as Ph.D. candidates (V, p. 144).

7. Research on the difference within the gifted group between the

most and the least successful men showed that socioeconomic status

(SES) and college education of the father were the major factors, as well

as force of character of the gifted person himself (IV, pp. 311-51,

especially p. 352; Oden 1968, pp. 62, 70, 72, 77).

8. Mental age of the gifted group continues to increase through

middle age (V, p. 157), especially as shown by Part I scores on the

Concept Mastery Test.

9. The mean IQ of the children of the Terman group was 132.7 (IV,

p. 238; V, p. 141).

10. There were several times as manyvery high IQ persons(over 150)

in the Terman groupasis predicted by the normal curve of probability (I,

p. 633).

11. Males exceeded females in the general sample 116/100; in the

high school sample by 212/100 (III, p. 471).

In analysis of Terman’s work, the following maybesaid:

1. Both the Stanford-Binet Individual Test of Intelligence and the

longitudinal Genetic Studies of Genius were epoch-making in their

importance for developmental psychology. Thesocial benefit of these two

products makes them the ultimate monumentto their author.

2. It is remarkable what a strong case is made for hereditary

influences when one reads the five volumes consecutively. Of course, the

interaction effects between the factors of environment and heredity were

too little realized and investigated in Terman’s time.

3. Oneis surprised at the neglect of the socioeconomicstatus factor.

Of course, SES was not well understood in Terman’s time, but it is

obvious upon rereading the material that it is a prime interacting variable

(I, p. 83; IV, pp. 183, 315). For example, the A versus C group studies (IV,

pp. 311-52; Oden 1968, pp. 62-67) fairly reek with SES influence. Given

Terman’s interest in quantification and measurement,it is surprising that

he did not go after this variable.!3

13Compare his work with the illuminating study of Bonsall and Stefflre (1955), which
showed that most of the personality variance between gifted and normal children is due to

the SES interaction.
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4. With the advantages of hindsight one is also surprised that

Terman wasnotable to get a better criterion variable in the measurement

of “life success.” It is remarkable that interviews with grown-up gifted

children did not lead to an (at least) intuitive perception of creativity or

some of its correlates, such as self-actualization, or someotheraspect of

development as discovered later by Maslow or Erikson (V, pp. 50-S1,

101, 151; Oden 1968, p. 67).

5. One is impressed with the remarkable accuracy of the Stanford-

Binet and the excellent research, development, and norming that went

into it. For this we are indebted to the workof three able statisticians,

Truman L. Kelley, Quinn McNemar, and Giles M. Ruch.

6. The ability of Terman to administer, delegate, and inspire good

morale in his staff was remarkable. This allowed the project to continue,

but not, however, without a certain discursiveness in print, which is

evident in the Genetic Studies of Genius volumes themselves. Theyare

descriptive and factual rather than at all speculative. They plod, they

report facts, they summarize. They do nottheorize, explain reasons, or

advocate hypotheses. Cumulatively, they are persuasive but not often

eloquent. !4

7. One is impressed with the strong Jewish componentin the gifted-

child population, all out of proportion to the population frequency in

California at that time (I, p. 59; IV, pp. 296-310).

8. Again with the advantage of hindsight, the major mistakes or

omissions which were made were as follows: (a) the consideration of

intelligence as one-dimensional; (b) the lack of control of the socioeco-
nomic status (SES) factor; (c) the neglect of creativity; (d) the lack of

explicit guiding hypotheses; and(e) the failure to investigate, control, or

balance the ethnic aspects. Admittedly, this is holding up a harsh

standard, since most of these matters were notfully explicated at the time
of the inception of the study. Perhaps it would be better to say that these
are ways in which the study now seemsdated.

9. The work clearly demonstrated the extreme value of longitudinal
research because it brought out facts (such as the continuation ofincrease

in vocabulary into middle life) that would have been impossible to ascer-
tain otherwise.

10. We note for the future someissues that Terman emphasized, while
the present conventional wisdom appearsto discount. Timewill tell if his
was prejudice or prescience: (a) importance of the genetic factor; (b)
method of biographical analysis employed by Cox in volume II; (c)

'*Terman says in his autobiography (1932, p. 328): “I am fully aware that my
researches have not contributed very greatly to the theory of mental measurement.”
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importance of force of characterin life success (e.g., A/C research, IV,p.
352); and (d) differential in racial intelligence (Terman 1932, p. 330).

11. The evidence of these studies is that Terman was a better
researcher, methodologist, and administrator than he was a theorist. He
was strong on measurementbut weak on rationale. With the exception of
the concept of IQ (which he apparently got from Stern), he seldom shows
breakthrough ideas. This is not to fault a great man unduly, but in

comparison with the top figures in the field, one fails to find in his

writings the kind of innovative germinal ideas found in Freud, Maslow,
Erikson, or Piaget.

12. Terman’s place in history is secure, but the twenty-first century

mayrecast his role from that of the father of the gifted-child movement to

a larger context as an intuitive humanistic psychologist, one of the

pioneers in developmental psychology, and as a methodologist and

measurement expert who laid a strong and secure foundation for the

developmental measurement of the expanding abilities of man.

THE FOLLOWERS

We have given the lion his share of recognition. It is now time for

summary notices of someof the lesser but nevertheless important figures

in the gifted-child movement.!5

First we should pay respects to two brilliant women, Maria Montes-

sori and Leta S. Hollingworth, both interested in gifted children, women’s

rights (Shields 1975), and classroom procedures to stimulate young

children properly. Hollingworth’s work at the Speyer School in New

York is legendary. She also wrote two influential books (1926, 1942). She

wasthe leader of a numberof dedicated womenaround the United States,

such as Dorothy Norris (Major Work Classes, Cleveland) and Cora

Danielson in Los Angeles, who did much to implement the ideas

popularized by Termanin the nation’s school systemsin the 1930s. For an

insightful biography of Leta Hollingworth by her husband, see Harry

Hollingworth (1943).

Some other school personnel of note included Bristow (New York),

Hobson (Brookline, Massachusetts), Bonsall and Bowman (Los Angeles),

Williams (Portland, Oregon), Barbour (San Diego), and Pregler (Pitts-

burgh). University professors prominently interested in the gifted in-

cluded Pressey, whose work on acceleration was very helpful (1949, 1954);

Lehman, who did remarkable studies of age and creativity (1953);

Whipple, who was involved in early National Society for the Study of

ISCitations for these various persons can be found in Gowan (1965).
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Education (NSSE) yearbooks on the gifted in 1920 and 1924 (1924);

Witty, who was an eminent early worker with many influential doctoral

students (1951); Barbe, whose book of readings was influential (1965);

Cutts, Worcester, Drews, Freehill, French, and Fliegler, prominent as

speakers, authors, and in associations; Goldberg, who with Passow did

excellent research at the Horace Mann-Lincoln School; Laycock, the

most vocal Canadian; Oswalt and Strang, popular and well-prepared

writers and speakers; and Norris and Sumption,early writers in the area

(Sumption, Norris, and Terman, 1950).

One wishes to note especially the many yearbooksof the National

Society for the Study of Education that were devoted to the topic of the

gifted; 1920, 1924, 1940, and 1950 are all examples of years when this

occurred.
We must now notice some individuals outside thestrictly gifted-child

field who have had important impact. The first of these is Robert J.

Havighurst, a University of Chicago professor whose research on the

effects of SES on achievement has beenvery helpful. He is one of the few

investigators who has dared to look at IQ in terms of SES levels. A

second individual is Calvin W. Taylor, one of the earliest workers in the

creativity area and the sponsorof important conferences at the University

of Utah in the 1950s, as well as the editor of several books on the subject

(Taylor 1964a, 19646, 1964c; Taylor and Barron 1963). The third is

Sidney Parnes of the University of Buffalo’s Creativity Workshop. As the

protégé of Alex Osborn, whogot it started in 1955, the Osborn—Parnes

group has had significant and growing impact on the techniques for

helping gifted children to become creative (Osborn 1954, Parnes and

Harding 1962).

Amongthese practicalists, there is one whostandsout as second only

to Termanin the importanceof his efforts for the gifted—Charles E. Bish

of the National Education Association’s Carnegie Academically Talented

Project. While not advocating any new ideas, he contrived to bring the

present knowledge to the education establishment in general. Approxi-

mately half a million copies of his green brochures were distributed, and

his Accent on Talent went to virtually every schoolhouse in America for

two years. He spoke the language of administrators and carried the

message for the gifted all over the United States. But his most ambitious

work was bringing together the leaders in the field for better communica-

tion among themselves, for concerted action, and for the rapid dissemina-

tion of new ideas. Productive Thinking in Education (Aschner and Bish

1968) grew out of such conferences and really popularized the Guilford

Structure of Intellect (SOI) concepts. In no small part the renaissance in

interest in the gifted we are now experiencing belongsto his efforts of ten

years ago.
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The remarkable thing about the followers of Terman during the
decades from 1920 to 1960 wasthat so little new was discovered, and so
little conceptual advance made. Onereason wefindlittle developmentin
the field is that the gifted-child movementis notreally a disciplineat all
but merely an applied area of the measurementofindividual differences.
It is hence the development section of a larger gestalt, which embraces
theory and procedures for creative development of all the talents of
mankind.It is consequently not complete initself, and is best understood
merely as the educational applications consequent on new ways of
looking at the developmentof talent. For this reason the present writer
has emphasized a larger whole of humanistic psychology and develop-
mental processin the individual.

We shall therefore conclude with some sampling of important

research findings in the larger area that have some semblanceoftheoreti-

cal advance or innovation for the education of gifted children. First we

need to note the enormouschanges in Americanlife that have taken place

since Terman commenced his Genetic Studies of Genius fifty years ago.

In comparison with those changes in American valuesandlife styles,
it is really surprising to find only modest changes in theory and research

on the academically talented during this period. Perhaps this failure has

been due to the fact that we have been looking in the wrongplaces. In the

long journey of development from an art to a science, thinkers are

generally saddled with a numberof specious but easy-to-accept concepts

that are no better than symptoms of the problem, having no real

relationship to the basic underlying variables. For example, for two

thousand years science slept while philosophers based their theories on

the attractive but fallacious concept of the “four elements”(earth,air,fire,

and water). In the nineteenth century whenscientists finally came to an

understanding of what elements really were (as seen in Mendeleev’s

periodic table), this heuristic concept fueled a blast-off of scientific

advance that has now literally put mankind in orbit. It is probable that a

similar escalation in behavioral science only awaits discovery of the basic

parameters. Nowhere is this phenomenonbetter seen than in gifted-child

research, which has turned up dry hole after dry hole in such investiga-

tions as (a) grouping and enrichment, (b) underachievement, and (c)

personality studies of the gifted. Furthermore, westill cannot answer the

following basic questions for lack of proper research and/or theory:

1. How can we intervene educationally to promote more creative

adults?

2. What should differentiated curricula for the gifted be like?

3. How should programs for educating gifted children be adminis-

tered, and what cost-benefit ratios should be sought?

4. Whatare the specific environmental details favoring or retarding

the development of creativity in gifted children?
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Whatare the significant research milestones that do stand out during

this past quarter-century? I would like to select twelve such benchmarks

which seem to vary from the ordinary in that they contain somedefinitive

departure from thepast.

First and foremost is Guilford’s Structure of Intellect theory (Guil-

ford 1967; and chapter 7 in the present volume). This factor-analytic

advance over Spearman and Terman’s unifactor concept of “g” has many

implicationsfor identification and curriculum intervention, most of which

have not yet been explicated.

Secondis the middle-life follow-up study by Terman and Oden (1959)

on their gifted group, which among other things showedthat (1) mental

age in these personskept increasing throughagefifty, and (2) onethird of

the children of these “Termites” scored above the 130-IQ level. The

developmental and genetic implications of these two facts need further

emphasis, which can come only through more longitudinal studies, of

which we have four at present. Oden’s 1968 monographis the latest

published report of this work. See chapter 3 in this volume and Sears

(1977) for new follow-up data.

Third is the importance of “predisposing guidance,” as noted in

Brandwein’s (1955) forgotten classic. While we have accepted similarfacts

with regard to athletic coaches, Brandwein wasthefirst to spell out the

necessary parameters for the training of scientific talent.

Fourth is the remarkable study of Bonsall and Stefflre (1955) on the

personality of gifted children, which showed that personality differences

were not duedirectly to intelligence itself but instead were associated with

differences in socioeconomicclass. As long as we continue to ignore SES

differences, we shall be in the position of the animals in Orwell’s animal

farm (“all the animals are equal, but the pigs are more equal than anyone

else”), but if we would pay attention to this important auxiliary variable,

we might find ways through early educationalintervention to compensate

for educationally debilitating effects of low SES.

Fifth, the Pegnato and Birch (1959) research on identification

procedures deserves much morecareful attention. They showed that both

the efficiency and the effectiveness of various identification screens were

much less than had been assumed, and thus laid the basis for sound

research on identification. Unfortunately, others have generally not

followed their insightful lead.

Sixth was the Getzels and Jackson study on the interrelationships

between creativity and giftedness (1962). This book changed the focus of

gifted-child education, making it auxiliary to the production of creative

adults.

Seventh has been the multivaried investigations of Torrance (1962,

1964, chapter 8 of this volume) on developing creativity in children and

his attempts to measure it by means of the Torrance tests. While westill
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do not knowthe reasonfor the slumpin creativity at the fourth grade,his
research has fueled a generation of younger scholars.

Eighth has been the Aschner (Aschner 1961) and Gallagherstudies at
Illinois in using the SOI in the classroom to develop curricula. It is a pity
that this work was not further funded andthat the professional activities
of Aschner were cut short. In later times, this type of activity has been
forwarded by Williams (1971), Meeker (1975), and Gray and Youngs
(1975).

Ninth was the De Witt Clinton High School study of Goldberg and
Passow (1959), one of the few adequate school surveys of the gifted ever
recorded. It showed among other things that improvement in under-
achievers required assistance with learning skills and identification with a
supportive teacher.

Tenth has been the work of our host (Stanley, Keating, and Fox
1974; Keating 1976a) on the Study of Mathematically Precocious Youth
(SMPY). Building on the work of Pressey (1949) and others, it has
contributed many useful understandings about the effects of acceleration
on the stimulation of particular aspects of talent that “fixes” and
transforms the talent predispositions into creativity and achievement.
This study has the additional advantage of being one ofthe few longitudi-
nal studies recently launched. Also, it emphasizesfacilitation by means of
educational acceleration much more than other longitudinalstudies of the
intellectually gifted have done (Stanley 1976a, 1976c).

Eleventh has been the developmental theories of Erikson and Piaget
on cognitive and affective developmental stages. These have been fused by
the writer (Gowan 1972) into the Periodic DevelopmentStage theory,
which for the first time attempts explanation of some of the things that
cause gifted children to develop as they do. (Example: The reaching of
verbal readiness while still in the initiative-intuitive “fantasy” stage from
age four to six gives the gifted child a much better hold on verbal
creativity.)

Last but not least has been the progression of identification proce-
dures from the Stanford-Binet type of test to biographical information as
seen in the Alpha Biographical Inventory of Taylor (1964c), the doctoral
thesis of Malone (see Malone and Moonan 1975), and some of the work

of Khatena (1976) and Bruch (1968). This important advance is just
beginning to makeits presencefelt.

Asone looksat this research in an effort to classify it, one finds four

items in the area ofintelligence andits identification, three in the area of

curriculum, and two each in the areas of development andcreativity.
These last four are evidently the areas that need pursuing.In an effort to

make that pursuit more productive in the years ahead, wesuggest that a

shift should be made from surface symptoms to underlying basic con-
cepts, as follows:
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1. Surface symptom:intelligence; basic concept: Structure of Intel-

lect factors. Research will be retarded as long as we retain the misleading

stereotype of unifactor intelligence; we need to adopt fully the concept

that there are manyfactors of intellect.

2. Surface symptom:gifted child; basic concept: creative individual.

The concept that we should focus ona gifted child defined as one who has

an arbitrary intelligence quotient is no longer viable. In the first place, a

definition depending upon an arbitrary level of IQ is obviously superfi-

cial. In the secondplace, giftedness represents only potentiality; the major

variable is creativity. We should redefine giftedness therefore as the

potential to becomeverbally creative, and talentednessasthe potential to

becomecreative in other ways, such as in mathematics or the performing

arts.

3. Surface symptom: chronological growth; basic concept; develop-

mental stages. Development is to growth as quality is to quantity.

Developmentis stepwise, epigenetic, and discontinuous; growthis contin-

uous and in the form of an exponential curve (but see Keating 19765).

4. Surface symptom: acceleration, enrichment, and grouping;basic

concept: a qualitatively differentiated curriculum capable of inducing

creative performance based on the stimulation of SOIfactors at appro-

priate developmental levels. We use the phrase “stimulation

of the factors of intellect” rather than “increase” of them, because

we conceive the SOI factors to consist of discrete potentialities that,

like the emulsion on a photographic film, need to be exposed to the

stimulation oflight (or, in this case, education by a mentor). That causes

a permanentfixation in a discrete skill analogous to the exposure and

development of a film. Lacking this stimulation, these potentialities,

like the unexposed film emulsion, age and lose at least some of their

potential. This education is the hardest task to accomplish; it re-

quires a creative and supportive approach as well as a strong subject

background and educational expertise on the part of the curriculum

developer, plus knowledge both of SOI and developmental theory.It is,

however, absolutely indispensible if we are properly to perform our

task as teachers of the able.

Let us take a leaf from physical education, whereall this is so much

clearer. There a coach knowswhatheis looking for: athletic performance.

He recruits likely candidates and stimulates whatever abilities they

present; he thus both recruits and developsathletic talent. He would never

think of suggesting that a maneightfeet tall become a coxswain instead of

a basketball player or that a manfive feet tall should reverse the roles. He

has a qualitatively different curriculum, which is practiced intensively,

and no one regards him as anelitist for insisting that his charges have

special and extra training. For him physical education is the stimulation,

to their ultimate maximum,of the talents presented by his students. And
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whenhe doesthis, we honor him, pay hima large salary, and brag that he
has produced an All-American player or an Olympicstar.

Whenoursociety wakesupto the fact that the production of creative
talent is equally as important as the production of professional football
players, perhaps even

a

little more so, we will be able to face the
challenges of this and the next century with a mentality somewhat
advanced from that of the Roman emperors. “Bread andcircuses” may
have beenpalliative for the Roman mobs as “hamburgers and TV”are for
us today, but only creative talent will solve some of the more pressing
challenges of this and the next century. The youth we educate today will
be just in time for that encounter. It is not a bit too early to begin our
considerable task.

About eight thousand years ago prehistoric man was suddenly
catapulted into history as the result of an astonishing social discovery.
Previous to this, small bands of nomadic tribes had roamed a large
hunting area looking for game and gathering live fruits and vegetables
wild. Then someone foundthat if one domesticated animals and plants,
one could have a ready supply of food always at hand in a confined Space.
Thus were agriculture and civilization born; man escalated into history,
and to the possibility of a far greater population on a given land mass. We
are still reaping the benefits of that change, but our continuing ecological
crises show usthat we are nearing the end of that period. Fortunately, we
are on the brink of another momentous discovery that will have even
greater impact on cultural and personal escalation.

Heretofore we have harvested creativity wild. We have used as
creative only those persons who stubbornly remained creative despite all
efforts of the family, religion, education, and politics to grind it out of
them, in the prosecution of which men and womenhave been punished,
flogged, silenced, imprisoned, tortured, ostracized, and killed. Jesus,
Socrates, Huss, Lavosier, Lincoln, Gandhi, the Kennedys, and King are
good examples. As a result of these misguided efforts, our society
produces only a small percentage of its potential of creative individuals,
and they are the ones with the most uncooperative dispositions. If we
learn to domesticate creativity—that is, to enhance rather than denyit in
our culture—we can increase the numberofcreative persons in our midst
severalfold. That would put the numberand percent of such individuals
over the “critical mass” point. Whenthis level is reached in culture,asit
was in Periclean Athens, the Renaissance, the Aufklarung, the Court of
the Sun King, Elizabethean England, and our own Federalist Fathers, an
escalation ofcreativity results and civilization makesa great leap forward.
Wecan have a golden ageof this type, such as the world has neverseen;I
am convinced that it will occur early in the twenty-first century. But we
must make preparations now, and the society we save will be our own.
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The alternatives are too dreadful for even a Huxley or an Orwell to

contemplate.

In conclusion, if we may be permitted a peep at the future, we see an

integrated science of human developmentandtalent. The gestalt we are

talking about there is at present at best a shore dimly seen, but it is the

coming science of man of the twenty-first century. A genius is always a

forerunner, and the best minds of this age foresee the dawn ofthat one.

Then all of these branches of humanistic psychology will be welded to-

gether in a structure d’ensemble,greater than interest in the gifted, greater

than interest in creativity, greater, in fact, than anything except the

potential of man himself. We may come from dust, but our destiny is in

the stars. Thoreau, the rustic seer, long ago foresaw that day; in the last

sentence of Walden (1954) he prophesied aboutit saying: “That dayis yet

to dawn, for the sun is only a morningstar.” Toynbeetells us that each

civilization leaves its monumentandits religion. Our monumentis on the

moon, andthe “religion” our culture will bequeath is the coming science

of man and his infinite potential. This potential is truly infinite, because

man maybe part animal but he is also part of the noumenon. And as

Schroedinger (1950), insightfully observed, “The ‘I that observes the

universe is the same‘I’ that created it.”
The present powers of genius are merely the earnest of greater powers

to be unfolded. You need not take my wordforthis. Listen instead to the

words of the greatest genius of our age, Albert Einstein (1972):

A humanbeingis part of the whole, called by us “Universe;” a part limited in

time and space. He experiences himself, his thoughts and feelings as
something separated from the rest—a kind of optical delusion of his
consciousness. This delusion is a kind of prison for us, restricting us to our

personaldesires and to affection for a few persons nearest us. Our task must

be to free ourselves from this prison by widening ourcircle of compassion to

embraceall living creatures and the whole of nature in its beauty. Nobodyis

able to achieve this completely, but the striving for such achievementis, in

itself, a part of the liberation and a foundation for innersecurity.
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CAREER AND
LIFE SATISFACTIONS

AMONG TERMAN’S GIFTED
WOMEN

Pauline S. Sears

and Ann H. Barbee

ABSTRACT

Of the 671 womenoriginally selected in 1922-28 by Termanforhis gifted

group (IQ 135 or above), 430 women responded to a questionnaire in

1972 (average age sixty-two). Types of satisfaction—with work pattern,

with “joy in living,” and with perceived success in attainingfive goals in

life—comprise the dependent variables.

Earlier reports (1922 to 1960) from the subjects, their parents, and

their teachers were used as potential predictors of satisfaction at the

current age. Hypotheses relating these experiences andfeelings to current

satisfactions were tested.

Two measures ofsatisfaction were used: ofthe women’s work pattern

and of a broader measure of life satisfaction. Comparing the income

workers with the homemakers, results show the women employedoutside

of the home to be satisfied with their work, with the homemakersless

satisfied with theirs. Especially satisfied in this respect are the head-of-

household women. Homemakers report themselves more satisfied on a

broader measure of satisfaction. Another large but non-gifted sample

reports more Satisfaction with the homemakerstatus. These findings are

interpreted in the light of development ofpersonality throughearlier re-

corded experiences with parents, and with subjects’ education and intel-

ligence.

To define—and to live—asatisfying life is clearly the prime goal of

most human beings, whether their IQ is 80 or 180. In the last few years we

have seen an expansion of thinking with regard to women’s options and

28
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choices in the pursuit of this goal. It is likely that womenofdiffering ages,

cultural backgrounds, talents,life experiences, and predispositionsarrive

at differing conclusions about whatconstitutes satisfactioninlife style for

them at different points in time. This study utilizes data from thefifty-

year longitudinal study initiated by Lewis M. Terman,' and attempts to

isolate those factors contributing to satisfaction in gifted womenfollow-

ing careers, variously and in combination, as income workers, wives,

mothers, and homemakers.

Description of the Sample

This research samples one cohort of women, born on the average

about 1910, growing up during World WarI, finishing high schooljust

before the Great Depression, and living their early years in urban areas

of California. They have most recently reported their current and

retrospective life satisfactions in 1972, as they saw them at average age

about sixty-two (figure 3.1).?

The present sample consists of 430 California women,selected in the

1920s as falling in the upper | percent of the population according to

tested intelligence. The subjects had a minimum IQ of 135. Field contacts

were made with the subjects, their parents, and their teachers in 1921,

1927, 1939, and 1950. Mail surveys were carried out in 1936, 1945, 1955,

1960, and 1972, a total of nine contacts over the fifty years.
As of 1972, the 430 women responding to the questionnaire were

classified as to their marital status, work pattern, and whetheror not they

had children. Percentages of the total sample falling into various groups

are shown in table 3.1. The large portion was currently married andliving

with a husband. This may not be a first husband—many divorces and

second, third, and even fourth marriages have taken place in the group.

Another measure of marital status was used to separate those women

who appeared to be independent or “on their own.” In addition to the

!Melita Oden and Shiela Buckholtz, among others, have maintained thefiles over the

years. Oden (1968) is the author of the publication preceding Sears (1977) and this one, and

of course Lewis Terman conceived and directed the project until his death in 1956. With
coauthors, he produced four volumes on the earlier development of his gifted “children”

(Termanet al. 1925; Burks, Jensen, and Terman 1930; Terman and Oden 1947, 1959). As in

any study of this type, much of the credit goes to the hundreds of subjects who have

faithfully and conscientiously provided the information necessary to the success of this

project. Robert Wolfe and Richard DeVeaux haveacted asstatistical consultantsin the later

stages of the data analysis presented here. Julian Stanley, Lee Cronbach, and Robert Sears

have provided helpful criticisms of analysis and manuscript.

2It would be of much interest to secure additional cohorts differing in age and/or

geographical location to compare with this sample. Later we shall present such comparative

data as are currently available for this purpose.
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Fig. 3.1. Age distribution of Terman womenresponding in 1972

single women,all women who wereeither divorced or widowed and who
had remained so since 1960 wereclassified as head-of-household (HH).
For lack of any more appropriate term, the balance were called non-head-
of-household (NHH).

The next section of table 3.1 shows that 43 percent are income
workers (IW), according to a rather stringent criterion—they must have

had steady work for four out of six five-year periods, 1941-72. Subjects

who worked fewer than four of these periods were designated homemak-

ers (HM). Finally, 25 percent of the entire sample were childless; 75

percent had atleast one child.

The percentage differences between the Terman figures and those of

the 1970 U.S. Censusare insignificant except in the following instances.

Among the Terman women there are somewhat morecurrently divorced.

More Terman women are employed on a full-time basis, and of the

employed, more of the Terman sample are professional. The average

number of children born to married womenis 1.79, a little lower than the

Census reports for womenin this age group.In ourgroupthe total family

income shows a median of $18,000 per year (not shownin table 3.1).
Sixty-eight percent reported a family income of $15,000 or better in 1971,

whereas the 1970 Census figures report 27 percent at or above that fig-

ure for the U.S. population of husband-—wife families.
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Attrition of Sample

In longitudinal studies, attrition is always an importantvariable. Of

the 671 womenin the original 1928 sample, 573 were believed to beliving
in 1972. Responses to the 1972 mailing sampled 75 percent of those

women, or an N of 430.

Since twelve years had elapsed between follow-ups, we wondered

whether ourcurrent sample wasself-selecting in any significant way(e.g.,

the most “successful” in marriage, income,career, etc.). Taking a base of

response in 1960, we compared our 1972 respondents to nonrespondents

on six variables: occupation, family income, marital status, health,

general adjustment, and feelings of having lived up to intellectual ability.

While there were some differences between those who responded and

those who did not, these differences were minimal (from | to 5 percent as

an average difference in any variable). What we did find was that

generally those who had given us complete cooperation in the past

continued to do so. Our fallout came largely from those subjects for

whom data in 1960 were sketchy.

SATISFACTION MEASURES

Now, how do these women in different categories of martial status,

occupation, and motherhood compare onthesatisfactions they feel for

Table 3.1. Percentage breakdown by marital status, work pattern, and children
 

Category Percent of sample
 

Current marital status

Alwayssingle 9

Divorced or separated 1]

Widowed 15

Married 65

Head-of-household status

Head-of-household 19
Single (9%)

Divorced (6%)

Widowed (4%)

Non-head-of-household 81

Workpattern

Income workers 43

Homemakers 57

Children

Childless 25

Had children 75
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their life styles? (Cf. Andrews and Withey 1973.) From the 1972 returns,
three measures of satisfaction with life style were devised. One involved
work pattern, whether the work done was income-producing or not. Two
other measures, broader in the sense of covering various aspects of the
woman’s activities, will be describedlater.

Work Pattern Satisfaction

This measure was derived from a question which asked the womento
consider their lives as falling into one of four possible patterns: (1) I have
been primarily a homemaker; (2) I have pursued a career during most of
my adult life; (3) I have pursued a career except during the period when I
was raising a family; or (4) I have done considerable work for needed
income, but would not call it a career.

Subjects checked their pattern under a column labeled “As it was.”
Then they were asked to indicate the pattern thatfitted their plans in early
adulthood. Finally, they checked the pattern they would prefer to have
been in, as they looked back.

Our measure for work pattern satisfaction came from those subjects
whose answers to thefirst “(a) As it was” and the third “(c) As I now
would choose” were identical, whichever pattern it was. (Note that
homemaking is considered work, as well as income-producing jobs.)
Where there was agreement,satisfaction wascalled high. For any sort of
disagreement, the subject was considered to have a moderate or low
degree ofsatisfaction with her work pattern in comparingheractualstyle
with that she would now choose. Childless women who checked “career
during most of adult life” as “as it was,” and then “career except when
raising a family” as their preference now, were coded as highsatisfaction;
this was only eight cases. By these criteria, 68 percent of the total sample
expressed high satisfaction with their work pattern.

Our naive theory predicted that women who were married, with
children, having had income-producing work, and living on a higher-
than-average income would report higher satisfaction than those in the
reverse groups. As with many naive theories, most of these predictions
proved false. Figure 3.2 gives the data for our head-of-household/non-
head-of-household categories. The percentage figures in each ofthecells
are not the number of women in that category, but rather are the

percentage of women in that category who report high work pattern
satisfaction. Thus, of the head-of-household subjects, 80 percent show
high satisfaction. Of the non-head-of-household group, 67 percent rate
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Fig. 3.2. Percentages of high satisfaction with work pattern
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high—with a probability of .02 for the difference between these percen-
tages.

Income workers gave an overall figure of 79 percent high satisfac-
tion; homemakers rated 62 percent—a very significant difference (see the
bottom of figure 3.2). But note, within the cells, that those women who
were head-of-household and income workers are 92 percent highly satis-
fied, compared to 41 percent highsatisfaction in those who are also head-
of-household but homemakers.

Our most surprising finding concerns the fact of having children
versus childlessness. In each pair ofcells (except one with very small
numbers), subjects with no children show a higher percentageofsatisfac-
tion than those with children. For “always single” childless women, the
percent of high satisfaction is 89 percent. Is motherhood becoming an
endangered species, as one of our developmental psychology colleagues
observed?

Another surprise came when we looked at family income (not shown
in figure 3.2). Here the high satisfaction represents 66 percent of those
below the median of $18,000 and 70 percent of those above the median, a
nonsignificant difference. Since $18,000is a pretty fair figure in itself, we
separated out those in the lowest quartile of family income. Their high
satisfaction figure was 67 percent—no different from those with larger
incomes.

Possibly our naive theory stereotype of whatlife style would prove
most satisfying for the women born about 1910 neglected the fact that
these subjects were respondingasthey felt in 1972. Whereas 41 percent of
the women responded “primarily a homemaker”as their work pattern in
the “As it was” column, only 29 percent “would now choose”that pattern
(table 3.2). Thirty percent placed themselves in the “career” category; 37
percent would now choose this option. The comparable figures for
“career except when raising a family” are 12 percent and 29 percent; for
the “income only” category, they are 18 percent and 5 percent. Many of
these women thus would now choose a career or a career-except-when-
raising-a-family, rather than the homemaker or work-for-income-only
workpatterns.

The proportion of women in the United States whoare in the “work”
(according to definition, “work” does not include homemaking)force has
been steadily rising, and possibly some of the homemaker womenfeltthat
they had missed aninteresting and challenging part of life. As shown in
table 3.1, 43 percent of the women were coded as income workers,
according to the criterion of being employed four out of six five-year
periods. However, the current (1972) status shows 65 percent as either
employed or recently retired from employment (48 percent working, 17
percent retired).
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Table 3.2. Cross-tabulation of number of cases of “as it was” versus “as I would now

choose”
 

As I would now choose
 

 

Career Income Row

As it was Homemaker@ Career except® workerd total

Homemaker#
Married w/children 82 17 37 1 137

Married w/o children 7 2 l 10

Alwayssingle | 1

Total 90 19 38 l 148

Career?
Married w/children 2 38 6 l 47

Married w/o children 2 30 3 35

Alwayssingle ] 22 4 27

Total 5 90 13 l 109

Career except®
Married w/ children 2 6 34 42

Married w/o children ] l

Always single I l

Total 2 7 35 44

Income worker4
Married w/ children 6 15 17 12 50

Married w/o children 2 3 2 3 10

Alwayssingle 2 1 l 4

Total 8 20 20 16 64

Columntotal 105 136 106 18 365°
 

4Full title of response category is: “I have been primarily a homemaker.”

Full title of response category is: “I have pursued a career through most of my adult

life.”

CFull title of response category is: “I have pursued a career except during the period

when I wasraising a family.”

dFulltitle of response category is: “I have done considerable work for needed income,

but would notcall it a career.”
“In addition to these 365 cases, 64 women responded with other answers to describe

their specific work patterns.

Two Ways of Looking at Satisfaction with Life Style

Satisfaction with life style is described in two different approaches.

One might be called the demographic, using such variables as work

pattern, marital status, number of children, and incomelevel to provide a

subsample of the 430 women for a lookatrelative satisfaction (figure

3.2). This we have just presented. The second approachis to look back at

childhood and early adulthood variables to see whether these are asso-
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ciated predictively with (1) life style, work pattern, and/or (2) satisfaction
with that experiencedstyle.

In these women now approaching ordinary retirement age, were
there precursors or predictors in childhood and early adulthood oflater
satisfaction with their ownlife styles and choices? This phase of the analy-
sis depends upon the longitudinal design of the study and the enormous
files of data meticulously kept over the years. We have lookedat theoreti-
cally relevant possible predictors of later satisfaction such as: education
and occupation of the subjects’ parents; the girls’ apparentidentification
with their mothers and with their fathers; attitudes of their mothers,
fathers, and teachers toward them; the subjects’ own attitudes toward
themselves in terms of ambition, self-confidence, and the like; and goals
and aspects oflife giving them the mostsatisfaction at different points in
their development. These possible predictors have been related to their
actual careers as income workers, mothers, and homemakersat different
points in time, andto the satisfaction they felt with them.

Hypotheses to be tested involved the following groups of variables:
1. Women coming from homes in which the father and mother were

well-educated and in which the father (and perhaps the mother) followed a
professional or higher business career would themselves be more likely to
follow suit, and show moresatisfaction with their choice than those from
homesin which the parents had lowerlevels of education and occupation.

2. Women coming from homes where parent-child relations were
affectionately positive and parents’ marriage a happy one would be more
likely to show general satisfaction with their own lives, have happier
marriages themselves, and enjoy their children more. No prediction was
made with the work pattern the subject would follow in connection with
this group of variables.

3. The subjects’ early self-rating of self-confidence, lack of inferior-
ity feelings, and presence of ambition should predict later feelings of
satisfaction with the experiences actually encountered. More subjects
with high self-ratings should fall in the income worker pattern than in
the homemakerpattern.

4. As stated earlier, our naive theory predicted that for these
women, marriage, number of children, and income level should be
positively correlated with later satisfaction.

These hypotheses were tested for 149 variables taken from thefiles
for 1922 to 1972. The next section and table 3.3 give significant relations
between variables and workpattern satisfaction. You will recall that high
satisfaction came from the subjects’ indicating at average age sixty-two
agreement between the experience she had actually had (“Asit was”), and
the response to “As I would now choose.” Chi square was used because
workpattern is a discrete rather than a continuous variable. Some of the
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Table 3.3. Work pattern satisfaction related to other variables
 

 

Number of Chi-square

Variable description categories Date significance (<.05)

General satisfaction 54 (high)> 1.40-5.00 1972 00

Joy in living satisfaction® (high) 5 1972 .00

Work pattern, income or homemaker 2 1972 00

(income)

S’s occupation (professional-managerial- 3 1950 .00

arts vs. clerical—sales, housewife)

S’s occupation (professional-managerial- 3 1960 .00

arts vs. clerical-sales, housewife)
Historical rating on general adjustment 3 1960 03

(satisfactory)
Health (very good) 5 1972 00

Attainment: occupational success (high)@ 5 1972 .00

Attainment: family life (high) 5 1972 .00

Attainment: cultural life (high) 5 1972 02

Satisfying aspects of life: work 3 1950 .00
Satisfying aspects of life: income 3 1950 03

Satisfying aspects of life: children 3 1950 .00

Satisfying aspects of life: work 3 1960 00

Satisfying aspects of life: children 3 1960 .00

Ambition for excellence in work since 5 1960 03

age 40 (high)
Numberof children (nonevs. one to 9 1972 .00

eight)
 

4This variable will be discussed later.
bParentheses following name of variable indicate direction of relation to the criterion

work pattern satisfaction. Work pattern satisfaction has two categories, high and moderate

or low.

variables included are nonlinear. Note the parentheses following the name

of the variable; this indicates the direction of the relationship. Thus, as we

have already seen in figure 3.2, the more satisfied women tend to be

childless and hold income-producing jobs. However, they also are likely

to value their family and cultural lives, as well as work and income.

Apparently, we must conclude that while rewarding, income-

producing work and vocational advancement are facilitated by the

absence of children, still it is part of women’s lives (perhaps especially

those of the Terman Study generation) to wish for and enjoy their

children. Later we shall discuss findings from a nationwide sample of

women (not gifted) in this regard.

Turning from this issue, observe that the variables related to work

pattern satisfaction generally (but not exclusively) suggest reward from

work, whatever it is, a bias in favor of income-producing rather than

homemaking work, a professional occupation, and ambition for excel-

lence and advancementin the occupation.
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We do notsee anyrelations to parent- orself-ratings on feelings of
inferiority, presistence, self-confidence, helpfulness of parents, and the
like. Those high on work pattern satisfaction do report that one of the
satisfying aspectsof life is income. Possibly, more womenin the income-
producing work pattern brought home enough to makea decent income
(to them) and were pleased to have doneso.

Parents’ education and occupation do not showrelationships to work
pattern satisfaction, but the subject’s occupation does. Evidently, the
women working in teaching or other professions, the arts, or who are
office or property managers are morelikely to show high satisfaction on
this measure than those whoare sales clerks, in clerical jobs, or are
housewives. But the actual income (total family) does not come out as a
significant correlate of work pattern satisfaction.

General Satisfaction 5

A second, and broader, measure of life satisfaction came from
another question in 1972: “How important was each of these goals inlife
in the plans you made for yourself in early adulthood?” Columns were
labeled “occupational success,” “family life,” “friendships,” “richness of
culturallife,” and “total service to society.” Next, the subject was asked to
rate her success in each of these respects. (Note that children/ marriage
surveyed in earlier questionnaires were not delineated in 1972 but
lumped under one category labeled “family life.”) There was also a sixth
area, “joy in living,” which is more global than the others. It was taken
as a separate criterion to be discussed later. Following a suggestion of
Sanford Dornbusch (personal communication), we have weighted the in-
dividual’s judgment of her success in each area by her statement as to
the importance of the area to her in early adulthood. Both ratings were
retrospective judgments made when she wasin herearly sixties.

General satisfaction 5 is the quotient obtained by multiplying the

planned goal (early adulthood) by the reported success in attaining that

goal, adding the five of these multiplied areas, and dividing by the sum of

the planned goals for each of the areas. These scores range from 0 through

5. They are continuous, not discrete. A high score means that in those

areas she considered important for herself, her success was good.It also

takes into accountindividual differences in the choice of importantgoals.

Table 3.4 summarizes the results reaching the .05 level of statistical

significance obtained by a one-way-classification analysis of variance for

158 variables.? Twenty variables, coming from reports made by subject

3A one-wayclassification analysis of variance of each of 158 independent variables was
performed, using general satisfaction 5 scores as the dependentvariable. For example, the

question, “Please check to indicate your general health during 1970-1972”with five possible
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and by parents in different years, appear to show positive prediction of

general satisfaction in 1972. These fall into certain groups, as earlier

hypothesized.

1. There are quite a number indicating positive relations with

parents in earlier years. These come both from favorable ratings of the

subject by parents, and ratings of her father’s and mother’s qualities by

the subject. Examples are the 1928 parents’ rating of the child subject as

high in self-confidence and low in feelings of inferiority. Subjects high in

general satisfaction 5 in 1972 rated their parents favorably in 1950 on

understanding and helpfulness. They showed admiration for their moth-

ers.
2. As expected, favorable ratings of self qualities by the subject

appear as early as 1940 and again later. These self-concept reports are

rather highly correlated over the years.‘ It seems unlikely that the subjects

could remember in 1972 how they responded in 1940 or 1950; thus a

considerable stability in self-regard is indicated. These ratings were self-

confidence, which was high, and feelings of inferiority, which were low.

3. Aspects of life reported as satisfying in earlier years (1950,

1960)—marriage, children, social contacts, community service—are asso-

ciated with general satisfaction in 1972.

4. Good health and professional work appear as positive predictors

of satisfaction, as do level of education and occupation of husband, and

subject’s opinion of vocational success of her father. Time devoted to

volunteer work also comes out associated with general satisfaction 5, as

does a staff rating on general adjustment.

It is unfortunate that those variables not predictive of satisfaction

cannot be reported completely here.5 Some, of course, came close to, but

answers—very good, good, fair, poor, very poor—constitutes a five-level independent

variable for the ANOVA. Variation among the meansof responses “very good”vs. “good”
vs. “fair” vs. “poor” vs. “very poor” is analyzed, as shownin table 3.4. There, F with 4 and

412 degrees of freedom is statistically significant at the .05 level.

4Self-rating correlations over different years of report give some indication of the

consistency or roughreliability of these measures. For example:

 

Correlation with
 

 

Variable
number Description N 2 3 4

1 Self-confidence (1940) 384 56 -.49 ~.46
2 Self-confidence (1950) 377 -.38 ~.54

3 Feelings of inferiority (1940) 383 55

4 Feelings of inferiority (1950) 375
 

5Complete code booksare available to qualified persons. Appendix 3.1 lists 149 of the

variables entered into the analyses reported in tables 3.3 through 3.9.
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Table 3.4. General satisfaction 5 (five areas) related to other variables
 

 

ANOVA
Number of probability,

Variable description categories Date F<.05

Workpattern satisfaction (high) 2 1972 .00
Joy in living satisfaction (high) 5 1972 01

Health (very good) 5 1972 05
S’s occupation (professional-managerial-arts 3 1940 05

vs. Clerical-sales, housewife)
Historical rating, general adjustment 3 1960 00

(satisfactory)
Percent time volunteer work, 1966-72 (high) 0--40 1972 .00
Feelings about present vocation (good) 5 1950 01

Parentrating: self-confidence (high) 1-13 1928 00
Parent rating: feelings of inferiority (low) 1-1] 1940 00
Parent/teacher rating: perseverance, desire 34 1928 .00

to excel (high)

S rates: understanding with mother (high) 4 1950 01
S rates: helpfulness of father (high) 4 1950 01
S rates: vocational success of father (high) 4 1950 .00
S rates: admiration for mother (high) 4 1950 04

Self-rating: feelings of inferiority (low) 1-11 1940 .00
Self-rating: persistence (high) 1-11 1950 OS

Education of spouse (AB orbetter) 3 1940 00

Occupation of spouse (professional) 3 1940 03

Satisfying aspects of life: marriage 3 1950 .00

Satisfying aspects of life: children 3 1950 03

Satisfying aspects of life: community service 3 1950 .00

Satisfying aspects of life: marriage 3 1960 00

Satisfying aspects of life: social contacts 3 1960 02

Satisfying aspects of life: community service 3 1960 03
 

4Parentheses following nameof variable indicate direction of relation to the criterion

general satisfaction 5. General satisfaction 5 is a continuous variable with scores from
1.40 to 5.00.

This variable will be discussed later.

did not quite meet, the significance criteria. Among those which showed

no relationship to satisfaction were numberof children; 107 of the 430

womenwere childless but had nearly as high general satisfaction scores as

those who had from one to eight children. Income and ambition for

financial gain also do not show upin relation to generalsatisfaction. We

have here in general satisfaction 5 several dimensionsof life experiences

which are not tapped by work pattern satisfaction.
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Joy in Living Satisfaction

The simplest of our measures of satisfaction, Joy in Living Satisfac-

tion, was derived from the subjects’ answers in 1972 to the question of

how successful they had been in pursuit of that goal. A five-point scale

was used, ranging from “had excellent fortune in this respect” down to

“found little satisfaction in this area.” Predictors of this measure of

satisfaction were found by use of chi squares instead of analysis of

variance.

Joy in living scores correlate .51 with general satisfaction 5 scores,

and many of the same predictors appearin relation to bothcriteria (table

3.5). Positive relations with parents and positive self-ratings are signifi-

Table 3.5. Joy in living satisfaction related to other variables
 

 

Chi-square
Number of significance,

Variable description categories Date S05

Generalsatisfaction 5 (high)4 1.40-5.00 1972 .00
Workpattern satisfaction (high) 2 1972 00

Work pattern, income or homemaker(income) 2 1972 00

Health (very good) 5 1972 .00

Energy andvitality level (vigorous) 5 1972 .00

Historical rating, general adjustment 3 1960 .00

(satisfactory)

Feelings about present vocation (good) 5 1950 .O5

Teacher’s rating of arithmetic (very superior) 6 1922 .00

Conflict w/father before S’s marriage (none) 5 1940 O01

S rates understanding with mother(high) 5 1940 O01

S rates father’s self-confidence (high) 5 1950 .00

S rates admiration for mother(high) 5 1950 .O1

5

5

S rates rebellious feelings toward father (none) 1950 05

S rates father’s encouragement of independence 1950 04

(high)

Self-rating: feelings of inferiority (low) 1-10 1940 .00

Self-rating: feelings of inferiority (low) 1-11 1950 .03

Education of spouse (AB orbetter) 3 1940 02

Satisfying aspects of life: community service 3 1950 .00

Satisfying aspects of life: marriage 3 1960 .00

Satisfying aspects oflife: religion | 3 1960 O02

Ambition for excellence in work, age 30-40 5 1960 .0O

(high)
Ambition for excellence in work, since age 40 5 1960 .00

(high)
 

4Parentheses following name of variable indicate direction of relation to the criterion
joy in living satisfaction. Joy in living satisfaction has five categories.
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cantly related to both satisfaction measures. However, income workers,
as contrasted with homemakers, score higher in joy, which was notthe
case on the broader measure of general satisfaction 5. Further, ambition
for excellence in work, both in early and later adulthood(as recollected in
1960) is associated with joy. Of interest to those working with mathema-

tically precocious children is the fact that teachers reported special ability

in math as early as 1922 for those subjects high in joy.

Reliability of Satisfaction Measures

These 1972 measures are a one-shot type of response. Additionally,

they are based on combinations of separate responses. Conventional

reliability is impossible to determine. We offer instead someindication of

the consistency of certain measures ofsatisfaction, repeated over a ten-
year period, as evidence that at least somesatisfaction variables are not

subject-quixotic but represent some moderately stable indication of the

subjects’ feelings at different points in their lives.

Self-ratings on self-confidence and feelings of inferiority, coming

from 1940 and 1950, correlate .56 and .55, respectively. In 1950 and 1960,

subjects were asked to rate certain aspects of life which were satisfying

to them. Correlations between the two sets of responses showed the

following: for work, .41; for marriage, .56; for children, .69; and for social

contacts, .39.6

FACTOR ANALYSIS

For reduction in the huge number of variables contained in the

reports over the fifty years 1922-72, certain variables were submitted to

factor analyses. First, since the interest was in life-style satisfactions of

these women,variables were selected which theoretically should relate to

the three types of satisfaction measured in later life: (1) Work pattern

satisfaction (including both income workers and homemakers);(2) general

satisfaction 5, covering five areas of possible satisfactions; and (3) joy in

living, another general type of satisfaction. The variables selected were

thought to be possibly predictive of these satisfactions in later life: they

included earlier attitudes toward homemaking and income-producing

work, ambition, children, self-confidence, marriage, volunteer work,at-

tachment to parents, and the like.’

6The complete correlation matrix is given in appendix 3.2.

In all, four factor analyses were done: (1) with 78 variables, using an orthogonal

design with varimax rotation; (2) also with 78 variables, using oblique rotation, A= .3, the
Raofactor; (3) 50 variables (leaving out those which appeared to duplicate one another), using

PA2 factor with oblique rotation, A = .3; and (4) also 50 variables using oblique rotation, A=
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The first analysis resulted in ten meaningful factors; these will be

reported here. The other three resulted in the following numbers of

factors, respectively: 26, 19, and 19. Manyofthese incorporated only single

variables, and told little more than analysis of variance and the chi-squares

with single variables and satisfaction scores.

Table 3.6 gives the chief variables in the ten factors, the percent of

variance in the analysis accounted for by each factor, and the correlation

of each factor with the three measuresof satisfaction in 1972. These ten

factors account for about 74 percent of the common variance expected

from the correlation matrix of seventy-eight variables. Fifty-three of the

seventy-eight variables correlated .35 or better with a factor. These are

reported here.

It can be seen that one factor emphasizes income-producing work,

and two factors (5 and 9) group variables involving marriage and

children. These are not completely antithetical, as seen earlier in table 3.3,

work pattern satisfaction. Although number of children is lower in the

income-worker group than in the homemaker,children appearto be one

of the satisfying aspects of life (1950, 1960) as related to work pattern

satisfaction.

Factor 2 illustrates the clustering of positive self-ratings, and is

somewhat related to both general measures of satisfaction. These two

measuresofsatisfaction are also self-rating, but are reported at a time up
to thirty years later than some of the self-confidence measures. If this
clustering is due to responseset, it is remarkably enduring over time. More

likely, there is a true prediction: If a womanfeelsself-confident earlyinlife,
she is morelikely to orderherlife in a way that promoteslater satisfaction.
Note that such womenalso consider themselves ambitious for vocational
advancement.’

Factors 3 and 6 represent attachmentto parents. Here the prediction
to later satisfaction is not clear for attachment to mother, although there
is some relation in the extent of positive regard for the father. Likewise,
mother’s occupation (factor 4) does not correlate highly with satisfac-
tion.

Factor 8 presents the highest correlation with a satisfaction measure.
This is more suspect with regard to response set, since two of the
predictors came from the sameyear (1972) as the satisfaction measures.

Finally, factor 9, while contributing much less variance to the total
than factor 1, shows that rewards from marriage constitute a fair
prediction of general satisfaction later in life.

.3, and the Raofactor. All were done using SPSS programs. See SPSS: Statistical Packagefor
the Social Sciences (Nie et al. 1975), pp. 468-86.

*In our search for approximationsto consistency of response measures, several of these
factors are illuminating, since they represent responses from many different years which
cluster together in the factors.
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Table 3.6. Factor analysis of seventy-eight variables
 

r with factor >.10
 

 

Factor General Work Joy in

number satisfaction pattern living

(% variance) Description (five areas) satisfaction satisfaction

l Income worker (1941-72),5 occu- +.26

(21.5%) pation high level (1940), low

time volunteer work— 1960-65

(1972), work is rewarding (1950,

1960), ambitious for vocational

advance—age 30-40 (1960)
2 Self-rating: self-confidence (1940, +.16 +,21

(17.1%) 1950), persistence (1950),

ambitious for vocational ad-

vance—age 30-40 andsince 40

(1960)

3 Attachment to mother (1940, 1950)

(11.8%)

4 Mother’s occupation, high (1922,

(10.1%) 1927, 1936, 1940)

5 Had children (1972), wanted them -~.19

(9.2%) (1940), found them rewarding

(1950, 1960), would do it again

(1950)

6 Attachment to father (1940, 1950), +.19 +.12

(7.0%) parents’ marriage happy (1940)

7 S’s education good (1940), hus- +,.17

(6.7%) band’s education and occu-

pation high (1950)

8 Feels good about work (1972), +.31 +.17 +.45

(5.9%) good health (1972), not ambi-

tious for excellence in work—

age 30-40 (1960)
9 Married (1972), likes it (1950, 1960) +,33 +.17 +.32

(5.7%)
10 S gets satisfaction from recogni- +.13

(4.9%) tion of work (1950) and social

contacts (1950, 1960)
 

4This analysis used an orthogonal design with varimax rotation. Variables are not

reported if correlation was less than .35 with the factor.

Date is that of subject’s response.

ANALYSIS OF SUBSAMPLES

A final analysis divides our sample into categories according to

current marital status, work pattern, and presence of children. Table 3.7

gives percentages of the sample thus divided who reported high (favorable)

ratings on a number of variables early and late in time. Since the

categories for subsamples are those of 1972, manyofthe earlier responses
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were made before the woman wasdivorced or widowed. Weshall look at
the proportions of women in each category for suggestions as to dynamics
or circumstances underlying their position in one or another category.
Numbers in parentheses refer to variables listed in table 3.7.

Single Women

Not manyin this group rated their parents’ marriage as more happy
than average (1), but more than in other groupsreported that both father
and mother encouraged independence in the child subject (2, 3). Few
considered their mothers very self-confident (4). Their mothers were
rarely in professional or managerial occupations (8). When we add in the
fact that these single women were distinctly better educated than the other
groups (9), a picture emerges of a woman without a strong maternal
role model but encouraged to be independentby her parents, and finding
her ownsatisfactions in work for which she has been well prepared by
education. These single women liked arithmetic very much as children
(17) and were rated by their teachers as Superior at it (18).

Married Women

This group showed a much higher percentage whofelt their parents’
marriage was very happy (1). The subjects’ level of education is much
lower than that of the single women (9), perhaps partly because marriage
and/or children interrupted educational plans and goals, or perhaps
because the women were willing to have them interrupted. A large
proportion of these womentakegreatsatisfactionin marriage, family life,
and children (10, 11, 12, 13). Interestingly, the percentage taking “great”
Satisfaction in children increased substantially from 1950 to 1960 (10, 11).
Absence of older children from the home may make the heart grow
fonder, and grandmothers are notorious for their love of children.In this
group the husbandsare well educated (15) and often hold professional or
managerial jobs (14). The family incomeis high (16).

Divorced Women

To these women,their parents’ marriage was seen asless happy(1),
and the subjects believed that their fathers and mothers did not encourage
independencein them to any great extent (2, 3). A relatively large number
considered their mothers as very self-confident (4), and manyoftheir
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Table 3.7. Percentages of subsamples scoring high on selected variables, 1922-724 (top

figure is number reporting; bottom is percent of that subsample high)

 

Work

Variable (year) % oftotal Current marital status pattern Children

Sample reporting high: Single Mar. Div. Wid. IW HM No Yes
 
 

 

Workpattern satisfaction 38 280 46 65 184 245 107

=

322

(1972) 69% 89% 68% 72% 63% 719% 62% 85% 64%

Generalsatisfaction, five 35 274 44 64 180 9237 102-315

areas (1972) 53% 43% 57% 39% 50% 51% 55% 52% 53%

(1) Rates parents’ marriage 36 246 38 56 1619215 90 286

as happier than average 39% 60% 47% 54% 52% 59% 47% 58%

(1940) 56%

(2) Father encouraged 33 229 35 52 149 200 86

8=—.

263

independence (1950) 47% 58% 47% 29% 52% 50% 44% 50% 46%

(3) Mother encouraged 33 246 37 57 158-215 87 286

independence (1950) 51% 64% 50% 41% 53% 53% 50% 55% 50%

(4) Considers mother very 33 243 39 58 158 215 88 285

self-confident (1950) 13% 6% 13% 21% 16% 138% 14% 7% 15%

(5) Deep feeling of under- 33 234 36 54 153 204 86

=.

271

standing w/father (1950) 14% 9% 15% 11% 19% 14% 15% 14% 14%

(6) Felt very close to father 33 230 35 51 147 9202 81 268

(1940) 19% 24% 19% 11% 25% 16% 21% 16% 21%

(7) Felt very close to mother 35 241 35 55 158 208 84 282

(1940) 28% 26% 30% 20% 29% 22% 34% 29% 28%

(8) Mother employed as pro- 32 223 39 47 140 39201 83

=

258

fessional or manager (1940) 3% 14% 31% 13% 14% 15% 14% 15%

15%

(9) Education—ABorbetter 34 278 46 65 181

=

245 106

=

=320

(1940) 67% 92% 64% 72% 62% 68% 66% 78% 63%

(10) Great satisfaction from — 218 29 45 97 195 — 292

children (1950) 51% — 51% 48% 53% 44% 54% — 51%

 

@in order not to overburden this table, the P values for differences between percen-

tages have not been given. The text reports differences which are generally greater than

10 percent. Some examples of comparisons involving small and large numbers in the sub-

samples are given in appendix 3.3 to help the reader estimate the probabilities of true

differences.

mothers had been employed in professional or managerial positions (8).

Apparently, the subjects did not feel very close to either father or mother

(6, 7). Obviously, very few felt great satisfaction with their marriages(12)

and family life (13). Income, is low for most (16). For these women, for

whatever reason, the proportion who liked arithmetic very much as a

child is small (17). |
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Table 3.7. (Continued.)

 

Work
Variable (year) % oftotal Current marital status pattern Children
Sample reporting high: Single Mar. Div. Wid. IW HM No Yes

 

 

 

(11) Great satisfaction from — 226 27 45 100

=:

198 — 298children (1960) 66% — 68% 63% 58% 60% 69% — 66%
(12) Great satisfaction from — 262 4] 58 172 =226 63 298marriage (1960) 51% — 61% 12% 47% 371% 56% 51% 53%
(13) Highly satisfied with 31 273 42 65 176 =235 98 313family life (1972) 45% 6% 56% 14% 38% 30% 56% 31% 50%
(14) Spouse employed as pro- — 240 14 32 92 195 42 245fessional or manager (1960) — 78% 71% 75% 64% 83% 81% 76%77%

(15) Spouse’s education— — 206 34 54 107.

=

190 40 254AB orbetter (1950) 58% — 61% 50% 48% 44% 64% 48% 59%
(16) Family incomegreater 25 233 33 53 143, 201 78 =—-266than $18,000/ year (1971) 36% 66% 21% 15% 46% 56% 471% 54%52%

(17) Liked arithmetic very 28 203 35 58 141

=

183 83s 241much (1922) 44% 54% 48% 29% 36% 48% 41% 471% 43%
(18) Superior rating by 18 152 27 39 94 142 55 18]teacher in arithmetic (1922) 67% 60% 56% 62% 66% 56% 65% 59%60%

 

(19) High energylevel 38 280 46 66 184 246 107

=

323(1972) 37% 42% 35% 43% 38% 42% 33% 36% 37%
(20) General health excel- 38 279 46 65 183 245 105

=

323lent (1972) 44% 34% 43% 41% 57% 45% 43% 40% 46%
(21) Volunteer time 10%+ 32 256 39 61 159.229 90 298from 1960 to 1965 (1972) 19% 26% 21% 16% 11% 32% 18% 26%23%

(22) Volunteer time 10%+ 32 250 38 60 158 =222 90 290from 1966 to 1972 (1972) 28% 26% 18% 18% 12% 34% 26% 24%24%

Widows

In this group, the parents’ marriage was believed to be relativelyhappy (1); the proportion rating father and mother as encouragingindependenceis high (2, 3). In 1940, these women considered themselvesto be close to both father and mother (6, 7). Their level of education was
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the least of all the groups (9), and their income in 1972 theleast, on the

average (16). It is provocative to observe a discrepancy for these women

between their reports of health—the highest proportion of “excellent”

responsesofall the groups (20)—anda less favorable self-report of energy

and vitality (19). These two variables correlate .70, so considerable

correspondenceis expected. Possibly the widowed womenfelt less energy,

although health was good, because of the loss of their spouse and

consequent sadness and depression. [hese women are not older than

those of the other groups.

Income Workers Compared to Homemakers

Income workers are the group that has had rather steady employment

during much of their lives. By marital status, we find the following

percentages of income workers: 89 percent of the single women, 65

percent of the divorced, 45 percent of the widows, and only 32 percent of

the married. Subtracting from 100 percent, we find the reverse percen-

tages for the chiefly steady state of homemaker in each of the marital-

status categories.

There are not early differences between the reports from these

groups. The homemakersrate their parents’ marriage as a little happier

(1), and more of them felt close to their mother than did the income

workers (7). Homemakers report moresatisfaction from children, mar-

riage, and family life (10, 11, 12, 13) than do income workers, as expected

from the marital-status figures above. Their family incomeis generally

higher (16). An interesting difference between the two groups is in energy

level, on which the income workers rate themselves higher (19). On

health, the two groups report no difference (20). The homemakers spent

more of their time on volunteer work than did the income workers; but it

is interesting to note that single women, and those without children,

increased in proportion oftime spenton this in the twelve years preceding

the 1972 questionnaire (21, 22). They got older, and some retired. Finally,

on the child and teachers’ view of arithmetic superiority, the income

workers are

a

little higher (17, 18).

Childless Women Compared to Those with Children

Here again, the marital status intervenes in the figures. The childless

group is composed of 100 percent of the single women, 30 percent of the

divorced, 23 percent of the widows, and 14 percent of the married. The

reverse figures from 100 percent indicate those who have one or more
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children. Of the childless, 72 percent are income workers and 28 percentare

homemakers.

In this comparison, the women with children rate their parents’

marriage as happier than those without children (1). Their mothers’ self-

confidence is rated higher (4). Husbands’ occupation and education (14,

15) and family incomeare higher (16). Satisfaction with family is higher

(13). Somewhat more volunteer time wasspentin the early 1960s by those

with children than by those without, but the two groupsareessentially

equal by the latter part of the decade (21, 22).

COMPARISON OF THE TERMAN SAMPLE

WITH TWO NATIONWIDE PROBABILITY SAMPLES

Earlier, we presented some data comparing the Termangroup with
U.S. Census statistics. Unfortunately, the Census does not ask much
about satisfaction in thelife as it is lived, and that is our major concern
here.

Campbell Study

At the Institute for Social Research at Michigan, Angus Campbell
and coworkers have donejust this. Their data, published by the Russell
Sage Foundation in 1975, mesh in certain ways with the data of our
Terman women.

Campbell used one of Michigan’s Survey Research Center’s represen-
tative samples of 2,164 adults over seventeen. There are breakdownsfor
men, women, age groups, marital status, children, employed,andthelike.
Since the Survey Research Center’s methods of selecting a sample
representative of the U.S. population are precise, we feel confident that
we can compare our gifted women with their womenat roughly compara-
ble ages. Their publication, entitled The Quality of American Life, aims
at “capturing the feelings of satisfaction or dissatisfaction that Ameri-
cans draw from different parts of their lives and with how these specific
experiences combine to producesatisfaction with life in general” (Camp-
bell, Converse, and Rogers 1975).

They obtained their data from a lengthy personal interview in 1971
with people of the selected representative sample. One thousand two
hundred forty-nine women were interviewed. Of these results, the older
women (N=669) most comparable to our sample are used for compari-
son. The average age of these older women in Campbell’s sample is
less than that for the Terman women(thelatter average age sixty-two in
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1972), but most of this subgroup of Campbell’s sample were overforty-

five. The time of response is close, however: Campbell in 1971 and Ter-

man in 1972. In both cases the numberis large (Campbell 669; Terman

430), but the selection criteria are quite different.

Our question then becomes: How dothe gifted women of the Terman

sample resemble or differ from a representative sample of U.S. womenof

all IQ levels—somewhat younger, to be sure, but otherwise classified in
ways that we can match with our sample? Weshall first compare the
dimensions of marital status, employment, and education. Second, we
shall look at similarities and differences in the two samples as to the

degree of satisfaction they feel with their lives.

Demographic Variables. Table 3.8 gives the comparison on the

demographic dimensions. With regard to marital/children status, fewer

of the Terman sample were currently widowed or divorced; more of the

Terman group were currently married and had children. This may have

resulted from more remarriages in our group, which on the average is

somewhat older than Campbell’s.

More of the Terman group were employed, whatever their marital

status. A great many more had obtained college degree: 67 percent of

our sample as compared to 8 percent of Campbell’s. However, the

percentage of the two samples who were college graduates and also
employed,is very similar on the levelofjob held. In all probability, many of
Campbell’s 8 percent were as “gifted” in IQ as our sample.

Those subjects with some college short of obtaining a degree present

an interesting comparison. In the Terman group, many moreareat a

higher level of employment (professional, managerial, arts, as compared

to clerical, sales) than those in Campbell’s group. Campbell’s data suggest

that his group having somecollege fare little better in level of employment

than those with only a high school diploma.

The Terman data show the following percentages of professional,

managerial jobs by groups having differing education: college graduate,

87 percent; some college, 67 per cent; and high school graduate, 58

percent. Campbell’s sample shows these figures: college graduate, 82

percent; some college, 16 percent; and high school graduate, 8 percent.

The Terman data suffer from low numbers at the lower levels of

education; the Campbell figures are based on low numbersatthe higher

educationlevels.

Weare inclined to drawthe speculative conclusion that the women of

high IQ are able to prove themselves capable on the job, perhaps have

higher vocational goals and aspirations because of their family back-

ground, and hence succeed in higher-level jobs and in more employment

overall in the labor force than do the women in Campbell’s representative

sample. Also to be kept in mind is the fact that the Terman womenare
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Table 3.8. Percentages of samples, Terman and Campbell groups
 

Campbell

(N = 669), age 30+

Terman

(N = 430), age +62
 

Current marital status

Married, children, age +62 56% (240/430)

Married, youngest child over 17, age 45+

Married, childless, age +62

Married, childless, age 45+

Alwayssingle, age +62

Alwayssingle, age 30+

Widowed, age +62

Widowed, age 55+

Divorced, separated, age 162
Divorced, separated, one-half under age 45

Current employment

Housewives, homemakers

Total employed

Of employed: married

Of employed: single, widowed,

divorced

Education

College graduate

Of college graduates: homemakers

Of college graduates: employed

Of college graduates, employed:

Professional, managerial
Clerical, sales

Somecollege
Of some college: homemakers

Of some college: employed
Of somecollege, employed:

Professional, managerial
Clerical, sales

High school graduate

Of high school graduates: homemakers

Of high school graduates: employed
Of high school graduates employed:

Professional, managerial

Clerical, sales

9% (40/430)

9% (38/430)

15% (66/430)

11% (46/430)

34% (147/430)
66% (283/430)
37% (158/430)
29% (125/430)

67% (284/424)
35% (98/284)
65% (186/284)

87% (162/186)
13% (24/186)
24% (101/424)
37% (37/101)
63% (64/101)

67% (43/64)
33% (21/64)
8% (35/424)
26% (9/35)
74% (26/35)

58% (15/26)
42% (11/26)

33% (218/669)

71%(50/669)

8% (53/669)

33% (220/669)

19% (128/669)

46% (450/974)
54% (524/974)
30% (293/974)
24% (231/974)

8% (58/737)
43% (25/58)
57% (33/58)

82%(27/33)
12% (4/33)
14% (101/737)
51% (52/101)
49% (49/101)

16% (8/49)
67% (33/49)
44% (329/737)
59% (193/329)
41% (136/329)

8% (11/136)
59% (80/136)
 

older than those of Campbell; the proportion of the Terman women

employed has been increasing overthe last twelve years, and no doubt the

same will be true of his sample.

Satisfaction Variables. The Campbell satisfaction measure reported

here wasas follows: “We have talked about various aspects of yourlife,

now I want to ask you about your life as a whole these days. Which

number on the card comesclosest to howsatisfied or dissatisfied you are
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with yourlife as a whole?” A seven-point scale from “completely satisfied”

to “completely dissatisfied” was used. High satisfaction was defined as

points | and 2 at the completely satisfied end of the scale.

The three satisfaction measures for the Terman group have been

described earlier. Work pattern satisfaction and general satisfaction 5

correlate only .21 and, as we have seen, tap quite different aspects and

correlates of satisfaction with life style. General satisfaction 5 takes into

account a broader spectrum oflife satisfactions than does work pattern

satisfaction. As such, the general measure seems more comparable to

Campbell’s question on life as a whole. However, the percentagesof high

satisfaction are not meaningful in comparing the two Terman and one

Campbell measures (table 3.9).? Therefore, the most appropriate way to

make the comparisons is on the rank order of the various groups of

women within one measure and without attempting comparisons across

columns of “high” satisfaction for different measures.

Marital status and satisfaction. Here we get fairly close correspon-

dence between the two samples on Terman general satisfaction 5 and

Campbell’s results. Most satisfied with their lives are the married women,

with or without children, followed by the widowed, then single, with

divorced in the lowest position on satisfaction.

For our workpattern satisfaction, the ordering of the Terman women

is quite different. Single, and then childless married women are most

satisfied, followed by divorced, married with children, and widowed. All

results so far show that absence of children contributes to satisfaction

with work,at least in this group of sixty-year-old women. Thestrain of

thinking and acting on children’s development (even when the children

are adults themselves?) apparently contributes to less whole-hearted

devotion to work andsatisfaction in it. More single women have achieved

better education and higher professional level of employment, which has

been shown to promote moresatisfaction in work. Women with children

may have comelater, and with less preparation, to the jobs which might

be rewarding to them personally.

Employment andsatisfaction. Here again, there is agreement be-

tween the Terman generalsatisfaction 5 and the normative Campbell

sample. Married housewives (homemakers) are the mostsatisfied, while

married employed and single/ divorced / widowed womenfollow. The time

released from job requirements no doubt permits the housewives to gain

moresatisfactions from other aspects of life: friendships, cultural activi-

ties, volunteer service to the community, and perhaps children and

9Campbell had other measures, which are not reported here.
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Table 3.9. Satisfaction in life style, Terman and Campbell samples compared
 

Campbell
 

Terman

Workpattern General
satisfaction satisfaction

high@ high

Howsatisfied

w/ life these

days?©
 

Current marital status

Married, children, age +62

Married, youngest child over 17,
age 45+

Married,childless, age +62
Married, childless, age 45+

Always single, age £62
Always single, age 30+

Widowed, age £62
Widowed, age 55+

Divorced, separated, age +62

Divorced, separated, one-half

under age 45

Current employment

Married, housewives

Married, employed

Single, widowed, divorced:

employed

Total employed

Education

College graduate

Of c.g.: married, housewives

Of c.g.: married, employed

Total c.g. employed

Professional, managerial
Clerical, sales

Somecollege

Of s.c.: married, housewives

Of s.c.: married, employed

Total s.c. employed

Professional, managerial
Clerical, sales

High school graduate

Of h.s. grad.: married,
housewives

Of h.s. grad.: married,

employed

Total h.s. grad. employed

Professional, managerial

Clerical, sales

64% (159/240)

85% (34/40)

89% (34/38)

62% (40/65)

72% (33/46)

64% (78/121)
70% (110/158)
74% (92) 125)

71% (202/283)

69% (197/284)
60% (48/81)
71% (68/96)
716% (141/186)
77% (124/162)
71% (17/24)
68% (69/101)
81% (26/32)
66% (27/41)
61% (39/64)
74% (32/43)
33% (7/21)
71% (25/35)
43% (3/7)

81% (13/16)

77% (20/26)
73% (11/15)
82% (9/11)

54% (129/237)

65% (26/40)

41% (15/37)

50% (32/64)

38% (17/45)

57% (69/121)
55% (86/156)
44% (54/123)

50% (140/279)

52% (147/284)
53% (43/81)
57% (55/96)
53% (98/186)
52% (84/162)
58% (14/24)
54% (54/101)
72% (23/32)
56% (23/41)
47% (30/64)
49% (21/43)
43% (9/21)
49% (17/35)
43% (3/7)

50% (8/16)

46% (12/26)
33% (5/15)
64% (7/11)

69% (148/215)

69% (34/49)

53% (28/53)

56% (121/215)

33% (42/128)

69% (311/450)
66% (195/293)
47% (107/231)

58% (302/524)

56% (14/25)
79% (26/33)
77% (24/31)
81% (22/27)
30% (2/4)

69% (36/52)
69% (34/49)
68% (28/41)
62% (5/8)
10% (23/33)

72% (139/193)

69% (94/136)

71% (65/91)
55% (6/11)
74%(59/80)
 

aN = 429.
bN = 423.
°N = 669 age 30+. High satisfaction was determined by those subjects who answered

with the two highest points on a seven-pointscale to the question, “How satisfied are you
with yourlife as a whole these days?”
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husbands. In regard to work pattern satisfaction, the mostsatisfied are
the employed women (whatever their marital status), with housewives
lower.

Education andsatisfaction. Here are the most conspiciousdifferences
between ourgifted and the normative groups. Fortunately for the Terman

group, 67 percent of its women were able to achieve college graduation,
even in the days of the Great Depression. Eight percent of the Campbell
sample did so, even though they were younger. Onall three satisfaction

measures, college-graduate housewives were loweronsatisfaction than are

employed married college graduates.

For those who had somecollege without graduation, the Campbell

data show nodifference in satisfaction between housewives and married
employed women. Within the Terman group, housewives are more

satisfied than the employed on both measures of satisfaction. Those

employed in professional jobs report more satisfaction than those in

clerical or sales work.

The high school graduates constitute only a small percentage of the

Terman group, though nearly half of the Campbell sample. Forthelatter,

the satisfaction for housewives and married employed womenis very

close. In the Terman sample, small numbersreport the employed as more

satisfied than the housewives on both measures ofsatisfaction.

Spreitzer Study

Another nationwide probability sample survey was carried out in

1973 by Spreitzer, Snyder, and Larson (1975). Questionnaire items

tapping life satisfaction included the following: (1) “Taken all together,

how would you say things are these days—would you say that you are

very happy, pretty happy,or not too happy?”; (2) “In general, do you find

life exciting, pretty routine, or dull?”; and (3) “Taking thingsall together,

how would you describe your marriage? Would you say that your

marriage is very happy, pretty happy, or not too happy?”

Eight hundred two women respondents covered the age range 18 to

71+, but most of the analyses of interest for comparison to the Terman

group did not control for age. We have, however,figures on satisfaction

by marital status and by employment, with education controlled for the

whole age range.

Marital Status. High perceived happiness (question 1) was reported

most frequently by married women,followed by widowed and then single

women, with divorced women distinctly lower. The Terman figures on

general satisfaction 5 show the same ordering bystatus(table 3.7), but the
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groups are muchcloser together, with divorced womennotnearly so low.

On our work pattern satisfaction measure, the order is quite different:

single women much the highest, divorced next, then married, and

widowedas the lowest.

Employment Status. This was trichotomizedinto full-time work,part-

time work, and full time homemaking. Nosignificant associations were

found with the three indices of satisfaction. Nor did the introduction of

marital status as a control variable producesignificance.

However, level of education as a control variable resulted in interest-

ing findings. Women with no college education engaged in full-time

homemaking reported the most perceived happiness. Those withat least a

year of college showed the highest percentage of perceived happiness

associated with part-time work, and the college women were higher on

perceived excitement in life, particularly in association with part-time
work.

Summary of Comparison

These two surveys obviously leave muchto be desired as comparative

data to the Terman material. The Terman women are older, have much

better education and more professional jobs when they are employed,

have a higher rate of employment, and have higher family incomes(as

compared to Census data); those married have husbands with more

education and moreprofessional occupations. This is in addition to IQ as

a selection device. Finally, the measuresof satisfaction are different.

In both normative studies, the effect of education as interacting with

level of employment has been suggested asrelating to life satisfaction.

Education and IQ canbesaid to be correlated without saying that one or

the other is causative. It is interesting to find this education variable

cropping upin all three studies.

GENERAL DISCUSSION AND SUMMARY

The objectives of this study were (1) to delineate the currentstatus of
the 430 “gifted” women reporting in 1972 (these were selected for the
study when they were children in 1922 and 1928 because of their having

an IQ of 135 or higher), and (2) to investigate earlier variables in theirlife

experiences andfeelings that might predict satisfaction with theirlife style
and situation when in 1972 they averaged about sixty-two years of age.
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Method

Material dating from 1922 to 1972—obtained from mail surveysat

five periods and field contacts at four periods—wasculled for variables

theoretically relevant to life satisfaction as reported in 1972. Such

Satisfaction was measured in three ways, two rather global, tapping

different areas of life experiences (general satisfaction 5—covering the

five areas of occupational success, family life, friendships, richness of

cultural life, and total service to society—and joyin living satisfaction),

and one involvingsatisfaction in the pattern of work actually adopted or

experienced earlier as homemaking,career, career except whenraising a

family, or working for needed income withoutcareer implications (work

pattern satisfaction). These three variables were used ascriteria against

which earlier experiences and feelings could be assessed for their predic-

tive value.

The Sample

The demographicvariables of current and historical status—marital,

occupational, and production of children—showed nogreat differences

from Census data or from two national surveys conducted on probability

samples which did not use IQ as a selection device. At average age sixty-

two, however, the Terman women showeda higher percentage employed

as compared to full-time homemakers than did the normative samples,

more of the married women in the Terman group were childless, more

had relatively high incomes, and far more had better education and more

professional levels of employment than did the other samples.

Comparative Results

Lopata (1973) suggested that the roles of wife and motherare seen as

“basic and the only really important ones for adult women.” This is not

the case, he believed, for comparable male roles as viewed by men, for

whom occupation is the major role. In contrast, Yockey (1975) proposed

a model predicting a future reduction in family size as a result of

contemporary role change, with increased female employmentoutside the

homeandincreased sense of personal efficacy in employed women.

The Terman womenwere past child-rearing age in 1972, but they
were not in 1941 when the records of employment used in an historically

oriented classification of income worker versus homemaker begin. The
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normative samples cited here do not give clear breakdowns by age for
employment, children, and satisfactions, which would permit direct
comparison with the Terman groupin late middle ageorlater maturity.
And one must rememberthat if the Terman women had borne children,
by 1972 nearly all of those children were grown and away from home.

Some things can be clearly compared: the situation of the womenat
average age sixty-two whom wehavecharacterized as head-of-household
(single, divorced, or widowed, andin that status for twelve years or more)
is clearly moresatisfying to them on workpattern than it is to the non-
head-of-household group (those who have been married for all or some
portion of the twelve-year period).

This is in distinct contrast to the normative samples, in which the
divorced, widowed, and employed women come out lower on general
happiness than do the married housewives. We suggest that for high-IQ
women, the independence from an unhappy marriage, the challenge of
making one’s ownlife alone as a widow orsingle person, activates over
time feelings of competence rather than depression. The absence of
children, with their needs for parental involvement, no doubt contributes
to the ease with which this satisfaction is achieved. Good health and
energy are also significant when care of children and concommitant
outside employmentare both involved.

In a numberof recent studies of high school and college-age women,
the distinction has been made between those “traditionally” oriented and
those “nontraditionally” oriented. In one, O’Leary and Hammack (1975),
traditional subjects generated moretraditionally feminine characteristics
on a self-rating scale than did the nontraditional in terms of femininity
masculinity, role activities they find acceptable for themselves as women,
and career activities they consider more appropriate for men than for
women.

Within the Terman group (which attended high school andcollege in
the 1920s and 1930s), we may be seeing some of the samedistinctions
between traditional and nontraditional sex-role orientation.

Some of the ten factors produced by factor analysis on this group
representtraditional or nontraditional views (and/or actions) on sex-role
orientation. Considerfactor | (table 3.6). The following variables contrib-
ute to the factor: income worker (1941-1972), occupation high level
(1940), low time volunteer work (1960-65), work is rewarding (1950,
1960), and ambitious for vocational advancement at age thirty to forty
and since age forty (1960).

Womenscoring high onthis factor also generally showedhighscores
on workpattern satisfaction; it should be rememberedthat in this context
homemaking is considered “work” in the same sense as is work outside
the home.
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Another factor (number 5) also correlated fairly well in a negative

direction with work pattern satisfaction. Here are the variables for that

factor: had children (1972), wanted them (1940), found them rewarding

(1950, 1960), and would do it again (1950).

Factor 8 includes: feels good about work (1972), good health (1972),

and not ambitious for excellence in workat agethirty to forty (1960). This

factor has the highest relation of any of the ten factors to the criterion

joy in living satisfaction. Factor 9 has the highest correlation with general

satisfaction 5: married (1972), and likes it (1950, 1960).

It is clear that these gifted womenachievedlife-style satisfactions by

different routes. Note that not all the variables reaching significance are

contemporary as of 1972, nor retrospective from that date. Some are

actual reports in 1940, when the women were on the average thirty years

old. This is a longitudinal study of the same women overhalf a century.

Terman Results

Studying prediction oflife-style satisfaction at average age sixty-two

by reports madein early and middle adulthood was hypothesizedto reveal

certain characteristics and experiences contributing to the variance, and

others irrelevant to it. The following hypotheses were posed. The actual

results follow.

1. Women coming from homes in which both father and mother

were well educated and in which father (and perhaps mother) followed a

professional or higher business career would themselves be morelikely to

follow suit and show moresatisfaction with their choice than those from

homesin which the parents had lowerlevels of education and occupation.

This expectation was not confirmed, with the exception of a rating by

the subjects, made in 1950, of their opinions of the vocational success of

their father (high), which wasa significant predictor.

On the contrary, rather than emphasizing parents’ occupational

achievements, the predictors reaching significance on the association with

the three measures of satisfaction emphasize the subject’s own level of

education, occupation, health, and ambition. Education and occupation

of the married women’s husbandsalso reachedstatistical significance, but

not those of her parents.

The foregoing results are correct for the total sample of 430 women,

although when taking subsamples by marital status, some exceptions

occur. Single and married childless Terman women rated their parents’

marriage as less happy than did married women with children.

Divorced women’s mothers, significantly more than those of other

groups, had been in professional and managerial positions, and more of
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the divorced subjects considered their mothers to be very self-confident.

One may speculate that this example of the mother’s occupational

achievementstimulated these subjects to get out on their ownrather than

to remain in an unhappy marriage. We have seen earlier that divorced

women from this sample appear to be moresatisfied with life than those
divorced women from the general population.

2. Women coming from homes where parent-child relations were

affectionately positive, and where the parents’ marriage was happy, were

predicted to be more likely to show general satisfaction with their own

lives, have happier marriages themselves, and enjoy their children more.
No prediction was made asto the work pattern the subject would follow

in connection with this group of variables.

No parent-child relations variable reached significance in the predic-

tion of work pattern satisfaction, but a great many did for general

satisfaction 5 and for joy in living satisfaction. These included the

subjects’ ratings (most of them in 1950) of the understanding and

helpfulness of parents, encouragement of subjects’ independence by

parents, and subjects’ admiration for their parents. In addition, parents’
ratings of their child subjects’ feelings of self-confidence and lack of

inferiority feelings were high (1922, 1928) in connection with general

satisfaction, suggesting a child-rearing climate of mutual affection and

admiration between parents and child.

Also in connection with high general satisfaction, there occurs a

larger proportion of married than not-married women, with marriage and

children named as important aspects of life satisfaction. As has been

stated earlier, subjects higher on general satisfaction 5 considered their

parents’ marriage to be happier.
3. The third prediction wasas follows: the subject’s early feelings of

self-confidence, lack of inferiority feelings, and presence of ambition

should predict 1972 feelings of satisfaction with the experiences actually

encountered over the years. More subjects with high early self-ratings

should fall in the income work pattern than in the homemaker.

The results: earlier ambition for excellence in work and vocational
advancement from age forty on appearaspredictorsofall three measures

of later satisfaction. For general satisfaction 5 and joy in living, high self-

ratings on self-confidence, persistence, and low feelings of inferiority

appearalso as early as 1940. Not confirmed wasthe prediction that early-

self-confident women would appear more frequently later as income
workers than as homemakers.

4. Our first, naive theory predicted that marriage, children, and

incomelevel should be positively related to later satisfaction. For general

satisfaction 5, but not for the other two measures, married women came

out higher than did the other groups. But on work pattern satisfaction

they were surpassed by both the single and the divorced women.
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Total family income was high in the Terman sample (median $18,000

in 1971) as compared to the general population. The actual level of

income did not relate significantly to any of the three satisfaction

measures. However, it was mentioned as one ofthe satisfying aspects of

life in connection with work pattern satisfaction. So also were children,in

spite of the preceding finding of greater satisfaction amongthechildless.

Summary

Finally, disregarding the specific hypotheses, what can we say about

the factors that have contributed to the joy and well-being of these gifted

womenoverthe last half-century? Clearly, there is no single path to glory.

There are many womenwithhighsatisfactions, both in the general sense

and with respect to their work, who belong to each of the subgroups we

have distinguished.

What does stand out is that happiness under various circumstances

depends on one’s earlier experiences. Married women with children are

more likely to be happy if their own parents’ marriage was a goodone,

and if there was an affectionate and warm relationship between them and

their parents. But such a relationship does not guarantee happinessat

average age sixty-two,if the life style followed by the gifted woman was

one that led her into a single life or a childless married life. Or, to put the

matter in the other direction, the conditions that led to a life style

producing single status simply did not include any reference to the family

state of affairs in their own childhood. Indeed, with reference to life

satisfaction, one comes inescapably to the conclusion that the degree of

satisfaction, either in general or specifically with reference to work alone,

is part and parcel of a total developing personality. The life style which

brings happiness to one womanwith one kind of life experience does not

necessarily bring it to another woman with a different experiential

background.

The foregoing might be said about any woman growingupin the era

under consideration. In the comparisons with a less gifted population of

women, however, there are various suggestions that our gifted sample in

many instances identified circumstances which would allow for the

possibility of a happy life on their own without a husband, took

advantage of these, and were able to cope comfortably with their lives

thereafter. It may well be that the coping mechanismsthat enable the

gifted womento adapt flexibly to a variety of conditions, and in whatever

condition to find good satisfactions, are related to the intelligence they

bring to their life situations.
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Appendix 3.1

Variables Used in Data Analyses

 

 

Variable

number Description

003 Age at 1972 birthday
004* Marital status at present (1972)

007* Number of children born to subject, adopted, or stepchildren

010* Classification of subject as income worker or homemaker(1972)
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Appendix 3.1 (continued)

Variables Used in Data Analyses

 

Variable

number Description
 

O11*
019*
029*
041*
043
044
045
046
047
048
049
050
051
052
053
054*
055*
056*
057*
059*
060
061
069*
073*
074
075
076
081*
082
084*
085*
086*
087*
088*
089*
090
091
092
093*
094*
095*
096*
098*
101
109*
114
118*
119*
120*

Level of satisfaction with work pattern (1972)

1972 occupational classification, simplified
Feelings about work at present (1972)
Total family income, 1971

Importance of goals planned:

Importance of goals planned:
Importance of goals planned:
Importance of goals planned:

Importance of goals planned:

Importance of goals planned:

Satisfaction with attainment:

Satisfaction with attainment:

Satisfaction with attainment:

Satisfaction with attainment:

Satisfaction with attainment:

Satisfaction with attainment:

occupational success (1972)

family life (1972)
friendships (1972)
richness of cultural life (1972)

total service to society (1972)

joy in living (1972)

occupational success (1972)
family life (1972)

friendships (1972)

richness of cultural life (1972)
total service to society (1972)
joy in living (1972)

Percent time spent in volunteer work: 1960-65 (1972)

Percent time spent in volunteer work: 1966-72 (1972)

Rating on general health, 1970-72
Energy andvitality level (1972)

Subject’s self-rating of interest in algebra (1922)

Subject’s self-rating of interest in arithmetic (1922)
Teacher’s comparison with average in arithmetic (1922)
Teacher rates math as best or worst subject (1924)

Becoming more like father or mother (1950)

Father’s choice of vocation for subject (1950)

Mother’s choice of vocation for subject (1950)

Conflict with father regarding career choice (1950)

Conflict with mother regarding career choice (1950)

Mother’s occupation (1922)
Mother’s occupation (1927)
Father’s occupation (1936)

Mother’s occupation (1936)
Parents’ marital status (1936)

Mother’s occupation (1940)

Parents’ opinion of best occupation (1936)

Favorite parent (1940)

Amount of conflict with father (1940)

Amount of attachment to father (1940)

Amountof conflict with mother (1940)

Amount of attachment to mother (1940)

Subject rates happiness of parents’ marriage (1940)

Subject’s opinion on how often punished (1940)
Ever wished to be a member of the opposite sex? (1940)
Did you want children? (1940)

Parents’ report on amount of punishmentused (1922)

Subject’s level of education (1940)
Subject’s occupation (1940)

Combined quotient on Stanford Achievement Test (1922)
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Appendix 3.1 (continued)

Variables Used in Data Analyses
 

 

Variable

number Description

121* Stanford AchievementTest: arithmetic quotient (1922)
122* 1922 Intellectual traits

123 1922 Volitionaltraits
124 1928 Intellectual traits

125 1928 Volitionaltraits

126* Parent report on special ability in math (1922)

130 Father’s occupation (1922)
131 Amount of schooling of father (1922)

132 Amountof schooling of mother (1922)

133 Parents’ marital status (1922)
134 Father’s occupation (1928)

135 Parents’ marital status (1928)

136 Attitude toward present job (1940)
137 Waspresent work chosenor drifted into? (1940)

139* Education level of spouse (1940)

140* Occupation of spouse (1940)
142 Parents’ rating of subject’s traits: feelings of inferiority (1940)
143* Parents’ rating of subject’s traits: persistence (1940)

144 Parents’ rating of subject’s traits: integration (1940)

145 Parents’ marital status (1940)

146* Self-rating on traits: self-confidence (1940)

147 Self-rating on traits: persistence (1940)
148 Self-rating on traits: integration (1940)

149* Self-rating on traits: feelings of inferiority (1940)
163* Extent of understanding with father (1950)

164* Extent of understanding with mother (1950)

165 Subject’s rating of father’s self-confidence (1950)

166* Subject’s rating of mother’s self-confidence (1950)
167 Subject’s rating of father’s helpfulness (1950)

168 Subject’s rating of mother’s helpfulness (1950)

169 Subject’s rating of father’s friendliness (1950)

170 Subject’s rating of mother’s friendliness (1950)

172 Opinion on vocational success of father (1950)

173* Satisfying aspects of life: work (1950)

174* Satisfying aspects of life: recognition (1950)

175* Satisfying aspects of life: income (1950)

176* Satisfying aspects of life: activities/ hobbies (1950)

177* Satisfying aspects of life: marriage (1950)
178* Satisfying aspects of life: children (1950)
179* Satisfying aspects of life: religion (1950)
180* Satisfying aspects of life: social contacts (1950)

181* Satisfying aspects of life: community service (1950)

182* Satisfying aspects of life: other (1950)

183* Self-rating on self-confidence (1950)
184* Self-rating on persistence (1950)
185 Self-rating on integration (1950)

186* Self-rating on feelings of inferiority (1950)

187* Subject rates admiration for father (1950)

188* Subject rates admiration for mother (1950)
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Appendix 3.1 (continued)

Variables Used in Data Analyses

 

 

Variable

number Description

189 Subject rates rebellious feelings toward father (1950)

190 Subject rates rebellious feelings toward mother (1950)

191* Subject rates father’s encouragement of independence (1950)

192* Subject rates mother’s encouragement of independence (1950)

193 Subject rates father’s resistance of independence (1950)

194 Subject rates mother’s resistance of independence (1950)

195 Subject rates father’s rejection (1950)

196 Subject rates mother’s rejection (1950)

197 Subject rates how solicitous was father (1950)

198 Subject rates how solicitous was mother (1950)

199* Subject rates how domineering wasfather (1950)

200* Subject rates how domineering was mother (1950)

201 Subject rates father’s intelligence (1950)

202 Subject rates mother’s intelligence (1950)

203* Feelings about present vocation (1950)

204* Subject’s occupation (1950)

205* Spouse’s occupation (1950)

208* Numberof children same as planned? (1950)

210* If life lived over, how many children? (1950)

223* Prefer duties of housewife to other occupation (1922)

224* Subject’s occupation (1960)

225* Spouse’s occupation (1960)

226* Historical rating on general adjustment (1960)
229* Subject’s ambition: excellence in work, age 30-40 (1960)

230* Subject’s ambition: excellence in work, since 40 (1960)

231 Subject’s ambition: recognition, age 30-40 (1960)

232 Subject’s ambition: recognition, since age 40 (1960)

233* Subject’s ambition: vocational advancement, age 30-40 (1960)

234* Subject’s ambition: vocational advancement, since 40 (1960)

235 Subject’s ambition: financial gain, age 30-40 (1960)

236 Subject’s ambition: financial gain, since 40 (1960)

237 Change in ambition for excellence in work (1960)

238 Change in ambition for recognition (1960)

239 Change in ambition for vocational advancement (1960)

240 Change in ambition for financial gain (1960)
241 Increase in responsibilities or work pressure (1960)

242* Satisfying aspects of life: work (1960)

243 Satisfying aspects of life: recognition (1960)

244 Satisfying aspects of life: income (1960)

245 Satisfying aspects oflife: activities/ hobbies (1960)

246* Satisfying aspects of life: marriage (1960)

247* Satisfying aspects of life: children (1960)
248 Satisfying aspects of life: religion (1960)

249* Satisfying aspects of life: social contacts (1960)

250 Satisfying aspects of life: community service (1960)
251 Satisfying aspects of life: other (1960)
252* Satisfaction 5: measure of general satisfaction using variables

43-47 and 49-53 (1972)
 

*Asterisk indicates variable used in factor analysis (table 3.6).
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Appendix 3.2

Correlations Between Satisfying Aspects of Life—1950 and 1960
 

1950 (N = 381) 1960 (N = 398)
  

 

 

 

 

Mar-  Chil- Social Mar- Chil- Social

Work riage dren contacts Work riage dren contacts

1950
Work -07 -.20 12 41 -15  -.31 13
Marriage 47 09 ~.14 56 32 O01

Children 11 —.17 29 .69 04
Social contacts 06 -.03  -.03 39

1960
Work 41 -14 —-17 .06 ~12  -15 09
Marriage —.15 56 29 -.03 .40 .0O

Children ~.3] 32 69 -.03 .00
Social contacts 13 Ol 04 39

Appendix 3.3

Probabilities of Differences Between Subsamples in Table 3.7

Variable

number Description Subsamples Probability

I Parents’ marriage happy Single vs. married 02

l Parents’ marriage happy No children vs. children <.10 to >.05
2 Father encouraged independence Single vs. divorced 02

2 Father encouraged independence Single vs. married >.10

3 Mother encouraged independence Single vs. divorced 02
3 Mother encouraged independence Single vs. married >.10

4 Mothervery self-confident Single vs. divorced <.10 to >.05
4 Motherveryself-confident Single vs. married >.10

8 Motherprofessional Single vs. divorced <.01

8 Mother professional Single vs. married >.10

16 Family income over $18,000 IW vs. HM <.10 to >.05

19 Energy level high IW vs. HM 05
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A MUSICALLY
AND ARTISTICALLY TALENTED

FAMILY NEARLY HALF
A CENTURY LATER!

Phyllis Brown Ohanian

ABSTRACT

Since the Terman testing offorty-seven years ago, P.J.B. has evinced
several traits noted in early childhood, especially in music. She has

performed musically all her life, and has published two song booksplus

other material. All her children are musical; one is a professional

musician. P.J.B. finished college while her children were young, taught

school, and later became a schoollibrarian, which position she still holds.

M., her sister, showed early promise in art and writing. Herinterests

have been maintained, though not professionally. Her daughter is a

talented artist.

C., a brother, excelled in music and academic subjects. He is now

chairman of the economics department at the Massachusetts Institute of

Technology. One of his daughters is on the staff of a city museum for

children.

Cn., youngest sister, is creative in art. She has won awards for

original designs. Her daughter is an artist andjewelry maker.

L., younger brother, showed artistic promise very early. He is a

costume designer in New York City in thefield oftelevision, stage, ballet,

and opera. L. is also highly interested and knowledgeable in the field of

music.

The parents of this family were involved with their children. They

supported but did not push, maintaining a climate for achievement and

creativity.

'This is the follow-up of the case studies of two sisters who were tested and observed at

Stanford University in 1928, when the elder (the author of this sequel, then named Phyllis

Jane Brown) wasfifteen years old. See Burks, Jensen, and Terman (1930, pp. 340-57, 479).

66
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Termantested P.J.B. at age fifteen, in 1928. Forty-seven years later

she is married, the mother of three and grandmotherof two, andactively

working full-time as a high school librarian, with music as her primary

avocation.

During her high school years following the testing she was involved in

many areas of school activity. She was a memberofthe girls’ tennis team,

editor of the high school newspaper, and active in the local Camp Fire

Girls organization, spending two summers as a junior counselor at the

San Joaquin County Camp Fire Girls camp in the high Sierras. She

played baritone horn in the high school band, and was concertmistress of

the school orchestra. During these years she waspianist for the Congre-

gational Church in her town, playing for services and accompanying

soloists. She gave several joint recitals as a pianist, and gave her ownrecital

during her junior year in high school.

The year after the testing she was graduated from high school as

valedictorian of the class. During that year she played first violin in a

nearby community symphony orchestra, while continuing the study of

piano at a college conservatory as a special student. At the end of her

senior year she won the speed-typing championshipofthe state, as well as

the California State Spelling Contest at the state fair. The typing award

carried with it a chance to compete in Virginia at the International Typing

Contest, which she did, winning second place in the United States in the

main event, novice class. She was international winnerin the subsequent

one-minute competition (110 words without error).

As the country was by then feeling the effects of the Great Depres-

sion, the family moved to a university city so that the children might live

at home andattend college. Her father left the field of school administra-

tion and joined the faculty of a junior college in southern California,

which after a year of business training (with a view to working her way

through college) P.J.B. attended, with her sister M. as a classmate and

their brother C. one year behind them. P.J.B. worked part-time as an

author’s secretary to pay her college bills and to help hersister through.

During these two years she began the study of organ and playedfirst

violin in the local community orchestra. She andhersister were active in

campuspolitics, M. being elected vice-president of the student body and

P.J.B. serving a term as president of the associated womenstudents. The

sisters graduated as membersof the honorsociety, and then attended the

University of California at Los Angeles (UCLA). M. graduated with a

major in English. P.J.B. married after her junior year and wentto live in

New England. Here she taught piano, continued her studies in organ and
 
Two youngersiblings were also tested then. Greatest interest centered on a detailed record of

the first twenty-five months of P.J.B.’s life that her father had kept and used asthethesis for
his master’s degree.
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composition, and served as a church organist. After her first son was
born, she composed children’s songs for several school song-bookseries
and wrote an operetta that was presented at the local high schoolas well
as at the junior college she had attended in California.

P.J.B. and her husband were divorced during the war years. She
returned to secretarial work, first at the Radiation Laboratory of the
MassachusettsInstitute of Technology, andlater in Washington, D.C., at
the Office of Scientific Research and Development. Later she remarried
and again moved to New England, at which time music became her
vocation. She held a position as church organist for eight years, accom-
panied her husband’s high school and community choruses, taught piano
privately, and became the mother of two moresons.

She coauthored a bookof children’s songs, published simultaneously
in hardcover and paperback, followed by a book of nursery songs and
several children’s anthems, which broughthera listing as a composerin
the early editions of Who’s Who of American Women.

At this point she realized her wish to finish college, which she
managed to do in a year plus a summersession. She earned a B.S.in
Education degree and washired to teach in a local elementary school.
Feeling after some time that this was not her exact niche, she began
studying toward a master’s degree in library science while working as a
school librarian on the elementary level. For the past few years her
position has been on the high school level. Her composing has not been
given up, as she has written music for children’s story records during the
past few years. P.J.B. and her violinist husband? learned to play recorder,
and for the past several years have played with a baroque groupthat has

weekly meetings and performs upon occasion.

Of her three sons, the eldest (D.C.F.) is a full professor oflinguistics

at Temple University. Author of several published works, he is married

and has two children. He has his Ph.D. degree in English andislisted in
the Directory of American Scholars, 6th edition. The second son plays
French horn in the Boston Symphonyandis listed in the 1974-75 Who’s

Who in America. He is married. The third son is a specialist in high-
fidelity and stereo components and considers music to be his avocation.

All three sons could sing at a very early age, and music is an important
part of their lives.

In the forty-year follow-up of the Terman group as adults, the

statement is made that they have continued to cultivate a wide range of

interests and activities not directly related to their vocations. Certainly

this is true of P.J.B., as her activities include not only reading and music,

but golf, creative needlework, gourmet cooking, travel (manytrips to

2Heis listed in the /nternational Who’s Who in Music.
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Europe; two years spent in Hawaii), and active membership (chapter

president 1974-76) in an international women’s honorary educational

society.

P.J.B.S SISTER M.

M. was graduated from high school the year after P.J.B., having

excelled in art, creative writing, and scholarship. Her designs won blue

ribbons at the state fair. She won several regional awards for typing

accuracy and played bassoon in the high school band. At the Shakespear-

ean declamation contests she won the regionaltitle once; in the state

contest she placed second one year andfirst the next year. She wasalso

active in the Camp Fire Girls organization.

Joining her sister as a freshman at junior college, she continued to

write, her poetry appearing in First the Blade, an anthology of verse by

Southern California students. She wasalso active in dramatics, appearing

in several plays. M. entered UCLA, majoring in English, and was

graduated with honorsat the age of twenty. She won secondplace in the

Harper’s National College Essay Contest her junior year and placed

second the following year in the Atlantic Monthly Essay Contest.

M. married shortly after graduation and took graduate coursesat the

University of California at Berkeley while her husband finished law

school. They then moved to Washington, D.C., in the prewar years. There

she completed her work for a junior high school teaching credential and

worked as a school attendance officer. During these years she continued

to write poetry.

Shortly before World War II began her husband left government

service for a corporation position, and their home has been in California

ever since. (He is listed in Who’s Who in America.) They have three

children: one son is an attorney practicing in Florida, the second is a

junior high school science teacher in Oregon, and their daughter is an

artist. M. is now grandmotherof three.

For eight years M. wasa docentat the Los Angeles County Museum

of Art, which job involved writing student preparatory material sent out

to Los Angeles children. She also wrote courses of study for a new

program for inner-city children. M. was for several years a memberof the

Los Angeles Area Board of Camp Fire Girls.

M.’s creativity has shownitself in all facetsof herlife: her home, her

handwork, her outside interests. Not primarily a musician, she was,

however, part of a recorder group that practiced together for several

years. She has always been intensely interested in the theater. M. is a

“collector” of poetry—she has memorized hundredsof lines in English
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and French, which sherecites to herself at odd moments, and which she

treasures. Her latest activity has been the intensive study of French,

preparatory to spending thefirst year of retirement with her husband in

France. She says that she has always been in love with the sound of

words, and enjoys putting just the right ones together to express a

thought.

P.J.B.S BROTHER C.

The third of the siblings mentionedin the Termanrepor:is C., whois

a year younger than M.Theresults of the Terman Group Testat age ten

years two months gave him an IQ of 157. C. graduated from a much

larger high school than did his two oldersisters. His academic record was

excellent, and he was a memberof the tennis team. Before that, he had

played solo clarinet in the high school band and orchestra. He, too,

attended junior college, and there his interest in economicsled to his

transferring to the University of California at Berkeley, where he gradu-

ated as an economics major and a memberof Phi Beta Kappa.

After a year of graduate school, during which time he married, he

transferred to Harvard University to begin work for his Ph.D. degree.

The war intervened, and he spent several years with the Treasury

Department in Washington. Returning to Harvard afterward, he finished

his advanced degree and joined the faculty of the Massachusetts Institute

of Technology, where he has remained. C., now chairman of the econom-

ics department, is listed in Who’s Who in America.

C.’s early interest in art and music have persisted through theyears,

and heis still an avid tennis player. He has two daughters. Oneof these, a

former elementary school teacher, is now on the staff of a city children’s

museum andthe wife of a Ph.D. candidate. The other, formerly a teacher

in inner-city Philadelphia, is now the wife of a physician in thatcity. C.

has two grandchildren.

P.J.BLS YOUNGEST SISTER, CN.

Cn., another sister, three years younger than C., attended junior

college and UCLA.She sang in various church and school groups and

played the piano andclarinet in her earlier school days. Cn. is married to

the Dean of Student Services at a large California city college. Cn. has

always been extremely artistic and innovative—a quilt of her own design

and handiwork won an award in 1973. Her main hobbyis handwork,but

others are as varied as sailing, community service, and music.
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She has two children. One is a son with a Ph.D. degree in zoology,

doing laboratory research in a large midwestern university science

department. He has been musical since babyhood, and enjoys playing

piano and guitar. Her daughter is an artist and jewelry maker in

Colorado. Cn. has two grandchildren by herson.

P.J.B“.S YOUNGER BROTHER,L.

L., the youngest of the family, and unmarried, was one month old

when P.J.B. and M. were tested at Stanford in 1928. He showedartistic

and musical promise at a very early age, as well as high intelligence; his

Stanford-Binet IQ was computed to be 167 when he wasfouryearsold.

Entering school at the age of six, he was promoted to second grade at the

end ofthe first week and third grade the following week. His greatinterest

~ as achild was the designing and making of puppets and putting on puppet

shows. He attended UCLAasa fine arts major, then did his graduate

work in theater arts. This was followed by a sojourn in the army, after

which he moved to New York City and began his work there in which he

continues to the present time. A costumedesigner for television, ballet,

the Broadwaystage, and the films, he has costumed several NBC operas,

as well as many special productions. He takes short leaves from New

York to do plays about the country (e.g., at the Guthrie Theatre in

Minneapolis, the Stratford Shakespeare Theatres in Connecticut and

Ontario, and in the Los Angeles area). His latest contract will take him to

Europe to design an opera.

In January 1966, L. was written up in the American Artist magazine

as an “Artist in the Theatre.” His vocation is his avocation; being

constantly on the prowlfor inspiration, he is an avid theater and museum

buff. Music is a constant delight to him, and living in New York he has
ample opportunity to sample all the offerings of a great cultural center.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

These, then, are the five B. children, the two oldest of whom were

tested by Terman’sstaff in 1928. The creativity and achievement found in

the siblings and their children is now beginning to showitself in their

grandchildren, as P.J.B.’s granddaughter has had drawings doneby herat

the age of three published in a magazine devoted to schoolarts. The other

eight grandchildren are younger, and so far no studies have been made on

them.
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P.J.B. recalls her parents as “caring”: a mother whoaftera full day of

teaching sat nightly with her children around the study table, correcting

her own papers and giving what help wasneededin the early schoolyears.

She believed in reading aloud to her children, and singing to and with

them; music was a daily experience. Her father was never too busy to

answer questions or to drive twenty miles to take children to music or

tennis lessons or to concerts. He himself played tennis with those of his

children who wereinterested in the game. P.J.B.’s mother bought piano

duet books, and the mother-daughter duet playing continued for years.

Both parents believed that the best books, musical instruments, art

supplies, and sports equipment they could afford were a good investment

—plus, of course, the teachers to go with them. Their discipline wasfairly

strict. They liked their children to be “doers” and creators, and their

interest was always active. P.J.B. does not view her parents as “pushers”

—rather as “expecters.” They maintained a climate for achievement and

expected the best efforts their children could put forth.
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Julian C. Stanley

ABSTRACT

The Study of Mathematically Precocious Youth (SMPY) beganofficially
at The Johns Hopkins University in September 1971 under a five-year
grant from the Spencer Foundation. Its staff, headed by Professor (of
psychology) Julian C. Stanley, seeks highly effective ways tofacilitate the
education ofyouths who reason extremely well mathematically. To do so,
it is of course necessaryfirst to identify such youths and understand them
well. During SMPY’s initialfive years, much service was rendered to the
mathematically talented in the State of Maryland, especially seventh and
eighth graders in the Greater Baltimore area. This enabled the SMPY
staff to develop and refine principles, techniques, and practices with
which to improve the education of intellectually talented students there
and elsewhere. SMPY’s underlying rationale is notfully obviousfrom the
two books that report its substantive achievements. Thus it seems
desirable to state that rationale clearly so that its assumptions can be
examined by all persons who consider using SMPY’s practices. This
chapter is the initial attempt to set forth explicitly the point of view
guiding SMPY’s activities.

Results of the first year of the Study of Mathematically Precocious
Youth at The Johns Hopkins University were reported in a bookentitled
Mathematical Talent: Discovery, Description, and Development (Stan-
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ley, Keating, and Fox 1974). Findings during the following three years are

contained in a larger book entitled Intellectual Talent: Research and

Development (Keating 1976). In this paper I shall not attempt to

summarize the twenty-seven chapters of those two books, but instead

shall present the rationale of the study as it has been workedout by mein

close collaboration with a numberofassociates, especially Lynn H. Fox,

Daniel P. Keating, Susanne A. Denham,Linda K. Greenstein, William C.

George, Cecilia H. Solano, and Sanford J. Cohn. The reader will see how

our extreme emphasis on educational acceleration has greatly helped

many youths who were eager to move ahead academically.

WHY MATHEMATICAL REASONINGIS THE INITIAL BASIS

FOR IDENTIFICATION

The Study of Mathematically Precocious Youth (abbreviated

SMPY) began informally at The Johns Hopkins University during the

summerof 1968 when Doris K. Lidtke, an instructor in computerscience,

called my attention to a twelve-year-old boy just out of the seventh grade

who was doing remarkable things in the computer laboratory.It started

slowly and without a name.
Emphasis on the mathematical and physical sciences began early,

however. Persons often ask us why we chose mathematical reasoning

ability rather than somethingelse, or even why we decided to concentrate

on onetype of talent rather than studying all sorts. We wantedto steer a

careful course between excessive specialism and overly broad coverage.

Sharply limited resources madethis decision inevitable. Even for the

first two years after the study was funded by the Spencer Foundation in

1971 it did not have single full-time worker, and after that there was just

one. During the 1976-77 academic year our entire regular staff consisted

of William C. George, the full-timer; Cecilia H. Solano, a fourth-year

doctoral student in psychology who worked ten hours per week on the

study; Sanford J. Cohn, a second-year doctoral student in psychology

who worked twenty hours weekly; me, who devoted to it as much time as

being a professor of psychology with unreduced teaching responsibilities

permitted; the administrative secretary, Lois Sandhofer; and a part-time

secretary, Laura Thommen. Small wonder that we did not also select

initially for other talents such as verbal reasoning ability, athletic prow-

ess, musical talent, and leadership potential! No matter how hard we

might work (and we doindeedput in long hours), relativelylittle could be

done by us for that varied a group.

In response, however, to persistent inquiries about verbal reasoning

ability after SMPY was funded, we encouraged JHU psychologyprofes-
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sors Catherine J. Garvey, Robert T. Hogan, and Roger A. Webbto
obtain from a philanthropic foundation a five-year grant (1972-77) with
which to pioneer in that area. For reports of their work see Hoganetal.
(1977), Viernstein et al. (1977), McGinn (1976), Viernstein and Hogan
(1975), and Webb (1974).

Given that we mustspecialize, it seemed sensible to choose an ability
closely related to major subjects in the academic curricula of public and
private schools in the United States. Because we planned to help intellec-
tually talented youths improvetheir education, it appeared wisetostart at
as early a grade and age level as the developing of the chosen ability
permitted. In order to capitalize on the precocious development ofthis
ability by greatly accelerating school progress in the subject-matter area
concerned, it was necessary to choose school subjects much more highly
dependent for their mastery on manifest intellectual talent than on
chronological age and the associated life experiences. These considera-
tions led to our choosing mathematical reasoning as the ability and the
best of the standard coursesin mathematics, the mathematical sciences,
and the physical sciences as the subjects on which to focus directly. We
did not want to develop curricula in mathematics, but instead to help
mathematically talented boys andgirls use their abilities more effectively
in the various academic areas.

We were aided in this choice by more than just armchair considera-
tions. Great precocity in mathematics and the physical sciences is
documented by such writers as Harvey C. Lehman (1953), Catharine M.
Cox (1926) in the second volume of Terman’s Genetic Studies of Genius
series,! Eric Temple Bell (1937), and Edna Kramer (1974). The only clear
competitor was musical composition, where the almost unbelievably early
accomplishments of Saint-Saefis, Mozart, and Mendelssohn are well
known (see Schonberg 1970). This does not articulate well with school
curricula, however, nor do we havethe knowledgeorfacilities to nurture
young composers. We eliminated chess because it is not an academic
discipline.

Two who helped begin the study (Lynn H. Fox and I) had been
teachers of high school mathematics, and I of chemistry and general
science also. My undergraduate major had been physical science, and
much of my graduate and postdoctoral work has been in statistics at three

'It is well for the reader to keep in mind the nature of these five volumes, the years in
which they appeared, and the fact that their publisher (the Stanford University Press) haskept the whole series in print for more than half a century. References are as follows:Terman (1925), Cox (1926), Burks, Jensen, and Terman (1930), and Terman and Oden(1947, 1959). They have been extended by Oden (1968) and by chapter 3 in this volume.Further analyses of the 1972 follow-up survey are being conducted by Robert R. Sears
(1977) and Lee J. Cronbach.
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universities. As a Fellow of the American Statistical Association and of

the American Association for the Advancementof Science, I felt compe-

tent to help students make decisions in the areas of mathematics and

science, aided of course by consultation and collaboration with high

school and college teachers, supervisors, and administrators.

Also, I had a master’s degree in educational and vocational counsel-

ing and guidance and much backgroundin evaluation andtesting. These

proved invaluable.

Myinterest in intellectually gifted youths began at the University of

Georgia during the summerof1938, after myfirst year of teaching in high

school (see Stanley 1976a, pp. 6-9). It smouldered from then on, coming

to the level of publication occasionally (e.g., Stanley 1954a, b; 1958;

1959a, b). Not until 1969, however, did I begin helping intellectually

talented youngsters systematically (Stanley 1974, pp. 12-14; 1976a, p. 9).

It is interesting to note here as an aside that the SMPYstaff has had

little difficulty in planning closely with top-flight mathematicians and
scientists, but has met with distrust from some mathematics supervisors

and teachers who do not understand how university psychologists could

know anything about their subjects. There is an element of defensiveness

in this, of course, because we have prodded school personnel to do much

more for mathematically highly talented students than is usually done.

Thus wesettled upon mathematical reasoning ability developed to a

high level at an early age as the basis for initial selection of students to be

studied considerably more and helped to develop fast and well in

mathematics and related subjects. We did this for logical, empirical, and

personal reasons. Somewhat more of our rationale can be gleaned from

Stanley (1954a, b; 1958; 1959a, b; 1974; 1976a-f).

We would not have begunthis kind of project had we not agreedfully

with ThomasGray(“Elegy Written in a Country Churchyard,” 1751, line

53) that

Full many a gem of purest ray serene

The dark unfathomed caves of ocean bear;

Full many a flower is born to blush unseen,

And waste its sweetness on the desertair.

WHY SAT-M SCOREIS THEINITIAL CRITERION

We wanted to find youths who at an early age (mostly twelve or

thirteen) were already able to reason extremely well with simple mathe-

matical facts, students who even before taking or completing thefirst year

of algebra would reason mathematically much better than the average

male twelfth grader does. We gave applicants for the talent-search contest
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plenty of practice materials for the forthcomingtest so that they would be
on essentially the same footing with respect to opportunity to score well.
Because reasoning mathematically involves reasoning with some mathe-
matics, however elementary, this was essential in order to smooth outat
least partially their differences in mathematical training and outside-of-
school experiences. We did not want scores to depend much on rote
knowledge of mathematical concepts or on computational ability, as the
usual test of mathematical “aptitude” does, because we surmised that
these could be taught readily and quickly to students whose mathematical
reasoning ability is splendid. It seemed to uslikely that the reasoningtest
would predict success in later mathematics, at least through advanced
calculus andlinear algebra,far better than items measuring rote memory
and computational speed and accuracy would.

Thus we needed a mathematical reasoningtest difficult enoughthat
the average participant in our contest would score onit halfway between a
chance score and a perfect score. For example, if there were sixty items
and scores were “corrected for chance,” we wanted the mean score of our
examinees, a highly able group, to be about 30. Also, the test should have
enough “ceiling”—bedifficult enough for even the ablest entrants into the
contest—so that virtually no scores of 60 would occur.

In addition to the considerations of reasoning content and appro-
priate difficulty, we wanted a professionally prepared,carefully standard-
ized, reliable test for which several well-guarded (“secure”) forms existed
and for which well-known, meaningful interpretations of scores were
available. High scores on the test should command immediate attention
and respect at both the high school and college levels, because they could
be compared with scores on the same test earned by superior high school
seniors.

These considerationsled to pilot studies of the mathematical part of
the College Entrance Examination Board’s Scholastic Aptitude Test
(SAT-M).? Our first examinee, an obviously brilliant thirteen-year-old
eighth grader, scored 669, which was then the 96th percentile of a random
sample of male twelfth graders. On the verbal part of SAT, abbreviated
SAT-V, he scored 590, the 93rd percentile of the same norm group. The
next thirteen-year-old eighth grader on whom wetried thetest scored 716
on M and 608 on V.Others scored similarly, some even higher. None
scored near the perfect score of 60 right on M or 90 right on V.It seemed
likely, then, that SAT-M would be excellent for identifying the level of
mathematical reasoning ability we sought among seventh and eighth
graders. SAT-V could be used with the high scorers on SAT-M toassess
verbal reasoning ability, which seemedlikely to be more closely related to

*Forits history and rationale, see Downey(1961).
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speed of thinking and of taking tests than is SAT-M.As has been shown

in several publications, especially Stanley, Keating, and Fox (1974) and

Keating (1976), for the students we tested SAT-M and SAT-V did indeed

prove suitable in both content and difficulty. The mean on each was

appropriately between the chance- and perfect-score levels. The highest

scores were never perfect. Only an occasional examinee scored as high as

55 out of 60 on SAT-M.A twelve-year-old did score 58, and a thirteen-

year-old scored 59, but these were the extreme exceptions among some

3,000 youths tested.
More importantly, SAT-M and SAT-V proved to have great value

for predicting which students would be able to accelerate their mathemat-

ical education radically. Of course, motivational factors—especially,

willingness to do difficult homework well—proved crucial within the

high-scoring group, but without considerable ability of the SAT-M and

SAT-V types students could not race ahead successfully in mathematics

and related areas.

We have learned that the SAT-M scorescale is valid right up to the

top-reported score, 800, if the criteria themselves have enough “ceiling”

for the group. Forinstance, in the usual eighth- or ninth-grade algebra I

class, variation in this ability would probably makelittle difference in

apparent success of students at SAT-M levels 500, 600, 700, or 800,

because all of these exceed the mathematical-reasoning demandsof the

course. Paying attention and bothering to do homework andtests

carefully are probably better determiners of grades among these high-

scorers than are differences of the order of even 100 to 300 points. Put a

500-scorer into a fast-paced, homogeneously grouped 700-level algebra HI

class, however, and heis unlikely to be able to keep upat all. In general,

most reports that a test of appropriate difficulty loses its validity at some

point short of the top of its score scale are actually commentaries on the

lack of ceiling of the criterion, rather than intrinsic dropping off of

validity of the predictor. This seems especially true when both the

predictor and the criterion variables are ability-test scores.

Werealize that a factor analysis of SAT-M scores would showseveral

factors, perhaps somewhatdifferent for our youths than for the usual

older examinees (see Pruzek and Coffman 1966). Because the criteria we

use are also factorially heterogeneous, however, this is probablyatleast as

much an asset as aliability.

The setting and rules of the mathematics talent searches tended to

attract interested, mathematically able students who liked keen competi-

tion. The entrants were probably about the upper 1 percent oftheir age

group in mathematical reasoning ability (1.e., the top 1 in about 67). It

would be foolish to administer the SAT-M to twelve- to thirteen-year-old
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students muchless able than that, and even more unwiseto test them with
SAT-V, because SATis designed for above-average eleventh and twelfth
graders.

SAT-V proved rather difficult for some of the seventh graders who
scored extremely high on SAT-M.Verbal reasoning ability seems more
closely related to age than mathematical reasoning ability is and also
more closely related to the verbal ability of the child’s parents and their
socioeconomic level. Nevertheless, splendid mathematical reasoners who
were seventh or eighth graders seldom scored lower on SAT-V than the
average twelfth grader does. For example, in the first mathematics and
science talent search the 35 top boys out of the 265 male entrants averaged
the 95th percentile of a random sample of high school seniors on M and
the 87th on V. Of course, that type of regression (here, .4 of a standard
deviation) is to be expected in any group chosen on onevariable and then
examined on anothervariable not perfectly correlated with it.

It would berare, indeed, for a person to have excellent mathematical
reasoning ability and yet be inferior to average thinkers in verbal
reasoning ability. SMPY does not seek mere calculating freaks (Barlow
1952). Though its participants are not chosen explicitly for high IQ,
virtually none of them have average or below-average IQs.

Mostpersons who uponentering their teens already reason extremely
well mathematically, as indicated by a high score on SAT-M, will not
become “pure” mathematicians. Far less than half of them will even major
in mathematics as college undergraduates. Instead, most of the boys and
some of the girls will specialize in the physical sciences (especially
physics), engineering, computer science, mathematical Statistics, opera-
tions research, economics, and other areas in which a good grasp of
mathematics is essential. Some will go into medicine because of the
prestige and financial compensationit usually offers, even though few
persons holding M.D. degrees can make much use of great talent for
mathematics. Medicine and law seem more likely choicesforgirls than for
boys, because even yet the former tend to shy away from mathematics,
engineering, and the physical sciences. A large percentage of the boyswill
probably work toward Ph.D. degrees.

Whenever one uses a test and has a fixed point above which the
examinee is considered “successful” and below which he is considered
“unsuccessful,” the issue of false positives and false negatives arises. Some
students will have a good day and equalor exceed the criterion, whereas
others will have a bad day and drop below it. On another occasion the
former would have failed and the latter have succeeded. SMPY guards
against false positives by retesting at a later date with an extremely heavy
battery of difficult tests all those persons who attained the cri-
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terion—e.g., SAT-M score of 640 or more during the second or third

talent searches. Theinitially lucky scorer will be detected easily. Thus, for

the retested group positive errors of measurement(see Stanley 1971) are

not much of a problem, noris the inevitably somewhat-less-than-perfect

validity of SAT-M itself.

There will, however, be some youths inappropriately consigned to the

below-640 group. A score of 630 represents only a point or twoless, out of

the possible 60 points, than a score of 640 does. The 10-point difference

between 630 and 640 is only about one third of a standard error of

measurement. Obviously, small fluctuations in score at this level will

make the difference between being identified as an excellent enough

mathematical reasoner to warrant being studied considerably more and

helped a great deal and being consigned to the less mathematically

brilliant group. This problem is unavoidable, no matter what score

criterion is used. The 640 was chosen becauseit screened in just about as

many students (about 7 percent of those who entered the contest) as it was

feasible to test further and work with closely. Also, it was only about 20

points below the average SAT-Mscore as eleventh and twelfth graders of

Johns Hopkins’s freshmen, an impressive figure indeed for seventh and

eighth graders.

There are several justifications for not worrying inordinately about

the false negatives:

1. If seventh graders, they were eligible to enter the contest again the

next year as eighth graders and were encouraged to do so. This worked,

however, only for seventh graders tested in the March 1972 and January

1973 (i.e., the first and second) contests, because the January 1974 contest

was the last of the initial series. (The contest resumed, with seventh

graders only, in the fall of 1976.)

2. SMPYoffered a great deal of help to all contestants who scored

420 or more, and most of them did.

3. It was unlikely that a student whoscored as low as 630 would with

better luck have exceeded 700, so probably few of the false-negative

eighth graders would have been among the very highest scorers.

4. Relatively few students scored in the 610-630 range.

5. Nearly all of the students entering the contests would later, as

eleventh graders orearlier, take both the Preliminary SAT and the SAT

and recalibrate their levels of mathematical aptitude.

6. The SAT-M scores from the SMPYcontest did not “count” any-

thing for school or other purposes. Most such scores made the student

look good and gavehis parents and teachers evidence with which to argue

that special provisions in mathematics for him/her were desirable. For

example, 420 on SAT-M exceeds the score earned by approximately 57
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percent of male eleventh and twelfth graders. To be that apt three to five

years early is impressive.

SMPY FOCUSESITS EFFORTS

SMPY is developmental and longitudinal but not retrospective. Its

staff identifies at the seventh- or eighth-grade level students who are

already superior reasoners mathematically and observes their develop-

ment(while trying to influence it) over the ensuing years. Its staff does not

have the timeorinterest to delve deeply into the “whys”of their precocity.

While not wholly without interest to us, questions such as “Is mathemati-

cal talent mainly inherited?” are largely outside SMPY’s scope. Weare

concerned mostly with capitalizing on the high-level reasoningability and

the motivation to use it that can be found among youths twelve or

thirteen years old. It is already-evident ability we seek, rather than some
presumed underlying potential that has not yet become manifest. We
leave it to others to study the origins of such ability, the effects of nature
and nurture on it during the early years, the failure of mathematical
ability to arise in what are otherwise bright children, and the treatment of
“underachievers.” These are important topics, but strenuous efforts to
help the vastly neglected hordes of well-motivated mathematically apt
youths who are caughtin theinterest-killing traps of routine mathematics
classroomsleave uslittle time for them.

We are, however, greatly interested in the nature of mathematical
talent as it develops and unfolds, especially from age twelve or so onward.
We do care, too, how intellectual prodigies of the past have turned out
(e.g., Wiener 1953 and Montour 1976a, b). Some books that we have
found helpful are Bell (1937), Krutetskii (1976), and Skemp (1971). Also,
see Fox (1976c).

WHY IDENTIFICATION USUALLY
BEGINS AT THE JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL LEVEL

Elementary mathematics is, from the standpoint of the learner,
heavily an algorithmic and deductive system, though for those whocreate
it there are usually strong intuitive and aesthetic elements. Unlike
understanding philosophy or great novels such as Tolstoy’s War and
Peace, personal experience outside the classroom and maturation closely
tied to chronological age are notessential for learning mathematics well.
Certain types of reasoning ability necessary for mastering subjects such as
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high school algebra develop at vastly different ages. A precocious ten-

year-old may be superior in this respect to most adults. To him orher,

mathematics and related subjects such as computer science may beseen as

interesting games,little related to the real world of experience.

A startling example will illustrate this. At age ten one of SMPY’s

participants made the highest grade in a state college introduction-to-

computer-science course, competing with seven of our exceptionally able

older students and twelve adults. Before his eleventh birthday he com-

pleted at Johns Hopkins most of a second-level computer course on

which he earned a final grade of A. At age eleven he earned, by

examination, credit for two semesters of the calculus at Johns Hopkins.

This is no ordinary boy, of course. His Stanford-BinetIQ at age eight was

190, and he had been in our special fast-mathematics classes for two

years. Even he is not the most precocious youth we have discovered.

Furthermore, at age twelve to thirteen, when the typical child is in the

seventh or eighth grade, there are quite a few students able to forge

throughall of precalculus mathematics far quicker than schools ordinar-

ily permit them to do.

The first year of algebra usually causes serious problems for youths

who are amongthe ablest few percent of their classmates in mathematical

reasoning ability. Regardless of how advanced their ability is, seldom are

they permitted to take this subject before the eighth or ninth grade. Then,

no matter how muchalgebra I the student can already do or how quickly

he or she could learn the material and go on to second-year algebra, the

student is usually lockstepped into approximately 180 forty-five- or fifty-

minute daily periods throughout the school year. Mathematically highly

precocious youths need vastly less exposure to what is for them an

extremely easy subject. This is especially true when the student has

already had one or moreyears of “modern” mathematics that may have

included much algebra covertly. Several examples from our experience

will illustrate the mathematically talented youth’s dilemma.

A twelve-year-old seventh grader who scored extremely high in one

of SMPY’s annual contests asked permission to join his junior high

school’s eighth-grade algebra I class in February but was refused on the

grounds that he already had missed more than half the course. He insisted

on being given a standardized test covering the first year of the subject.

On this he made a perfect score, 40 right in forty minutes, which is two

3Even more psychometrically precocious was the boy of Chinese background whoat

age ten years one month scored 600 on SAT-V and 680 on SAT-M,anda yearlater scored
710V and 750M. SMPY’s youngest college graduate thus far is Eric Robert Jablow, born 24

March 1962, whoreceived his B.S. degree in mathematics summa cum laude from Brooklyn

College in June of 1977. In the fall of 1977 he became a doctoral student in mathematicsat

Princeton University.
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points above the 99.5th percentile of national norms for ninth-grade

students who have been in this type of class all year. Upon seeing this

achievement, the teacher agreed with the boy that he was indeed ready to

join the class! Instead, he took a college mathematics course that summer

and easily earned a final grade of A.

At the end of the sixth grade a student took second-yearalgebra in

summer school without having hadfirst-year algebra; his final grade was

A. By the end ofthe eighth grade he had earnedcredit by examinationfor

two semesters of college calculus. A year later he had completed third-

semester calculus by correspondence from a major university, earning A

as his final grade.

A student learned two and one-half years of algebra well by being
tutored while in the fifth and sixth grades. He continued, by means of
tutoring, with a high-level course in geometry. His tutor in geometry was
a sixteen-year-old freshman at Johns Hopkins whoenrolled for honors
advanced calculus (final grade, A) and other subjects that most nineteen-
year-olds would find extremely difficult. He, too, condensed his mathe-
matics radically.

Several girls have accelerated their progress in mathematics consider-
ably, though not as much as the boys discussed above. One of them
graduated from high school a year early while being one of the best
students in SMPY’s second high-level college calculusclass.

Many other such examples could be given (e.g., see Stanley 1974,
1976 a-f) to show that the usual high school pace in algebra I to III,
geometry, trigonometry, analytic geometry, and the calculusis far from
optimum for boys and girls who reason extremely well mathematically.
Algebra I is a particularly virulent culprit, because being incarceratedinit
for a whole year gives the apt student noreally appropriate way to
behave. Heor she can daydream,be excessively meticulous in order to get
perfect grades, harass the teacher, show off knowledge arrogantly in the
class, or be truant. There is, however, no suitable way to while away the
class hours when onealready knows much of the material and can learn
the rest almost instantaneouslyasitis first presented. Boredom,frustra-
tion, and habits of gross inattention are almostsure to result.

We are amazed that even more youths do not sustain obvious
academic injury, and we suspect that the damageis greater than it seems.
At least, it appears uncomfortablylikely that motivation for mathematics
may suffer appreciably in all but those few students devoted to the
subject. After such snail-pacing in high school precalculus and cal-
culus—often, five and one-half years or more—the numberof top minds
still excited by mathematics may be few.

The remedy for this unfortunatesituationis conceptually simple but
seldom employed. It consists of the regular and appropriate use oftests.
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First, those students with great mathematical reasoningability are found.

Then various tests of achievement in mathematics are administered to

them. This enables mathematics teachers to determine what a particular

talented student does not yet know and arrange for him orher to learn

those points, and those only, fast but well.

Seldom, though, does the teacher of beginning algebra use an

achievement test during the first week of class to locate the students who

might, with a little individual help, move into second-year algebra right

away. Also, not nearly enough use is made of the mathematics scores

from the achievementbatteries that most schools administer. Those tests

are not difficult enough to differentiate adequately among the top several

percent of the group,butat least they do single out potentially exception-

ally able youths.

In special classes where students are grouped homogeneously accord-

ing to high mathematical reasoning ability, SMPY has foundthatfirst-

year algebra can be mastered in from nine to twenty two-hour weekly

periods—and, as noted above, some exceptionally able students do not

need even that much. Details about this are contained in Fox (1974a,

19765) and Stanley (1976b). Other precalculus courses and the calculus

can also be learned quickly by mathematically apt youths, as George and

Denham (1976), George (1976), and Stanley (19765) document rather

fully.

To go beyondfirst-year algebra, youths need certain better-devel-

oped mental qualities, especially excellent reasoning ability and Piagetian

formal-operations status. SMPY’s testing and experience with special

instructional programsandthe studies by Keating (1975) and Keating and

Schaefer (1975) indicate that the intellectually top 1 or 2 percent of

students as low asthefifth grade probably already havetheseabilities well

enough developed to learn algebra II and other precalculus courses well.

Speed of learning them is dependent on level of ability, quality of

instruction and pacing, stimulation by classmates or tutor, and the

mysterious ingredient called motivation that makes the student willing

(or, ideally, eager) to do a great deal of homework excellently between

classes.
For these reasons SMPY conducted its three annual mathematics

talent searches among seventh and eighth graders, but also did special

work among sixth graders and a few students even younger thanthat.

Students whose mathematical reasoning abilities proved to be superb

were encouraged to move fast through the high school mathematics

sequence, beginning with algebra I or skipping it and ending soon with

calculus so well learned that college credit for it could be obtained.

Somewhat less able entrants were given less drastic suggestions, but

nevertheless encouraged to speed up their progress in mathematics and
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science. Experience of several years has shown that youths able and eager

to move ahead can doso readily if they and their parents are resolute and

persistent in their search for suitable ways.

Tentative physiological evidence concerningthesuitability of the age

period twelve to thirteen for accelerating educational progress was

suggested rather recently by Epstein (1974a, b). He found spurts in both

brain development and mental age, one of them at chronological ages ten

to twelve. Mental age seemed to grow especially slowly during the years

twelve to fourteen and then to spurt again forthe final time at fourteen to

sixteen. Thus junior high school students (grades seven to nine) may be on

a mental plateau. We do not know, however, whether his findings

characterize precocious youths, who might spurt at different times than

average students do. It seems congruent with our experience to postulate

that by age twelve some youthsalready have great learning potential that

seems to accelerate to the point that by age fourteen to sixteen they are

fully ready to succeed in a selective college. We have not noticed any

tendency for SMPYparticipants to have merely reached a rather high

level of ability early and to remain there. Obviously, though, the develop-

mental curve for a given ability might differ greatly from one person to

another, depending on genetically programmedpotential, environmental

stimulation, and the interaction of these two.

WHY NOT CONDUCT A CONTROLLED EXPERIMENT?

Because experimentation is a strong force in psychology and in my
own background (e.g., Campbell and Stanley 1966; Stanley 1973), we
were tempted to set SMPY upas a rigorously controlled experiment.
Upon reflection, however, we came to believe that there were cogent
reasons for not doing so. Some of those considerations were the follow-
ing:

1. We were rather sure that the smorgasbord of accelerative educa-
tional opportunities we planned to offer the “experimental” subjects in
the study were much morelikely to help than to harm them. Therefore,it
would be inadvisable to withhold such opportunities from a portion of
the subjects (probably half of them) who in a controlled experiment
would be assigned randomly to a “control” group.

2. There were notlikely to be enough extremely high scorers to make
the numbers in both the experimental and the control group sufficiently
large to yield statistically powerful or precise comparisons between
groups and subgroups. It seemed more sensible to take the N ablest
subjects and mass the experimentalefforts on them.
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3. The procedures, principles, and techniques that SMPYplanned to

develop would be disseminated widely by the press and in speeches,

letters, articles, books, and newsletters, so withholding knowledge of

opportunities from a control group of subjects would be impossible. The

control group would be substantially exposed to influences designed only

for the experimental group,and that type of contamination would greatly

weaken or even nullify the experiment.

4. By not having a control group from which certain presumably

beneficial opportunities and information were withheld, it is possible to

keep the study completely on an above-board basis, with no need to

deceive anyone about anything. This opennessis importantin gaining the

confidence of the students, their parents and teachers, and the general

public.

5. Certain comparisons could be made by matching and other quasi-

experimental procedures. Fox (1976b) did this in her study of sex

differences in mathematical aptitude and achievement, as have other

SMPY researchers in trying to determine how well a certain special

procedure worked.

SMPYplansto use a completely controlled experimental design in its

attempt to increase interest in chemistry among mathematically talented

youths, but not to deceive either group about the nature of the study.

Membersof the control group will get equivalent educational stimulation,

though not in chemistry. The staff of SMPYis not at all sure in advance

that the chemistry “treatment” will be effective, so it seems reasonable to

withhold it from some of the ablest youths (with their knowledge and

consent) while giving them the same amountof attention in certain other

areas. Of course, despite SMPY’s best efforts, this experiment will be

contaminated somewhat by knowledge of its nature and by whatever

spillover of chemistry influence from the experimental to the control

group that may occur, but if the experimental variables are not potent

enough to triumph overthese, they are probably not of great practical

value. Careful attention to the sources of invalidity spelled out by

Campbell and Stanley (1966) will help keep the experimentas unbiased as

possible. Experimentation with humans in important, relevant “field”

situations is seldom as easy or neat as experimentation under laboratory

conditions can be. Often, however, it yields more important, albeit

perhaps somewhat equivocal, information.

6. A great deal of SMPY’s analysis of the results of its programs

depends heavily on case-study clinical methods, using all known informa-

tion about each individual with as muchinsight as can be mustered on the

basis of considerable experience with many mathematically precocious

youths (see Hudson 1975). Burt (1975, p. 138) states this point especially

clearly:
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With humanbeings, when the problemis primarily psychological,statistical

studies of populations should always be supplemented by case studies of

individuals: early histories will often shed further light on the origin and

development of this or that peculiarity. Tests should be supplemented by
what Binet called the méthode clinique, and interpreted by introspective

observations, designed to verify the tacit assumption that they really dotest

what they are intended to assess. After all, each child is a complex and

conscious organism, nor a mere unit in a statistical sample.

Fortunately, many of SMPY’s procedures yield results so different
from the usual ones that the effects are obvious. Forinstance,it is almost
preposterous to suggest that if SMPY had not found a certain youth when
he was an over-age sixth grader and helped him in many ways to move
ahead educationally fast and well he would, nevertheless, have been
graduated from a major university at barely seventeen years of age. The
youngest recipient of a bachelor’s degree in 1971 at Johns Hopkins was
nineteen years ten months old (Eisenberg 1977). Two years later, under
SMPY’s influence, the youngest was seventeen years seven months old,
and three months later he had completed a master’s degree also. Now
seventeen-year-old graduates are frequent. Similar strong observations
could be made about most of SMPY’s programs,such asthe effects of the
fast-math classes (Fox 19746; George and Denham 1976; Stanley 19765).

THREE SEQUENTIAL ASPECTS OF SMPY:D3

The first book-length report about SMPY’s initial work (Stanley,
Keating, and Fox 1974) was entitled Mathematical Talent: Discovery,
Description, and Development. To emphasize the three D’s, we some-
times abbreviate thattitle, pseudo-mathematically, as MT:D3. Discovery
is the identification phase during which thetalentis found. Descriptionis
the study phase during which the mosttalented students are tested further
and otherwise studied a great deal. This leads to the prime reason for
SMPY, the development phase. Duringit the youths who were found and
studied are continually helped, facilitated, and encouraged. Each is
offered a smorgasbord of educational possibilities (see Fox 1974a, 1976a;
Stanley 1976a) from which to choose whatever combination, including
nothing, that best suits the individual. Some splendid mathematical
reasoners try almost everything at breakneck speed, whereas others do
little special. SMPY offers as much educational and vocational counsel-
ing and guidance as its resources permit, both via memoranda andits
newsletter—ITYB,the Intellectually Talented Youth Bulletin—andindi-
vidually as requested.
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Moststudies of intellectually gifted children are heavy on description

but light on educational facilitation. From the start the SMPYstaff has

been determined to intervene strongly on behalf of the able youths it

found. Thus discovery and description were seen as necessary steps

leading to strong emphasis on accelerating educational development,

particularly in mathematics and related subjects.

WHY ACCELERATION RATHER THAN

ENRICHMENTIS STRESSED

There were both logical and empirical reasons why we chose to

emphasize educational acceleration rather than enrichment. Some of

them are implied above, such as that mathematically highly apt students

can move through the standard mathematics curriculum muchfaster and

better than they usually do. Fears expressed by teachers or parents about

their missing important concepts or techniques because of the speed are

usually groundless and, indeed, often merely a rationalization for inac-

tion. Such students are likely to doze through the 5 percent they do not

know when it is camouflaged by the 95 percent they already know,

because under these circumstances there is no incentive for them to be

alert. SMPY has evidence (see Fox 1974b, George and Denham 1976;

Stanley 19765) that students who reason extremely well mathematically

learn first-year algebra considerably better in a few two-hourperiods with

their intellectual peers than they do in regular all-year classes.

There seem to be four main kinds of educational enrichment: busy

work, irrelevant academic, cultural, and relevant academic. In our

opinion, for reasons to be stated below,only the third (cultural) is well

suited to mathematically highly precocious youths; it does not, however,

meet their needs in mathematics itself or in the other usual academic

subjects.

Busy work is a well-known way for some teachers to keep their

brightest students occupied while the class goes on with its regular work.

In a commonform it consists of having them do a great deal moreof the

subject in which they are already superb, but at the samelevel asthe class

they have surpassed. Oneof our eighth graders, whose Stanford-Binet IQ

as a kindergartner was 187, was asked by his algebra teacher to work

every problem in the book,rather than just the alternate problemsthat

the rest of the class was assigned. He already knewalgebra I| rather well

and therefore needed to work few problems, so he resented this burden-

some chore. The busy work proved to be a powerful motivator, however,

because after that year he took all of his mathematics at the collegelevel.

First, though, during the second semesterof the eighth grade and while he
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wasstill twelve years old this precocious youth took the regular introduc-

tory course in computer science at Johns Hopkins and earned final

grade of A. During the summer,still {welve until July, he took a course in

college algebra and trigonometry at Johns Hopkins, earning a B. From

then on for two academic years and two more summers he tookcollege

mathematics through the calculus and linear algebra and two years of

college chemistry, with all A’s. At age 15 1/6 years he entered Johns

Hopkins as a full-time student with 30 percent of the sophomore year

completed. During his first year at Hopkins he earned eight A’s and one B

on difficult courses, majoring in electrical engineering. Thus in a rather

perverse sense his teacher had done him a great favor, but without his

having been discovered by SMPY,he would probably have been forced to

sit a whole year in each of numeroushigh-school mathematics courses far

below his capabilities.

In May 1976 this remarkable young man completed his junior year at

Johns Hopkins with an impressive record in both his studies and research.
On his sixteenth birthday, July 10, 1975, he had begun work for the
summer with General Electric. During the summer of 1976, while still
sixteen, he was a full-time researcher at the Bell Telephone Laboratories.

He is scheduled to receive a baccalaureate from Johns Hopkins a couple

of monthsbefore his eighteenth birthday—thatis, four years ahead of the

usual age-in-grade progression—and continue on to earn a Ph.D.degree

in electrical engineering by age twenty or twenty-one. Radical educational

acceleration is certainly paying off well for him—academically, profes-
sionally, and personally. In March 1977 he was awarded a three-year

National Science Foundation graduate fellowship to study electrical

engineering at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.

One of his classmates (who skipped grades seven, nine, ten, twelve,
and thirteen) completed his baccalaureate work at Johns Hopkinsin
December 1976, a few days after his seventeenth birthday, with a majorin
quantitative studies and considerable work in political science, econom-
ics, and astronomy.Heplansto start work toward the M.B.A.and Ph.D.
in economics at the University of Chicago whilestill seventeen.

Another of their quite bright classmates received his bachelor’s
degree in electrical engineering while still 17 2/3 years old, and a physics
major reached only 18 1/2. Both of these were elected to Phi Beta Kappa,
and both won three-year National Science Foundation fellowships.

Irrelevant academic enrichmentconsists of not determining precisely

what types of advanced stimulation the brilliant student needs, such as

faster-paced mathematics for the mathematically precocious, but instead
offering all high-IQ youths a special academic course such as high-level
social studies or essentially nonacademic work such as games(e.g., chess)
or creative training largely divorced from subject matter. Of course, while
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this may be splendid that year for those whose majorinterest is touched

on, it does not assuage the mental unger of the mathematically oriented.

(See Stanley 1954a, 1958, 1959a.) Also, if the enrichment is academic,

special efforts need to be madeto alter later courses, or else the enriched

students may be more bored than ever in subsequentyears.

Cultural enrichment consists of providing certain “cultural” experi-

ences that go beyond the usual school curriculum and therefore do not

promote later boredom. Examples are music appreciation, performing

arts, and foreign languages such as Latin and Greek (see Mill 1924 and

Packe 1954). Early experiences with speaking modernforeign languages

and learning aboutforeign cultures canalso fit this pattern and may bea

type of stimulation that parents and teachers of high-IQ youths should

provide from the early years. These do not, however, meet the specialized

academic needsofthe intellectually talented.

This may be the place to decry what we at SMPYperceive to bevast

overemphasis on the Stanford-Binet or Wechsler-type overall IQ in

planning academic experiences for brilliant children. If one takes a group

of students who all have exactly the same Stanford-Binet IQ (say, 140),

one does not have a group homogeneous with respect to such special

abilities as mathematical reasoning. The IQ is a global composite,

perhaps the best single index of general learning rate. One can, however,

earn a certain IQ in a variety of ways, e.g., by being high on memory but

much lower on reasoning, or vice versa. It is illogical and inefficient to

group students for instruction in mathematics mainly on the basis of

overall mental age or IQ. Often this is done andthenthe students who lag

behind in the class are accused of not being well motivated, when in fact

they simply do not have as high aptitude for learning mathematics as

some in the class who have the same IQ. These considerations also apply

to other academic subjects, such as history or English literature.

It is difficult to form a group of students really homogeneous for

instruction in a given subject even when one usesall the psychometric and

other knowledge about them that can be gathered. To rely primarily on the IQ

for this purpose, as quite a few city and state programs for intellectually

talented youths do, seems curious. An obvious corollary is that students

should be grouped for instruction separately for each subject and that

these groupings should be subject to change from year to year. Probably

administrative or political convenience is the cause of undue reliance on a

single grouping measure such as IQ. Now that computer scheduling is

available, however, this justification for an ineffective process is weakened.

The fourth and last type of enrichment is what we term relevant

academic.It is likely to be both the best short-term method and oneofthe

worst long-term ones. Suppose, for instance, that an excellent, forward-
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looking school system provides a splendid modern mathematics curricu-
lum for the upper 10 percent of its students from kindergarten through
the seventh grade, and then in the eighth grade these students begin a
regular algebra I course. How bored and frustrated they are almost sure
to be! It is not educationally or psychologically sound to dump these
highly enriched students into the mainstream, and yet that kind of
situation often occurs. Only if the kindergarten through twelfth-grade
curriculum is considered can this failure of articulation be prevented.
Even then, a superb thirteen-year mathematics program without strong
provisions for college credit would merely defer the boredom and
frustration until the college years.

For the preceding logical reasons we feel strongly that any kind of
enrichment except perhaps the cultural sort will, without acceleration,
tend to harm thebrilliant student. Also, there is excellent support for
acceleration in the professionalliterature. Wiener (1953, 1956), Fefferman
(Montour 19765), Bardeen (Young 1972), Wolf (Keating 1976, see index;
Montour 1976a), Watson (1968), and others have benefited greatly from
it professionally. Norbert Wiener had his baccalaureate at fourteen and
his Ph.D. degree at eighteen. Charles Louis Fefferman had his baccalau-
reate at seventeen and his doctorate at barely twenty; by age twenty-two
he wasa full professor of mathematics at the University of Chicago. Five
years later he was the first winner of the National Science Foundation
$150,000 Waterman Award.

John Bardeen, twice a Nobel Laureate in physics, completed high
schoolat age fifteen. Merrill Kenneth Wolf, now a prominent neuroanat-
omist and talented musician, was graduated from Yale University shortly
after becoming fourteen years old. James Watson had his Ph.D. degree at
age twenty-three and had earned a Nobelprize before he became twenty-
five. These examples could go on and on. Counterexamples, such as the
ill-fated William James Sidis (Montour 1975, 1977), who was graduated
from Harvard College at age sixteen butfailed badly thereafter, are rare.

Lehman(1953), a psychologist, teamed up with

a

specialist in each of
various fields to study the ages at which their greatest creative contribu-
tions were made by eminentscientists, scholars, and prodigies of other
kinds. The typical age at which eminent mathematicians and physical
scientists made their most highly rated achievements was lower than the
average age at which the Ph.D. degree in those fields is awarded in the
United States. Many brilliant young men and womenarestill students
when according to logic and history they should be more independent
researchers.

Terman and Oden (1947, pp. 264-66) foundthat the typical member
of Terman’s gifted group was graduated from high school about a year
early. They advocated a moderate amount of acceleration for gifted
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youths. Hollingworth (1942), who worked with even abler children than

the average of Terman’s group, recommendedconsiderable acceleration

for them.

The University of Chicago’s extensive experience with early entrance

and fast progress in college during the 1930s showed that this was indeed

a feasible approach for certain students. After this program waslargely

abandoned because of financial and other reasons, the Fund for the

Advancement of Education (1953, 1957) set up studies at a number of

colleges and universities to admit well-qualified students at the end of the

tenth or eleventh grade. These were judged to be markedly successful.

Hobson (1963) and Worcester (1956) showed that, when properly

arranged, early entrance to public school was beneficial. It seems to me

especially unfortunate that their work is not well known to most educa-

tional administrators, because its scope, practicality, and clarity make the

findings hard to ignore.

The most,comprehensive study of educational acceleration was the

splendid monographby Pressey (1949). Anyone whocanreadit carefully

and still oppose such acceleration certainly has the courage of his or her

preconvictions. Pressey, Hobson, Worcester, and others reveal that

opposition to acceleration is founded on emotionalized prejudices rather

than facts. (Also, see Friedenberg 1966.) We do not know of a single

careful study of actual accelerants that has shownacceleration not to be

beneficial, though armchair articles against it abound (see Daurio 1977).

In SMPY’s experience, the eagerness of the brilliant student himself

or herself to move ahead rapidly seemscrucial. If the youth is reluctant to

take a particular accelerative path, such as going into algebra II early

without bothering with algebra I, taking a college course, or skipping a

grade, probably he or she should not be urged to do so. Unfortunately,

many boys andgirls are not allowed by their teachers, guidance counse-

lors, principals, or even sometimestheir parents to makea calm,rational

decision about such matters. They may get so much bad advice that they

give up in confusion. Many are simply forbidden to use a particular

method of acceleration. It takes an unusually strong-willed youth to buck

this adult obfuscation and tyranny.

From its inception SMPYhastried to communicatedirectly with the

youths themselves, rather than through their parents. Reports of the

results of the testing competition have gone to them, even including

discussion of percentile ranks on national normsand the like. We have

also written letters to them in response to their queries or their parents’. In

the few instances where we have deviated from this policy—chiefly, with

quite young boys and girls who cameto our attention by way oftheir

parents rather than through the formal talent search—the youngster’s

motivation has seemed to suffer. We believe that contacts of the facilitat-
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ing agency such as SMPYshould be mainly through the youth, even

though he or she maybe only nineor ten years old. After all, a child that

age whose Stanford-Binet IQ is 170 or more (and SMPYseldom deals

with any that young unless they are that bright) has a mental age of at least

fifteen years. He or she will be as able to understand our communications

as many parents are. We want the youths to take charge of their own

academic planning early and to use their parents and us as meansfor

implementing their own decisions. Some parents object to this approach,

of course, because they want to keep their children dependent, but if

communication from the beginning is with the student, such friction

between SMPYandthe parents will not usually be great.

In summary, the SMPYstaff believes that offering each splendid

mathematical reasoner a varied assortment of accelerative possibilities

and letting him or her choose an optimum combination of these to suit

the individual’s situation is far superior to so-called special academic

enrichment. Of course, we would be pleased to see individual courses and

curricula improved and special accelerative classes set up by school

systems for their intellectually talented students.

SELF-PACING AS INAPPROPRIATE NEOENRICHMENT,

VERSUS GROUP PACING

When we propose accelerative opportunities for mathematically

highly talented youths, the schoolis likely to counter by offering to let

them proceed “at their own pace.” In practice this usually meansstill

sitting in the too-slow class, such as first-year algebra, while working

ahead in the book and perhaps into algebra II. Commonsense and

observation tell us that this is not likely to work well for most students, no

matter how able. Any student that autonomousandwell motivated would

probably havelittle use for school. Our modelis definitely not self-pacing,

whether in the crude way described above or by means of programmed

instructional materials, except for an occasional highly unusual student.

We have found that stimulation by one’s intellectual peers within a

homogeneously groupedclass whichis fast-paced by the teacher produces

astoundingly goodresults for abouthalf of the students enrolled. Skeptics

should read about some of SMPY’s fast-mathematics classes: Wolfson I

(Fox 19745; Stanley 19766); Wolfson II (George and Denham 1976); and

McCoartcalculus (Stanley 1976b).

Our model is somewhere between the high-ability athletic team that

stimulates its members to great achievement against an opposing team,

and individual competition such as tennis singles or running the hundred-

yard dash. The difference between SMPY’s special fast-mathematics
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classes and athletic events is that the mathematically precocious youths
have an opponentagainst whichall of them can win and be stars—namely,
national norms on standardized achievement tests. Though they pace
each other fast, and students who proceed too slowly may haveto leave
the group, the SMPYstudents are not competing directly with one another
or with any other team except the anonymousnational one.

Programmedinstructional materials are almost sure to contain too
many steps, and too small ones, for mathematically extremely apt

students, who will therefore tend to be bored and frustrated by them.

Also, such materials do not usually lend themselves to group-paced

stimulation. Most of our precocious youths do not perform well against

an abstract standard such as numberof chapters or frames completed,

just as a track man does not usually run well alone or a tennis player

perform his or her best against a weak opponent. Most of our students

whohavetried self-pacing or correspondence-study courses movefarless

swiftly and well than they do in special fast-mathematics classes. There-

fore, we consider the group-pacing feature essential for most persons(cf.

Mackenet al. 1976).

EMPHASIS ON COUNSELING AND TUTORING

THE INDIVIDUAL

All of SMPY’s efforts are directed toward helping each youth use

his/her mathematical and other abilities best for the ultimate benefit of

the person—and, we assume,thereby for society itself. The smorgasbord

of accelerative educational possibilities that SMPY develops, tries out,

and refines is meant to be adapted flexibly to each student. No one

program, in mathematics or other educational areas, could possibly serve

many of this highly able group well.

This approach makes the “description” (i.e., the study) phase of

SMPY follow crucially from the “discovery” (i.e., identification) phase

and lead naturally to the “development”(i.e., facilitation) efforts. With-

out intensive study of the aptitudes, achievement, interests, values, and

attitudes of the youths who scored quite high on SAT-M, appropriate

counseling would notbe possible. Such study continues, of course, during

the entire period that the youths are being helped and followed, but a

massive initial assessment program helps begin the counseling process.

(See Stanley, Keating, and Fox 1974; Keating 1976.)

Part of this studying is done via diagnostic testing and the ensuing

specific teaching of just those points not yet known bythe student. For

example, many seventh- or eighth-grade youths who reason extremely

well mathematically can score high on standardizedtest of knowledge of
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first-year high school algebra even though they have not yet studied a

school subject entitled “Algebra I.” If, for example, such a student can

answer correctly thirty out of forty items on Form A of Educational

Testing Service’s Cooperative Mathematics Algebra I Test in the forty-

minute time limit, he has scored better than 89 percent of a random

national sample of ninth graders did after studying algebra I for a whole

school year. Then the youth is handed back the test booklet, told which

ten items he missed, and askedto try them again.If he still misses, say, six
items, they are examined carefully and heis helped by a tutor to learn
quickly those points that he does not know. After suitable instruction on
just those points and on any other points in the test about which he was
unsure (e.g., items guessed right), he takes Form B of the test under
standard conditions and his successis studied. In this way an able youth
can often go on to algebra II within a few hours, rather than wasting
nearly all of a long, tedious 180-period school year on algebra I. He
already knows mostof the material of the first course or can learn almost
any not-yet-known point almost instantaneously. This type of diagnostic
testing and teaching of superior mathematical reasoners makes so much
sense that we cannot understand whyit is tried so seldom. SMPY has
formalized the procedure into a day-long “algebra tutorial clinic.”

As a valuable part of its smorgasbord, SMPY has begun to develop
into expert tutors mathematically talented youths who are not much older
than the persons they tutor. This one-to-one relationship, modeled on the
tutorial system of Oxford and Cambridge universities rather than the
remedial tutoring arrangement more commonin the United States, is
proving to be the fastest and best way to movethe typical quite young,
mathematically highly apt youth ahead fast and well in mathematics.

For example, a seventh grader who scored 720 on SAT-M was
tutored by a brilliant eleventh grader less than two years older than he
through algebra I to HI and geometry easily on Saturday mornings
during eight months of the school year. The tutored youth then entered
the ongoing Wolfson II fast-math class that summer and wasits best
student in trigonometry. He skipped the eighth grade and at barely
fourteen years of age received by examinationcredit for two semesters of
college calculus. As a tenth grader he made A’s on both calculus III and
differential equations. At fifteen he took complex-variable theory in the
Johns Hopkins summersession and madea final grade of A. Besidesall
that, he had completed college courses in oceanography and computer
science! After the eleventh grade, two years accelerated, he will enter
college with sophomorestanding or more at the ancient age of 16/4 years.
Think how much boredom this extremely able, well-motivated young
man would undoubtedly have suffered had his mother not “discovered”
SMPY when he was beginning the seventh grade.
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ARTICULATION WITH THE SCHOOLS

SMPY is not a curriculum-development project. We decided early

not to attempt altering the best of the standard school courses and

textbooks. That in itself would be a multimillion-dollar project. Fortu-

nately, in the wake of Russia’s Sputnik I from 1957 until recently many

programs such as SMSG mathematics, BSCS biology, and PSSC physics

were carried out on a comprehensive scale by specialists. Elements of

these have been incorporated into most high school courses and text-

books. It would be unnecessary and presumptuous of SMPYto engage in

curriculum construction.

Thus we work within the better school mathematics curricula, usually

in the conventional order of algebra I to II, geometry, college algebra

and trigonometry, analytic geometry, and calculus. The special mathe-

matics classes move through these extremely rapidly at a high level of

rigor, abstraction, and proof, using standard textbooks. (Forcalculus a

college textbook is used.) Creativity in these courses is promoted by the

subject matteritself, the creative skills of the teacher, and the influence of

able classmates, rather than bytraining for so-called creativity itself. We

do not deny that such training can probably be useful for some students in

certain courses or grades, but for our purposes the direct approach to

creative performance in mathematics itself seemed preferable. Actually,

until even the brightest students get into mathematics of at least number-

theory or advanced-calculus level, much of their learning is algorith-

mic—howto perform processes and whythese processes work. Originating

proofs and derivations can be encouraged early, but for quite a while

most students will be kept rather busy trying to understand the algorithms

and proofs that the instructor and the textbook introduce, rather than

devising their own.
A caution is in order here: Before a young student abandonspre-

algebra mathematics, including arithmetic, for algebra (which,if he or she

is able enough, may be easy), diagnostic testing should be done to

discover specifically what this particular student does not yet know about

arithmetic concepts and computation so that this material can be taught

fast and well on an individual basis. This point has been mentionedearlier

in another context; it is especially relevant when, for example, a nine-

year-old enters a fast-mathematics class such as the one described by Fox

(19745).

Our early rejection of curriculum revision as a goal of SMPY has

enabled us to save schools considerable time and money and still not

upset their sequences of courses. If, for instance, a student learned all of

precalculus mathematics well in one of our special classes while still a

seventh or eighth grader, the next stage would simply be finding a high
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school (or college) calculus course for him or her. Most senior high

schools are cooperative about this. The greatest problem occurs in the

three-year junior high schools (grades 7 to 9), some of which offer algebra

I and II, whereasothers offer algebra I and plane geometry. Few provide

courses in both algebra I and II and geometry, so the student who

completes both years of algebra or algebra I and geometry while a seventh

or eighth grader maybeleft without any mathematicsto take for a year or

two unless a senior high schoolis nearby. Somefriction between certain

junior high schools and SMPY hasresulted because of this, but sincere

efforts by both parties reduced it.

Ourinitial purpose wasto try out procedures that would augment the

usual work of the schools. SMPY was meantto be prototypal, producing

exportable principles, techniques, and programs that public and private

schools could adopt and adapt for their own uses. We were notgoing into

business as an educational agency except to develop,try out, and improve

whatever special procedures mathematically highly gifted youths seemed

to need. We did not want to criticize the schools’ performance of their

usual functions, but merely to offer them ways to meet the highly special

needs of a relatively small but extremely important group of their

students. Thus articulation of our methods with theirs was important
from thestart.

Being aware of the vast and often cumbersome bureaucracy of

educational systems, however, we did not want to get enmeshed in

prolonged deliberations with supervisory personnel of city and country

school systems. We planned to work with the youths themselves, and,

through them, with their parents. As noted above, our communications

are addressed directly to the students. As we said somewhatfacetiously,
the students are free to share our memoranda andletters with their
parents, who in turn might share them with teachers, counselors, and
principals if they wish to do so. Usually, we send an extra copy of each
memorandum, to makethat easy. Webelieve that this is the desirable way
for us to proceed, because more change can be effected quickly for
particular individuals at the child~parent-teacher-counselor-principal
level than by trying to institutionalize innovations in a school system.
Also, such innovations, even if finally adopted, tend to differ from the
original model in what we would consider unfortunate ways. We wantto
develop our own innovations with minimum demandsonthe schools and
then offer them for adoption throughout the country, not just in the
Baltimore area.

We departed from this plan with one school system that contacted us
early and expressed interest in cooperating. This resulted in many long
high-level meetings that took muchof our limited time and did not seem
productive enough. Supervisory personnel may be quite cautious about
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proposed innovations, preferring to express their concerns and reserva-
tions about them rather than to take positive action. Such talk often
serves mainly to delay or fend off the innovation.

This is not to say that school systems cannot be led or forced to

change curricular policies. Often they can, especially if a sizable group of

determined, well-informed parents whose mathematically highly talented

children attend the schools concentrate on attaining specific objectives.

Outsiders such as SMPYhavefarless political leverage, but by working

directly with students and their parents they can help initiate pressure for

needed policies and programs.

Excellent private schools can often provide well for students whoare

somewhat above average, e.g., those with IQs of 120 to 140. For youths

with IQs much above 140 or so, however, the small size of most private

schools and their social nature (usually more intimate than that of public

schools) may make them less flexible in dealing with extremely gifted

youths than public schools can be. Especially, faculty members of many

private schools are even more opposed to educational acceleration than

most public school teachers are.

In any event, private schools are no automatic panacea for the

intellectually extremely talented. Parents who expect any school to

provide optimally for their 160- to 225-IQ child without much help from

them simply do not understand the extreme nature of such brightness. In

an important sense, an IQ of 160 is the mirror image of an IQ of 40,

because both deviate 60 points from the average IQ of people in general.

A child with an IQ of 160 is about as bright as a child with an IQ of40 is

dull. Both need muchspecial attention if they are to utilize their respective

abilities effectively. A great deal of the thinking and planning for a

brilliant child must come from its parents or other interested persons bent

on supplementing the efforts of the school.

SMPYis not primarily a service project. It is meant to be prototypal

—that is, to develop principles, techniques, and practices that can be used

widely to improve the mathematical and other education of youths who

reason extremely well mathematically.

BENEFITS TO STUDENTS

The benefits to SMPY’s participants are numerous. Among them are

the following:

1. Increased zest for learning and life, reduced boredom in school,

and therefore a better attitude toward education and otheractivities.

2. Enhancedfeelings of self-worth and accomplishment.
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3. Reduction of egotism and arrogance. At first this may seem
counterintuitive, but repeatedly we have observed that SMPYstudents
who compete with their intellectual peers in rigorous settings such as
special fast-mathematics classes tend to develop morerealistic under-
standing of their ability. These youths learnthat, compared with national
norms on standardizedtests, they are superb, butless spectacular relative
to each other. In regular mathematics classes the typical SMPYpartici-
pant earns such good gradeswithlittle effort that the temptation to feel
superior is strong. For example, the 190-IQ boy who byage eleven had
done so well in two college computer-science courses and on the Ad-
vanced Placement Program examinationin college calculus seemsfarless
egotistical than he was before entering one of our special precalculus
classes at age ten. In the SMPYcourses he had to work hard to maintain
an average rank, whereas as an accelerated sixth grader he was vastly
overqualified for all his regular subjects.

4. Becomingfar better prepared educationally than they otherwise
would be, especially in mathematics, which is basic to many disciplines.

5. Better preparation for the mostselective colleges and improved
chance of being admitted to them. For example,in the fall of 1975 four of
the students whom SMPYhad helped entered Harvard or Radcliffe
Colleges, two of them two years early each and one of those asa highly
prestigious National Scholar. |

6. Getting into college, graduate school, and a profession earlier,
thus having more time and energy forcreative pursuits.

7. Increased opportunities to explore more specialties and hobbies.
8. More time to explore various careers before marriage.
9. Less cost. Most accelerative procedures save the student and/or

the parents money. Even skipping the last year of junior high school and
going into senior high school a year early eliminates a year that the
student must be supported at home. Eight credits earned by means of a
$32 Advanced Placement Program examination in calculus were worth
$1000 of tuition at Johns Hopkins in the fall of 1977, and such costs tend
to rise almost every year. Graduating from college in three years rather
than four saves about one-fourth ofall costs and can lead to paid full-time
employment a year earlier than otherwise.

10. Being an unusually well-prepared, advanced entrant to college
often brings the studentto the attention of professors who help him or her
get started on important research early. This, in turn, usually leads to
better graduate-school opportunities, including improved financial sup-
port there. For example, five of SMPY’ssix radically accelerated youths
who were graduated from college in 1977 atagesfifteen to eighteen won
National Science Foundation three-year graduate fellowships.
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11. Ultimately, we hope, considerably greater success in life, both

professionally and personally.

BENEFITS TO SOCIETY

Presumably, whatever helps a sizable group of talented individuals

use their abilities better should also benefit the larger society. It is easy to

see that a number of the points made above about benefits to SMPY

participants themselves fall into this category. Below we shall list a few

other, somewhatrelated gains that society itself can expect from the three

D’s of SMPYand similar programs.

1. Students superbly prepared to major in the mathematicalscien-

ces, physical sciences, quantitative social sciences, and other areas where

mathematical talent and keen analytical ability are essential or helpful.

2. More years of professional contribution andeffective adulthood.

3. Happier, more effective citizens who will understand better how

to educate their own children.

4. Reduced cost of education. The types of policies and activities

that SMPYespouses save school systems and colleges money, rather than

increasing educational expenditures. When a student who already knows

first-year algebra is moved into algebra II, room for another pupil1s

created in the algebra I class, or the teacher can probably work more

effectively with the lesser number because a potential distracter and

irritant has been removed. When a studentskips an entire school grade,

the cost of educating him or her that year is saved. If four and one-half

years of precalculus mathematics can be learned in a year, a great saving

is likely to ensue. Passing introductory college calculus by examination

increases room in the class and enriches the next mathematics course by

moving an able, well-motivated student directly into it. Students who go

throughselective colleges in three years rather than the usual four enable

those schools to handle more students.

Of course, it would be naive to assume that special policies and

provisions for mathematically highly talented youths do not require any

extra efforts. Of course they do, but the moreeffectively the facilitators of

these students work, the greater the savings that can accrue to the school

system, above and beyondtheir salaries and other expenses. Muchofthe

identification, study, and implementation can be done by regular person-

nel in the mathematics supervisor’s office. Even if in a strict cost-

accounting sense the mathematically precocious wereto costa little extra,

it would be an almost negligible amountrelative to the expenditures for

other types of special education within most school systems.
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An often overlooked factor reducing the cost of working with

intellectually gifted youths is the tremendous output that one gets for

inputs which takelittle time. A few instructional minutes spent with a

brilliant youth can produce amazing results. This contrasts sharply with

the much greater amountof time that one must devoteto a slow learner in

order to get even moderate gains. Similarly, counseling SMPYpartici-

pants and their parents by memorandum,telephone, letter, or case

conference does not usually require a great deal of time but often

producesstriking changes in their education.

An added advantage is that most intellectually precocious youths

have bright parents who can and will read counseling information before

asking questions, thereby saving the advisers considerable time.

The two sentences with which I ended the first chapter of the first

volume of SMPY’s Studies of Intellectual Precocity (this is the third)

seem appropriate here: “Expensive curricular adjustments are made,quite

justifiably, for slow learners. It is past time that fast learners get the much

less costly ‘special education’ they deserve” (Stanley, 1974, p. 19).

SCARCE RESOURCES AND ELITISM

But even after the above points some readers maystill feel that any

special attention to mathematically highly precocious youths is an

unwarranted and unnecessary diversion of scarce special resources. Won’t

the talented boyorgirl get along rather well with the regular resources of

the school? Don’t elective courses such as algebra I, offered specially in

the eighth grade of some school systems, and the considerable array of

honors-type subjects in senior high school (calculus being a strong

example) take care of the needsof the gifted satisfactorily? Why provide

more for those who already have so much? Isn’t that elitism and therefore

contrary to the American wayoflife? One could argue endlessly aboutthe

philosophical content of these questions. Empirically, however, the

answer is clear: many of the youths in the top few percent of their age

mates with respect to mathematical reasoningability can learn mathemat-

ics and related subjects faster and better than the curricula of most

schools permit. If held to the age-grade lockstep, a large percentage of

them will develop poor work habits and lose interest in the area. Even

those who do not would usually benefit from better opportunities.

An example, not highly unusual for SMPY, mayservetoillustrate

the point that quite a few students lag undesirably far behind their

capabilities in the usual school setting. We discovered a certain young

man at the end of the summerafter he had completed the seventh grade of
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a public junior high school. Standardized testing showed that without
actually having had an algebra course he already had almost perfect
knowledge of the first year of that subject. In September he entered our
first fast-mathematics class, which had begun in June and had covered
algebra I quickly during the summer (see Fox 19746, Student No. 1:
Stanley 19765, app. 7.2). By the next August—thatis, in about fifty two-
hour Saturday-morning classes—he had completed algebra II and IU,
geometry, trigonometry, and analytic geometry well. Thatfall, as a ninth
grader, he entered a selective independent schoolin the Baltimorearea.It
took considerable effort by us to convince the calculus teacher that he
should be allowed in that twelfth-grade subject. As the year wore on he
became one of the very best students in the class. At age 14 he took the
higher-level (BC) national calculus examination of the Advanced Place-
ment Program and made a grade of 4 (meaning that he was “well
qualified” for two semesters of college credit). Only a few of the twelfth
graders at that excellent school did as well. While a tenth grader at a
public senior high school he took a two-semester course in advanced

calculus at a state college and made A’s.Besides that, he has taken several

other college courses and made excellent grades. In the fall of 1976 he

entered Johns Hopkins as a sophomore after completing the eleventh
grade.

If we had not intervened, it is extremely likely that this boy would

have been required to take algebra I (which he did not need) as an eighth

grader, algebra II as a ninth grader, and plane geometry as a tenth grader.

He could have done splendidly on these with virtually no effort, but

probably without anyzest, either. From his case and manyothers onesees

that a laissez-faire policy for education of the mathematically talentedis

misguided and harmful to them. Perhaps “genius will out,” but much of

the superior talent with which SMPYdealsis unlikely to do so if unaided.

Valuable time and energy will be squandered in the usual too slowly

paced courses.

RELATIONSHIP TO TERMAN’S LONGITUDINAL STUDY

SMPY owesa heavy debt to Terman’s five Genetic Studies of Genius

volumes and Oden’s (1968) monograph. They provided many ofthe ideas

and cautions that undergirded SMPY’sinitial efforts. It is natural, then,

that there should be a numberofsimilarities. Because of the half-century
that intervened betweenthe start of Terman’s study in 1921 and SMPY’s

official beginning in 1971, however,it is natural, too, that there should be

substantial differences. Some of the similarities, most of which have

already been implied in this paper, are the following:
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I. Both studies sought approximately the ablest | in 200 youths. For
some purposes SMPY dipped downto the top 15 in 1,000, and for others
went up to the ablest 1 in 1,000 or more. Terman also had special
subgroups, though not below IQ 135.

2. Participants in both studies were chosen via standardized tests.
3. Both studies were conducted State-wide, California for Terman

and Maryland for SMPY,over a several-year period.
4. Both are longitudinal. Terman’s group, born on the averagein

1910, is still being followed up. SMPY’sfirst three groups, born as early
as 1955 (but chiefly from 1958 to 1961), are meantto be followed until at
least the end of this century.

5. Both sexes are involved.
6. No quota wasset for representation of any sex or other group.
7. Identification was only the first step. After being found, students

were studied extensively.
8. Results of both studies are reported in books, articles, and

speeches. Terman’s (1925) first book appeared four years after he began.
SMPY’s first one came out in three (Stanley, Keating, and Fox 1974).

9. Both studies were based in departments of psychology. This may
seem somewhatironic; many of the prime considerations in both belong
to the area called educational psychology, which in recent years has
involved the gifted all too little. Also, mathematics educators in most
universities seem far more interested in curriculum development and
textbooks for the average and somewhat-above-average student than for
facilitation of the mathematically highly talented. We have detected more
interest among some heads of mathematics departments in senior high
schools and somecollege teachers of mathematics.

Certain differences between the studies are indicated above. Others
are as follows:

I. SMPYtries to help its participants greatly educationally, rather
than just observing their natural progress over the years. We intervene on
their behalf vigorously, often, and in varied ways.

2. SMPY’s initial screening is by a difficult mathematical reasoning
test, rather than an intelligence test. Tests that yield IQs are not used for
its later testing, either, though sometimes intelligence-test informationis
furnished us through the parents. But few of our prime group of about
200 students would have Stanford-Binet IQs muchless than 140, and two
of them reached 212.

3. We are workingratherintensively with about 250 youths, whereas
Terman started with more than 1,500. About 1,800 more of SMPY’s
students are getting considerable counseling and suggestions from us,
though. This secondary group represents approximately the upper 1.5
percent of the age group with respect to mathematical aptitude.
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4. Nearly all of SMPY’s participants entered the difficult test compe-

titions of a mathematical talent search sponsored by SMPY at Johns

Hopkins. Thus there is probably a strong volunteering bias that makes

our youths somewhat more academically aggressive and self-confident

than were quite a few of Terman’s. Also, a majority of them are definitely

oriented toward academic subjects that involve considerable mathemat-

ICS.

5. Most of our participants were eleven to thirteen years old and in

the seventh or eighth grade whenfirst tested. Terman’s ranged across all

the school grades.

6. Because of SMPY’s initial selection procedure, emphasizing

mathematical reasoning ability, most of the high scorers in the contest

also score well on other reasoning tests, both nonverbal and verbal.

7. In various ways, including a printed newsletter appearing 10 times

per year, we encourage SMPYparticipants to accelerate their educa-

tional progress, particularly in the mathematical and physical sciences.

SMPYhasdevised and tried out many special programsfor its students.

Terman’s study was not meantto be interventional.

TALENT VERSUS GENIUS

Many persons seem hostile toward intellectually talented youths,

perhapsa little less so toward those splendid in mathematics than toward

the verbally precocious. This contrasts sharply with their generally

favorable attitudes toward prodigies in music and athletics. Friedenberg

(1966) and Stanley (1974), amongothers, have discussed how deep-seated

this prejudice is. Expressions such as the following aboundinliterature

back to Shakespeare’s time:“Early ripe, early rot”, “So wise so young,

they say, do never live long’; ‘For precocity some great price is always

demanded sooner or later in life’; and ‘‘Their productions... bear the

marks of precocity and premature decay” (Stanley 1974, pp. 1-2).

We noted earlier that one disguise for dislike of the intellectually

talented is to argue that they need nospecial help;it is assumedthat they

will succeed well educationally without it. Another tactic we have noticed

is the comparison of a highly able youth with Gauss, Euler, Fermat,

Galois, Pascal, Newton, or (especially) Einstein, a sort of reductio ad

absurdum denigrationoftalent by assertingthatit is not the rarest genius.

Terman encountered a great deal of this. Some reviewers criticized him

because in his frontier-state sample, identified in a short while, he did not

discover someone wholater became a worthy successor to the greatest

4It is called JTYB, the Intellectually Talented Youth Bulletin.
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musicians, artists, and writers. [Some insight into problemsof defining
and predicting genius may be obtained from Albert (1975) and Bell
(1937).]

Obviously, in the State of Maryland during a three-year period we do
not expect to have located or helped to produce a Nobel Laureate, much
less a successor to Gauss. To have in the sample someone even of the
caliber of Norbert Wiener (1953, 1956) is perhaps more than we can
reasonably expect. On his sixteenth birthday, however, one young man
already through the sophomoreyear of college began important research
in electrical engineering. Another,at age nineteen, did original research in
mathematics. At age seventeen another solved an important problem in
computer science. Because SMPY’s participants were identified young
recently, only nine had been graduated from college by June 1977.
Achievements of participants will be studied for at least the next twenty
years.

On the other hand, we do believe that SMPYis helping a numberof
exceptionally able young men and womento go far beyond what they
would probably have done without ourintervention. Thatis sufficient for
us: strong enhancement of talent, rather than the creation of genius. We
might have been able to help a lonely, awkward person such as Wiener
use his great talents better at an earlier age, and probably Einstein would
have scored quite high in a contest like ours had he deignedto enterit, but
those two men are examples of persons who somehowachieved magnifi-
cently anyway.If one has already thrown

a

coin andit has landed with the
“head” side up, what is the probability of that occurrence? This is a
foolish question, of course, but nosillier than reasoning from the success
of Einstein and Wienerthat great intellectual talent will lead inevitably to
success. Those country churchyards chronicled by Thomas Gray hold
their share of “mute, inglorious” Wieners and Einsteins as well as of
Miltons. We suspect that many classroomsalso serve as premature tombs
for mathematicaltalent.

A STRONG BOND

SMPY’s top 200 participants differ considerably in most personal
characteristics except age. Somearetall and others are short. Some are
introverted and others are extroverted. Some are much better verbal
reasoners than others. Some are males and others are females. In fact,
they probably differ at least as much from each other as do youths their
age who are only average mathematically. These students have one
important thing in common, however: they entered a challenging ma-
thematical-aptitude competition and scored extremely well on

a

difficult
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mathematical reasoning test designed to be used with above-average

students three to five years older than they. This is a powerful commonal-

ity that reminds me of the famouslines from Rudyard Kipling’s “The

Ballad of East and West”:

Oh, East is East, and West is West, and never the

twain shall meet,

Till Earth and Sky stand presently at God’s great

Judgment Seat;

But there is neither East nor West, Border, nor

Breed, nor Birth,

Whentwo strong men stand face to face, though

they come from the endsof the earth!

Read Kipling’s male-chauvinistic “two strong men” as “mathemati-

cally highly precocious youths” and you have a summing up of the

rationale for SMPY. Webelieve that mathematical talent does transcend

sex, circumstance, and nationality and mandates special educational

treatment of mathematical prodigies with respect to their area(s) of great

talent. We consider accelerative procedures crucial because—to para-

phrase Robert Browning—‘a mathematically precocious youth’s reach

should exceed his/her grasp, or what’s an educational system for?” Weat

SMPYwill continue helping to extend both the reach and the grasp of

youths who reason extremely well mathematically.
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SEX DIFFERENCES:
IMPLICATIONS FOR PROGRAM

PLANNING FOR THE
ACADEMICALLY GIFTED

Lynn H. Fox

ABSTRACT

Studies ofgifted children have typically ignored sex differences, yet in the

past gifted women haveachievedfar less than men. This paper reviews the

research on sex differences in intellectual abilities, achievement, values,

and interests that have relevance to educational planning for gifted

children. Early admission to kindergarten orfirst grade, and early college

entrance both appear to be valuable for gifted boys and girls. Grade

skipping, subject-matter acceleration, and advancedplacement programs

in mathematics and the sciences in the junior high school years, however,

are more effective for gifted boys than for gifted girls. Homogeneously

grouped accelerated programs in mathematics can promote achievement

of gifted girls as well as gifted boys in some classroom environments but

not in others. Part of the differential academic success of the sexes in

subjects like mathematics is a result of the sex-role stereotyping activities

in early childhood and adolescence. The reduction ofsex-role stereotyp-

ing should increase both male andfemale creativity and achievementin

many areas. Early identification of children and counseling ofparentsis

needed. Career education and early plannedintervention are particularly

crucial for gifted girls. Teachers need to help gifted students, especially

girls, become better intellectual risk takers.

In recent years the failure of women to achieve eminence in many

aspects of life, especially in academic andscientific areas, has been noted

quite often. Therefore, in this year, which is both International Woman’s

Year and the fiftieth anniversary of the publication of the first volume of
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Terman’s Genetic Studies of Genius (1925), it appeared that some

attention to the plight of gifted females is desirable.

Although I decided notto entitle this paper “The Gifted Female,”I

wondered how many written articles or presented papers on the topic

“The Gifted Child” would have been more realistically entitled “The

Gifted Male.” The failure of many educators and researchers to consider

that the sex difference in achievements of gifted adults was a serious

educational problem is somewhat understandablein light of our society’s

expectations for womenin the past. Today, however, the issue of the

fulfillment of promise for gifted females as well as males must be

considered. We should not ignore psychological and biological differ-

ences between males and females that relate to their achievements in the

classroom, their sense of personal worth, and their successful adjustment

to adult life. A major premise of this paper is that research findings and

suggestions for program planning for the gifted child should be reexam-

ined to determine their relevance for both sexes.

Unfortunately, this task will be difficult. Many studies in the past did

not treat the sex of subject as a variable. Past findings related to sex

differences may be less relevant for people of today than for the popula-

tions studied ten or more years ago. Also, we should exercise some

caution in generalizing from findings of studies of sex differences in the

general population to gifted and talented youth.

One further caution is indicated. The concepts of masculinity and

femininity are complex. Sex-role appropriate behavior results from a

combination of biological and psychological factors. In a discussion of

sex as a psychologicalvariable,it is important to keep individuals as well

as groups in mind. Notall the seeming correlates to gender identity apply

uniformly to the individual.

With these limitations and constraints in mind, let us examine whatis

knownabout sex differences and the gifted child. First, we shall consider

a brief summary of sex differences in the cognitive and affective domain.

Second, we shall review some of the general types of accelerative and

nonaccelerative educational strategies for the gifted with respect to their

usefulness for males and females. Third and last, we shall consider what

modifications and innovations are needed in both research and program

planning efforts for the gifted and talented child.

SEX DIFFERENCES: A BRIEF REVIEW

The psychology of sex differences has recently been rather thor-

oughly researched (Maccoby and Jacklin 1974). The following section

briefly summarizes some points from this research that seem relevant to
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the discussion of the gifted child. Where possible, these findings are
supplemented with specific studies of sex differences in gifted popula-
tions.

Intellectual Ability

Men and women do not appear to differ on measures of global
intelligence. As Maccoby (1963) pointed out, this is less meaningful than
it first appears. In the process of constructing standardized intelligence
tests, items that seem biased in favor of one sex or the otherare often
eliminated or balanced. Although men and women are probably about
equal in generalintellectual ability, they do appearto differ with respect
to somespecific abilities.

In mathematical ability sex differences are not consistently found
until the end of the elementary school years. A recent National Assess-
ment report (Mullis 1975), however, found sex differences in geometry
skills as early as age nine. By the end of the secondaryschoolyears, young
men are quite superior to young women with respect to mathematical
reasoning ability. Among very gifted seventh and eighth graders the gap
at the higher levels of mathematical reasoning ability is quite large. In
three years of testing mathematically gifted students, the Study of
Mathematically Precocious Youth (SMPY)! found 167 boys but only 19
girls who, as seventh and eighth graders, scored 640 or above on the
Scholastic Aptitude Test—Mathematics (SAT-M).2 The mean-score

difference between boys andgirls in the three contests has beenatleast 35

points in favor of the boys (Stanley 1973). Although attempts at The

Johns Hopkins University to interveneto raise the level of achievementin

mathematics of gifted girls have been somewhatsuccessful, intervention
efforts have not yet been able to improve the basic mathematical
reasoning ability of gifted girls to equal that of the ablest boys (Fox
1974a).

Males in general are superior to females ontests of spatial relation-
ships from adolescence to adulthood (Anastasi 1958). Sex differences in

'The Study of Mathematically Precocious Youth (SMPY) was begun at The Johns
Hopkins University by Julian C. Stanley in 1971 and is supported by grants from the
Spencer Foundation of Chicago and the Robert Sterling Clark Foundation. Therationale
of this program is discussed in chapter 5. Detailed reports of the three mathematics contests
are reported in Mathematicaltalent: Discovery, description, and developmentand Intellec-
tual talent: Research and development which are volumesI and II, respectively, of the
Studies of Intellectual Precocity series published by The Johns Hopkins University Press.

*The Scholastic Aptitude Test is administered under the direction of the College
Entrance Examination Board in cooperation with The Educational Testing Service,
Princeton, N.J.
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spatial-visualization ability do appearto be innate (Bock and Kolakowski

1973).3 The extent to which sex differences in mathematical ability are

related to sex differences in spatial-visualization ability is not yet known.

In a study of a small group of seventh graders (thirteen boys and eight

girls) who participated in a special accelerated mathematics class on

Saturday mornings, the expected sex differences on the Revised Minne-

sota Paper Form Board Test*+ were not found (Fox 19745). The highest

score was earned bya girl, and five of the thirteen boys scored lower than

the lowest-scoring girl. The mean score for the boys was about equal to

the meanfor the twelfth-grade boys reported in the manual. Theeight girls

scored significantly higher than the mean for twelfth-grade boys

and girls. Perhaps girls who have superior spatial abilities are better

candidates for special mathematical enrichmentthangirls with less of this

ability. The relationship of spatial abilities to interest and talent in

mathematics should be studied further.

Although males seem to be superior to females on measures of

quantitative skills, females are generally found to be superior to males on

measuresof verbal ability before age three and after age eleven (Maccoby

and Jacklin 1974). Clearly, more boys than girls are found to have reading

problems. In a verbal contest for gifted seventh and eighth graders

conducted by the Study of Verbally Gifted Youth (SVGY)> at The Johns

Hopkins University (McGinn 1976), the expected female superiority was

not found. Although fewer boys than girls entered the contest, there were

no sex differences in performance on the Scholastic Aptitude Test—Ver-

bal (SAT-V). Someof the highest scorers were boys. In 1973, the girls and

boys who entered the mathematics talent search sponsored by SMPY

were also tested on the SAT-V. Although the boys outnumberedthegirls,

they scored as well on the SAT-V asthe girls but better on the SAT-M.It

is interesting that sex differences in cognitive abilities found in general

adolescent populations are found in gifted samples in the quantitative

area but not the verbal.

Whether or not these sex differences in performance on tests of

specific abilities are innate or a result of differential learning experiences

and socialization, or a combination of the two,is not entirely clear. Talent

in mathematics, for example, does appear to be related to masculine

3A test of spatial-visualizing ability was administered to parents and offspring in a

sample of 167 families. The results were consistent with the hypothesis that spatial ability

dependsin part upon recessive, sex-linked gene. The magnitude of the familial correlations

suggested that about 46 percent of score variance is attributable to genetic variation.

4The Revised Minnesota Paper Form Board Test is published by the Psychological

Corporation, New York.
SThe Study of Verbally Gifted Youth (SVGY) was begun in 1972 by Robert Hogan,

Catherine Garvey, and Roger Webbat The Johns Hopkins University and is supported by a

grant from the Spencer Foundation of Chicago.
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interests and values (Aiken 1970; Astin 1974; Carey 1958; Milton 1957).
Manyeducators do believe that sex differences in interests in mathematics

and scienceresult, at least in part, from differential childhood experiences

and reinforcements of sex-role-appropriate interests (Fox 1977).

The absence of a father in early childhood has been shown to be
related to a discrepancy between mathematical and verbal abilities for
boys. Father-absent boys have lower mathematical aptitude relative to
verbal aptitude than do their father-present cohorts (Carlsmith 1964). It

has been hypothesized that this difference is related to a learned concep-

tual style or approach to problem solving. In general, boys learn an

“analytic approach” while girls learn a “global approach.” Thus, boys in

father-absent homes may learn a more global or feminine approach and

thus tend to perform relatively less well on quantitative measures than

verbal ones with respect to male norms.

Studies of productive and creative female mathematicians foundthat

these women tended to come from homes where the fathers were

professional men and very dominantin the family (Helson 1971). These

women tended to be eldest daughters who had no brothers. Significantly

more of the creative than the less creative female mathematicians had

identified primarily with their fathers and not their mothers. Although

these women did not score low on measures of femininity, perhaps they

had developed a more analytic than global cognitivestyle.

Clearly, problem-solving skill is correlated with sex-role identity for

both males and females (Milton 1957). Early identification with a father,

particularly an intellectual and analytic father, is related to quantitative

interests and ability for both sexes.

Early interest in mathematics is likely to be noticed and supported

more by parents of boys than parents of girls. Astin (1974) studied the

family background questionnaires of a sample of highly mathematically

precocious children. Parents of boys far more than parents of girls had

noticed their children’s mathematical gifts in the preschool years. Parents

of girls were far less likely than parents of boys to have bought toys and

gamesof a scientific and mathematical nature for their children.

Gifted girls who took advanced placement courses in science and

mathematics in high school reported their early frustrations in trying to

get chemistry or construction sets as toys (Casserly 1975). Girls lamented

the fact that parents seemed to fear that the girls would hurt themselves

with a chemistryset, yet did not fear the girls would hurt themselves in the

kitchen.

Gifted boys, too, may suffer from sex-role expectations of parents.

This is likely to be particularly true for gifted boys from lower class

backgrounds where literary and artistic pursuits are not valued. Some

segments of the population do not consider reading to be a masculine
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endeavor. Even in families where education is highly valued, boys may be

rewarded for physical and aggressive activities rather than for more

passive intellectual ones.

Achievement

With respect to grades earned in high school and college, women are

more academically predictable than men (Seashore 1962; Stanley 1967).

This seemsironic in light of the relatively lower levels of achievement of

womenin graduate school and beyond.Ina study of graduate students in

psychology, the single best predictor of success was sex (Educational

Testing Service 1972). Females were less likely than males to attain the

doctorate.
Women maybeless predictable than men with respect to achieve-

ment as measured by standardized tests in situations where masculine

interests and motivation are important. In a study of gifted junior high

school students in a special accelerated after-school algebra class, math-

ematical aptitude as assessed by the SAT-M correlated with algebra

achievement of boys but not of girls (Fox 1976a).

Recent results of the National Assessment testing program indicate

that by age seventeen, boys score as well or higher than girls on

achievementtests in all areas except writing (Mullis 1975). In the areas of

mathematics and science, sex differences in achievement are related in

part to differential course taking in high school. Manygirls with high

mathematical aptitude elect not to take advanced coursessuch as calculus

(Haven 1972). (Differential course taking does not account, however, for

sex differences in geometry skills found at age nine.)

Differential course taking of girls in high schoolis related to girls’

perceptions of the value of such courses for their future, and differential

encouragementby teachers, parents, and peers. There is some controversy

as to whether or not girls have less achievement motivation than boys.

Maccoby and Jacklin (1975) say there are no consistent sex differences,

whereas Horner (1968) says girls fear success. In the case of advanced

mathematics and science courses it seems morelikely that girls fear failure

and poor grades on the one hand and possible peer rejection on the other.

Teachers and peers may reinforce expectations for failure at the high

schoollevel.

Although boys andgirls in elementary school both believe their own

sex-peer group to be superior in all subjects, by high school their

expectations have changed. Then both sexesbelieve that girls are better at

English but poorer in science than boys (Ernest 1975).

A study of elementary school teachers found that 41 percentfelt boys

did better in science and mathematics and 63 percentfelt girls did better in
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English (Ernest 1975). Although these attitudes may reflect real differ-
ences these teachers have observed in their classrooms, such expecta-
tions are likely to influence teacher behaviors and thus reinforce the
differences.

Casserly (1975) reports that gifted girls felt that their teachers, both
male and female, reinforced stereotypes even when they were obviously
inappropriate. For example, it often happens that some girls in eighth
grade are taller than all the boys in their classes, yet teachers may
overlook the real differences and ask fortall, strong boys to help get
materials from the cupboard. Girls were told in science class that the next
few remarks were only for the boys; the teacher then discussed the
applications of the unit studied to repairing bicycles.

Creativity

Studies of children and adults on measures of creative potential do
not systematically favor either sex (Maccoby and Jacklin 1974). Yet, as

with general intellectual achievement, men and womendiffer with respect

to creative accomplishments in life in most areas of human endeavor. This
is at least partly so because womenin the past have notseriously aspired
to professional levels of excellence. As more women moveinto profes-
sionalroles on a full-time basis, the numbers of those judged creative and
productive should increase.

Studies of creative people find that such persons have certain

masculine and feminine interests and characteristics. A certain openness

to all experiences seems necessary for creative productivity (MacKinnon

1962). Thus, persons who struggle to suppress their opposite sex traits

and interests maystifle some of their creativity as well.

Women need to develop their capacities for independence and

intellectual aggressiveness. Men are morelikely than womento need to

develop their aesthetic sensitivity and openness to emotional experiences.
The reduction of sex-role stereotypic thinking and behavioris likely to be
as necessary for fostering creative thinking as the introduction of diver-

gent thinking games andactivities into the classroom.

Other Talents and Gifts

At present we are unable to assess potential talent effectively in most
nonacademic areas. It is impossible to say whether or not men and
women differ significantly in artistic, musical, or leadership potential.
Artistic and literary interests are typically considered feminine. Women
tend to score higher than men on measuresofartistic interest. Yet there
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are far more men than women who have wonacclaim as professional

artists and writers.

Success in the arts is based upon judgments by one’s peers. It seems

likely that such judgments are influenced by the greater status of men in

society. Studies have shown that paintings and written essays receive

higher ratings from adults and college students when these products are

designated as the products of males rather than females (Goldberg 1968;

Pheterson, Kiesler, and Goldberg 1971). There are occasional exceptions

when essays on such feminine topics as cooking or child care are rated

equally for authors Jane or John Doe. Perhaps women should be

encouraged to sign their creative works with initials or, like George Eliot,

adopt a masculine pen name.

While women may face great barriers to achieving eminence as

adults, men may have difficulties developing their interests in artistic

pursuits as children. Artistic sensitivity should be encouraged in both

sexes in childhood and adulthood. Sex-role stereotyping and prejudice

work against men and womenin the arts. For example, parents are often

quite upset if their sons score high on femininity scales of personality

measures. These scores often reflect not homosexual tendencies, as the

parents fear, but artistic sensitivity.

Educational programs for the gifted must deal with two problems:

first, sex-role appropriate behavior stereotypes which mayinhibit male

participation in the arts; and second,barriers to the adult achievementof

women.

Values and Interests

Interests, values, and personality factors as well as cognitive abilities

help determine an individual’s achievement in school and life. Sex

differences in the affective domain appear greater than those in cognitive

areas. Men and women differ markedly with respect to interests and

values that relate to achievement andcreativity.

Adults, college students, and high school students differ consistently

with respect to value scores on the Allport-Vernon-Lindzey Study of

Values (SV). Males score higher than females on the theoretical, eco-

nomic, and political scales and score lower in the social, aesthetic, and

religious values (Allport, Vernon, and Lindzey 1970).

In studies of the values of gifted youth, these same patterns of sex

differences were found (Fox and Denham 1974; Fox 19766). Gifted boys

6The Allport-Vernon-Lindzey Study of Values is published by the Houghton Mifflin

Company, Boston.
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scored higher thangirls on the theoretical, political, and economicscales
and lower on the social, aesthetic, and religious scales. Even when
samples of gifted boys and girls were matched on verbal and quantitative
aptitude and socioeconomic background, the sex differences in theoreti-
cal, aesthetic, and social values werestill highly significant.

The pattern of value ordering for gifted boys closely resembled that
of a normative high school sample described in the manual. Gifted girls
did differ, however, from the normative high school sampleof girls. For
gifted girls the theoretical value was their third highest score while the
religious value was fifth. In the normative high school sample the
theoretical value was sixth and thereligious value wasfirst.

MacKinnon (1962) and others (Southern and Plant 1968; Warren
and Herst 1960) have found that high scores on the theoretical and
aesthetic value scales are associated with creativity. Studies of gifted
adolescents at The Johns Hopkins University have found many males,
but few females, who scored highest on the theoretical value scale. Few
males or females score highest on the aesthetic value.

Of 240 gifted females and 416 gifted males tested on the SV in 1973,
37 percent of the boys but only 15 percent of the girls scored highest on
the theoretical scale. Only 13 and 5 percent of the girls and boys,
respectively, scored highest on the aesthetic scale. Over 55 percent of 135
very mathematically gifted boys scored highest on the theoretical value.
Thus, theoretical interests appear to be correlated to mathematicaltalent.
Boys and girls who scored highest on the theoretical value scale also had
the highest mean score on the SAT-M in the 1973 contest (Fox 19765).

Boys who have high theoretical values and mathematicaltalent are
far more interested in accelerating their educational progress in mathe-
matics than boys or girls who havethetalent but score higher on social
value measures. Differential values and interests appear to be a major
factor in the sex differences in mathematical achievementat the high level
of ability. Although gifted girls are more likely to have high theoretical
interests associated with scientific pursuits than average-ability girls, they
are still less theoretically oriented than their gifted male cohorts.

Further evidence that gifted girls have stronger academicinterests
thanless gifted girls comes from

a

studyofcareerinterests of gifted youth
(Fox, Pasternak, and Peiser 1976). Gifted seventh-grade boys andgirls
were compared with a normative sample of ninth graders on the fourteen
basic interest scales of the Strong-Campbell Interest Inventory (SCII).’

Gifted girls and boys scored significantly higher than their respective
normative counterparts on the scales of writing, mathematics, science,

"The Strong-Campbell Interest Inventory (SCIJ)is published by the Psychological
Corporation, New York.
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public speaking, and medicalscience. Thesescales clearly reflect a greater

interest in intellectual pursuits. Gifted girls also scored higher than the

normative group on the scales of law and politics and mechanical

activities. Although the normative sampleofgirls scored higher than the

gifted girls on scales of social and conventionalinterest, such as domestic

arts and office practice, these differences were not statistically significant.

Thus, gifted girls are not less interested in the more traditional female

areas than average girls, simply more interested in the more masculine

areas, such as science, mathematics, and mechanicalactivities.

Average boysdiffered from gifted boys in that they had lower scores

on the moreintellective scales, as noted above, and significantly higher

scores on the adventure scale. The latter scale, according to Campbell

(1974), reflects vocational immaturity. Gifted boys scored higher than the

normative group onall threeartistic scales, but only the difference in the

writing scale reached significance.

Thus, both gifted girls and boys differ from their less-gifted cohorts

on measures of intellectual interests. For boys, this does not seem to

involve a real difference with respect to the masculine stereotype. For

gifted girls, however, there appears to be a source of sex-role conflict.

Girls have both masculine and feminineinterests.

For a number of reasons gifted girls probably experience more

conflict than boys in making career choices. First, they must decide

whether or not to seek a career instead of, or in addition to, a role of wife

and mother. Second, if they elect to pursue a career, they must choose

between a traditionally accepted female one or a moreintellectual, but

masculine one.

Gifted girls are less likely than gifted boys to exhibit sex-role

stereotype in naming occupational choices. For example, girls are far

more likely to name physician as a career choice than boys are to name

nurse. Of course, job status and pay are also tied to career aspirations.

Most occupations designated female have less status and monetary

reward than more masculine occupations.

On a semantic differential measure, gifted boys and girls matched on

measures of ability and socioeconomic background were asked to rate

their self-perceptions in eight occupations. Gifted girls perceived them-

selves favorably in both masculine and feminine careers, whereas boys

had negative perceptions of themselves as nurse, homemaker, or profes-

sor of English. Elementary school teacher was rated somewhat favorably

by boys, but far less so than the occupationsof mathematician, physician,

professor of science, or computer programmer.

Forgirls career aspirations as early as grade seven or eight appear to

be related to achievement in some subject-matter areas. Girls who see

mathematics as useful for their future careers are more likely to take
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advanced courses and maintain highlevels of achievementin mathematics
during the high school years (Astin 1968; Astin and Myint 1971; Haven
1972). Gifted girls who are interested in careers of a scientific or
mathematical nature are more likely to persist in special mathematics
courses and accelerate their achievement than girls who have social,
artistic, or enterprising career aspirations (Fox 1974a, 19756). A study of
161 girls who took advanced placement courses in mathematics, chemis-
try, and/or the physical sciences found that 80 percent of these girls were
interested in careers in science (Casserly 1975).

In brief, gifted boys and girls do differ significantly with respect to
interests and values. These differences, in turn, seem related to differential
achievementofthe sexes in school andlife. Let us now consider how these
differences relate to special types of programsfor gifted children.

FACILITATING THE DEVELOPMENT OF TALENT

A great variety of educational alternatives and teaching strategies
have been advocated for enriching the education of gifted children in
academic areas. Someof these methods are clearly accelerative in nature.
Others are less specifically designed to promote rapid learning and
precocious achievement. Notall educators agree on the relative merits of
each method; however, few researchers have systematically analyzed the
advantages of these strategies separately forgirls and boys. Weshall now
try to address this problem. Wewill first consider methods that haveclear
accelerative components.

Accelerative Enrichment

Studies of children whoenter school early have, in general, found
early admission to be a viable method for gifted children (Worcester
1956). In most such studies girls have outnumbered boys. In a study by
Hobson (1963) of early entrants in 1946 and 1947 in a Boston suburb,
girls outnumbered boys by about twoto one. Very gifted boys andgirls
are likely to be ready for theintellectual experiences and demandsoffirst
grade a year or more before the standard entering age. Birch (1954)
suggested that girls’ early verbal superiority might make them more
visible to their parents at an early age. To the extent that girls are
developmentally ahead of boys in the early childhood years, we might
expect that early admission to kindergarten orfirst grade would be even
more effective for girls than boys. Research is needed to determine
whetherornotthisis, in fact, true. Ifso, parents of gifted girls should be
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alterted to this because, as we shall see, attempts to foster accelerated

achievement amonggifted students at older ages appear more difficult for

girls than boys.

In a report to Congress, the Commissioner of the U.S. Office of

Education (Marland 1971) noted that grade skipping of one or two years

has generally been found to be a successful alternative for gifted children.

To be most effective, however, grade skipping needsto be well planned to

avoid unnecessary adjustment problemsfor the child. Grade skipping that

takes place at naturaltransition points in the school process is likely to be

least disruptive for the child. The ages at which acceleration is least

traumatic may differ for the sexes.

Although moderate grade skipping in the elementary school years

may be equally successful for boys and girls, grade skipping at the

secondary schoollevel does not appear currently to have equal appeal to

both sexes. A sample of gifted seventh- and eighth-grade boys and girls

who entered a mathematics contest at The Johns Hopkins University

were canvassed as to their attitudes toward acceleration. Girls were

significantly less favorable than boys toward acceleration for themselves

(Fox 1975b). Only 54 percent of the girls as compared with 73 percent of

the boys expressed a willingness to accelerate. Significantly more girls

than boys felt their parents would disapprove of acceleration.

These findings support the observations by the SMPY staff of

mathematically gifted adolescents and their parents in counseling situa-

tions. Girls appear to be more fearful than boysof possible peer rejection

for academic acceleration. Adolescent girls appear more fearful than boys

of trying something different because they might not succeed (Fox

1974b). Girls who have highself-esteem, as measured by expectations for

success in the contest, were significantly more likely to favor acceleration

than girls who predicted they would score average or poor relative to the

other girls in the contest. Expectations for success, however, were not

correlated with actual performance. Thus, the most able girls were not

necessarily high on self-esteem or eagerness to accelerate. Girls may or

may not truly fear success, but they do appearto be, as adolescents, less

confident than boys about their ability to succeed in unknownsituations.

Perhapsgirls are more willing than boysto suffer intellectual boredom to

ensure their social standing in the peer group.’ This, again, would seem to

argue that girls are likely to benefit from accelerative experiences in the

8Occasionally girls who were reluctant to accelerate in grades 7 or 8 express an interest

in acceleration in grade 11. They appear to become “fed up” with high school, both

intellectually and socially, and want to go to college early. Unfortunately, they often have

not planned their high school programswell for this goal. Therefore, they lack courseslike

calculus, physics, and chemistry in addition to senior-year English. This makesit difficult

for them to go to college early.
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early elementary school years before they become socialized against
acceleration andintellectual pursuits.

Since double promotions appear to have some drawbacks, SMPY
has investigated somealternative acceleration strategies for meeting the
needs of mathematically talented students. Let us consider how well some
of these strategies meet the needs ofgifted boysandgirls.

Subject-matter acceleration by advanced placement is a rather
straightforward idea but has not been notedin theliterature until recently
(Fox 1974c). In this scheme, students would be placed in classes appro-
priate for them in specific content areas. Thus, a twelve-year-old who is
mathematically gifted might be in homeroom,physical education, Eng-
lish, and social studies with age peers in a junior high school, but be
placed in geometry and chemistry with tenth and eleventh graders ata
high school. Subject-matter acceleration of this type works well in
situations where elementary, junior, and senior high schools are physi-
cally nearby or where transportation from school to school can be
arranged.

The extreme of this model is having junior and senior high school
students take college courses in those areas in which they are mostgifted,
and yet remain in the secondary school for most of the school day. This
method has many advantages at present. A very mathematically gifted
youth may easily learn all the precollege mathematics and science
available in the public secondary school one or two years before he or she
is ready for full-time entrance to a college or university.

College course work can be taken during the day, at night,
in summeror by correspondencein the appropriate subject areas. SMPY
has well documented the fact that very gifted adolescents can succeed
in college courses (Keating, Wiegand, and Fox 1974; Solano and
George 1976).

These methods of subject-matter acceleration all appear to be very
effective for gifted males. Gifted adolescent girls, however, are far less
likely than boys to take advantage ofthese options. Gifted girls have been
known to actually repeat a course to avoid this type of acceleration.It is
not completely clear whetheror notgirls are actually less successful than
boys in these types of accelerative programs because so few girls have
tried them.

The rejection of subject-matter acceleration by girls seems to be in
part a sex-by-subject-area interaction. At present, mathematics and
science lend themselves best to this type of acceleration. Although girls
apparently report liking math as muchas boys do (Ernest 1975), there is
considerable evidence when mathematics and science courses are op-
tional, gifted girls elect not to take them in far greater numbers than boys
do (Haven 1972).
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Differential course taking for the sexes at advancedlevelsis very clear

in the case of the Advanced Placement Program (APP).? The APPallows

students to earn advanced standing in college courses, college credit, or

both for courses studied in high school. These courses were specifically

designed for the academically talented student.

Gifted girls take fewer of these courses than boys, particularly in

mathematics and science. In 1974, only 17.2 percent of the APP candi-

dates in chemistry were girls. Only 12.9 percent of the students who took

the physics B-level examination and 6.8 percent of those who took the

physics C-level examination weregirls. In mathematics, only 27.9 percent

of those who took the calculus AB-level examination were girls, while

only 21 percent of those who took the BC-level calculus examination were

girls (Casserly 1975).

In 1975, 50,384 exams weretaken by boys and 35,402 were taken by

girls. Of the nineteen different examsgiven,girls outnumber boys in only

six: art history, studio art, English, French language, Frenchliterature,

and Spanish. Boys outnumber girls in American history, European

history, the classics, German, and all the science and mathematics

courses, including biology (CEEB 1975).

Casserly (1975) did an extensive study of twelve American high

schools which enrolled over twice the national percentage of girls in their

APPcourses in mathematics andscience. Her findings are very enlighten-

ing.

Schools that enroll sizable numbersofgirls in these APP courses tend

to have one or both of the following characteristics:

1. Teachers of such courses who actively recruit girls for the classes. These
teachers exhibit few signs of sex-role stereotyping in their thinking or in their
classroom behavior. They expect high-level performance from thegirls as

well as the boys, and they demandit from both.

2. Students who were tracked as early as the fourth grade into homogene-

ously grouped and sometimesaccelerative programs. Thus, the taking of APP

courses is a natural sequence in a special program for superior students.

It is interesting to note that interviews with counselors in these

schools indicated that these counselors were not always supportive of

APP courses for the gifted girls. Both male and female counselors

admitted that they often discouraged girls from taking these courses. The

reasons for such counseling differed by sex. Female counselors tended to

project their own dislike or fear of science and mathematics in their

counseling strategies. Some said that the girls needed time for social

activities, which would belost if they had to work hard on APP courses.

Others said they hated to put girls in situations where they could not

9The Advanced Placement Program (APP) is operated by The Educational Testing

Service, Princeton, N.J.
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succeed, where they might make low grades and thus hurt their otherwise
excellent academic records.

The concern for good grades is particularly interesting because
interviews with the girls enrolled in APP coursesat those schools indicate
that the girls earned high gradesin these courses. This seemed to conflict
with the girls’ self-estimates of their actual abilities and performance in
the classes. The girls thought themselves to be in the bottom of their
classes, yet their grades and achievements indicated they were not. Only 3
of the 161 girls studied were in danger of making poorgrades.

Male counselors had a somewhat different argument for counseling
girls out of the APP courses. They felt it would be “unfair to the girls”
because the job market was so tight in the physical sciences and the jobs
Should of course go to the men.

If these attitudes are found among counselors at schools that have the
greatest female enrollments in APP courses in mathematics and science,
what must bethe attitudes and counseling strategies in schools that have
much lowerrates of female participation? These findings are staggering.
Recall, this study was done in 1974-75. It reflects the kinds of barriers
that still exist today for gifted girls. How intrepid the girls must be to
pursue the developmentoftheir talents.

Advanced placement courses appearto be an excellent modelfor the
types of programsthat we might wish for the academically talented child.
Alas, these programs do not have a true counterpart at the junior high
school or elementary level. Stanley, Keating, and Fox recently created a
model for the upper elementary and junior high school grades in
mathematics which parallels the APP (Fox 1974b:; Fox 1975a; George
and Denham 1976; Stanley 1976). This model is the provision of fast-
paced homogeneously groupedclassesforfifth through eighth, ninth, or
tenth graders.

The first experimental class was conducted on the campus of The
Johns Hopkins University for two hours a week on Saturday mornings
from the summerof 1972 until 1973. A teacher, well trained in mathemat-
ics, paced the best of the students (eight boys and onegirl) through four
and one-half years of precalculus mathematics in a year’s time. The least
ambitious students (mostly girls) learned two years of mathematics in a
year. Most of the students had only completed the sixth grade when they
entered the program.

The boys who completed the precalculus mathematics in a year went
on to take calculus in a high schoolthe following year. All but one were
successful. The single girl, however, chose to repeat plane geometry ina
self-paced course the following two years to avoid acceleration.

By the end of the school year 1974-75, twelve accelerated mathemat-
ics classes had been conducted at Hopkins or in public and private
schools and school systems in Maryland. These classes have all been
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successful in promoting high-level achievementat a rapid rate. There have

been, however, notable sex differences. Boys and girls do not achieve

equally well under all conditions.

Girls are far more likely to participate in such classes if they are

conducted as part of the regular school program rather than as extracur-

ricular activities. Girls apparently are less likely to give up a Saturday

morning to study math beyond their regular school program than are

boys. Thus, the more closely the program istied to the school, the more

likely girls will participate.

Girls are morelikely to achieve as well as or better than boysin these

types of classes if they are taught by womenin all-girl classes or classes

where there is at least a sizable numberofgirls relative to the boys. When

classes are taught by men and the numberof girls is very small relative to

the boys, the girls often drop out. (There are, of course, exceptions. One

girl chose to be in an otherwise all-boy class taught by a male and was

highly successful.) In general, the presence of a female role model and

other girls seem to be helpful in promoting achievement of girls in

accelerated classes.

Hawley (1972) found that women who majored in mathematics and

science in college tended to view these areas as less antithetical to

femaleness than did college womenin otherfields. Perhaps the presence

of a womanteacher andothergirls help dispel the feeling that mathemat-

ics is a masculine domain. Since girls appear to be somewhat concerned

about establishing their feminine identity in early adolescence, the sex-

role appropriateness of the task is apparently a psychologically relevant

factor.

Since boys should experience no sex-identity conflict about being

accelerated in mathematics, the sex of the teacher should be less impor-

tant for them. Only three of the twelve classes of students to date have had

female teachers for boys. An all-male class taught by a woman was

extremely successful. Boys in mixed-sex classes taught by women did not

do quite as well as expected. Perhapsif classes become too “feminized”or

social, boys will enjoy them less.
The analysis of the twelve classes has not been in any way a true

experiment. Therefore, conclusions cannot be drawn, only tentative

hypotheses suggested. What needs to be studied explicitly is the differen-

tial performance of gifted males and females in educational experiences

which are congruent and incongruent with sex-role stereotypes.

I do not meanto suggest that we as educators should try to reinforce

sex-role stereotypes, but I would like to argue that we cannot ignore

them. What we need to do is examine them critically and unemotionally

to determinetheir significance as classroom environmental variables that

need to be considered in educational planning.
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For example, what, if any, benefits can arise from explicitly planning
for sex differences in educating the gifted? In the summerof 1973, this
author taught twenty-six seventh-gradegirls algebra I. Eighteen of the
girls persisted in the program and were highly successful. The class was
specifically designed to foster interest in mathematics and achievement
(Fox 1974a). By the end of the ninth grade abouthalfof the girls who had
initially come for the class had managed to become accelerated in
mathematics by at least one year.

Although this is not as impressive as the acceleration accomplished
by many boys in the SMPYprogram,it was a substantial gain forgirls.
The girls had been matched on a numberof cognitive and social variables
with two control groups. The control boys and girls did not participate in
the classes but did receive counseling by mail as to the advantages of
subject-matter acceleration. Only 20 percent of the control boys and 16
percent of the control girls had becomeaccelerated in mathematics. All
three groups were equally gifted in mathematics. Thus, attempts to
intervene to encourage girls to develop their mathematical talent can be
successful.

Prior to the program, both groupsofgirls were alike with respect to
interests in careers in science and mathematics and considerably less
interested than their male counterparts. Twoyearslater, the girls who had
accelerated were significantly more interested in these career areas than
the control boys or girls. Nowit is true that the girls who benefited most
from the program were those who initially had investigative career
interests. The effect of participation in the program wasto help reinforce
and maintain that interest (Fox 1976a).

Early admission to college is the final accelerative experience for
consideration. Radical early admission to college, as studied by SMPY
(Stanley 1974), does indeed appear to be a male domain. To date, SMPY
has not in general found girls who appearto be readyforcollegefull-time
at age fourteen. This is, at least in part, because most radical accelerates
are extremely gifted in the quantitative areas. Such extremeprecocity in
the quantitative area appears less frequently among females.

Early admissionto college by one year, however, does appear to be as
effective for gifted young women as men.Thestudiesof the early entrants
by Flesher and Pressey (1955) did not find women to beless able than
men to succeed in college early. Early admission to college by one year or
even two does not seem to be limited to those gifted in the quantitative
areas. It is too soon to say whetheror not this method ofacceleration will
be widely used by both sexes.

Counseling efforts by SMPY suggest that some girls who in the
seventh and eighth grades were not eager to accelerate are giving serious
consideration to graduating from high school a year early or entering
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college at the end of the eleventh grade. Until early admissions programs

gain wider acceptance,it will be difficult to evaluate their effectiveness for

both sexes.

There is no direct evidence that any of the aforementioned accelera-

tive strategies are truly less effective for educating gifted girls than boys,

only that they are less likely to be tried bygifted girls. Since accelerationis

clearly more feasible in mathematics andscience, the reluctance of girls to

attempt acceleration may be, in some cases, a form of mathematics-

avoidance behavior.

Nonaccelerative Strategies

There are a number of educational strategies recommended for the

gifted which do not necessarily lead to advanced grade placement.

Homogeneously grouped classes for the purpose of enrichment are an

example. What may be accomplished under this type of program 1s so

situation-specific as to make any evaluation of benefits of such programs

for either sex difficult, if not impossible.

Self-paced independent study projects, like enriched classes, are

difficult to evaluate. It seems likely that success in these activities is

related to interest in the subject area, motivation, and the work andstudy

skills of the students. Informal observations suggest that, at least in

mathematics, girls achieve more in classes than by self-paced, indepen-

dent study. Perhaps one reason some girls drop out of accelerated

programsis because these classes require more outside independentstudy

of the textbook than do slower-pacedclasses. It is doubtful that in general

girls have poorer studyskills and habits than boys. More likely, differen-

tial motivations account for the differences. Apparently, the greater

theoretical orientation of boys helps them enjoy learning on their own in

mathematics. Girls who score high in social interest measures probably

dislike solitary learning situations and prefer more interaction with

teachers and peers.

Harold C. Lyon, former Director of The Office of Gifted and

Talented in the U.S. Office of Education, has spoken repeatedly of the

value of mentorship programsfor gifted students (Lyon 1975). Adoles-

cents would be placed into close working relationships with adults who

have similar interests. Epstein (1970) and Robin (1975) caution that

womencan havevarious difficulties in the mentor-mentee relationship if

the mentor is a male. Although they are speaking of young adult women,

the problem maybe true for youngergirls as well. Intellectual develop-

ment may be better fostered for girls if the mentor is female. Mentor

relationships that place young girls in contact with successful women
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models who have notrejected their femininity in their struggle to achieve
would seem to be a particularly desirable program forgifted girls.

Internship and work-study programsthat allow students to work in
offices, laboratories, hospitals, and so forth, have excellent value for the
gifted. Care should be taken, however, to ensure that gifted girls are not
placed in situations that will reinforce harmful sex stereotypes.

The whole area of career education for the gifted is a relatively new
one. There is perhaps no other single program which has so much
potential for helping gifted female and minority students.

CONCLUSION

On the basis of the existing evidence concerning educational apti-
tudes, interests, and achievementof the gifted, five major areas of concern
for future research and program planning can beidentified.

Thefirst area is that of sex-role stereotypes. Creative and productive
behavior of both males and females in school and in life is likely to
increase as unrealistic sex-role stereotyping of activities gives way. The
ideas that smocksin art classes or aprons in cooking class threaten the
sexual identity of males while aprons in shop class cause the loss of
femininity of females are no more absurd thanthe ideasthat scienceis a
male domain and poetryis forsissies.

Gifted boys and girls both need moral and intellectual role models
who exhibit the heights that gifted persons can achieve. Forgirls the
exposure to women who utilize the full range of their talents and gifts
seems particularly crucial.

Career counseling is important for both sexes. At present not enough
is known aboutthe career counseling needsof gifted women. Models need
to be developed and tested. At present the choice of a career as home-
makeris still generally limited to women. Therefore, the career counseling
needs of womenwill not be identical to those of men. Since some women
may not wish to begin a career outside the homeuntil they are forty or
older, consideration should be given to providing continuing educational
and career development programs for them. Efforts are needed to
encourage womennotto eliminate later career possibilities by failing to
develop their talents in adolescence and young adulthood.

Counselors and teachers need to become more aware of the special
needs of the gifted learner, as well as the general problems of sex-role
stereotyping. If teachers are to prepare children for the future, they must
themselves be helped to understand social change and adjust to it.

Parents as well as educators need to become awareof the negative
outcomesof early sex-role stereotyping. Parents of gifted children should
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be counseled about the talents of their offspring as early as possible.

Parents of girls may need urging about the values of certain so-called

boys’ toys and gamesfor their daughters. Parentsof gifted boys may need

encouragementto be tolerant of their sons’ aesthetic and verbalinterests.

Perhaps groups such as the National Association for Gifted Children

could experiment with counseling centers for parents of the gifted.

A second issue is that of homogeneous grouping. At present that

concept is too often limited to grouping on the basis of an IQ score.

Children with the same overall intelligence score can be very different

with respect to specific abilities and interests. Perhaps ability grouping

with respect to interests and specific skills would be more beneficialto all.

Whetheror not students are actually segregated into special classes or

dealt with in teamed class situations, some attention to interest should be

considered. Perhaps students with mathematical talents and interests

would enjoy languageclasses moreif they read and wrotearticles related to

mathematics and science. What would betheresult of offering a course in

mathematics or science taught in German or Russian? Perhapsstudents

with strong social interests would appreciate mathematics more if the

course wasinterlaced with applied problemsof a social nature. Coursesin

statistics and mathematical psychology could be developed which also

taught the basic mathematics of algebra throughcalculus.

Perhaps children would become more creative if educators and

parents set better examples in their approachesto teaching.Inlife, skills

are far less compartmentalized than in school. In life, ability, interests,

and experienceplay greater roles in worksituations and assignments than

age. Yet in schools chronological age is the major factor that determines

whatchild learns whattopic at a given level. Gifted boys and girls would

both probably benefit if attention to readiness and interest for learning

were more important than age.

This leads to the third area of concern: the acceleration of learning

and appropriate content for the gifted. At the first World Conference on

Gifted, Gallagher (1975) stressed quite eloquently that the major need for

progress in educating the gifted is the development of appropriate content

to be studied. In mathematics and science such content has been well

developed. The problem for gifted learners is one of allowing them to

study the mathematics and science content at the most appropriate time

and pace. For example, SMPYhasclearly demonstrated that some sixth

and seventh graders can easily master the content of algebra and

geometry at a high level. The problem is how to adjust the school

program to allow the natural transition from computational skills to
abstract mathematics to occur at the right time for the gifted learner. In

the case of girls this problem is particularly difficult because to learn this
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material at the appropriate time often requires sometypeofacceleration
of grade placement, either in the subject or overall.

Gifted students, particularly girls, would benefit from changes in
school environments that create greater flexibility in the content pres-
ented to a given studentat any age. The concept of the ungraded schoolis
to be lauded. But, unfortunately, this conceptis too often morelimited in
practice than in theory. Self-pacing independentstudy is also less than
ideal. Talented children need to interact with their intellectual peers and
can benefit from the guidance of goodteachers.

The acceleration of learning of appropriate contentis the majorissue.
At present some form of grade skipping,orat least subject acceleration,is
all that is available to most gifted students. Although these methods do
work, they are unattractive to many, especially gifted girls. The ultimate
solution for the gifted child, as well as the slow learner,is the abolishment
of age-grade segregation.

Stanley (1959) has proposed longitudinal teaching teamsin various
subject-matter areas. This concept needs to be expanded andtested.It is
possible that the creation of learning centers with specialists in subject
areas who develop long-range curriculum programsfor students might
eliminate some of the problemsof desegregation as well as problems of
the “deviant learner.” Major changes in educational strategies come
slowly. Thus, while on the one hand educators should experiment with
innovation, on the other hand they must deal with today’s gifted children,
who exist in less than ideal situations.

This leads to the fourth critical issue: the need for early identification
and planning for the child whois gifted. Some parents recognize early
that their child is exceptional. The extremely precocious child wholearns
to read at age three or fouris notlikely to go unnoticed. In some families,
however, the gifted child may not be recognized.

Given the present educational process, early entranceto first grade
would seem to be desirable for most very bright students. Early entrance
is particularly desirable for girls since later acceleration is less appealing
to them. Early entrance to schoolis also likely to benefit the child from
the educationally disadvantaged background. Yet few school systems en-
courage early entrance. Clearly, better screening procedures would seem
to be needed in orderto identify children who should enter school early.
Research is needed to devise ways of finding talented students early to
foster advanced schoolregistration. The concept of Head Start seemsto
be truly needed for gifted girls and the children from educationally
disadvantaged homes.

Early identification and admission to kindergarten orfirst grade by
itself is not enough. Program planning for the advanced learner needs to
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be started early and continued through college. For girls, early tracking

into academic programs that lead to AP courses and early high school

graduation seems imperative. The gifted learner will need the level and

stimulation of advanced course work earlier than others. College-level

work may be necessary for the very bright learners when they are only

ten to fifteen years old. Exactly how this is handled will vary with each

child. There is no single solution to fit all gifted students.

This leads to the fifth and final issue of concern: counseling for the

gifted learner. Since there can be nosingle plan forall children, there is a

real need for early educational counseling and planning services for the

gifted child. Gifted children and their parents must be alerted to the

various alternative strategies that exist in order to plan a program.Girls,

in particular, need early counseling about the value of advanced place-

ment courses, early college admission, and studying mathematics and

science. Sensitive counselors are needed whowill stimulate, not discour-

age, the intellectual interests and achievementof gifted girls and boys.

America needs talented scientists, artists, gifted leaders, and in-

formed, concerned citizens. All children today need educational programs

that prepare them for the demandsof the future. Gifted learners are too

often frustrated rather than helpedto fulfill their promise by the unneces-

sary rigidity of our present educational system. The gifted child, especially

the female child, is often discouraged from seeking intellectual challenge.

In the year that we honor both women and Terman’s impressive study of

the gifted child, educators and parents should make a strong commitment

to quality educational programsthat lead to the realization of potential

for all children, including gifted and talented boys andgirls.
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William B. Michael

ABSTRACT

On the basis of data provided by biographical and assessment studies,
personality characteristics as well as salientfeatures on demographic and
home-related variables were identified and summarized for samples of
creative and/or eminent physical scientists and mathematicians. Differ-
ences in these characteristics were also delineated between groups of
mathematicians and physical scientists judgedto be creative or noncrea-
tive. Although both creative physical scientists and mathematicians tend
to be highly intelligent, intuitive, introverted, autonomous, individualis-
tic, flexible and open-mindedin working styles, and emotionally stable,
creative scientists differfrom creative mathematicians in being moreself-
assertive, dominant, striving, and hard working, but somewhat less
oriented toward humanitarian concerns and toward a needfor order. To
explain the nature of intellectual functions involved in the creative
Process andin the steps required in creative problem solving, Guilford’s
structure-of-intellect (SOI) model and his information-processing struc-
ture-of-intellect problem-solving (SIPS) model were described. The
constructs of these two models were related to Rossman’s seven-step
paradigm for invention, which also provides a useful description of the
sequence of steps for creative production and problem solving. Implica-
tions of the two Guilford models for teaching for creative endeavor in
mathematics and the physical sciences were set forth andillustrated.

The Study of Mathematically (and Scientifically) Precocious Youth
(SMPY) within the Department of Psychology at The Johns Hopkins
University indeed offers a unique opportunity for psychologists to

141
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identify the extent to which each of its gifted student participants

possesses measurable components of affective and cognitive behaviors

previously shown to be related to creative productivity of recognized

physical scientists and mathematicians. It also affords many high school

and college teachers directly or indirectly associated with SMPY a chance

to devise individualized instructional strategies that can facilitate creative

problem solving on the part of its mathematically and scientifically

precocious youth. In harmony with these two possible activities among a

host of many others in the SMPYeffort, the three major purposes ofthis

paper were (1) to describe personality and background characteristics of

eminent and presumablycreative scientists and mathematicians(although

admittedly in somesituations eminence might be confounded with clever

promotional or manipulative efforts reflecting a high level of political

social intelligence rather than creative achievement) on the basis of

biographical, longitudinal, and assessment studies that have identified

affective and cognitive components as well as demographic and home-

related factors associated with creative performance; (2) to offer a partial

and at best tentative explanation of the nature of the creative process in

problem-solving endeavors primarily in terms of the constructs within the

comprehensive theoretical framework of the structure-of-intellect (SOT)

model developed by Guilford (1967a, 1968, 1970) and of the subsequent

operational information-processing model for problem solving referred to

as the structure-of-intellect problem-solving (SIPS) model (Guilford

1967a, 1970; Guilford and Tenopyr 1968); and (3) to suggest some

possible ways of teaching for creative endeavor, particularly in science

and mathematics, largely in terms of implications of the SOI and SIPS

models for effective teaching strategies.

Although Guilford’s models, which took their beginnings from a

presidential address to the American Psychological Association (Guilford

1950), furnish a comprehensive basis for the conceptualization of creativ-

ity, at this point creative endeavor,or simply creativity, may be defined as

representing “an effort on the part of a student to generate or bring about

new information, a novelidea, or a unique productpreviously nonexist-

ent in his conscious experience” (Michael 1968, p. 238). Not incompatible

with this orientation to creativity are alternative definitions such as “any

mental process or set of processes in which an individual generates

information he did not have before” (Guilford and Tenopyr 1968, p. 30),

“the ability to solve problemsby original and useful methods” (Fox 1963,

p. 141), or “a purposive psychological process leading to novel behavior”

(Blade 1963, p. 197). Detailed attempts to conceptualize and to describe

creativity in terms of products, their properties, and processes reflecting

personal qualities and cognitive styles have been developed at length by

Jackson and Messick (1967) and to some extent by Roe (1963) and Kagan
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(1967). Efforts to understand the nature of the creative process within thecontext of the history of scientific discovery have been undertaken byBrush (1974), Kuhn (1963, 1970), Libby (1971), and Watson (1968); andwithin the context of the long and exciting history of mathematicalinvention and discovery, described by Bell (1937) and Hadamard (1945).The implicationsof these several] ways of defining and conceptualizing thecreative process to teaching for creative endeavor in an educational orschool setting have been discussed and illustrated in a numberofdifferentsources (Guilford 1967a, 1968, 1970; Guilford and Tenopyr 1968: Meeker1969; Michael 1968; Polya 1954, 1957; Torrance 1962).

PERSONALITY AND BACKGROUND CHARACTERISTICS

Biographical and Longitudinal Studies
of Creative or Eminent Scientists

In her intensive investigationofthelife histories of 22 eminent physicalscientists nominated by their peers, Roe(1951, 1953, 1956) noted within the
context of personal and family backgrounds several rather distinctive
behavior patterns whichreflect identifiable affective and cognitive charac-
teristics as follows:

1. The depth of absorption in their work manifested by a driving persistence
and an insatiable curiosity was probably as importantas any other factor in
the level of achievement of physical scientists. In fact, work was tantamount
to leisure.

2. From an early age they were avid and voracious readers who enjoyed
school and studying.
3. As a group these scientists tended to be highly autonomous, self-

sufficient, and independent.
4. They expressed a high degree of respect if not affection for their fathers,

whotendedto be professional men in homesin which there wasa sincere loveof learning for its own sake, as well as considerablestability in the marriages
of the parents (as revealed by an almost absence of divorce).
5. Most of the physical scientists (as well as biologists whom Roe studied)

were slow in social development, shy, and withdrawingin their relationshipswith the opposite sex, as indicated in part byrelatively late marriages.
6. As introverts or “loners,” most scientists avoided association oridentifi-cation with gangs or socially (recreationally) oriented groups, but instead hadone or two close friends with interests and values similar to their own.
7. In general, physical scientists exhibited little interest in religion or inchurch-related activities. This indifference was not necessarily a reflection ofantagonistic feelings toward religion.
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8. Amongthe experimental physicists in particular, there had been a long-

time interest in gadgets and hardware.

9. As in other groups of scientists studied, an initial research experience

often encouragedorfacilitated by a single highly perceptive and nonauthori-

tarian teacher decisively influenced them to pursue a Career as a research

scientist. In fact, once the men studied had learned that they could do research

and once they had experienced the joy of satisfying their curiosity by

accomplishing successfully a task on their own, the choice was made to

become a scientist even though many had to forbear incompetent and dull

teachers.

10. On the average, the physical scientists did receive their doctorates at an

earlier age (mean age, 24.6) than did the biologists or social scientists (mean

ages, 26.0 and 26.8, respectively).

11. Although the physical scientists exhibited a high but not always an

exceptionally high level of performance ontests of scholastic aptitude or

intelligence, it appeared that their success was more a function of how hard

they had worked at their career than of how truly bright they were.

In a well-known longitudinal investigation of scientists and non-

scientists in a group of approximately 800 gifted men, Terman (1954,

1955) substantiated many of Roe’s observations of twenty-two eminent

scientists. Using essentially the same sample of gifted men as those who as

California school children had placed in the top | percent of intelligence

test scores in 1921 and 1922relative to their respective ages and thus had

been subjects in the well-known Genetic Studies of Genius (Terman 1925;

Cox 1926; Burks, Jensen, and Terman 1930; Terman and Oden 1947;

Terman and Oden 1959; Oden 1968), Terman retrospectively compared

each of nine subgroups of men in categories of physical science research

(N = 51); engineers (N = 104); medical—-biological sciences (N = 61);

physical or biological science—nonresearch (N = 68); social scientists

(N = 149); lawyers (N = 83); humanities (N = 95); the noncollege group

(N = 177), who were omitted from most comparisons; and social scien-

ces—research (N = 19), who also were not included in the intergroup

comparisons. Specifically, the group of fifty-one individuals in physical

science research as compared with those individuals in the other groups

studied tended to come from families with the largest proportion of

fathers being college graduates as well as being participants in profes-

sional types of employment. Constituting the sample with the largest

proportion of early readers (more than 60 percent being able to read

before entering school), this group performed at the highest or nearly

highest level on a measure of abstract intelligence known as the Concept

Mastery Test as well as in their record of scholastic achievement in both

high school and college. Relative to vocational interests, these scientists

placed at the highest or second highestlevel in their frequency of superior

scores on the Strong Vocational Interest Blank for six kinds of scientists
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of chemist, engineer, psychologist, physician, architect, and mathema-
tics-science teacher. As children they most often had chosen science as
being the most suitable occupation for themselves in laterlife. These men
most often indicated that “work itself? was the single characteristic oflife
yielding greatest satisfaction to them and that life offered satisfactory
outlets for their intellectual talents. However, they showed the smallest
frequency of favorable Standings in measures of social adjustment,
revealed the lowest possible degree of expressed interest in religion, and
contrary to Roe’s interpretation, demonstrated a minimal relative inci-
dence of affection and understanding between father and son. Thus, in
general, on the basis of Terman’s and Roe’s observations, a rather
distinctive pattern or profile of cognitive and affective characteristics of
the physical scientist may be inferred, although admittedly important
individual differences did exist among the gifted men.

Additional confirmatory evidence of the findings posed by Roe and
Terman was apparent in Cattell and Butcher’s (1968, pp. 216-80) sum-
mary of biographical characteristics of eminent research Scientists as
conceptualized within the framework of Cattell’s factor dimensions of
personality. Although introverted in the sense of being skeptical, with-
drawn, restrained, solemn, unsociable, critical, and precise, the physical
scientist was, nevertheless, highly resourceful, adaptable, and adventur-_..

ous in his propensity to take risks in his creative endeavor. Despite the
introverted tendencies of productive scientists, Cattell and Butcher have
agreed with Termanthatthelevel of ego strength and emotional stability |
of creative genuises tends to be higher than that of individuals in the
general population. They have also emphasized that although anxiety and
excitability amongscientists do occur, well-developed neurosesare quite
rare. In being emotionally stable, the creative research scientists may
exhibit socially rather uncongenial and somewhat “undemocratic” atti- -
tudes that are associated with their tendencies to be dominant, intellectu-
ally self-sufficient, and often critical of others who are less capable than. ~
they. Thus Cattell and Butcher have concluded that the characteristic |
personality pattern observed in eminent research scientists reveals both
introversion and emotional stability accompanied by “high (but not
necessarily exceptionally high) intelligence, dominance, desurgenttacitur-
nity [quiet, restrained, serious, if not solemn demeanor], and self- —
sufficiency” (p. 280). ee

Consistently supported interpretations of this pattern of personality
characteristics of creative research scientists have also been furnished by
Goertzel and Goertzel (1962), who included several research Scientists in
their biographical study of 400 eminent individuals in a variety of
endeavors; by Shouksmith (1970, pp. 139-41), who interpreted both
historiometric and psychometric studies by Cattell and his associates; and
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by Eiduson (1973, pp. 3-33), who furnished a comprehensive and lengthy

review of studies dealing with the psychological aspects of career choice

and developmentin researchscientists. In describing the psychodynamics

of creative physical scientists, McClelland (1962) not only reiterated

several of the previously reported findings of Roe, Terman, and Cattell

but also cited the relatively high incidence of a background of radical

Protestantism among experimental physical scientists accompanied by

their lack of interest in religion, their liking of music but seeming dislike

for poetry and art, their intensely masculine identification, their high level

of interest early in life in analysis and structures of phenomena, and their

avoidance of and disturbance by complex human emotions, particularly

interpersonal aggression.

Perhaps one of the most succinct and possibly one of the most cogent

summaries of the relationship of personality and biographical factors to

scientific creativity was that by Chambers (1964, p. 359):

The studies to date indicate the typical creative scientist to be an extremely

strongly motivated man. . . who needs no pushing but ratheris self-propelled

_. , dominating others to gain his desired outcome. . . and being completely

engrossed in his work to the exclusion of social and civic interests, with

evidently no need for religion in his life. ... Yet, this same man who

apparently is not “well rounded” is neither insecure nor unhappy ... but

rather gains a great deal of enjoyment from his work. ...

ay Integrative Summary

Finally, in integrating the information about intellectual, motiva-

tional, and personality characteristics of scientists obtained from the

contributions embodied in selected papers from the Proceedings of the

First, Second, and Third University of Utah Conferences that were

concerned with the identification of creative scientific talent, Taylor and

Barron (1963, pp. 385-86) abstracted the traits found among creative

scientists in study after study as follows:

1. A high degree of autonomy,self-sufficiency, self-direction.

2. A preference for mental manipulations involving things rather than

people: a somewhat distant or detached attitude in interpersonal relations,

and a preference forintellectually challenging situations rather than socially

challenging ones.

3. High ego strength and emotionalstability.

4. A liking for method, precision, exactness.

5. A preference for such defense mechanismsasrepression andisolation in

dealing with affect and instinctual energies.

6. A high degree of personal dominance buta dislike of personally toned

controversy.
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7. A high degree of control of impulse, amounting almost to overcontrol:
relatively little talkativeness, gregariousness, impulsiveness.
8. A liking for abstract thinking, with considerable tolerance of cognitive

ambiguity.
9. Marked independence of judgment, rejection of group pressures toward

conformity in thinking.
10. Superior generalintelligence.
11. An early, very broad interest in intellectual activities.
12. A drive toward comprehensiveness and elegance in explanation.
13. A special interest in the kind of “wagering” which involvespitting oneself
against uncertain circumstances in which one’s owneffort can be the deciding
factor.

Assessment Studies

At the Institute for Personality Assessment and Research (IPAR)at
the University of California in Berkeley, MacKinnon andhis associates
(MacKinnon 1962, 1965, 1967, 1971, 1972) largely within a psychoana-
lytic framework have emphasized the study of motivational and tempera-
mental rather than cognitive characteristics of recognized creative archi-
tects, writers, scientists, and mathematicians, as they believe that
manifestation of creative productivity is largely dependent upon one’s
personality structure, motivational patterns, enduring interests, values,
cognitive styles, self-image, and whole-hearted commitmentto creative
endeavor. Although MacKinnon(1967) has declared that both quantita-
tive and qualitative characteristics of intellectual processes are important
to creative enterprise, his two observations that intelligence tests show
relatively low correlations with measures of creative abilities and that
Guilford’s tests of various dimensionsin creative thinking have exhibited
relatively low correlations with criteria of creative performance have /
tended to support his position of relying upon affective and background —
measures as a means to identifying and describing the behaviors of
creative individuals. ™

Creative Scientists. In the assessment at IPAR ofscientists on a’
number of measures, scientists classified as creative in relation to those —
not nominated or judged to be creative tended to place higher on_
measures indicating identification with values on theoretical and aesthetic |
matters, intuition, introversion, nonconforming-—individualistic-autono-
mous (but adaptive) tendencies, striving behaviors, assertive self-.
assurance, andflexibility or open mindedness in working styles (MacKin-
non 1967, 1972). Although individual exceptions have occurred, these
findings have been generally consistent with those derived from bio-
graphical accounts by Roe (1951, 1953) and Chambers (1964), from the
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longitudinal investigation by Terman (1954, 1955), from the study of

young college science majors designated as Higher Creatives or Lower

Creatives by Garwood (1964), and from the examination by Parloff etal.

(1968) of the personality characteristics of samples both of high school

science students classified as creative and of subsamples of adults who

were designated as creative mathematicians, research scientists, archi-

tects, and writers. (Incidentally, Parloffet al. also found that creative high

school adolescents as a group did show

a

higherlevel of disciplined self-

effectiveness than did creative members of the adult samples.)

Creative Mathematicians. Although much less work has been done

with creative mathematicians than with creative scientists, the psycholo-

gists at IPAR have carried out a small numberofstudies involving

mathematicians. These investigations probably constitute the most im-

portant systematic work on the personality characteristics of creative

mathematicians that has been done to date, especially after one has

gained a perspective of research from Aiken’s (1973) impressive review of

studies that were concerned with the relationship ofability to creativity in

mathematics as well as with the identification of personality correlates of

creative mathematicians. In a landmark investigation involving the

personality assessment of sixty-three male mathematicians with a Ph.D.

degree, of whom thirty-four had been nominated as creative and twenty-

nine had not been so nominated, Helson and Crutchfield (19705) ob-

served that, on the average, the group designated as creatives as compared

with the sample of noncreatives had received the Ph.D.nearly three years

-earlier, had submitted their first published paper aboutfive years sooner,

and had published at least three times as many papers. Relative to

\ adjustment patterns the nominated creatives in comparison with the

: noncreatives had exhibited on the California Personality Inventory (CPI)

scales scores that were indicative of significantly lowerself-control, higher

flexibility, and greater lability and had demonstrated higher standing on

the MMPI Hypochondriasis scale. On a variety of other measures the

creatives, in relation to the noncreatives, had shown very significantly

higher placement on an art-scale measure, reflecting preference for

asymmetrical and somewhat disordered or complex designs; had placed

higher on an originality measure; had displayed lower scores on two

scales of the Strong Vocational Interest Blank (SVIB), i.e., vocational

agricultural teacher and president of a manufacturing concern; and had

_expressed less of a value commitmentto religion.

Onindividual clusters of items dealing with (1) neatness and orderli-

ness in habits of work, (2) confidence and mathematical sociability, (3)

initiative and inventiveness in research, and (4)role ofcritical leadership

in one’s field, the creatives placed significantly lower than did membersof
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the comparison sampleinthefirst cluster, but significantly higher on each
of the other three item clusters, particularly on the fourth cluster.
Althoughthere were noreliable differences in average performanceof the
creative and comparison groups on the Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale
(WAIS), life-history variables showed that besides more often being the
eldest child and more frequently being foreign-born or second-generation ©
Americanslargely of Jewish heritage, creative mathematicians in relation
to noncreative mathematicians had fathers and mothers with greater
educational attainments and relatively more fathers in professional
occupations; more often aspired in high school to be a physicist, chemist,
or engineer than a mathematician or teacher of mathematics; and more
often obtained a position at an institution with a high rating for its |
research prestige (even though the creatives and the comparison subjects
had earned doctorates at institutions of similar research status). In their
home relationships, the creatives, in relation to comparison subjects, —
exhibited greater respect and warmthfortheir mothers, although no such |
differences relative to fathers appeared. |

Comparisons between Mathematicians and Scientists. When Hel-
son and Crutchfield made comparisons between a sample of mathemati-
cians (both creatives and noncreatives) and a groupofresearchscientists
and architects on personality characteristics, the mathematicians on the
average appeared to be lower on the measure of Assertive Self-Assurance,
higher on measures of Humanitarian Conscience and Adaptive Auton-
omy, but at about the same level on the measure of Disciplined Ef-
fectiveness—a set of outcomes nearly parallel to those reported for a
sample of 938 talented high school science contestants by Parloffetal.
(1968), who compared a subsample of 156 boys intending to become
mathematicians with the other contest participants. Apparently, mathe-
maticians as comparedto the research scientists are not driven to the
Same extent to comprehend andto control the real world—a pragmatic
concern that may motivate the research scientists of some degree of
eminence to try to control the extensive resources needed for their
experimental and data-gathering efforts. Other comparison data between
the group of mathematicians and samples of scientists and architects
revealed that the mathematicians placed higher on measures, reflecting a
need for order, but far below architectsin art scale reflecting preference for
asymmetry and disordered designs. Whereas the mathematicians had an
average IQ score on the WAIS of 135 as compared with the averagesof 133
and 130, respectively, for research scientists and architects, on the highly
abstract and very demanding Concept Mastery Test, which had previously
been used by Terman (1954), a subsample of 12 Princeton mathematicians
had a meanscore of 149 relative to the means of 118 and 113, respectively,
for samples of research scientists and architects.
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For mathematicians as a group, the following summarystatement by

Helson and Crutchfield (19705)is definitive:

In sum, the mathematicians appear to be reserved, sensitive, conscien-

tious, conventional in behavior though highly individualistic in spirit, and to

have their personality concentrated, so to speak, in an intellectuality whichis

flexible and inquiring, but also precise and directed. They are able to find

stimulation within themselves, that is, in a stable environment (p. 252).

In the comparison of the outcomesof their study of mathematicians

with those of other investigators of eminent natural scientists in the

United States, Helson and Crutchfield have succinctly interpreted the

findings as follows:

Theresults of this study of mathematicians do not coincide with findings

reported by investigators of eminent natural scientists in the United States.

The latter are described as predominantly Protestant, native-born, descended

from British, Scottish, or German stock, and as having fathers in the

professions (Roe 1953; Terman 1954; Visher 1947). They are said (by Roe) to

have respected their fathers profoundly, but to derogate their mothers.

Though personally withdrawn, they show marked dominance, initiative,

research drive, and willingness to work long hours (Cattell 1963; Chambers

1964; Roe 1953, 1956).

In contrast, parents of almost half of the mathematicians were Jewish,

one-third were foreign-born—from ten different countries—and only one-

third had fathers in the professions. Most of them respected their fathers but

only a few “profoundly,” and many had close relationships with their

mothers. In personality, the creatives differed from the comparison Ss not in

personal dominance butin flexibility and ego-enrichment. In their mathe-

matics, they differed in these qualities and also in ambition, self-confidence,

initiative, and professional participativeness. Finally, working a great many

hours a week appears to be emphasizedless by creative mathematicians than

by eminentscientists (p. 256).

Differences within Groups of Creative Scientists and Mathematt-

ans. Thus far in the consideration of personality assessment data for

creative scientists and mathematicians, emphasis has been placed on

salient characteristics descriptive of each group and on differences

between the two groupsoncertain life variables, affective attributes, and

intellectual traits. It should be stressed, however, that individual differ-

ences within groups are usually considerably greater than are average

differences between groups. Recognizing this fact, Gough (Gough and

Woodworth 1960; MacKinnon 1967) extracted for a group of industrial

research scientists eight “person-factors,” ie., eight stylistic types of

scientific researchers, which he labeled or identified as (1) methodologist,

(2) initiator, (3) zealot, (4) artificer, (5) diagnostician, (6) aesthetician, (7)

independent, and (8) scholar. This particular order of enumeration

corresponded to the mean score from high to low on a criterion of
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creativeness and general competence, which peers and superiors had
assigned to their fellow workers classified as being in each ofthe eight
categories. The rank orderof values might well have been different in an
academicsetting.

Similarly, Helson and Crutchfield (1970a) endeavored to identify
creative types within the previously cited sample of thirty-four creative
mathematicians. Although the sample was small, five somewhat overlap-
ping creative types on the basis of a Tryon cluster analysis involving Q
sorts emerged. Because of the smallness of the sample, additional efforts
with new groups need to be undertaken so that somebasis for generaliza-
tion of findings can be established. Nevertheless, the variations from one
type to another were substantial and suggestive of importantstylistic and
affective characteristics among creative mathematicians. om

Female Mathematicians. Studies about creative women mathemati-
cians are rare. In her investigation of forty-five women mathematicians|
with the doctorate of whom eighteen had been rated by peers as creative \
in terms of placing at a value of 4.0 or higher ona seven-point scale and |
the remaining twenty-seven as comparison subjects, Helson (1971) found |
slight differences, if any, between the obtained measures of intelligence, —
cognition, and masculinity for the two subgroups. However, creative
subjects as compared with those not so rated exhibited a stronger drive
toward research activity, higherflexibility, more originality, and greater —
rejection of outside influences. The creative in relation to the comparison ©
subjects showed on the MMPIsignificantly higher mean scores on scales
of hypochondriasis, depression, masculinity, psychoasthenia (compul-
siveness), schizophrenia, social introversion, and repression, but a signifi-
cantly lower mean score on hypomania. Nearly half the creatives were
foreign-born, and most of them had professional men asfathers. Inter-
viewers perceived the creatives to identify primarily with their fathers and
deduced that their interest in mathematics had evolved from a sublima- |
tion or search for autonomyin their fantasies instead of from a reaction
formation or withdrawal pattern of behavior. When compared with
creative male mathematicians, the creative women demonstrated less |
assurance, published fewer articles, and tended,if employed, to hold less «
prestigeful positions. :

TENTATIVE EXPLANATION OF THE NATURE OF THE
CREATIVE PROCESS IN PROBLEM-SOLVING ACTIVITIES IN
TERMS OF CONSTRUCTS OF TWO INTERRELATED MODELS

In two sections to follow the properties of each of two models are
described that furnish a partial basis for explaining the nature of creative
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problem solving, although it should be realized that any explanationis

highly tentative and speculative.

The Guilford Structure-of-Intellect Model

To provide a systematic and comprehensive basis for the conceptuali-

zation of human intelligence as well as a means of testing hypotheses

derived from his theory, Guilford (Guilford 1967a, pp. 60-66; Guilford

and Hoepfner 1971, pp. 17-32; Guilford and Tenopyr 1968, pp. 26-29)

has developed what he has termed the structure-of-intellect (SOJ) model,

which contains three major dimensions or parameters: contents (four

broad classes or types of information or stimulus material in the environ-

ment which the organism discriminates), operations (five major types of

intellectual activity that are required to process the discriminable infor-

mation), and products (six forms that information can assume after being

processed). Borrowing from the astronomer Zwicky (1957) the term

morphological, which defines a cross-classification of intersecting catego-

ries instead of the presence (or nesting) of categories within other

categories as in a hierarchical model, Guilford has devised a morphologi-

cal model to organize intellectual abilities within a unitary orthogonal

system in which each dimension is made up of a set of more-or-less

mutually exclusive or independent categories. Actually, the categories in

the content dimension can be viewed as inputs of given information, and

the categories of the product dimension as outputs of new informationin

modified form as a consequence of the inputs having been processed

through use of one or more psychological operations.

As shown in figure 7.1, the model is represented as a three-

dimensional solid composed of 5 X 4 X 6 or 120 different cells formed by

all possible permutations of categories within the three dimensions. Each

cell denotes a supposedly independentfactor ofintellectual ability, i.e., a

psychological construct. From the detailed description of each of the

categories within each of the three dimensionsas set forth in the lower

portion of figure 7.1, the definition of a factor represented by a cell can be

provided. For example, verbal ability as typically measured by multiple-

choice vocabulary tests with items involving a stimulus word as the stem

and four or five possible response alternatives, one of which is a correct

synonym, is hypothesized to be the cognition of semantic units, an

expression indicating that after an examinee has become aware of

(cognized) semantic content (given information) he selects a product in

the form of a unit of new information (one of the alternative words).

Guilford has suggested that each factor indicated by a cell in the

three-dimensionalsolid has been or eventually can be shownto exist from
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Fig. 7.1. The structure-of-intellect model and definitions ofits categories

OPERATIONS

Majorkindsofintellectual activ-
ities or processes; things that the
organism does with the raw
materials of information, infor-
mation being defined as “that
which the organism discrimi-
nates.”

Cognition. Immediate discov-
ery, awareness, rediscovery, or
recognition of information in
various forms; comprehension
or understanding.
Memory. Retention or storage,
with some degree ofavailability,
of information in the same form
it was committed to storage and
in response to the same cues in
connection with which it was
learned.
Divergent Production. Genera-
tion of information from given
information, where the empha-
sis is upon variety and quantity
of output from the samesource.
Likely to involve what has been
called transfer. This operationis
most clearly involved in apti-
tudes of creative potential.
Convergent Production. Gener-
ation of information from given
information, where the empha-
sis is upon achieving unique of
conventionally accepted best
outcomes. It is likely the given
(cue) information fully deter-
mines the response.
Evaluation. Reaching decisions
or making judgments concern-
ing criterion satisfaction (cor-
rectness, suitability, adequancy,
desirability, etc.) of information.

CONTENTS

Ss —

Broad classes or types of infor-
mation discriminable by the or-
ganism.

Figural. Information in concrete
form,as preceived orasrecalled
possibly in the form of images.
The term “figural” minimally
implies figure-ground percep-
tual organization. Visual spatial
informationis figural. Different
sense modalities may be in-
volved, e.g., visual kinesthetic.
Symbolic. Information in the
form of denotative signs having
no significance in and of them-
selves, such as letters, numbers,

musical notations, codes, and
words, when meanings and form
are not considered.
Semantic. Information in the
form of meanings in which
words commonly become at-
tached, hence most notable in
verbal thinking and in verbal
communication but not indenti-
cal with words. Meaningful pic-
tures also often convey semantic
information.
Behavioral. Information, essen-
tially non-verbal, involved in
human interactions where the
attitudes, needs, desires, moods,
intentions, perceptions,
thoughts, etc., of other people
and of ourselves are involved.

PRODUCTS

U —

Formsthat information takes in
the organism’s processing ofit.

Units. Relatively segregated or
circumscribed items of informa-
tion having “thing” character.
Maybeclose to Gestalt psychol-
ogy’s “figure on a ground.”
Classes. Conceptions underlying
sets of items of information
grouped byvirtue of their com-
mon properties.
Relations. Connections between
items of information based upon
variables or points of contact
that apply to them. Relational
connections are more meaning-
ful and definable than implica-
tions.

Systems. Organized or struc-
tured aggregates of items of
information; complexes of in-
terrelated or interacting parts.
Transformations. Changes of
various kinds (redefinition,
shifts, or modification) of exist-
ing information orin its func-
tion.

Implications. Extrapolations of
information, in the form of ex-
pectancies, predictions, known
or suspected antecedents, con-
comitants, or consequences. The
connection between the given
information and that extrapo-
lated is more general and less
definable than a relational con-

nection.
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the results of carefully designed factor-analytic studies employing batter-

ies of experimental tests for hypothesized factors and of reference or

anchor tests for previously demonstrated factors (Guilford 1967a, pp.

25-41: Guilford and Hoepfner 1971, pp. 33-60). Guilford himself is quite

amenable to modifying his model to whatever extentor in whatever ways

future research may suggest that its dimensionality or numbers of

categories within one or more dimensions may need to be consolidated or

extended. Probablyit is the heuristic value of the model that constitutes

its greatest importance to psychological theory and research about

intellectual activities.

Criticisms of the SOI Model. \t would be remiss not to mention,

however, that a number of psychologists have questioned whether the

somewhatsubjective factor-analytic methods employed by Guilford have

indeed provided reliable and valid empirical evidence in support of the

existence of the constructs underlying SOI theory. For example, Harris

and Harris (1971) developed a set of rigorous rotational criteria for

establishing the presence of comparable commonfactors that have been

obtained from use of several factor-analytic methods on a given set of

correlational data. In general, their reanalyses of Guilford’s data in nine

different correlational matrices failed to meet the criteria set forth for

replication of commonfactors but yielded instead factors that suggested

several alternative interpretations to those provided by the SOI model.

Likewise, in a highly convincing argumentthat has thrown considera-

ble light on the subjective character of the empiricalbasis for validation of

the SOI model, Horn and Knapp(1973, 1974) took correlated data from

three SOI studies with which Guilford was associated and demonstrated

that application of the same Procrustean factor-analytic methods that

Guilford had used could furnish almost as compelling support for

theories generated by random sampling procedures as for the SOI theory

itself. Although not denying the heuristic value of the SOI model or even

its explanatory merit as a theory, Horn and Knapp emphasizedthat their

factor-analytic rotational solutions neither supported nor disconfirmed

the SOI theory. Despite these criticisms regarding the levelof affirmative

empirical evidence for the constructs of the SOI model, SOI theory would

appear to be a highly useful conceptualization of the nature of human

intelligence and of the ways in which psychological processing of informa-

tion in problem solving could occur.

Representation of Creative Thinking Abilities in the SOI Model.

Guilford (1963, 1967a, 1967b, 1968, 1970, 1971) has concluded that

many creative thinking abilities are those represented in the divergent

production “slice” of the SOI model that cuts across figural, symbolic,

and semantic content as well as across most of the forms of products.
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These abilities emphasize the generation of a quantity and almost
unrestricted variety of products which reflect (1) a fluency of verbal
expression (divergent production of semantic units, relations, and sys-
tems); (2) spontaneous flexibility, a mental shifting from one class to
another class of responses involving the naming of alternative uses of
familiar objects (divergent production of classes and/ or transformations),
(3) adaptiveflexibility, or originality, as in finding severalclevertitles for
a short story (divergent production of semantic transformations), or as in
making a number of new objects from given figural material such as
pictures of assorted geometric forms (divergent production of figural
transformations), and (4) elaboration,as in citing how manyoccupations
might be associated with a given symbol, such as a bell (divergent
production of semantic implications).

In addition to these divergent thinking abilities that are required in
the creative efforts of writers and artists, Guilford has proposed two other
sets of creative abilities that are of particular relevanceto the activities of
mathematicians, scientists, engineers, and inventors. The first set of
abilities, reflecting a flexibility of closure (an ability requiring redefini-
tion), embodies the convergent production of figural, symbolic, or
semantic transformations; the second set, referred to as sensitivity to
problems, involves the cognition of figural, symbolic, or semantic impli-
cations. Two examples of redefinition or flexibility of closure abilities
include (1) the familiar figure-ground problemsin the Sunday supple-
ment of a few years ago in which the individual has to find hidden or
obscure figures such as faces or animalsin a pictorial landscape (conver-
gent production of figural transformation), or (2) the less familiar
figure-ground task of locating embedded or concealed words or numbers
within a complex background of other words or numbers (convergent
production of symbolic transformations). Another illustration of a
redefinition ability involving flexibility of closure with semantic material
would bethe selection of a given object or device that is quite familiar to
the observer from a numberofother such objects or devices to be used for
a unique purposeor for achievementof a specific requirementina highly
foreign if not totally unfamiliar context. An example would be the
selection of a guitar from several other stimulus objects, such as a
shoestring, Thermos bottle, wristwatch, or hammer, so as to use one of
the strings to slice a cake of cheese in the absence of a knife. Such
redefinition abilities necessitate a solution with marked constraints, as
indicated by a very specific requirement or application. Thus an engineer
might need to find the most cost-effective solution in a complex produc-
tion problem in a large manufacturing concern. For the second set of
abilities involving sensitivity to problems, an example requiring cognition
of semantic implications would be trying to anticipate difficulties that
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could arise in undertaking a new assignmentor in carrying out a mission

with many potential risks.

A Modelfor Creative Problem Solving (the SIPS Model)

In essentially equating creative production to problem solving,

although problem solving is considerably broader thancreative thinking

(Kleinmuntz 1966), Guilford (Guilford 1967a, 1968, 1970; Guilford and

Tenopyr 1968) has proposed a general information-processing model, or

communication system, for problem solving. In its use of the major

constructs of the SOI theory, the model closely resembles many of the

features of a high-speed computer (Jones 1963), a conceptualization

which may be referred to as the structure-of-intellect problem-solving

model (SIPS). To a limited extent Guilford has endeavored to show how

several of the components in problem solving, creative production, and

invention paradigms proposed by Dewey(1910), Wallas (1926, 1945), and

Rossman (1931), which are detailed in table 7.1, can be conceptualized

within the framework of manyof the constructs from the SOI model. As

indicated previously, an important goal of this paper has been to show in

a step-by-step fashion howthe seven stages of the Rossman paradigm can

be conceptualized in terms of the SOi constructs of the SIPS model.

Although the contents and operations categories of the SOI model

are shown in the SIPS model(figure 7.2) with no distinction being made

between convergent or divergent production, the specifications of the six

SOI products categories are implied only in terms of the form in which

various types of information, having resulted as products from processing

of prior information, are portrayed in an illustrative manner in the

memory-storage rectangle. The two-way arrows that extend between

cognition and memory storage and between production and memory

storage, as well as between evaluation and cognition and between

evaluation and production, reveal that both addingofinformation to and

drawing of information from the memory storage in an interactive

manner take place. In addition, the monitoring of the activity by the

filtering function of evaluation occurs to facilitate appropriate testing of

tentative solutions. The dynamic nature of the model actually permits an

interplay of the steps of problem solving in terms of feedback loops,

which in turn allow for a variation in the sequence of problem-solving

steps as well as for an almost simultaneous interplay of intellectual

activities. These activities do not necessarily follow the invariant ordersof

problem-solving steps that were suggested by Rossman (1931), Dewey

(1910), or Wallas (1926) or that rather specific sequence of steps in

mathematics problem solving that were offered to students by Polya
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Table 7.1. Steps in invention, creative production, and problem solving as perceived byRossman, Wallas, and Dewey
 

Rossman (1931)

(invention)
Wallas (1926)

(creative production)
Dewey (1910)

(problem solving)
 

. Observation of need or difficulty
(problem situation, area of con-
cern)

. Analysis of need; problem form-
ulated and defined

. Survey ofall available informa-
tion

Rudimentary incubation (uncon-

cious work) possible, depending
on problem complexity

. Formulation of many possible
(objective) solutions

. Critical analysis and examination
of these solutions for their advan-

1. Preparation (informa-

tion obtained)

. Felt need or difficulty
observed

. Difficulty or problem
situation located and
problem defined

(formulated)

. One or morepossible
solutions suggested

. Consequences consid-

ered and evaluated
tages and disadvantages

Sustained and ongoing incuba-

tion (unconscious work) proba-

ble, particularly for complex

2. Incubation (uncon-

scious work occurring)

problems

6. Birth and formulation of new 3. Illumination (one or
ideas, invention, or solution to more solutions emerg-
problem ing)

5. Solution accepted at

least tentatively

7. Testing of most promising solu- 4. Verification (solutions
tion and selection and perfection tested, judged for ap-
of final embodimentofsolution propriateness, and
by someorall of the previous elaborated upon)
steps; moreorless final accep-
tance of revised solution

 

(1957)—namely, understanding the problem, devising a plan, carrying out
the plan, and examining (checking) the solution obtained.

Brief Overview of Hypothesized Psychological Operations in the SOI
Model Appearing at Each of the Seven Steps of the Rossman Paradigm.
Althoughin the next major section of this papera detailed description of
the correspondenceof the geometric properties of the SIPS modelto each
of the seven steps in the Rossman paradigm of problem solving in
invention is presented, a brief overview of the SIPS model, as shown in
figure 7.2, in relation to Rossman’s paradigm maybe helpful. First, the
model portrays the individual as recognizing a problem situation, a stage
directly analogous to Rossman’s first step of an observed need or
difficulty, in which Guilford’s operations of cognition and evaluation are
substantially involved. Corresponding to Rossman’s second step of
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Fig. 7.2. An operational model for problem solving in general, based upon conceptsprovided

by the structure-of-intellect model
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formulating and defining the problem in conjunction with analyzing the
need or difficulty posed in thefirst step, the SIPS model reveals that a
person delineates the characteristics and parameters of the problem in
relation to new information available, particularly in relation to existing
information in the memory storage. This second step likewise incorpo-
rates operations of cognition and evaluation. Relative to Rossman’s third
Step of surveying all available information, the matchingactivity in the
SIPS model is one of devising a search model (searching strategy) with
cues broadly consistent with the problem requirements. The cues are
essential for acquiring information to resolve the problem,an activity that
necessitates convergent and/or divergent production of new information
from existing information in the memory storage as well as from any
additional information provided by the external and internal (somatic)
environmentof the organism. Duringthis third step considerable evalua-
tion of the evolving information for its relevance to the problem occurs.

It is this simultaneousprocess of evaluation in association with use of
the search model that carries the problem solver to Rossman’s fourth
step of formulating one or moretentative solutions. Correspondingly, in
Guilford’s model the subject selectively delves into his memorystorage in
pursuit of information pertinent to the requirements of the problem, as
well as explores to the extent necessary the external and internal environ-
ment for additional inputs.It is at this point that a crucial step takes place
in reaching a tentative solution to a problem through a transfer process
involving the recall of information from memory storage to be used in the
convergent and/or divergent production of new information that may
constitute at least a tentative solution to a problem, a process that
Guilford terms transfer recall. Viewed somewhat negatively, transfer
recall is retrieval of information instigated by cues in relation to which the
information had not been committed previously to memory storage or
had not been assimilated as part of those cues. Viewed positively, transfer
recall is the retrieving of information from a partial set of cues in the
memory storage and the using of this information in a new context and in
novel ways. This transformed use of retrieved information is effected
largely by flexibly reclassifying, reinterpreting, or redefining well-
organized information within the memory storage in relation to the
demandsof a clearly defined problem. In contrast to replicative recall in
an associational learning context that necessitates the retrieval of pre-
viously stored informationin its original or essentially original form, as in
recalling the capitals of states as the states are enumeratedin alphabetical
order, transfer recall in a cognitivist learning context embodies and
requires active use of a search model scanning the realm of a rich memory
storage to select the kinds of information necessary tofit the requirements
of a carefully defined problem.
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In Guilford’s SIPS model the evaluation of the tentative solution to a

problem in light of available criteria correspondsto Rossman’s fifth step

of a critical examination of the advantages and disadvantages of a

proposed solution. In the instance of complex problem solving, a period

of seemingly suspended and nonapparent intellectual activity termed

incubation may occur after the concerted evaluative activity associated

with Rossman’s fifth step has ceased. During this incubation period

intellectual processes of which the organism is unaware are hypothesized

to take place. Such activities sometimes result later in Rossman’s sixth

step: (1) the occurrence of a more-or-less sudden and illuminating birth or

formulation of a new idea or modified solution to the problem, or (2)

substantial incremental steps in its solution. Guilford has hypothesized

that during incubation a numberof transformations in products occurs

—transformations involving use of the psychological operations of both

convergent and divergent production, reflecting the manifestation of

different kinds of flexibility.

In the seventh and last step of Rossman’s formulation the most

promising solutions are further evaluated until a more-or-less final

acceptance of a revised solution is realized. Actually, the sixth step in

Rossman’s paradigm constitutes a successive reiteration or replication of

its first four steps that already have been reviewedin relation to Guilford’s

SIPS model, and the seventhstep is a revisitation of the fifth step. Finally,

as indicated previously, it should be emphasized that the order or

sequence of steps in problem solving is not invariant. There is much

jumping about from onestep to another, particularly in the later stages of

refining initial tentative solutions to a problem.

Detailed Description of the Correspondence of SIPS Model to Each

of the Seven Steps in the Rossman Paradigm. The purposeofthis portion

of the presentation is to show in an expanded and detailed manner how

each of the previously outlined seven steps or stages of the Rossman para-

digm can be related to and integrated with the SIPS model. Since

incubation mayrepresent a condition in the organism of apparent relaxa-

tion of effort in problem solving or creative production—at least an

unobservable phenomenon—whereasthe otherstages constitute activities,

insertion of incubation within the paradigm maynotbe altogether approp-

riate. Nevertheless, many psychologists in introductory textbooks have

indicated the importance of some form of unconsciousorintuitive process

underlying the problem-solving process (which they haveelected to call

incubation), much like the eminent late French mathematician Poincaré

(Bell 1937; Hadamard 1945).

First Step. As shown in figure 7.2, inputs of information, which

must necessarily provide some form of challenge, incongruity, or source
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of tension to the organism if a problem situation is to be sensed, arise
both from the external environment (E) and from the internal environ-
ment or soma (S) of the organism. The somareflects important motiva-
tional, emotional, and temperamental dispositions and tendencies both
necessary to energize, sustain, and direct efforts of the individual and
essential to indicate how much effort an individual will expend in
problem solving. Theseinitial Sensory inputsarefiltered in a mannerthat
arises and directs attention of the organism to retrieve almost simultane-
ously and selectively one or more of the four kinds of figural, symbolic,
semantic, and behavioral information from memory storage and to
evaluate it in relation to sensory inputs. This new information is inte-
grated with old information to permit the first stage of the problem-
solving endeavor to evolve, an initial cognition of a possible problem
situationorfelt difficulty which may be evaluated either as being oflittle
or trivial interest or slight importance, with the result that furtheractivity
is terminated (exit 1) or asa promising or interesting enoughsituation for
additional cognition to take place.

Second, Third, and Fourth Steps. Such additional cognition pro-
vides the second stage of problem solving, as the problem may be
perceived and structured (that is, formulated and defined) in relation
again both to information in storage and to new information subject to
filtering and evaluation (input II). At this point the individual may give
up or fall victim to distracting influences which prevent his continuing
with the problem-solving endeavor(exit IT), or he mayelect to continue
his productive efforts. If so, once the difficulty has been located and
defined, or equivalently once the problem has been formulated (sensed
and structured), a preparatory stage of indeterminant duration occursfor
the accumulation and survey of information, the third step of the
problem-solving process. Duringthis third stage, the organism develops a
search model for acquisition of information from the memory storage as
well as from the external and internal environment. This third step, which
involves some evaluative activity, blends almost imperceptibly into the
fourth step, during which the individual generates through convergent
and/or divergent production possible answers to the problem which are
tested (evaluated). If the answer is judged appropriate, there is an exit
from the problem-solving situation (exit III). Thus the fourth stage has
been consummated,particularly if the problem is simple.

Incubation. For a complex problem, however, a period of seeming
inactivity may occur. This incubation period, about which moreis to be
said shortly in terms of an hypothesized production of transformations of
information, is often followed by the sudden appearance of a promising
solution or by the occurrence of substantial increments of progress
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toward a solution—an outcomereferred to as insight or as an intuitive

flash or as illumination. This condition of suspended activity couldarise

between the third and fourth steps just cited or very likely between the

fifth step, during which a proposed solution has been critically examined

and found wanting, and the sixth step, during which a new solution or

new idea has been formulated. This new solution would be subsequently

evaluated (tested) and quite possibly accepted as being satisfactory

(seventh step).

Fifth Step. \n such complex problem solving, in which the initial or

tentative solution arrived at in the fourth step is judged (evaluated) to be

inappropriate, the SIPS model would next involve a second block of

cognition of new information,that is, newly sought inputs that come from

new sources of data (input III). This new information is filtered and

evaluated along with information from the memory storage in relation to

the possible restructuring or reconceptualization of the former problem

(fifth step), a process that is prerequisite to the formulation of a new

solution to the problem (sixth step). If the individual either has tired of

the problem itself or has become discouraged with his rate of progress

toward its solution, he might permanently or temporarily terminate his

efforts (exit IV). If, however, he cannot afford to spend any more time, he

might cease further active or consciouseffort (also noted as leaving the

field through exit IV), although he would quite possibly continue to work

at an unconscious level (incubate) for minutes, hours, days, weeks, or

even months to come.

Sixth and Seventh Steps. On the other hand, if he generates or

produces a new answer or new solution to the initial problem orto its

reconceptualization (sixth step) andif he finds that his evaluationofit is

favorable so that the solution can be accepted (seventh step), then he can

cease activity (exit V). Of course, if the new solution still has shortcom-

ings, then a third cognition block involving the acquisition and evaluation

of information from new inputs in conjunction with information in the

memory storage occurs and the process of problem solving continues in

the manner as previously described. In other words, the process as

pictured in figure 7.2 can repeat itself indefinitely.

Importance of Memory Storage and Systems to the First Three

Steps of Problem Solving. Inthe first three steps of problem solving as

related to the first cognition block and even to the achievement of a

tentative solution (fourth step), Guilford first has stressed the importance

of a vast memorystorage of neatly classified and well-organized informa-

tion as a necessary resource to creative problem solving—information

that has been conceptualized in terms of products of broad rather than
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narrow orhighly specific classes to effect transfer recall] (the process of an
individual’s retrieving stored information and using it in a new context
and in novel ways largely by flexibly reinterpreting or redefining pre-
viously learned information in a new context or by flexibly reclassifying
well-organized information within the memory storage into new classes or
subsets of knowledge). Second, Guilford has stressed the roles of systems
or schemata as evidenced in the production of a drawing of the figural
components of a mechanical device, in the formation of a complex
Semantic structure of a philosophical essay, in the generation of a
Systematic organized sequence of symbolic elements encountered in
solving a differential equation, or in the development of selected combi-
nations of semantic or symbolic components as evidenced by a grid or
taxonomy in model or theory building in the social sciences.

Hypothesized Importance of Transformations During Incuba-
tion. During the incubation period, Guilford has hypothesized that
transformation of information from one form to another—possibly
among stored products interacting with one another and with new inputs
from the external or internal environments—may account for what
occurs in intellectual operations. Thus insight would constitute the
culmination or near-culmination of the transformation process involved
in the evolution of a problem solution. Supportive evidence for such a
statement was foundin a survey of the perceptionsofscientists regarding
which intellectual resources were most valued. They ranked abilities
involving convergent and divergent production of transformationsas well
as cognition of transformations among the most highly significant
(Guilford 1963).

Hypothesized Importance of F.lexibility Factors During Incuba-
tion. Important to the manifestation of transformation in incubation
are two kindsofflexibility: (1) adaptiveflexibility or originality requiring
numerous changes in strategy underlying the divergent production of
transformations, as in the match problems test, in which an examineejs
asked to removea specified number of matchesfrom anintricate design to
leave a designated number of complete Squares or triangles; and (2)
redefinition, a form of flexibility falling in the category of convergent
production of transformations. Such transformations occur when objects
or information from a familiar context must be employed for a specific
purpose in

a

literally new or foreign context, as in the use of a blanket to
smother a small but potentially dangerousfire, the ability that inventors
and applied scientists so often manifest in discovering new usesfor familiar
objects or devices in almost entirely new settings. Whereas measures of
adaptive flexibility or originality tend to be negatively correlated with
those of persistence, tests embodying redefinition factors are antithetical
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to measuresoffunctionalfixedness, a rigidity phenomenon preventing the

use of familiar objects in new waysor the application of familiar knowledge

or information in new contexts. This circumstance often occurs when one

cannot change a mentalsetor perspectiveasin trying to find a new strategy

to solve a novel mathematics word problem whenthe ten previous word

problemshave required use of the samerule or algorithm for their solution.

One additional type of flexibility which Guilford has proposed as

occurring in the thinking processes during incubation is spontaneous

flexibility. This ability requires a readiness to shift rapidly from class to

class in searching for information as in the divergent production of

semantic classes, a task necessitating a perceptual reorganization of the

field of information. Onthe basis of studies he reviewed, Guilford (1967a)

suggested that the problem solver needs to have a broad, highly general-

ized conceptualization (all-inclusive classification) of knowledge so that

he can have a powerful search model for moving rapidly from one

subclass to another within the large class and thus for finding

a

relatively

quick and workable solution to his problem.

Hypothesized Importance of Evaluation and Implications During

the Fifth Step. At the fifth step of problem solving or creative produc-

tion, which corresponds to Wallas’ verification step, in which solutions

are tested and elaborated upon or to Rossman’scritical examination of

solutions, it would appear that the operation of evaluation and the

product of implications would be particularly important. Thus implica-

tions, which really represent forms of elaboration, inferences, or extrap-

olative activities, provide a means for deducing additional information

suggested by the problem statement(second step) as well as possible cues

for invention of new tactics or strategies to solve a given problem.In fact,

even in the first and second steps of problem solving involving observa-

tions of a need or difficulty and the formulation or definition of a

problem, cognition of implications of symbolic and semantic information

would seem to be important to the mathematician orscientist who needs

to be sensitive to identifying and defining problems, whereas cognition of

figural implications could be important to problem formulation in

architecture and certain branches of engineering.

Sixth and Seventh Steps as Reiteration of First Five Steps. Usu-

ally the sixth and seventh steps in the problem-solving paradigm involve

operations and products thatare a reiteration of those outlined in thefirst

five stages, as the last two steps constitute replications of basic activities

already described in relation to the SIPS model. In particular, the

operation of evaluation and the product-reflecting implications would be

important, as newly devised transformations are modified or adjusted in

refining problem solutions.
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It may be appropriate at this point also to hypothesize, particularly
during the last three of Rossman’s seven steps in problem solving, that the
operation of evaluation may mediate between the processes of convergent
production and divergent production. Although convergent production
in relation to a problem formulation that is overdetermined in its
constraints or in the redundanceofits cues might produce an acceptable
but cumbersomesolution, divergent production in relation to somewhat
mild constraints or to sets of incomplete cues in the problem statement
mightfacilitate the use of those psychological processes in transfer recall
that are required to generate several alternative solutions. One of these
solutions might well be evaluated deductively or inductively as the most
nearly generalin its applicability, pragmatically as the most efficient, or
aesthetically as the most elegant.

SOME IMPLICATIONS OF THE SOI AND SIPS MODELS
FOR TEACHING FOR CREATIVE ENDEAVOR

Several suggestions may be formulated regarding how the teacher,
whom Brandwein (1955) in his extensive report of his involvement with
gifted adolescents in experimental and innovative science programs has so
eloquently described as the key agent in discovering and nurturing the
future scientists or mathematicians, can facilitate the development of
problem solving or creative productivity in their students (the first two
not being directly related to the SOI and SIPS models) asfollows:

1. Encourage and reward,thatis reinforce, manifestations of creative
behaviors and imaginative, original ideas with respect to ensure that
creative problem solving becomesanintrinsically satisfying, pleasant, and
valued experience to be soughtfor its own sake.If redirection ofefforts
seems appropriate, make use of tactful suggestions in the form of
constructive evaluative feedback so that the self-esteem of the studentis
preserved and his motivation or love for learning is not impaired or
destroyed.

2. Once a profile of baseline data from thetesting of several creative
abilities has been established, undertake formal training on anindividual
basis of those abilities identified as being associated with problem solving
and creative production. Ample opportunities need to be afforded for
practice in problem solving in a wide variety of settings, so that external
inputs can be monitoredto allow for individual differences and to provide
for an individualized and potentially rewarding experience for each
student. Generousallotments of time in class assignments and in exami-
nations must be provided to allow for the emergence of creative and
ingenious solutions to problems.
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3. Within the framework furnished by the constructs of the SOJ and

SIPS models, take steps to develop each of the five major SOI psycholog-

ical operations through a variety of sound teaching approaches based on

the psychology of learning and directed toward the active participation

and involvementof the student,as in discovery learning orin self-initiated

research activities. For each of the five SOI operations a separate set of

suggestions is offered as follows:

a. In the instance of developing cognition, the teacher needs to emphasize

approaches that encourage understanding through showing relationships

(similarities and differences) among units of information, through describing

classes (concepts) to which these units belong, and through organizing

relationships and integrating sequential properties of units and classes of

information into systems. Both positive and negative instances of member-

ship of objects in a class need to be enumerated. The place and function of a

unit of information or concept (class of information) within a system needs to

be illustrated. Special efforts should be directed toward developing a

student’s cognition or awareness of implications so that the learner becomes

sensitive to the identification of a problem situation andto the desirability of

a clear definition of the problem prior to an attempted solution.

b. Since a large, well-organized memory storage is essential for effective

information retrieval in transfer recall that is central to problem solving, the

teacher desirous of improving memory abilities in problem solving is

probably well advised not only to classify and organize information in the

teaching-learning process in the way described for developmentof cognitive

abilities but also to avoid units of instruction which interfere with one

another in terms of an unfavorable degree of similarity so that negative

transfer or interference can be minimized. Admittedly overlearning of

information can often minimize confusion of one instructional unit with

another. Care must be taken, however, that overlearning and theresulting

completeness and specificity of the cues in the newly processed information

as well as the recency of exposure to new information in turn neither

jeopardizes a flexibility to perceive new classes of information nor generates a

mental set or rigidity (functional fixedness) against the redefinition or

reinterpretation in new contexts of the overly learned informationorof other

previously acquired information. A period of relaxation in the recall process

might permit differential forgetting of the cues inappropriate to the context

of a new problem to occur as well as a period of suspended judgmentto take

place as suggested by Osborn (1963), so that an overly critical evaluation

process can subside. Thatis, a relaxed state or condition perhapsakin to that

found in incubation can occurto facilitate quantitative output of tentative

solutions or answers, one of which might be judged later as appropriate. Of

course, a clearcut statement of the problem and a well-defined search model

with a pattern or cuesthat are carefully anchored to the goal or objective (end

product) of learning sought would also facilitate the instigation of transfer

recall of a correspondingly harmoniousbutnot identical pattern of cues from

the memory storage. The resulting convergent or divergent production of
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information afforded by transfer recall provides a potential or tentative
solution that can be subsequently evaluated for goodness of fit to the
requirements posed by the problem.
c. Io promote convergent production in problem solving, a teacher needsto
provide a variety of approaches that allow the attainment of a desired or
specified unique outcome or answer in a number of different ways. In
addition to the employment of models or algorithms and the use of numerous
illustrative examples both arranged in an appropriate sequenceofdifficulty
level and grouped in meaningful classifications, teaching for convergent
production necessitates an acquisition of an understanding of concepts as
well as the development of a memorystorage with well-encoded information
so that the search model can be devised to effect transfer recall. A carefully
designed search model permits a selective survey of the memory storage
subject to the action of an evaluative filter to exclude competitors to the
required information. Such selectivity can be quite helpful in mathematics,
logic, and the sciences, where customarily only oneor a few alternative forms
of newly generated information(i.e., answers) are acceptable.
d. Although divergent production abilities, which emphasize the generation
of a quantity and variety of new information from given information, are
more apparentin creative writing, speech andartistic endeavors than they are
in the solution of science and mathematics problems, which typically require
one or two acceptable answers as found in convergentproduction, opportun-
ities for divergent production of transformations embodying transfer recall
do exist for the engineer who wishesto find new usesfor familiar mechanical
or electrical devices, for the scientist who needs to generate alternative
hypotheses to account for the outcomes in a given set of data, or for the
applied mathematician who is charged with the task of devising several
computer programs to meet numerous divergencies in the exceptional or
corollary cases that can arise as in the instance of several subroutines in
multivariate data analyses. In recent research efforts that have highly
important implications for the developmentof divergent thinking abilities of
scientists, Frederiksen and Evans (1974) have developed promising training
models that have improved both the number and quality of hypotheses
college students could furnish to explain research findings as set forth in a
test entitled Formulating Hypotheses. In an expanded long-term effort,
Frederiksen, Evans, and Ward (1975) have reported on preliminary results
obtained from a battery of new tests with high face validity currently being
prepared that provide criteria for sampling several aspects of a scientist’s
productive thinking efforts. Frederiksen and Evans (1974) also have pre-
sented evidence indicating that the quantitative score (number of hypotheses
written) represented an ideational fluency construct akin to the divergent
production of semantic units and that the qualitative score for hypotheses
generated reflected divergent production of semantic transformations as well
as a positive correlate of verbal ability. The efforts of Frederiksen and
associates should furnish an important supplementary if not complementary
contribution to (1) the often-used classroom exercise requiring students to
State some consequences to be expected if some unusual hypothetical event
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such as the early exhaustion of oil as an energy source should occur, (2) the

brainstorming question-asking technique devised by Osborn (1963) to pro-

vide a wide range of information in a nonevaluative atmosphere that can be

used to generate productive ideas and potential transformationsof informa-

tion, and (3) Crawford’s (1954) method of attribute listing. This method

includesfirst a detailed citing of the properties of a familiar object, device, or

situation, second an examination of a problem situation existing in a

different context, and third the application or transferof a salient attribute in

the prepared list to the partial resolution of the problem situation in the

foreign context with the possibly resulting improvements, alterations, or

modifications having to be evaluated for appropriateness.

e. Since the practice of evaluation is involved almost continuously in

carrying out each of the previously cited operations in problem-solving

endeavors, it should be evident that the accuracy and usefulness ofcriteria

upon which the evaluation of information rests depend on howanindividual

cognizes a problem and upon howheproceeds toset up his search model to

retrieve information from the memory storage. Thus the previously men-

tioned approachof teaching for understandingin relation to the operationsof

cognition and memoryis essential for establishing correct concepts upon

whichcriteria for evaluation can be based at each of the major steps of the

problem-solving endeavor. Attention also needs to be directed toward

making students aware of several of the constraints or conditions applicable

to criteria such as their continuous rather than discrete nature, toward

recognizing differences in the value systemsof individuals as sources for the

generation of diverse if not contradictory sets of evaluativecriteria, toward

taking into account the maturity level of the student so that an appropriate

norm or expectation of level and quality of creative effort can be established,

and toward making allowances for a student’s selective sensitivities in

identifying classes of problemsand in applying differential sets ofcriteria for

evaluation of the appropriateness of their solutions. Use of training models

for evaluation of problem solutions should also be helpful in developing

competencies in the evaluation process and in critical thinking.

CONCLUDING STATEMENT

The demonstrated existence of important differences in the personal-

ity characteristics between mathematicians and physicalscientists nomi-

nated or classified to be creative and those not so designated would

suggest that early identification of those precocious youth who are most

likely to be productive in later years is possible with probably a higher-

than-chance expectation. Even though a few of the affective characteris-

tics associated with creative scientists and mathematicians might be

judged as not entirely sociably desirable relative to the norms of certain

subcultures in American society, tolerance for the behavior patterns of

highly intelligent individuals with creative potential is important in a
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democracy that stands to gain so much from the significant contributions
of so few. It is incumbent upon the teachers of precocious youth to
facilitate in an emotionally supportive and rewarding environment the
manifestation of creative endeavor through a variety of individualized
teaching approachesthat can be conceptualized within a workable theory
of intellectual function and creative problem solving.
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CREATIVELY
GIFTED AND DISADVANTAGED

GIFTED STUDENTS!

E. Paul Torrance

ABSTRACT

Three gaps in Terman’s research on gifted students have been of interest
to the author: (1) the careers of creatively gifted students, (2) the origins
and careers ofstudents outside ofmathematics andPhysical science, and
(3) the identification and nurturance ofgiftedness among disadvantaged
and culturally different groups, especially blacks.

A variety of longitudinal studies initiated in the late 1950s and early
1960s are still in progress. One of these involving a twelve-yearfollow-up
is summarized. In 1959, 392 students (grades seven to twelve) enrolled in
the University ofMinnesota High School were administered the Torrance
Tests of Creative Thinking, individual and/or group intelligence tests,
and the lowa Tests of Educational Development. In 1971, 254 of them
respondedto afollow-up questionnaire through which they reportedtheir
creative achievements and described their three most creative achieve-
ments and aspirations for the future. The measures of creative thinking
ability yielded consistently higher validity coefficients in predicting the
creative achievementcriteria than did the measures of intelligence and
educational achievement. Through canonical correlation methods, the
combined creativity predictors yielded coefficients of correlation of .51
for the total group, .59 for men, and .46 for womenin predicting the
combined criteria.

Based on rather extensive experiences with disadvantaged black
students, the author makes a case for searching for those kinds of
giftedness that are encouraged by the specific culture and socioeconomic
group of a student. His thesis is that the greatest strengths of disadvan-

'This paper was not presented at the Terman Memorial Symposium.Instead, it wascommissioned to supplement chapter 7, which dealt with mathematics and science only.
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taged and culturally different students are their creative skills and

motivations and that these should be given priority consideration in

developing curricula and career plans for disadvantaged and culturally

different gifted students. Studies showing that the Torrance Tests of

Creative Thinking and the creativity score of the Alpha Biographical

Inventory have little or no racial or socioeconomic bias and studies

showing little or no heritability of creative thinking abilities provide

preliminary support for this thesis.

William B. Michael has provided an excellent review of the state of

knowledge concerning the cognitive and affective components of creativ-

ity in mathematics and physical sciences. However, it largely ignores what

to me are three important gaps that Lewis M. Terman’s great work also

ignored. The first of these gaps concernsthe careers of creatively gifted

students and calls for long-range, Terman-like studies of creatively gifted

students. The second gap concerns the origins and careers of gifted

students outside of mathematics and physical science—those who excel in|

the social sciences, the arts, literature, and unconventional occupations.

The third gap concerns the identification and nurturance of giftedness

among disadvantaged and culturally different groups, especially blacks.

Since these three concerns have moreor less dominated my work since

1958, I shall describe some of the things that I have done in an effort to

provide information about these gaps.

Two statements made during the First Minnesota Conference on the

Gifted held in 1958 (Torrance 1960) influenced megreatly. Oneof these

statements was made by Catharine Cox Miles, one of Terman’s asso-

ciates. She stated that Terman had challenged “educators, sociologists,

and psychologists to produceif they can another concept as effective as

the IQ for delimiting a group of talent to include the most successful

students, the best achievers in the academic world, and,as he believed,in

the world of humanrelationships and human endeavorgenerally” (Miles

1960, p. 51). Already, I was interested in studying creatively gifted

students and was experimenting with new measures for assessing this kind

of giftedness. In reexamining Terman’s work, I found that he had

recognized the existence of “creative intelligence,” stating that creative

intelligence had been faintly glimpsed but never adequately measured

(Terman 1925, 1954). It was then that I resolved to conduct some

Terman-like studies of creatively gifted children andinitiated such studies

the following September.

The second statement madein the First Minnesota Conference on the

Gifted that continued to haunt me came from mycolleague John E.
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Anderson (1960). He pointed out that high levels of ability are found in
some degree within all levels of our population and that the search for
high talent must be wide in scope and opportunities must be provided at
all levels. Anderson also assumed the position that a good and universal
program of education for children between the ages of five and seventeen
years offers the best opportunity for the systematic exploration oftalent.
He believed that stimulation, encouragement, and opportunities were
necessary prerequisites for effective identification of talent. Anderson
believed that giftedness was far rarer among economically disadvantaged
groups than among more affluent groups but that it was essential to
search for such talent. It was not until I moved from the University of
Minnesotato the University of Georgia in 1966 that I was abletoinitiate
investigations to respond to this tension. In 1958, I had not really
questioned Anderson’s conclusion that giftedness was far rarer among
economically disadvantaged groups than amongaffluent ones. It was a
logical one. Gradually, as I worked with disadvantaged children, espe-
cially those who wereblack,I began to understandthat there was just as
much giftedness amongsuchchildren as among affluent children in our
dominant culture. The problem wasthat different kinds of giftedness are
required for survival and success in different cultures. Their giftedness
was simply of a different type.

Few children from low socioeconomic classes, particularly blacks,
appeared in Terman’s gifted groups. Neither do they appear with much
frequency in today’s programs for gifted students. As with Terman’s
sample, tests that place a high premium on verbal comprehension, speed
of response, sequential andlogical processing of information, and ability
to select the one and only correct response have played determiningroles
in the identification of such groups. Such tests are loaded with bias
against culturally different students. In a reevaluation of the Terman
studies on their fiftieth anniversary Fincher (1973) pointed out that there
were few lower-class children of any kind in Terman’s sample; 80 percent
of their fathers came from the professions, semiprofessions, and business.
Terman limited his sample largely to urban areas, so there were few
blacks or Mexicans in the schools from which he drew his subjects.

It has been a highly publicized fact that the children in Terman’s
sample tended to be bigger, stronger, faster-maturing sexually, more
successful all-around in school, and better developed ethically than
children in general. Muchless highly publicized is the fact that there were
few children in the Terman sample who later excelled in art, literature,
drama, athletics, and the like. In a 1954 paper, Terman recognized the
importance of giftedness outside of mathematics and science, but even
then he believed that “the spirit of the times” was not favorable to “the
discovery and encouragement of potential poets, prose writers, artists,
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statesmen, and social leaders.” (It is encouraging that current program-

ming in the Office of Gifted and Talented in the U.S. Office of Education

recognizes all of these types of giftedness.)

While both “the spirit of the times” and limitations of time and

finances have prevented my doing any definitive studies in either of these

three neglected areas, I have continued to work at them and have several

relevant studies in process and others planned and awaiting the first

available opportunity for execution. I shall try to sketch briefly what I

have done and what I have thus far learned about these three gaps in

information.

LONG-RANGE STUDIES OF CREATIVELY GIFTED STUDENTS

Concerns about longitudinal studies of creatively gifted students go

even beyond the concerns of studies such as those of Terman. Few people

now doubt the social value of the kind of giftedness Terman dealt with.

This has not been true with respect to creative giftedness. Asa fairly clear

profile of the creative child unfolded during the early 1960s, there arose

widespread skepticism and opposition to concerns about the more

humane treatment of creative children and about a morecreative educa-

tional experience in general. The skeptics (MacKinnon 1966; McNemar

1964; Martinson 1961; Martinson and Seagoe 1967; Newland 1963;

Taylor and Holland 1964) expressed doubts that the children we had

identified as highly creative would produce useful creative achievements

as adults. Although few people question the conclusion that creativity

(however defined) was a common characteristic of those who have made

important breakthroughs in science, medicine, invention, and the arts,

many people argued that creative children such as those identified in our

research are a menaceto society.

I believed that only long-range predictive validity studies and longi-

tudinal developmental studies could answer the serious charges of these

critics. My associates and I recognized this need when we initiated our

studies in 1959. Unfortunately, it is still too early to obtain adequate

follow-up data on the elementary children tested in 1959 and the years

that followed. However, I do have plans for following up approximately

1,000 such children. Negotiations are also underway for following up

approximately 1,000 children tested in 1961 in New Delhi, India. I have

similar sets of data for children in Western Australia, Western Samoa,

Norway, West Germany, and Singapore. I also have such data on a

sample of black children tested in 1960 in a segregated school. If “the

spirit of the times” continues to change, it may be possible to find

financial support for some of these studies.
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I do have results of the twelve-year follow-up of the high school
students tested in 1959 and shall try to summarize the highlights concern-
ing their career patterns and achievements (Torrance 19725). First, I shall
describe the basic study and then present data concerning the following
questions:

1. Do young people identified as highly creative during their high
school years becomeproductive, creative adults?

2. Is seven years after high school graduation or twelve years after
high school graduation a better time to obtain predictive validity data?

3. Do the unusual career choices of creative high school students
persist and becomerealities?

4. What are the most commoncareer routes of creatively gifted
young people?

5. In what fields do students identified as highly creative on the basis
of a test of general creative thinking ability achieve creatively as adults?

6. How does the nature of the peak creative achievements of the
morecreative students differ from that of their less creative peers twelve
years later?

The Basic Study

The basic study wasinitiated in September, 1959. Thetotal enroll-
ment of the University of Minnesota High School (grades seven to
twelve) were administered the Torrance Tests of Creative Thinking (1966,
19726, 1974). A majority of the 392 subjects were sons and daughtersof
professional and business people. At this time, however, the enrollment
also included a block of students from a less affluent school district
lacking a school building. The meanintelligence quotient of the total
sample as assessed by the Lorge-Thorndike test was 118, and the mean
percentile rank on the Iowa Tests of Educational Development was 84 on
national high school norms.

The test battery consisted of the following tasks: Ask Questions,
Guess Causes, Guess Consequences, Product Improvement, Unusual
Uses, and Circles. Test booklets were scored in 1959 according to the
scoring guides then in use for the following variables: fluency (numberof
relevant responses), flexibility (variety of categories of responses), inven-
tive level (following the criteria of the U.S. Patent Office), and elabora-
tion (amountofdetail used to describe how ideas would be implemented).
In 1961, all test booklets were rescored for originality according to a guide
developed at that time. The interscorerreliability of each of the scorers
wasin excess of .90 forall variables. Test-retest reliabilities had also been
found to be satisfactory (Torrance, 1966, 1974),
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Near the end of the senior year, the subjects were asked to make three

nominations of students in their respective classes on the basis of each of

the following creativity criteria:

1. Who in your class come up with the most ideas?

2. Who have the most original or unusual ideas?

3. If a situation changed orif a solution to a problem wouldn’t work,

who would be thefirst ones to find a new way of meeting the problem?

4. Who dothe most inventing and developing of new ideas, gadgets,

and the like?

5. Whoare best at thinking of all the details involved in working out

a new idea and thinking of all the consequences?

Seven-Year Follow-Up

Thefirst follow-up of this study was with the class of 1960 and was

executed in 1966. The follow-up questionnaire requested information

concerning the subject’s marital status, number of children, occupation,

spouse’s occupation, highest level of education attained, undergraduate

and graduate universities attended, honors, employment experiences,

post-high school creative achievements, descriptions of peak creative

achievements, and a statementof aspirations.

Responses were received from forty-six of the original sixty-nine

subjects. Although the nonrespondents tended to have slightly higher

creativity scores than the respondents, there were nostatistically signifi-

cant differences between the creativity, intelligence, and achievement

scores of these two groups.

An index of Quantity of Creative Achievements was developed from

self-reports based on responses to checklists of creative achievements in

the following categories: poems, stories, songs written/ published; books

written/ published; radio andtelevision scripts/ performances, music com-

positions produced/ published; original research designs developed /exe-

cuted; in-service training for coworkers created/executed; research

grants received/completed; scientific papers presented/published; busi-

ness enterprises initiated; patentable devices invented / produced; awards

or prizes for creative writing, musical composition, art, leadership,

research,etc.

An index of Quality of Creative Achievement was obtained by having

five judges (all advanced students of creativity) rate on a 10-point scale

the originality/creativeness of the most creative achievements described.

The judges had no information about the high schoolcreativity, intelli-

gence, and achievement scores of any of the subjects. An index of

Quantity of Creative Behavior was obtained by assigning a weight of one
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for each achievementattained once or twice and a weight of two for each
achievement attained three or more times and then adding the weights.
The five judges also rated the degree of originality/creativeness necessary
to realize each subject’s aspirations for the future.

Pearson product-momentcoefficients of correlation for flexibility and
the criteria were .48 (quality of creative achievements), .44 (quantity of
creative achievements), and .46 (creativeness of aspirations). For original-
ity, the coefficients of correlation with the criteria were .43 (quality of
creative achievements), .40 (quantity of creative achievements), and .42
(creativeness of aspirations). For fluency and elaboration, the coefficients
of correlation were somewhat lower, ranging from .25 for elaboration and
creativeness of Aspirations to .44 for fluency and quantity of creative
achievements.

Twelve-Year Follow-Up

A twelve-year follow-up of the 1959 high school sample (N = 392)
was conducted in 1971. Completed questionnaires were obtained from
254 (126 males and 125 females) of the subjects. The questionnaire was
similar to the one used in 1966 but in addition requested descriptions of
the subject’s three most creative or peak post-high school achievements.
Again, slightly more of the high creative than the low creative subjects
failed to respond. However, there were nosignificant differences between
the creativity, intelligence, and achievementscores of the respondents and
nonrespondents. Most subjects supplied rather complete information.

The criterion measures were obtained in essentially the same way as
those obtained in the 1966 study. The meanreliability coefficient of the
five judges was .91.

Combining the scores of the creativity test battery to predict the
combined creative achievementcriteria, a canonical correlation of .51 was
obtained for the full sample. A first canonical correlation coefficient of
.59 was obtained for the men alone and one of .46 for women alone.
Actually, the canonical correlations do notincrease greatly the magnitude
of the relationship between the predictor and criterion variables over
those found for specific predictors such as originality and inventivlevel.
The product-momentcoefficients of correlation for originality were .40
(quantity of creative achievements), .43 (quality of creative achieve-
ments), and .39 (creativeness of aspirations). For inventivlevel, the
coefficients of correlation were .36 (quantity), .41 (quality), and .35
(aspirations). For 254 subjects,all of these coefficients are significant at
the .01 level or better, as are those for fluency and flexibility. When the
data are analyzed separately for males and females (Torrance 1972c), the
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coefficients for males are consistently slightly higher than those given

above and those for women are consistently somewhat lower.

Time and Predictability of Creative Achievement

At the time I analyzed the data from the 1966 follow-up, there was

much to suggest that the differences between the high and low creatives

would in time be increased. Follow-up data from forty-six members of

this class were obtained in 1966 and from fifty-two in 1971. Table 8.1

presents the product-momentcoefficients of correlation between the

predictors and criterion measures for both studies. It will be noted that

there is a completely consistent trend for the validity coefficients to

increase, as predicted. The most startling increase is noted for the

sociometric or peer nomination predictors. The coefficients increased

from .13, .13, and .18 to .34, .39, and .38, or from insignificant relation-

ships to relationships significant at the .01 level. Intelligence quotient and

achievementtest scores also show better prediction. However,the creativ-

ity measures offlexibility, originality, and fluencystill have a slight edge

over them.

Unusual Occupational Choices

Critics of the Getzels and Jackson (1962) study have deplored the

finding that highly creative students tend to choose unusual occupations.

Counselors have pointed out that such choices are unrealistic and that

such goals can lead only to failure and disillusionment. To determine

Table 8.1. Product-momentcoefficients of correlation between creativity predictors estab-

lished in 195% and criterion variables established in 1966 and 1971 (N = 46 for 1966 and 52

for 1971)
 

Criterion variables
 

 

Quality Quantity Motivation

Predictors 1966 1971 1966 1971 1966 1971

Flexibility (TTCT) .48* .59* .44* .58* .46* 54*

Originality (TTCT) .43* .49* .40* .54* .42* 1*

Fluency (ITTCT) .39* .53* .44* 54* .34 .49*

Intelligence test .37* 45* 22 .46* 32 .41*

Elaboration (TTCT) 32 .40* 37* .43* 25 41*

Achievement (ITED) .20 .47* .09 .38* AS .46*

Peer nominations 13 .34* 13 .39* 18 .38*

 

*Significant at the .01 level.
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whether highly creative students actually find fulfillment in unusual
occupations, the responses of the 254 subjects of this study were analyzed
according to the same criteria Getzels and Jackson used. Unusual
combinations of occupations were also classified as unconventional
(Torrance 1972a).

Both the present and projected occupations wereclassified according
to these criteria. The high- and low-creativity groups were determined by
a median split by sex within each grade on the basis of composite scores
on the 1959 creativity test battery. Data were available for 116 of the high
creatives and 138 of the lows.

It was found that 55 percent of the high creatives and 9 percent of the
low creatives are currently in unconventional occupations. The difference
in proportions yields a chi square of 66.48, significant at better than the
-OOI level. When future aspirations or projected occupations wereclassi-
fied, 71 percent of the high creatives and 32 percent of the low creatives
expressed a preference for unusual or unconventional occupations. This
difference in proportions yields a chi square of 37.63, significant at better
than the .001 level.

Foreign Study or Work Experience

For fifty-three of the subjects of this study, foreign study or work

experience was mentioned as a part of their career preparation or

development. Thirty-four (or 30 percent) of the high creatives and 19 (or

14 percent) of the low creatives reported foreign educational and/or work

experiences. The resulting difference in proportions yielded a chi square

of 9.00, significant at the .005 level.

Fields of Creative Achievement

The Torrance Tests of Creative Thinking are designed to provide
measures of generalcreative ability, and the choice of test tasks represents

a deliberate attempt to include an optimum sample of ways of thinking
creatively.

To explore the role of the predictors in creative achievements in
specific fields, each subject was given a rating in each of the following
areas: visual arts, music, creative writing, science-medicine, business—in-
dustry, and leadership—politics. A rating of 1 was given those reporting no
creative achievements in the area in question; a rating of 2 was given if the
subject reported one or two creative achievements in an area or larger
number of moderate achievements in the area; a rating of 3 wasgiven if
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the subject reported a large number(three or more) of achievements of

high quality in the area. These ratings and the numberof areas in which

each subject reported creative achievements were correlated with each of

the predictor variables.

These analyses are too complex for detailed presentation, but gross

trends can be noted. Creative achievements in writing were moreeasily

predicted than in any other field, followed by creative achievement in

science and medicine and in leadership. Only figural fluency, figural

elaboration, consequencesflexibility, and product improvementflexibil-

ity yielded positive and significant relationships in the visual arts. Only

sociometric originality, unusual-uses-of-tin-cans fluency, and flexibility

yielded significant relationships in music. For achievement in business

and industry, there were significant positive relationships for inventive-

ness, ask-questions originality, and guess-causesoriginality. For creative

writing, twenty-nine of the thirty-three coefficients of correlation with the

creativity predictors were significant at the .05 level and rangedas high as

.62 for consequences flexibility, .60 for inventiveness, .58 for verbal

originality, .57 for verbal flexibility, and .55 for both guess-causes

originality and guess-consequences originality. Twenty-seven of the

thirty-three creativity predictors yielded statistically significant correla-

tions with the number of different areas in which subjects reported
creative achievement. Thusit seems that the highly creative students in
adulthood used their creative abilities not just in one field but in varied

fields.
As might be expected, the predictors functioned differently in

numerous instances for men and women. Theseresults, however, are too

complex for presentation here but are available elsewhere (Torrance
1972c).

Peak Creative Achievements

At a rather gross level, we may ask whether the young adults who had

been identified as highly creative in 1959 reported more peak creative

achievementsthan the low creatives. It was found that 68 percent of the

high creatives compared to 37 percent of the low creatives reported three

or more such experiences. Thirty-five per cent of the low creatives and 10

percent of the high creatives reported no such experiences. When the

distributions for the high and low creatives are compared, a chi square of

31.28 was obtained (significant at the .001 level).

These differences become more impressive and meaningful when the

nature ofthe peak creative achievements are examined. Many of the

achievements described by the low creatives mightbeclassified as “cop-
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out” experiences. For example, one of the menin this group ranked his
most important creative achievements as follows:

1. Dodging the draft.

2. Dropping out ofcollege.
3. Taking LSD.
Some high creatives also cited withdrawal experiences, but their

experiences were of a different type from those that seemed to be typical
of the low creatives. The following are examples.

One of the high creative women “quit working for [a large stock-
brokerage firm] not because they were bad but because they weresilly.”
At the time of the follow-up she was in Spain, had written three novels,
compiled a volume of poetry, and written and performed songs for the
guitar.

Another of the high creative women ranked her most creative
achievement as helping her husband design and build a home in an
inaccessible piece of mountain property. In addition to the three experien-
ces or achievements requested, she added, “learningthat you can do more
things and in moresatisfying ways by breaking with U.S. customs. To
travel is to hitchhike with tent and sleeping bag, homeis where you are,
and food is not just in small packages and cans.”

One of the younger highly creative men ranked as his second most
creative achievementthe planning and construction of a cabin in northern
Minnesota. His top achievement, however, wasin the area ofhis work,
“research in enzymology of humanlactate dehydrogenase and develop-
ment of an electrophoretic assay system for quantification from serum.”
His third-ranked creative achievement was in the area ofhis hobby,oil
painting.

A commonnote in the accounts of the high creative group wasthe
desire to escape for renewal temporarily from society’s “rat race,” but to
continue contributing to society in some unique, creative way.

The high and low creative groups were compared by meansofchi-
square analysis concerning the more commoncategories of peak achieve-
ments. The most striking andstatistically significant differences in favor
of the high creatives were for: writing such as poetry, novels, dramas,etc.;
medical and surgical discovery; musical composition; and humanrela-
tions and organization.

Conclusions

From theresults cited, it seems reasonable to concludethat:
1. Young people identified as creative during the high school years

tend to become productive, creative achievers.
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2. At least 12 years after high school graduation appears to be a more

advantageous time than seven years for a follow-up of creative adults.

3. The unusual occupations expressed as choices by highly creative

high school students tend to becomerealities.

4. Highly creative high school students tend to develop careers that

involve detours for relevant but unusual combinationsof training and/ or

experience. A larger proportion of them include study or workin foreign

countries as a part of their career development than do their less creative

peers.
5. Creative achievements in writing, science, medicine, and leader-

ship are more easily predicted by creativity tests administered in high

school than are creative achievements in music, the visual arts, business,

and industry. (This is also true of the other predictors.)

6. Young adults identified as highly creative in high school more

frequently than their less creative peers attained their peak creative

achievements in writing, medical and surgical discovery, dissertation

research, musical composition, style of teaching, and humanrelations and

organization. The low creatives tended to report “cop-out” or “drop-out”

experiences unaccompanied by constructive action, while manyoftheir

more creative peers reported withdrawal experienceseither for periods of

renewal or for creating a new and(in their opinion) more humanelife

style.
In interpreting the results of this study, it must be rememberedthat

most of these young people have had reasonably good opportunities to

achieve their potentialities. It would not be reasonable to expect such

positive findings from a disadvantaged population with limited opportun-

ities. However, studies of disadvantaged and culturally different groups

should be made. This problem will be discussed in a later section of this

paper.

What Will They Become?

In 1966, I had a strong intuitive feeling that the differences between

those identified as high creatives in 1959 and those identified as low

creatives would becomegreater with the passage of time. This hypothesis

was supported strongly by higher correlations between the creativity and

criterion variables. Now, this impression is even stronger than it was in

1966. The high creatives seemed to bestill searching and werestill in the

process of “becoming,” of “creating themselves.” By contrast, many low

creatives seemed to be happy that they had “made it” and were virtually

ready for retirement, glad that they can “take it easier.”
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To check this impression, I analyzed the responses of each of the 254
subjects as to whethertheyarestill searching and pressing to new goals or
are satisfied with what they haveattained.

As I had suspected, a far greater proportion of the high creatives than
of the low creatives are still searching for new goals and see themselves
still in the process of creating themselves and their careers. Almost four
times as many of the low creatives as of the high creatives indicated
satisfaction with what they had already attained as their life work.

Different Patterns of Searching

The raw data were reexamined to identify the different patterns of
searching suggested by responsesto the questionnaire. The following four
majorpatterns emerged:

I. New vistas in present career but no real discontinuity with present
career.

2. New vistas through a genuine discontinuity with the past and
present.

3. Openness to multiple future alternatives.
4. Moving from an unproductive life without goals to definite goals

for productive living.

Looking to Future Studies

It is quite clear that the story of the 254 subjects of this studyis far
from complete. I would predict that any future follow-up of these 254
young adults will show a somewhathigherlevel of predictive validity for
the creativity predictors than has the study described herein. Today’s
atmosphere is unquestionably morecreative than it was in 1959, and this
may bring into existence new waysof lookingat creative behavior. One of
the women who wasin the seventh gradein 1959 suggested this possibility
in response to my summaryofthefindings of the twelve-year follow-up:

Your study covers a change in attitudesthat really took place. I like the
idea of your study and I think it must have been exciting for you to see in
your findings that something really was changing, something really impor-
tant, and that youare able to observe pretty minutely what was happening,or
at least a part of what was happening.

But more important things are happening. Vast changes in people’s
states of mind, very little is taken for granted either by twelve-year-olds or
middle-aged gentlemen. I think these changes are so great andthe vistas are
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opening up so suddenly that the “creativity” concept no longer appliesto life

in quite the same way. The backgroundis changing. Perhaps what I am

trying to share with you is my impression that a very highly creative attitude

is becoming so prevalent that it soon may be the background against which

more extraordinary states of mind will be seen.

These comments provide a challenging perspective against which to

conduct the future follow-up studies of the elementary school children

tested in Minnesota and India in 1959 and 1961 and the black children

tested in a segregated school in Georgia in 1960.

What Happened to Those Gifted in Mathematics and Natural Science?

Since Michael’s paper as well as the Johns Hopkins project (SMPY)

are concerned primarily with giftedness in mathematics and the natural

sciences, I was stimulated to reexamine someofthe longitudinal data for

those who might have beenidentified as gifted in this respect in 1959. For

those who were in grades nine to twelve, scores on the lowa Tests of

Educational Development were available. Subjects were classified as

gifted in mathematics and science if they scored at or above the 95th

percentile on the following three tests on national norms: background in

the natural sciences, ability to do quantitative thinking, and ability to

interpret reading materials in the natural sciences. Of the 185 subjects for

which I have complete data in grades nineto twelve, fifty-one (28 percent)

had scores that placed them in the upper 5 percent on thesetests andtheir

responses were studied and compared with those of their peers less gifted

in mathematics and science.

It was found that only twelve (23.5 percent) of these fifty-one

mathematically and scientifically superior students were women, com-

pared with 53 percent of their less-gifted peers (chi square = 12.96,

significant at the .01 level).

Thirty-six (70.6 percent) of them attained creativity scores that placed

them in the upper half of their respective classes compared with 45.5

percent of their less-gifted peers (chi square = 9.31, significant at the .01

level).

Thirty-three (64.7 percent) of them were awarded some kind of

scholarship, fellowship, or assistantship for postsecondary education

compared to 29.1 percent of their less-gifted peers (chi square = 19.70,

significant at the .01 level).

Twenty-six of these mathematically and scientifically gifted young

people (50.9 percent) had completed their doctorates by 1971 while only

14.18 percent of their less-gifted peers had attained this distinction (chi

square = 27.18, significant at the .001 level).
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Fifteen (29.4 percent) of this exceptional group had devotedtimeto
foreign study or work compared to 20.9 percentof their less-gifted peers
(chi square = 1.50, not significant at the .05 level).

In table 8.2, the mathematically and scientifically gifted group is
compared with the rest of the group from which they were drawn on
number of honors, number of jobs held, inventiveness, originality,
compositecreativity, and the three criterion measures of creative achieve-
ment. It will be noted that the gifted group exceededthe total group on
each of these variables, including numberof different jobs held.

At the time of the follow-up in 1971, twenty-four (47 percent) of the
mathematically and scientifically gifted group held college or university
teaching and/or research positions. However, only four of them werein
mathematics or physical sciences. Nine were in the social sciences, eight
were in the medical sciences, and three were in otherfields.It should be
noted, however, that some of the social scientists have emphasized the
quantitative aspects of their disciplines. One of the economists and one of
the sociologists had obtained graduate fellowships in quantitative eco-
nomics and quantitative sociology. The economist indicated that if he
were free to choose what he wanted to do in the future, he would work in
“pure mathematics.”

Even some of those in the humanities have maintained theirinterests
in science and mathematics. For example, one of the women who was
completing her doctorate in literature had written scripts for “Star Trek”
and writes science fiction. The twenty-seven nonacademics weredistrib-
uted as follows: writing, editing, etc., 5; film making, 2; developing new
products, 2; business and industry, 2; music, 2; law, 2: teaching, 2 3

Table 8.2. Comparison of means of mathematically/scientifically gifted students with the
rest of the respondents (grades nine to twelve) on major predictor andcriterion variables
 

 

 

 

Math/ science gifted Peers math/science
(N= 51) gifted (NV = 134)

Measure Means St. dev. Means St. dev. t

Number honors 2.08 2.01 0.64 1.33 4.743+
Numberjobs 4.67 2.85 3.57 2.29 2.470*
Inventiveness 47.84 17.25 39.69 15.99 2.929*
Originality 133.78 54.03 103.86 37.65 3.633+
Total creativity 265.71 78.18 234.89 61.54 2.532*
Creative achievement: 20.57 12.38 14.85 15.35 2.621*

quantity
Creative achievement: 32.82 7.82 25.72 9.52 5.185f

quality
Creative aspirations 32.94 7.36 26.66 9.07 4.851+
 

*Significant at the .01 level.

tSignificant at the .001 level.
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engineering, 1; claims adjustment, 1; military aviation, 1; costume design-

ing, 1; museum curator, 1; truck driver, 1; social worker, 1; printing, 1;

unemployed, 1; and deceased, |. A characteristic of many of these young

people is that they have combined their giftedness in mathematics and

science with the arts and social welfare interests. One of the film makers

worksonly in the field of medical films. The museum curator, the product

developers, the writers, and the businessmen similarly synthesize their

multitalents and multi-interests in their occupations.

It is especially interesting that so few of these young people gifted in

mathematics andscience actually went into careers designated asscience,

mathematics, engineering,etc. It will be recalled that at the time they were

in high school there was great pressure on young people to enter such

careers. It was the immediate Post-Sputnik era. This is in keeping with the

values of a free society in which people are free to use or not use their

talents. As I was writing this paper (November 2, 1975), John W. Oswald,

president of the Pennsylvania State University, made an important

statementto the press onthis issue. He had just returned from a two-week

study tour of the Soviet Union. He stated that Russian educators are

puzzled that students in the United States are permitted to decide theirlife

plans without government intervention. He pointed out that closed

societies are convinced that central planning and decision makingis the

best method for societal service and full employment, and yet they

observe that the accomplishments of free societies are great. Oswald’s

concluding statementis especially pertinent to this issue in gifted educa-

tion: “No one can or should really dictate to you in

a

free society that you

must use your talents nor direct just how you should use them...

It is quite likely that the particular young people in this gifted group

could have had the chance to do advanced study and find careers in

mathematics and science had they chosen to do so. I shall now direct

attention to those groups of gifted young people who frequently do not

have this chance—disadvantaged andculturally different youths.

Disadvantaged and Culturally Different Gifted Students

Although I have studied giftedness in a variety of different cultures

both in the United States and other countries (Torrance 1967, 1968,

1969), the emergent concepts that express my conclusions concerning

disadvantaged and culturally different gifted children are largely the

product of my work with economically disadvantaged black children.

This work involves both the culture of poverty and black culture. The

research literature makes it difficult at times to distinguish between

findings concerning disadvantaged blacks and affluent blacks as well as

between disadvantaged whites and disadvantaged blacks. Although the
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research literature yields many important insights, my most important
teachers have been disadvantaged black children.

Culturally Valued Kinds of Giftedness

It was not until I began working with disadvantaged black children
that I began to see how importantit is to Stop trying to identify a
universal type of giftedness and begin looking for kindsofgiftedness that
are valued by the particular culture in which a child has been reared.
Thus, I have urged that we no longerinsist on identifying and cultivating
only those kinds oftalent that the dominant, affluent culture values. We
should look for and cultivate the types that are valued in the various
disadvantaged subcultures. Since children tend to develop alongthelines
that are encouraged,the gifted children of a subculture are likely to be the
ones who have developed to a high level those talents valued by that
particular subculture.

By the end of the 1960s it had becomeclear that overall there was no
racial or socioeconomic bias in the open-endedtests of creative thinking.
In 1971, I summarized the results of sixteen different studies conducted in
different localities to study racial and/or socioeconomicstatus differences
on the Torrance Tests of Creative Thinking (1966, 1974). In some studies,
there were no racial or socioeconomic differences. In others, black
children excelled white children on certain tasks and white children
excelled the black on others. The same was true where socioeconomic
status differences were studied. For example, disadvantaged children
usually excel affluent children on the unusualuses tests, while the reverse
is true of the guess-causes tests. A major reasonforthis is that open-ended
test tasks permit children to respond in terms of their experiences,
whatever these have been rather than in terms of the one best answer
based on experiences of children in the dominant, affluent subculture.

Since my 1971 review, the number of studies on racial and/or
socioeconomic bias has about doubled, with essentially the same verdict
of no racial or socioeconomic bias. Curiously, the single study dealing
with an identified gifted population (Frierson 1965) showsbias in favorof
the upperstatus gifted child on creativity tests. All of the subjects of this
study, including the lower status ones, had been identified as gifted
according to criteria valued by the dominant, affluent subculture and not
those of the subcultures of the lower class subjects. My hypothesis is that
these lower-status gifted students hadsacrificed their creativity in orderto
gain acceptance in such a group.

In current debates concerning the heritability of intelligence (Jensen
1969, 1973; Kamin 1974), such findings have gonevirtually unnoticed. A
numberof the classical monozygotic/ dizygotic twin studies (Barron 1972;
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Davenport 1967; Pezzullo, Thorsen, and Madaus 1972; Richmond 1968)

bear directly upon the problem. Those that have used the Torrance Tests

of Creative Thinking have found no evidence of hereditary variation in

either the figural or verbal measures. The study reported by Pezzullo,

Thorsen, and Madaus (1972) is perhaps the most definitive as it included

also Jensen’s level I and II abilities. The subjects were thirty-seven pairs of

dizygotic and twenty-eight pairs of monozygotic twinscarefully selected.

It was found that short-term memory (Jensen’s level I abilities) had a

moderate index of heritability, .54; the general intelligence factor

(Jensen’s level II abilities) had a relatively high index of heritability, .85.

The heritability index of the abilities assessed by the Torrance Tests of

Creative Thinking approacheszero.

Studies by Bruch (1971, 1975), Houston (1972), and Taylor and

Ellison (Institute of Behavioral Research in Creativity 1968) have sup-

plied evidence of other measures lacking in racial and/or socioeconomic

bias. These studies have provided growing support of the concept of the

creative positives or strengths of disadvantaged children.

Creative Positives of Disadvantaged

Building upon Frank Riessman’s (1962) suggestions concerning the

“hidden” talents of disadvantaged children, I have concentrated for the

past eight years on the identification, recognition, and nurturance of what

I have called the creative positives of disadvantaged children (Torrance

1973). I have demonstrated that these creative positives can be observed

without the use of tests by engaging children in challenging activities in

science, creative writing, visual arts, music, dance, dramatics, psychology,

and the like. Furthermore, these positives seem to occur as frequently or

more frequently among disadvantaged children than among moreafflu-

ent ones. In fact, I found (Torrance 1974) that affluent gifted children

were unable to compete successfully with disadvantaged children in

brainstorming and creative problem solving.

The creative positives that seem to be the best supported by research

and observation and to be most useful in developing intervention

programsinclude:
1. Ability to express feelings and emotions in communication

through creative writing, music, creative movement, interpersonal rela-

tions, etc.

2. Ability to improvise with commonplace materials.

3. Articulateness in role playing, sociodrama, and storytelling.

4. Enjoyment of and ability in the visual arts—drawing, painting,

sculpture, etc.
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5. Enjoyment of and ability in creative movement, dance, dramat-
ics, etc.

6. Enjoymentof and ability in music, rhythm,etc.
7. Expressiveness of speech, richness of imagery, colorfulness of

language,etc.

8. Fluency andflexibility in nonverbal media (figural, motor,etc.).
9. Enjoyment of and skills in small-group activities, problem

solving, etc.

10. Responsiveness to the concrete.
11. Responsiveness to the kinesthetic.
12. Expressiveness of gestures, “body language,”etc., and ability to

“read body language” and nonverbal communication.
13. Humorandability to create surprise.
14. Originality of ideas in problem solving.
15. Problem centeredness and persistence in problem solving.
16. Emotional responsiveness and responsiveness to emotion.
17. Quickness of physical and emotional warm-up.
Our evidence (Torrance 1970, 1971, 1973; Torrance and Torrance

1972) indicates that these creative positives can be observed with high
degrees of frequency amongblack disadvantaged children whenthey are
engaged in challenging and exciting learningactivities that give them a
chanceto use such abilities.

Since funding agencies have thus far been willing to support only
compensatory programsfor disadvantaged children, there have been few
systematic demonstrations to support these conclusions. One such pro-
gram was conducted by George Witt (1971) in New Haven, Connecticut.
This program (Witt 1968) involved sixteen highly creative lower-class
black children in a ghetto setting. They wereselected in 1965 solely on the
basis of tests of creative thinking (the Torrance figural tests and onetest
task developed by Witt). Twelve of them continued in this program,
which continued to change to meetthe children’s changingneeds.Astruly
high-level talents were manifested, opportunities were provided for them
to have music, art, ballet, and other kinds of lessons from excellent
teachers. Many ofthe children’s parents were assisted in upgrading their
job skills. Sponsors were arranged both for the children and their
families. Fellowships were arranged for participation in science and arts
camps, and scholarships were obtained for some of them in private
schools. These children have competed successfully with affluent gifted
children in both types of settings. The competencies with which they have
succeeded in such competition were attained as an outgrowth ofactivities
that made use of their creative positives rather than as a direct result of
deliberate attempts to develop these competencies.

Although far fewer successful programsin science and mathematics
are being reported than in the arts, there are even now a number of
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examples of both individual and group successes among disadvantaged,

black, gifted youngsters. In the history of mathematical and scientific

discovery, there are a numberof notables among disadvantaged blacks.

Included are such notables in science and mathematics as George

Washington Carver, agricultural chemist; Percy L. Julian, soybean

chemist; Ernest E. Just, marine biologist; Daniel H. Williams, pioneer in

heart surgery; Louis T. Wright, pioneer in clinical antibiotic research;

Charles L. Drew, pioneer in blood plasma, and David H. Blackwell,

former president of the Institute of Mathematical Statistics. Among

inventors, there are such pioneers as Benjamin Banneker, a prolific

inventor, surveyor, and mathematician in the early history of the United

States; Norbert Rillieux, whose invention of the vacuum-pan evaporator

revolutionized the world’s sugar industry; Jan E. Matzeliger, whose

inventions revolutionized the shoe industry; Elijah McCoy, knownasthe

“father of lubrication”; Granville T. Woods, whose inventionsin the field

of electricity have won him the label of the “Black Edison”; and Garrett

A. Morgan,a pioneerin inventions related to mining safety (Haber 1970).

A present-day success story is that of Bracie Watson (Ebony Staff

1969), a black youth from Alabama who wontopplace in the 1968

International Science Fair. A promising group project in the medical

science area has been described by Shepherd (1972). This experiment has

been known as the High School Education Program at the University of

Pennsylvania, shortened to HEP-UP. Theinitial program involved thirty

students, ten each from three large high schools near the university. These

students were selected on the basis of high motivation but not necessarily

high achievement. The project directors, however, were looking for

students who might havehigh science grades or who mightbe “turned on”

to science. Manysurprising successes followed, even though some of them

were “too filled with tension and hatred to workin the situation.” In the

1972 evaluation of the project, the evidence described by Shepherd

indicated that someblack disadvantaged students compete well with more

affluent students in medical schools and graduate schools.

Rationale of Special Programs for Disadvantaged Gifted Students

The problem of providing adequately for disadvantaged gifted

students is far more than one of ignoring the existence of talent from

different environments. It cannot be solved simply by identifying and

inserting them into existing programsfor gifted and talented children. To

avoid a new kind of segregation, however, it may be necessary to do some

of this. For success, some kind of preceding or concurrent developmental

program maybe necessary. The Witt project already described provides
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one modelfor doing this. After an intensive summer program and a year-
long after-school and week-end program,it was possible for these black
disadvantaged children to hold their own in science andarts camps with
children from wealthy and highly educated families. After about two more

_ years it was possible for them to compete with such youngstersin the best
private schools in the area. If these students had beeninserted into these
programs when they werefirst identified in 1965, they would havefailed
miserably. The HEP-UP program, which enabled black, disadvantaged
youths to compete in medical and graduate schools, shared many of these
same features. It is inconceivable that these youngsters could have
succeeded in medical and graduate schools without the intervening
development through the HEP-UP program.

Considering the fact that students can begifted in so many different
ways and that every culture has so many different facets, it would be
impossible to specify the ways in which special programsfor culturally
different and disadvantaged gifted children should be special. Certainly,
successful programswill have to be special to some degree in content of
the curriculum, methodsof instruction, and the learning environmentto
be used. On the basis of my experiences with disadvantaged black groups,
I shall suggest some of the more obvious waysthat programsfor gifted
children in these groups should be special.

1. The particular strengths of disadvantaged black students should
be used in designing the content of the curriculum and making decisions
about methods of instruction. The learning environment would have
those special characteristics that would be congenial to this kind of
curriculum and the accompanying methods.

2. Unreasonable economic demands should be avoided. Stress
should be placed upon improvisation with commonplace materials, the
use of natural phenomena,andgetting free access to such public facilities
as libraries, zoos, playgrounds, parks, and public buildings. There should
be opportunities for purchasing books,art materials, music instruments,
music lessons, and so on.

3. Activities, administrative procedures, classroom management
practices, and the like should be so planned and executed so as to help the
disadvantaged gifted child cope with and grow out of feelings of aliena-
tion. Basically, this will involve the developmentof pride in these special
Strengths and opportunities for sharing these special strengths with
others.

4. Someprovisions must be madefor resources for study andgetting
information. Someschools will not permit disadvantaged black children
to take hometheir textbooks or check out library books. My graduate
students have to argue long and hard to persuade public librarians to
permit disadvantaged black children to check out books. Librarians
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cannot understand whythe children’s parents cannot bring them andsign

their cards.
5. One characteristic of programs for disadvantaged gifted children

would be a heavy reliance upon work in teams or small groups. In small

groups of peers, disadvantaged black children are amazingly verbal and

articulate. Repeatedly I have seen a disadvantaged black child teach

another somewhat younger child quite successfully where teacher after

teacher had failed completely. I have also seen them teach adults just as

adroitly, using teaching skills that any professional pedagogue would

have envied.
6. Disadvantaged gifted black children need sponsors who can

encourage and protect their rights when they are discouraged and/or

abused. They need someonespecial to them whocansee that they “get a

chance.” The purpose would not be to “give them something for

nothing,” but rather that they have a “chance to workforit.”

Just as there are needs for a bold Terman-like study of giftedness

among disadvantaged students, there are needs for bold experiments to

give such students “a chance to workforit.”
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PERSONALITY CORRELATES
OF INTELLIGENCE
AND CREATIVITY

IN GIFTED ADOLESCENTS

George S. Welsh

ABSTRACT

Iwo independent dimensions of personality are proposed for use in
theoretical and practical research on intelligence and creativity. One,
intellectence, differentiates subjects interested in concrete andpragmatic
matters from those preferring abstract and theoretical approaches to
problems; the other, origence, contrasts preference for regular and
structured situations with predilection for open-ended and unstructured
experiences. Four basic types are generated by these dimensions and
characterized descriptively as: (1) imaginative (high origence/low intellec-
tence), (2) intuitive (high origence/high intellectence), (3) industrious (low
origence/low intellectence), and (4) intellective (low origence/high intel-
lectence). Data from gifted adolescents illustrate personality characteris-
tics associated with these dimensions and with intelligence scores from
Terman’s Concept Mastery Test (CMT) and a nonverbaltest (D-48), and
with afigure-preference art scale. Relationships are shown to scalesfrom
the Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory (MMPD),Allport-Ver-
non-Lindzey Study of Values (AVL), Strong Vocational Interest Blank
(SVIB), and ratings by teachers. The argument is advanced that gifted
adolescents high on both origence and intellectence resemble creative
adults and may havecreative potential; therefore, they may be identified
by special scales on objective personality tests.

The question of the relationship between intelligence and creativity
was studied in more than a thousand highly gifted and talented adoles-
cents attending the Governor’s School of North Carolina.! An opera-

'For a description of the program at the Governor’s School, see a report by Welsh
(1969); see also Lewis (1969) for an extensive discussion of the theory of the school.
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tional approach based on psychometrics andutilizing easily administered

standard tests was adopted so that objectivity in analysis of the original

data could be maintained, and also to afford the opportunity for

replication of the research design and the analytic results. Two tests from

the battery administered were used for this purpose.

Intelligence was defined by scores on Terman’s Concept Mastery Test

(CMT), originally developed for follow-up work in his well-known study

of intellectually gifted children (Terman 1954, 1956; Bayley and Oden

1955).2 Creative potential was defined by scores on the Revised Art Scale

(RA) of the Welsh Figure Preference Test (WFPT), a nonverbal person-

ality instrument (Welsh 1959). Scores on RA,orthe earlier Barron-—Welsh

Art Scale (Barron and Welsh 1952), have differentiated within and

between more andless creative groupsof artists, architects, mathemati-

cians, musicians, scientists, and writers (Rosen 1955; MacKinnon 1962;

Helson 1961; Raychaudhuri 1966; Gough 1961; Getzels and Jackson

1962; Barron 1961).

The twotests are statistically independent because CMT and RA

scores have proved to be uncorrelated for adults (MacKinnon 1961),

graduate students (Adair 1969), community college students (Saunders

1968), undergraduates in the present writer’s tests and measurements

courses, and gifted adolescents from the Governor’s School (Welsh 1966).

Thus, it was possible to plot the test scores on two orthogonal axesand to

select four groups of Governor’s School subjects falling in the “corners”

of the bivariate display:

1. high on RA, low on CMT 2. high on both

3. low on both 4. low on RA,high on CMT

The actual cutting scores employedin the selection procedures and other

technical details have been presented in full elsewhere (see Welsh 1975,

chap. 5).

Since the students were highly selected in terms of generalintelligence

as well as for special talents, it was assumed that they would differ less

along ability variables than they would in personality traits and tempera-

ment. Personality characteristics differentiating the four groups were

inferred from anitem analysis of three widely used standardtests included

in the battery: the Adjective Check List (ACL) (Gough and Heilbrun

1965); the Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory (MMPI) (Dahl-

strom, Welsh, and Dahlstrom 1972, 1975); and the Strong Vocational

Interest Blank (SVIB) (Strong 1959). First, the pool of items in eachtest

was eXamined to locate subsets of items that each group answered

2Reports on the utility of the CMTin studies of mathematically precocious youths may

be found in Stanley, Keating, and Fox (1974) and Keating (19765). Other descriptive

material and statistics on various groups of adult subjects may be found in Welsh (1975).
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differently from the other three groups when in conjunction. Then
features commonto each groupacrossthe different tests were used for a
psychological interpretation of the basic typology. A summary of these
personality characteristics is given in table 9.1. Finally, two hypothetical
personality dimensions were proposed to accountfor the fourfold typol-
ogy generated from the item analysis (see Welsh 1975, pp. 78-80).

For the vertical dimension the term “origence” (ORIG) is employed
because of its relation to originality as determined in early studies
employing the art scale (Barron 1955). A counterpart term wascoined for
the horizontal dimension, “intellectence” (INT), to indicate the source of
its psychometric inception. These dimensionsare construed as indepen-
dent in the conceptual model just as the uncorrelated test scores could be
arrayed on orthogonal axesfor the initial psychometric analysis.

Intellectence is related to personality characteristics, temperamental
dispositions, and interests associated with a dimension conceptualized as
extending from the concrete to the abstract. That is, at the low end of
intellectence emphasis is placed on literal and specific events which may
be expressed in concrete terms and that may have practical or pragmatic
applications for the usual experiences oflife.

At the high end of intellectence, on the other hand, an abstract
attitude is evident, leading to concern with figurative or symbolic
expression and generalized principles of comprehension. This attitudeis
also manifested in differences between the ends ofthe dimension regard-
ing social behavior. The high end seems more impersonal and unsocial
while the low end is much more directly personal in outlook and more
socially participative.

It must be emphasized thatthis personality dimension hasto be kept
separate from the conceptofgeneral intelligence. Personsat the low end
of intellectence may be just as intelligent as those at the high end and may
be just as successful in dealing with ordinary problemsoflife. It is likely,
however, that there is a positive relationship between scores on conven-
tional intelligence tests and the dimensionofintellectence because these
tests are loaded with the kind of content requiring abstractionsfor correct
response. Such tests are biased against the person whoexpresses his
intelligence and ability in practical ways. Furthermore, these tests have
been developed for the mostpart to predict academic achievementrather
than success in the pragmatic world of everydayaffairs.

Origence, by contrast, is not directly related to intellectual perfor-
mance either in terms of conventional intelligence tests or academic
achievement per se. The dimension seemsto distinguish those at the low
end who prefer and are more at home in an explicit and well-defined
world which can be grasped by the application of objective rules. This is
in contrast to those at the high end, whofind congenial an implicit and



Table 9.1: Summary of characteristics associated with dimensional types@

Intrapersonal Orientation
 

1. Extraversive

exhibitionistic

acting out

3. Extraverted

responsive

 
outward-directed

2. Introverted
withdrawing
ruminative

4. Introversive

inward-directed

speculative

 

Direction of Activity
 

1. Interactive

interdependent

responder

3. Reactive

dependent

follower 

2. Proactive

autonomous

detached viewer

4. Active

independent
leader

 

Cognitive Style
 

1. Imaginative

fantasy

improvisation

simile

3. Customary

industry

persistence
allegory 

2. Intuitive

insight
meditation

metaphor

4. Rational

logic
deliberation

analogy

 

Attitudes and Beliefs
 

1. Irregular

uncommon

“don’t conform”

3. Orthodox

common

“play safe”

 

2. Unorthodox

unconventional

“take risks”

4. Regular

conventional

“follow rules”

 

1, High origence/low intellectence; 2, high origence/high intellec-

tence; 3, low origence/low intellectence; 4, low origence/high intel-

lectence.

 

 

 

 



Table 9.1. (Continued)
 

Interpersonal Conduct
 

 
 

 

 

1. Sociable 2. Asocial
outgoing isolative
many acquaintances few friends
amicable impersonal

. Social . Unsocial
friendly shy
indiscriminate guarded sociality

sociality humanitarian
benevolent

Nature of Self Concept

. Self-seeking . Self-centered
egocentric egotistic

. Self-effacing . Self-confident
allocentric egoistic

 

Cognitive Development
 

 

. Proto-integration

without differen-
tiation

diffuse

global

imprecise

. Proto-differentiation

2. Integration with

differentiation
synthesis

organization

composition

. Differentiation with

 

 

 

performing and
dramatic arts

sales occupations

. Pragmatic

practical problems
commerce and

business

service occupations

without integration integration
fragmented analysis
detailed specification
unrelated resolution

Vocational Interests

. Histrionic 2. Intellectual
action ideas

arts and humanities

related occupations

(e.g., journalism)

. Scientific

concepts

sciences and mathe-

matics
related occupations

(e.g., statistician)
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open universe which they can structure and orderin their own subjective

way. The high-origent person resists conventional approaches that have

been predetermined by others and would rather do things his own way,

even if it is unpopular or seemsrebellious or nonconforming. Heis often

interested in artistic, literary, and aesthetic matters that do not have a

“correct” answer agreed upon by consensus, because these matters allow

him more individualized interpretation and expression.

At the low end of origence are those who are moreat ease in an

orderly, structured, and regular environment where problems can be

solved by conventional methods and by conforming to the status quo. In

academicsettings that stress rote memory and course content oriented to

facts and figures, these individuals may seem to achieve more than those

at the upper end of the dimension. Somesuccess in grade getting mayalso

accrue to them because of stylistic features related to persistence and

planfulness as well as personal characteristics of deference to authority

and self-effacement. This seeming advantage is probably countered in

courses requiring initiative and imagination, where the high-origent

person would be rewarded for atypical or unusual performance and for

independent study. Although uncorrelated with scores on conventional

intelligence tests, origence is positively related to measures of fantasy,

divergent thinking, and originality.

ANALYSIS OF RESULTS

Two basic methods of analyzing results in this study have been

followed. Thefirst is a correlational analysis based on composite scores

for origence (ORIG) andfor intellectence (INT) derived from theinitial

item analysis of the ACL, MMPI, and SVIB.3 The emphasis here is on the

relationship of the two hypothetical personality dimensions to other

variables.

The second method of analysis emphasizes the typology generated by

these dimensions. Rather than the fourfold typology based on extreme

scores alone utilized initially, a method was developed so that medium-

scoring groups could be studied as well. A scatter plot was made with

orthogonal axes for the dimensions. Each student was located in termsof

his or her scores on ORIG and INT.Cutting scores were then established

to divide each dimensioninto three equal parts—low, medium, andhigh.

Since dimensional scores were considered conjointly, it was necessary that

the scatter plot be partitioned into nine sections or “novants.” Ideally,

each novant (assuming zero correlation) would contain exactly one ninth

3Computation of the composite scores is described in Welsh (1975, pp. 85-86).
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of the cases—11.11 percent. Althoughthis distribution was not obtained
precisely, table 9.2 shows that it was closely approximated and is
considered satisfactory for analytic purposes. To maintain continuity in
nomenclature with the original analysis the four extreme groups are
designated by the numerals I, 2, 3, and 4, with composite numerals 1-2, 1-
3, 2-4, and 3-4 employed for medium groups, while the numeral 0 for the
middle group suggests its novant location at the center of both dimen-
sions.

NonverbalIntelligence

In addition to the CMT, which is essentially verbal in nature, a
nonverbal test was given at the Governor’s School for two of the three
sessions covered by the present research. The test is known as the D-48
and comprises items in the form of dominoesin which the subject has to
discern the principle in a sequence of dots to arrive at the correct answer.
The D-48 wasoriginally developed in Europe and was modified and
adapted for use in this country by Black (1963). Althoughit is positively
correlated with conventional verbal intelligence tests, factor-analytic
studies of batteries including the D-48 have been interpreted as reflecting
a source of variance different from verbal intelligence (Boyd and Ward
1966; Horn and Bramble 1967). For the Governor’s School subjects the
correlation between the CMTand the D-48 is .44 (N = 770), and thereis
some evidencethat differential performance on thesetests mayberelated
to interests (Welsh 1967, 1971). That is, those with high verbalinterests as
measured by scales on the SVIB may perform relatively better on the
verbal CMTthan on the nonverbal D-48.

Assessment of Personal Adjustment

Scales of the Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory (MMPI)
were used to assess patterns of adjustment in the gifted subjects. A
dimensional approach that was used with this test and correlations
between the intelligence tests and the artscale as well as ORIG and INT
are shown in table 9.3.4

The first three scales are designated “validity” scales and reflecttest-
taking attitude as well as having personological implications. The

L

scale,
“lie,” measures a naive tendency to cover up minor personalfaults or

‘The rationale for correlating the MMPIscales with intellectence and origence can befound in Welsh (1975, pp. 81-85). In addition, Dahlstrom, Welsh, and Dahlstrom (1972)discuss in length the conceptof artifactuality as it pertains to scales with item overlap.



Table 9.2. Distributions of cases on origence (ORIG) and intellectence (INT) scores in terms of frequencies and percentages with novant

 

 

 

  
 

 

 

  
 

designation

Boys
Girls

Low Medium High Low Medium High

INT INT INT INT INT INT

| (1) (1-2) (2) | (1) (1-2) (2)
Oe 61 37 57 155 Me 68 63 67

11.64% 7.06% 10.88% 29.58% 11.02% 10.21% 10.86%

. (1-3) (0) (2-4) . (1-3) (0) (2-4)

aa 58 75 59 192 a 69 73 65
11.07% 14.31% 11.26% 36.64% 11.19% 11.83% 10.53%

(3) (3-4) (4) (3) (3-4) (4)

ORIG 59 68 50 177 oec 14 85 53
11.26% 12.98% 9.54% 33.78% 11.99% 13.78% 8.59%

178 180 166 524 211 221 185
33.97% 34.35% 31.68% 100.00% 34.20% 35.82% 29.98%

r= .08
r= .08

198
32.09%

207
33.55%

212
34.36%

617
100.00%
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social shortcomings. The K scale, “correction,” is a more sophisticated
and psychometrically complicated measure of the defensiveness inherent
in high L scores but has other implications.’ That is, high K scores may
reflect ego strength and prudence as well as defensiveness, while low K
scores may indicate psychological fragility and personal vulnerability.
TheF scale, “infrequency,” comprises items very infrequently answered in
the scored direction, so a high F score indicates lack of agreement with
the normative group and hence implies atypicality in responding.It is_ often associated with carelessness and nonconformity.

Correlations with the L scale are attenuated because of the skew
distribution of scores that the nature ofthe scale induces and also because
the gifted adolescents answered very few itemsin the “lie” direction. There
was a good range of scores on F and K, however, and a meaningful
correlational pattern is apparent. That is, F is negatively correlated with
the intelligence tests and INT but positively correlated with the art scale
and ORIG;the correlational pattern is reversed for K. The implications
are that subjects earning lower intelligence scores and falling lower on
INT are likely to manifest the carelessness and nonconformity of the F
scale and the lack of ego strength reflected by low K scores. Those low on
the art scale and ORIG, on the other hand, will seem more careful,
cautious, conforming, and circumspect.

The next ten scales, Hs through Si, comprise the “clinical” sector of
the MMPIprofile, although the masculinity-femininity (Mf) interest
scale does not necessarily carry the psychiatric implications of the other
scales. A consistent pattern of correlations, stronger for somescales than
others, is found in which these scales are negatively correlated with
intelligence and INT but positively correlated with the art scale and
ORIG.This pattern is consistent with the interpretation offered abovefor
the F and

K

scales, and may seem to imply a greater likelihood of
psychopathology for those low on intellectence and high onorigence.It is
possible, however, to interpret scores on theclinica] scales in an obverse
manner. [hatis, instead of an admission of psychiatric symptomatology,
the elevated scores mayreflect greater insight, personal sensitivity, and
introspective candor. This view would be consistent with reports of
elevated profiles in creative adults (MacKinnon 1961) and offers a
positive explanation of the correlational pattern.

The last two scales, A and R, were especially developed to measure
two basic dimensions of the MMPIdiscovered in factor-analytic studies(Welsh 1956, 1965) and are often employed as marker variables inStatistical analyses of this test. The first factor, “anxiety” (A), reflects the

*It should be noted that the correlational analysis of the clinical scales in the presentresearch was based on rawscores alone without the so-called K correction.



Table 9.3. Correlations of MMPIscales with intelligence tests (CMT, D-48), intellectence (INT), art scale (RA), and origence (ORIG)*

 

 

 

 

 

 

Boys
Girls

N=527 N=350 N=524 N=526 N= 524 N=622 N=419 N=616 N= 621 N= 616

MMPIscales CMT D-48 INT RA ORIG CMT D-48 INT RA ORIG

L: “hie” ( .02) (-.02) 16 (-.03) -.20 -.08 (-.07) ( .02) (-.04) -.30

F: “infrequency” —11 -,23 ~.15 13 Jk -.12 -.17 -.11 12 46

K: “correction” .09 ll 16 -.13 —.42 ( .04) ( .08) 17 -.11 ~.42

Hs: hypochondriasis ~.09 -.19 -.18 ( .06) 32 ~.15 -.11 -.21 ( .03) .30

D: depression ( .05) -.11 10 ( .06) 32 (-.02) (-.07) (-.02) (-.01) 23

Hy: hysteria ( .06) (-.01) ( .03) ( .04) 13 (-.05) ( .00) -.08 (-.01) 13

Pd: psychopathic deviate -.13 -.19 —.17 14 1 -.18 -.19 -.23 08 47

Mf: masculinity-femininity 7 ( .05) 14 5 39 12 ( .06) ( .04) (-.04) ( .02)

Pa: paranoia (-.01) (-.07) (-.04) 10 31 10 ( .00) ( .03) ( .06) 28

Pt: psychasthenia -.13 ~.20 -.25 13 .46 (-.06) (-.08) -.23 ( .03) Al

Sc: schizophrenia -.10 —.23 ~.20 13 34 -.09 -.18 -.23 .08 J

Ma: hypomania ~.20 ~.22 ~.33 .10 7 -.19 -.13 -.31 .16 48

Si: social introversion AS (-.02) 21 ( .03) AS 16 ( .02) AT (-.04) 13

A: “anxiety” —.13 -.17 —.24 A3 43 (-.05) (-.09) ~.22 ( .03) .40

R: “repression” 21 ( .07) 36 (-.01) -.13 08 (-.01) 22 (-.03) -.11

 

Ar) signifies correlation not significantly different from zero at the .05 level of confidence.
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kind of general maladjustment foundin the clinical scales and is positivelycorrelated with them in normal as well as psychiatric populations. Thesecond factor, “repression” (R), has been interpreted as an index ofinhibition or control and is generally found to be Statistically independent
of the first factor.

For the present subjects A is negatively correlated with intelligenceand INT butis positively correlated with ORIG,while R showsa reversedpattern of relationship. Thus, the MMPIfactor scales are consistent withthe interpretation offered above for the validity and clinical scales. Itseemslikely that subjects high on R and low on A may have the kind ofcontrol needed forefficient performance on intellectual tasks but may nothave the freedom andlack of inhibition required for spontaneous and
original performancein situations that are less conventional.

Assessment of Values

The Allport-Vernon-Lindzey Study of Values (AVL) (Allport,
Vernon, and Lindzey 1970) was administered to the Governor’s School
students in two of the three sessions when research data werecollected.
Correlations of the six AVL values with the five research variables are
given in table 9.4.

Of particular interest are the AVL theoretical (T) and aesthetic (A)
Scales, since their relationship to creativity in adults has been demon-
strated (MacKinnon 1962). Althoughthe correlational patterns are not
completely consistent, the general trend is for T values to be positively
correlated with intelligence and intellectence and negatively correlated
with the art scale and origence. Aesthetic values are positively correlated
with intellectence, the art scale, and origence, but with somewhat mixed
results for the intelligence tests. A pattern of generally negative correla-
tion is found for economic (E), social (S), and religious (R) values, and a
mixed pattern of relatively low correlations for political (P) values.

One of the implications of the origence/ intellectence personality
model is that characteristics at the high ends of both dimensions are
related to creativity. Evidence has been adduced that this is true for
creative architects and possibly for scientists (Welsh 1975, chap.8). To the
extent that gifted adolescents from the Governor’s School with the
greatest potential for creative achievement are found to be high on both
of these dimensions,it might be expected that they would share the values
foundin creative adults and should score high on both T and

A

values. To
test this hypothesis an analysis was made of subjects in novant 2, high
ORIG/high INT. Theresults are shown in table 9.5. It is clear that most
of the subjects had peak scores on the expected scales, with boys about



\

Table 9.4. Correlation of AVL values with intelligence tests (CMT, D-48), intellectence (INT), art scale (RA), and origence (ORIG)4

 

 

 

 

Boys
Girls

N = 349 N = 170 N = 344 N = 349 N = 344 N = 406 N = 193 N = 391 N = 402 N=391

AVLvalues CMT D-48 INT RA ORIG CMT D-48 INT RA ORIG

Theoretical 23 ( .13) .34 ~.15 -.13 14 14 29 ( .03) ~.10

Economic -.18 ( .00) —.24 ~.12 —.19 —.17 (-.05) —.20 (-.07) ~.12

Aesthetic ( .05) (-.02) 10 31 54 19 (-.04) 25 18 43

Social (-.07) (-.12) ~.09 ( .OL) (-.02) —.11 (-.04) ~.18 —.12 -.16

Political 10 ( .09) 13 (-.06) (-.08) (-.02) (-.03) ( 01) 14 21

Religious ~.14 (-.09) —.25 (-.08) —.26 (-.07) ( .02) ~.20 -.14 -.25

 

Ar) signifies correlation not significantly different from zero at the .05 level of confidence.
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Table 9.5. Peak scores on AVL valuescales for subjects in novant 2, high origence/high
intellectence

 

 

 

AVLscales Boys Girls Total Percentage

Theoretical 15 10 25 30.9
Economic l 0 1 1.2
Aesthetic 16 224 38 46.9
Social I 2 3 3.7
Political I 3 4 4.9
Religious 4 64 10 12.3

Total 38 43 81 99.9
 

4Twogirls tied on A and R counted as .5 for each scale.

equally divided between the two but with girls showing twice as many
peaks on aesthetic as on theoretical.

A count wasalso madeof the second highest value score. For boys, of
the four cases with peaks on R, two were next highest on A and one on T.
For girls aesthetic was next highest for one of the two cases with a peak
on S, for two of the three P peaks, and for three of the R peaks. Adding
these second-highest cases to those with peak scores gives a total of thirty-
four boys andthirty-eight girls who have either T or A values ofthefirst
or second highest value in the AVLprofile. Thatis, seventy-two out of
eighty-one subjects high on origence and intellectence—88.9 percent
—were high on theoretical or aesthetic values.

Finally, a count of those high on both values was made. There were
three boys and four girls with theoretical first and aesthetic second, and
six boys and fourgirls had A/T patterns. Thus, while these patterns may
be infrequentin gifted adolescents groups,® 21.0 percent of the Governor’s
School subjects who were high on origence and intellectence were also
high on both theoretical and aesthetic values. By contrast, only 3.4
percent of eighty-seven students low on both dimensions showedthis
value pattern, with one additional subject having a tie score on the
economic value.

Assessment of Vocational Interests

Vocationalinterests of gifted students at the Governor’s School were
studied by using scores from the Strong Vocational Interest Blank.7 A

6See Fox and Denham (1974), Fox (1976), George and Denham (1976), and Keating
(1976a).

"Data are based on scales from the earlier 400-item form ofthetest (Strong 1959) since
the current revised Strong-CampbellInterest Inventory form was not generally available
during the Governor’s Schooltesting program.
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brief summary of dimensional relationships will be given here, since an

extended report has been previously made giving correlations of both

intelligence tests with the fifty-five SVIB scales (Welsh 1971). Correla-

tions of these vocational scales with origence and intellectence have also

been presented in detail (Welsh 1975, chap. 7).

Intelligence is positively related to professional and scientific interests

such as those represented by SVIB scales for physician, psychologist,

mathematician, physicist, and chemist. A negative relation to intelligence

is indicated for business and sales occupations, which include mortician,

pharmacist, banker, and sales manager. The pattern of correlation for the

personality dimension ofintellectence is quite similar.

Origence is positively related to occupations that stress individual

initiative and allow relative freedom for the practitioner; these include

SVIB scales for advertising man, author-journalist, artist, lawyer, musi-

cian, real estate salesman, and architect. Negative correlations are found

for occupationalscales related to business detail and those emphasizing

routine application of rules and regulations, such as accountant, math-

science teacher, production manager,office worker, banker, and pharma-

cist.

Comparison with Holland’s Vocational Theory

John L. Holland has developed a theory which relates vocational

choice to personality characteristics in terms of a typology based on SIX

basic categories of occupations: enterprising, social, artistic, convention-

al, realistic, and investigative (Holland 1966). The present writer has

carried out a rational andlogical analysis of Holland’s sixfold typology in

comparison with the implications of the personality dimensions of

origence and intellectence (Welsh 1975, pp. 187-91). In brief, the analysis

suggests that Holland’s enterprising category has many characteristics of

the high origent/low intellectent type, the artistic seems similar to the

high origent/high intellectent type, the conventional to the low origent/

low intellectent type, and the investigative to the low origent/high

intellectent type. The two remaining categories do not seem to differ on

intellectence and might lie in the middle of this dimension; on origence,

however, social and realistic seem to fall at opposite ends of the dimen-

sion with the former lying relatively high and the latter relatively low.

A test of the hypothetical relationship was made using SVIBscoresof

the present subjects. One scale typical of Holland’s classification was

selected for each of the six categories, and an analysis of variance was

conducted for the scale scores of Governor’s School subjects in terms of
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Table 9.6. Mean scores onrepresentative Strong Vocational Interest Blank scales for Gov-ernor’s School subjects grouped by scores on origence and intellectence novants@
 

Enterprising Social Artistic
 

 
 

Real Estate Salesman Social Worker Artist
 

43.1 39.8 32.8 32.2 36.6 35.4 33.0 38.0 43.5Boys 39.3 36.8 32.1 30.9 30.7 32.3 27.1 29.2 36.837.4 34.1 31.1 27.9 28.8 25.7 23.0 26.9 29.7
43.1 42.1 37.4 37.9 36.3 39.5 36.6 41.2 45.3Girls 41.9 38.4 35.7 36.6 37.2 39.7 35.0 34.7 39.039.7 34.9 32.1 38.0 37.0 33.3 30.4 33.9 37.9
 

Conventional Realistic Investigative
 

 
 

Vocational Agri-
Banker culture Teacher Physicist
 

29.0 22.4 16.9 16.0 15.2 12.2 11.7 17.6 30.4

 

Boys 28.6 25.3 19.3 19.2 18.4 14.8 16.9 22.4 33.331.1 27.1 24.4 25.0 21.8 20.5 20.1 27.1 34.2
29.3 24.2 18.6 14.9 9.6 8.4 9.3 12.7 21.2Girls 31.3 27.1 21.3 14.9 15.7 11.9 10.8 15.3 21.935.0 28.4 25.0 15.9 16.7 15.7 11.8 20.6 28.0

a Gd) (1-2) (2)High origence High origence High origenceLowintellectence Mediumintellectence High intellectence

(1-3) (0) (2-4)Medium origence Medium origence Medium origenceLow intellectence Medium intellectence High intellectence
(3) (3-4) (4)

Low origence Low origence Low origenceLowintellectence Mediumintellectence Highintellectence

the novantclassification discussed above.8 A summary of the findingsis
given in table 9.6. It is clear that there is remarkable agreement between
the predicted relationships for the four extreme origence/intellectence
types and the corresponding Holland categories. For the enterprising
category, represented by the SVIBreal estate salesman scale, statistically
significantly higher means were obtained for both boys andgirls in the
high origent/low intellectent novant. Statistica] significance was also
obtained for artistic and the artist scale, with the highest means for the
high origent/high intellectent novant, for conventional and the banker
scale with highest meansfor the low origent/low intellectent novant, and

*Complete tables giving the statistics and a summary of the analysis of variance areavailable from the present writer.
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for investigative and the physicist scale with highest means for the low

origent/ high intellectent novant.

Predictions for the remaining Holland categories were only partially

confirmed. For boys, as expected, the social workerscale representing the

social category achievedsignificance for origence, with intellectence being

unrelated and the highest mean appearing for the novant high on origence

and medium onintellectence. For girls, however, both dimensions were

nonsignificant, although thereis a trend for an increase along origence. A

significant interaction term resulted, and it may be noted in table 9.6 that

the highest and lowest means appearfor the adjacent novants of medium

origence/high intellectence and low origence/ high intellectence.

For the realistic category, the vocational agriculture teacher scale

showed a significant interaction term for the girls, but the highest mean

fell in the predicted novant, low origence/ medium intellectence. For boys

the scale was negatively related to origence, as predicted, but was also

negatively related to intellectence rather than being independent. Thus,

the highest mean occurs for low origence/low intellectence.

In sum, results from the previous correlational studies and the

present analysis of variance suggest that gifted adolescents scoring lower

on intelligence tests and intellectence may have vocational interests

typical of Holland’s enterprising and conventional categories, such as

sales, business, and service occupations. Those scoring higher on intelli-

gence and intellectence may be moreinterested in artistic and investiga-

tive vocations represented by artistic, humanistic, and scientific occupa-

tions and professions.’

Implications for creativity may be inferred from the conjoint rela-

tionship of origence and intellectence as discussed above. That is, the

present students whofall into novant2, high origence/ high intellectence,

resemble creative adults in their personality characteristics. Further

evidence for this inferred relationship may be adduced by comparing

correlations of SVIB scales with rated creativity in architects (Hall and

MacKinnon 1969). If the correlations reported by these workers for the

six scales utilized above in testing Holland’s theory are arranged in the

same configuration followed in table 9.6, the sequence of correlationsis:

Real Estate Salesman Social Worker Artist

—.31 17 59

Banker Vocational Agriculture Teacher Physicist

~.66 —.28 37

Thus, the relationship of SVIB scale scores to rated creativity for the

architects shifts from negative to postive for the scales postulated to be

9An extended discussion of Holland’s theory and its application in studies of mathe-

matically precocious youths may be found in Stanley, Keating, and Fox (1974).
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higher on origence andintellectence and showsthe highest negative value
for banker and the highest postive for artist. This correlational pattern
obtained with adults is congruent with the findings of the present research
with gifted adolescents, and may be interpreted as further evidencefor the
importance of both origence and intellectence for creative achievement.

EVALUATION BY TEACHERS

Students at the Governor’s School did not receive formal grades in
their classes, and no academic credits were granted. For purposes of
research, however, it was necessary to have some measure of academic
performance, so the cooperation of teachers was obtained in making
systematic evaluations. At the close of each summersession every teacher
was asked to rank each studentin his or her class from highest to lowest
on five categories of behavior. Thesetraits as defined for the teachersare:

Intellectual competence. Effective utilization of the capacity to think, to
reason, to comprehend, and to know.
Originality. Sensitivity, flexibility, openness, ability to set aside established
conventions when appropriate, and/or evolve novelsolutions.
Sustained endeavor. Thestrength ofthe need to do serious work as shown by
persistent effort.

Progress. Gain in proficiency as determined by your (the teacher’s) objec-
tives.

Likeability. Your own personal subjective reaction to the student.

Since the size of classes ranged from eleven to twenty-seven, there
were unequal numbersof ranks for them. To makethe ranks comparable
so that they could becollated for analysis, each rank within a class was
converted to a normalized standard score with a mean of 50 and a
standard deviation of 10. Although the classes contained both boys and
girls, separate distributions were not made; combineddistributions were
used so that an absolute comparison between the sexes could be made on
each of the five traits. As it turned out, boys were consistently ranked
higher. Correlations of these traits with Other variables and novant
analyses, however, were conducted Separately for each sex so that
comparisons within, as well as between, sexes could be made.

Correlations of these traits with the variables ofthe present report are
shownin table 9.7. Intelligence and intellectence are systematically and
significantly correlated with all five teacher rankings for the boys in a
hierarchal pattern. Thatis, the two traits most closely related to aptitude
and ability, intellectual competence (IC) and originality (OR), show the
highest degree of correlation with the research variables; the motivational
traits of sustained endeavor (SE) and progress (PR) are next in magni-
tude; correlations with likeability (LK) are the lowest in value. Girls also



Table 9.7. Correlation of teacher ratings with intelligence tests (CMT, D-48), intellectence (INT),art scale (RA), and origence (ORIG)@

 

 

 

 

Boys Girls

N=480 N=305 N=448 N=451 N= 448 N= 564 N=345 N=523 N=529 N=523

Teacherratings CMT D-48 INT RA ORIG CMT D-48 INT RA ORIG

IC: intellectual competence 41 23 35 (-.01) 14 27 14 25 ( .01) ( .04)

OR:originality 38 .30 33 ( .O1) 13 23 ae a) ( .02) ( .0S)

SE: capacity for sustained .26 17 23 (-.06) (-.01) 17 (.10) 17 (-.01) (-.07)

endeavor

PR: progress made 24 16 18 (-.05) ( .03) 12 (.09) 14 (-.03) (-.07)

LK: likeability 16 12 Al (-.03) ( .00) (.08) (.06) 1S (-.02) (-.07)

 

A(r) signifies correlation not significantly different from zero at the .05 level of confidence.
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show this ordered pattern, although the absolute magnitude of correla-
tions are lower in every case except that for LK and INT.

Teacher rankingsare notsignificantly correlated with the art scale or
with origence except in two instances for boys, IC and OR with ORIG.
Evidently, the teachers did not recognize or react to behaviors in their
students related to this dimension of personality. Since evidence has
already accrued whichreflects the role of origence in creativity, the failure
of any systematic correlation here has important implications that will be
discussed below.

Pattern of Teacher Rankings

In order to look at teacher rankings in a combined format rather than
separately as was donein the correlational analysis, the novant schema
was employed. Meanscores for each ofthe five traits were calculated for
the novants separately for each sex. These meansarepresentedin graphic
form as a five-point profile for each novant. Figure 9.1 shows the mean
ranks of the extreme-corner novants, and figure 9.2 gives the profiles of
the medium novants.

Particularly striking in figure 9.1 is the superiority in rankings for
novant 2, high origence/high intellectence, for the boys. It is also clear
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Fig. 9.1. Mean rankings by teachers on originality (OR), intellectual competence (IC),
sustained endeavor (SE), progress (PR), and likeability (LK) for Governor’s Schoolstudents
in extreme origence/intellectence novants
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Fig. 9.2. Mean rankings by teachers on originality (OR), intellectual competence (iC),

sustained endeavor(SE), progress (PR), and likeability (LK) for Governor's Schoolstudents

in medium origence/intellectence novants

 

that the first two traits, OR and IC, show wider separations between

novants than SE and PR, while the profiles converge on LK. This is

consistent with the ordering disclosed in the correlational analysis

discussed above. Both of the novants for boys high onintellectence, 2 and

4, are similar in profile pattern and quite different from the novants low

on this dimension, | and 3.

Profiles for the girls do not manifest the same pattern of relation-

ships, although there is a similar tendency for greater differentiation on

OR and IC betweenthe high andlowintellectence novants. It may also be

seen that novant 1, high origence/low intellectence, does not show

convergence on LK butis as consistently low onthis trait as on the other

four. Apparently, teachers viewed girls in this novant in a generally

unfavorable way.

The medium novants in figure 9.2 do not exhibit such clearcut

patterns for the boys, although there are some interesting features to be

found. Boys in the high origent/medium intellectent novant, 1-2, are

notably lower on IC and SEthan on OR,whichisrelatively high. This

pattern implies that although teachers view these students as capable of

original work, they may not have the necessary ability and strength of

motivation for successful achievement. Novant 1-3 is lower onall of the

traits than the other medium novants butis quite similar to the other low

intellectent novants, 1 and 3, seen in figure 9.1.

Forgirls, the most obviouspattern is the relatively flat profile of the

medium origent/high intellectent novant, 2-4, showing consistently high-
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er rankings onall five traits. These means are higher than those of the
extreme novants shown in figure 9.1 and implies a favorable view by
teachers.

Finally, it may be pointed out that boys are ranked higher than girls
for all traits in eight of the nine novants. Only in novant 3 for SE and PR
are the girls higher than their counterparts in origence/intellectence
configuration. Thus in forty-three of forty-five mean rankings boys
exceed girls; this event certainly cannot be considered fortuitous from a
Statistical viewpoint. Similarly, the superiority of novant 2 for the boys
and novant 2-4 for thegirls in all five traits seems remarkable.It may be
concluded, then, that the high origent/high intellectent boys and the
medium origent/high intellectent girls are ranked highest by their
teachers, but that there is a sex difference in these rankings in favor of
the boys.!°

TEACHER NOMINATIONSIN CREATIVITY STUDIES

A common method of identifying creative or potentially creative
subjects of school age is to ask teachers to nominate subjects either on the
basis of their general knowledge of the student or in terms of some
specified characteristics ostensibly related to creative performance. While
this is a feasible and a practical procedure in many situations, results are
often equivocal, since there is no single criterion variable of “creativity”
agreed upon by workers in this area against which the judgments of
different nominators can be compared and contrasted. The use of
objective personality tests in studying creative subjects has a primary
advantage, since subjective and personal biases that may affect nomina-
tions or ratings of individual teachers (or other judges) are notinherentin
a standard psychometric instrument. This kind of objective advantageis
claimed for the personality dimensions of origence and intellectence,
which have the added conveniencethatscales for these dimensions can be
scored on widely used instruments such as the MMPI, ACL, and SVIB.!!

It was pointed out abovein discussing teacher ratingsat the Gover-
nor’s Schoolthat correlations with conventional kinds of intelligence tests
and with intellectence showed systematic relationships as expected. With
origence, however, most of the correlations were essentially zero. To the

'OInitially, analyses were made separately controlling the sex of the teacher and the sexof the rated student. There was no apparent bias in rankings related to these factors.
''Counterpart origence/intellectence scales for the California Psychological Inventory

(CPI) are now available. Dimensional scales for the WFPTto measure directly origence and
intellectence have also been developed. All of these scales may be obtained from the present
writer. For use of the CPI with mathematically precocious youths see Weiss, Haier, and
Keating (1974) and Haier and Denham (1976).
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extent that this dimension represents an important personality character-

istic in creativity, the present findings suggest that teachers may not be

incorporating into their ratings the personality traits associated with

origence and to some extent mayoverlookpotentially creative subjects or

estimate inexactly their creativity. Further research on this problem is

needed, of course, but it is recommended that objective personality tests

be used to supplement teacher judgments in research designs requiring

nominations, rankings, or ratings in studies of creativity.

CONCLUSIONS

Gifted adolescents may be expected to score higher than unselected

groupsof adolescents on conventionalintelligence tests such as the verbal

Concept Mastery Test and the nonverbal D-48. In addition, they may be

expected to fall relatively higher on a theoretical dimension of personal-

ity, intellectence. The more intellectent subjects in the gifted group may

appear better adjusted in terms ofclinical scales on the MMPI, but in

terms of validity and factor scales seem to manifest a higher degree of

control and efficiency. On the AVL,intelligence and intellectence seem to

be associated primarily with theoretical values, although there is some

relation to aesthetic values. Vocational interests tend toward occupations

and professionsof a scientific, humanistic, or artistic nature rather than

those of commerce and business. Teachers generally gave more favorable

ratings to high intellectent students, especially when rating traits related

to ability and motivation.

Creativity is conceptualized in terms of a conjoint elevation on

another theoretical personality dimension, origence, in addition to intel-

lectence. Gifted adolescents falling high on both dimensions are seen as

similar in many characteristics to adults of demonstrated creativity. [hese

gifted subjects may seem to be less well adjusted in terms of MMPI

clinical scales, but this was interpreted as an index of candor and insight

rather than maladjustment per se because their responses are more

unusual and nonconforming. On the AVL

a

pattern ofaesthetic/ theoreti-

cal or theoretical/aesthetic values was found for many of these subjects.

Vocational interests are most like those of Holland’s artistic category and

least like those of his conventional category. A sex difference was found

in teacher ratings, with boys consistently being ranked higher than girls.

Boys with a high origent/high intellectent pattern were highest in ratings,

and those in the opposite low origent/ low intellectent position were rated

lowest by teachers. For girls, however, the medium origent/ high intellec-

tent pattern was associated with higher ratings by teachers and the high

origent/low intellectent pattern with lower ratings by them.
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This discussion was conducted on Friday afternoon, November7,
1975, from about 2:00 P.M.until 5:00 P.M.., immediately following the
presentation of the papers at the symposium.It was chaired by Professor
Getzels and participated in actively by the thirty-one persons whose
remarks appearin the following edited transcript. Another twenty or so
persons listened but did not make comments. Names, affiliations, and
addresses of the discussants are as follows:

Dr. Robert S. Albert, Professor of Psychology, Pitzer College, 1050
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DISCUSSION

GETZELS: There are a numberof ways of proceeding with the free
discussion. One wayis to keep in mindseveral majortopics that should be
covered. This does not mean that we need to proceed in a rigid topical
way; rather, here are four topics that I hope would be covered.

First, some rather more general remarks regarding the papers
themselves—remarks that did not lend themselves to expression in the
brief question—answerperiodsin the paper-reading sessions themselves.

Second is the kind of pertinent research being done either by those
present here but who were not speakers or by others about whom we
should know.Thatis, reports of studies which are relevant to what was
said so that we have information beyond the information given at the
symposiumitself.

Third, along with that, additional practices. What is being done
elsewhere in schools, classrooms, experimental programs, and such?

And fourth, suppose that money were to become available from
foundations or government for work with the gifted, what should be
done? Whatare the priorities? And with that, what should not be done?

ANASTASI: I had a few associations to Lynn Fox’s paper, espe-
cially with regard to yourreference to global versus analytical approaches
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in connection with sex differences. At another point you talked about the

preference for social classroom learning versus solitary learning. | am

reminded in that connection of the distinction between whatJerry Kagan

calls “reflective” and “impulsive” cognitive styles. Quite apart from sex

differences, is there any relation between an individual's preference for

solitary versus social learning and his/her performance in mathematics? |

would like to get your reaction to this idea. Isn’t it the case that mathe-

matics, probably more than any other subject, requires the kind of

cognitive style characterized by highly focused and sustained attention?

This certainly corresponds to an analytic rather than a global style and

implies a preference for solitary rather than social learning. Do you have

any information, from the literature or from your own research, that

would support the hypothesis that this kind of style is particularly

required in mathematics?

FOX: I personally think that the sex per se is not as important as

some of the authorities claim. There is no research evidence with whichI

am familiar that has clearly defined it. But 1 think that what you are

suggesting is an entirely different approach to determine this. We do find

boys who have some of these social interests, who don’t seem to be as

analytic, who show someof the samereactionsasgirls, not wanting to be

in special classes, not wanting to go to college early—thingslike this that

don’t show the high interest in math, even though they have the aptitude.

Do you know of something more specific?

ANASTASI: No. I was thinking if you didn’t know of such a study

that it might be worth following up. You may want to look into these

cognitive styles as they relate particularly to mathematics.

FOX: I wastrying to think in the Helsonstudies of the female math-

ematician, if she actually said anything about cognitive style per se.

WELSH:Yes, she did. She talked about the patriarchal and matriar-

chal unconsciousness in the Jungian sense, general personality character-

istics that she applied to the work of the mathematicians, and showed

differences between the males and the females in this regard. I can’t

remember all the details. The patriarchal I think is a more incisive,

analytic way of dealing with the problems, whereas the matriarchalis a

more flexible, adaptable, somewhat more open kind ofstyle. So I don't

know whetherthisfits in exactly with what you were thinking in termsof

cognitive style. I think that she is speaking here more in terms of

personality characteristics.

ALBERT: I want to follow up on that. It seems to methat for a long

time we have regretted that no one ever followed up Leta S. Holling-

worth’s brilliant youths, but I think that in a way this project [SMPY]is

the follow-up to that and much more. I wonder if with this group we

could make some distinction between highly competent people and
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people who mightbe potentially creative. One ofthe things that struck me
is that these boys andgirls, really adolescents, have a lot of the character-
istics that you find in describing competent people. They don’t, as far as
we cantell, have manyofthe characteristics that would result in creativity
later on. It came to my mind, along the same line, that you might want to
find out something about convergence and divergence.

Something that struck mein the literature about people who are
really fine researchers is that they tend to either have both styles in very
high quantity or they pair up with somebody who complements them very
well. The Watson and Crick “double-helix”pair is a good example. They
really are twins. But they phase in beautifully. I remember that Einstein
had a mathematician assigned to him. Sometimes his math gave out. That
is true.

GETZELS: I would hopeit should happen to me.
ALBERT: It should happentoall of us. The fact is, we have a group

of people whoreally are on the thresholdof potential great achievement.|
don’t know if we know yet if many of them will achieveit, have the kinds
of background, personality, and cognitive style that might determinethis.

STANLEY: I wanted to ask you a sort of rhetorical question.
Suppose that you had Einstein on the panellast night at age thirteen,
fourteen, or fifteen. Do you think you would have been impressed by him
as a prospective great scientist, as the greatest scientist of the century?
That is speculation. According to reports we read, Einstein was not an
impressive youth; he was a stubborn person who wouldn’t learn languages
in the German gymnasium,and therefore couldn’t pass the exams for the
Technical University of Zurich. In answering questionslast night, would
he have seemed potentially creative in the sense we are talking about?

ALBERT: Onthat basis, just looking at them, no, although there
were a couple of persons up there whoreally struck me. One wasEric. He
had an edge to him which the others didn’t and in a way, while heis far
more verbal than perhaps Einstein would have been, Einstein had his
quality of doing his own thing andsetting his ownpace. The only thing,
you couldn't do it from the distance last night. But many of these people
will have a predominantinterest, one that forces them to workrather than
one they are good at and will work at. I thought Eric did.I thought the
boy at the very end [Joe B.] who was at Cornell was suggesting that not
only they like to do their work but also they enjoy their work. That is
what was in Einstein very early.

R. SEARS: An obsession.
ALBERT:It is not obsessionally neurotic but a person passionately

in love with something.
LERNER:I wouldlike to pull this out of the laboratory into a kind

of empirical framework. I guess I am looking at this from about 2,000
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character and interest tests I have done in the last ten years or so working

with high school kids, kids interested in math, and soon.I had the good

fortune of sitting next to Eric’s mother yesterday and talking at length

with her. I wonder to what degree all of these cognitive items we are

dealing with also involve interpersonal and social-domestic factors, and

so on—other factors, which in turn touch on what kids do with all of

these items that Dr. Anastasi mentioned.

Take Eric. Maybe because inherently I have been a couselor all my

life, his mother immediately started telling me the whole story. What

would have happened if Eric’s mother were not the kind of vigorously

assertive womanshe seemsto be? Shesaid to her son, “This is what we do.

This is what we are going to do,” and wasn’t cowed by the educators.

What would Eric have been? I know Julian places very heavy emphasis

upon whatparents do with kids, don’t you?

STANLEY: We in SMPYplace heavy emphasis on whatthe youth1s

eager to do. That is quite different. Sometimes the student’s real desires

are difficult to discern. As I was arguing with an overpowering mother

this morning before the first session,it is very difficult for her son to find

out what he wants to do, because the mother won’t even let him talk.I

had to shut her up and say, “Let him talk.”

I would like to make that clearer. We neverare eager to find out what

the parents primarily want to do, but instead what the youngster,

considering all possibilities, is eager to do.

LERNER:I will set up another hypothesis and that is the child in

relation to the parents. What can the child then do? David, one of my

protégés, who did not participate in the panel simply because his parents

think he is being pushed too hard, should have. So I am suggesting some

kind of a relationship factor other than the cognitive style. There is a need

for more research. I have seen some Einsteins remain in the womb,so to

speak, simply because other factors impinged on the cognitive factors.

Others were strong enoughto say to their mothers: I will do what I want

to do. This is an empirical kind of a problem.

KURTZ: I want to answer Stanley’s question. I think I would have

been very much impressed by Einstein for the simple reason that I was

very much impressed byall those kids.

SANBORN[to Fox]: I had a numberof thoughts running through

my mind connected with your statements and Anne’s. All of our work has

been with young people one at a time, and with their parents one ata

time. I think we have cometo the conclusion that we are not willing to

subscribe to very many sweeping generalizations. For example, whatis

cognitive or what we talk about as that might not be entirely cognitive.

What wefound, for example, are thingslike this: that boys maydiffer

from girls on whether they want to be identified as gifted, and further-
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more they differ dramatically, depending on what kind of community
they live in. Where they live, what the social context is, all these kinds of
things have a lot to do with what we are likely to see them doing, what
their performances show, and what kind of style they develop. To me,
style is enormously important, but it is not cognitive,strictly.

ANASTASI: I want to follow up on that point and also on some-
thing Dr. Stanley said. I used the term “cognitive style” because it is
common in the literature. I completely agree that the term may be
misleading; I think this responsestyle is probably more than 50 percent
noncognitive.

To follow up the question about Einstein, I think one point that we
might lose track of—andthis fits in with Dr. Sanborn’s point about the
importance of the individual and his situational context—is that perhaps
we would not have been impressed with Einstein as a child. Perhaps the
thing that determined whether he eventually becameso successful or not
was something that happened between the time when he was twelve and
the time whenhe was twenty. In other words, you cannotpredict with 100
percent certainty from what youseein the child, becausethereis going to
be an effect of what happensto him in the intervening years; andhisfinal
success is a productofall that happens to him.It is not just something
that you can predict with 100 percent accuracy when a personis twelve
years old.

P. SEARS: I wouldlike to Suggest that we have heard that mathe-
maticians often like to be solitary and have few friends. We have also heard
that the gifted child needs a warm relationship with people within the
school. I will just suggest, because no one can prove me wrong,that
Einstein would not have liked, as a boy, a warm relationship.

WARD: As a matter of fact, if I remember correctly from his
autobiographical sketches, Einstein indicated just this preference for
individual absorption. His phrasing was aboutlike this: “I am a horse for
single harness, built neither for tandem nor team work.” And,he did not
want “warm”relationships.

P. SEARS: He did the abstract.
WARD):Yes. I believe his observations indicated exactly what you

were suggesting—that despite the extraordinarily warm compassion he
felt for all mankind (reminiscent of Erikson’s “my kind—mankind”), he
did not want warmrelationships even with members of his own family. I
trust that I am recalling his sentiments faithfully, and if so, both
observations are important.

PARKER:I want to speak to the point of something happening
between 12 or 15 or so. I am thoroughly convinced, and maybeI will be
proved wrong in the course of time, that it is what happens very much
earlier to these kids that makes the difference between the survivors and
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the nonsurvivors. I happen to be a parentof twobrilliant children. I can

look at them and see the difference between what has happened to our

brilliant children versus the learning-disabled child. Maybe I am jumping

the gun on this. I think we very seriously need research. Stanley in his

papers has told us over and over aboutkids from the sixth grade onward,

but I feel we have to go back. Our knowledge of learning and develop-

ment is very shaky. We have to go back and do some vigorous, statisti-

cally based studies, and get samples, controls, and everything to find out

whether or not there can be somethingveryearly in life to help us predict.

Maybeif this child is helped, he can survive instead of going under, and

he maybe the one whogets through.I don’t feel that we can start with age

twelve.

ALBERT: What happenedto Einstein between twelve andsixteenis

that he had been thinking aboutrelativity and had sort of met a dead-end

and then had a tutor—which makesit very relevant to our program—who

presented him with books dealing with relativity in the early stage. That

wasreally the breakthrough.

The other thing which happened to him quite early was that his father

gave him a compass. After that, he was fascinated by the interdependence

of physical laws. This went on in his head to the point whererelativity

became a concept. Hesaid at one point that he had the concept without

the word, and he had the word after he hadthe tutor. I think there is a lot

of relevance to what you are doing with these potentials.

GINSBERG: I want to react rather emotionally, I guess, to the

concept of the child being killed in the wombby a pushyparent, and I

would like to say two things.

Numberone, the parentis the child’s first teacher, and therefore has

great impact. And numbertwo,all parents love their children first and are

pushy second. What we probably need as well as a lot of research is

increased parent awareness andtraining. We need to take the emphasis

out of the school and at least keep it in the homefor those years when the

children are still at home and the schoolis secondaryin their lives. That

happens muchlater.

PAGE: I would like to pick up on the comment made by Gowan

when we began, whichis related to what we are saying here. He wanted to

classify the investigators of the gifted under a category called humanistic

psychologists. I wish he were here to defend himself, because I still am not

clear on his categories. The definitions seemedcircular.

However, I do want to argue against the view that science should not

dehumanize. It seems exactly the process of dehumanizing something

rather than humanizingit. It is a matter of observing things in a global

kind of way and abstracting from that and ultimately, we hope, moving

toward notjust a verbal abstraction, but a symbolic abstraction ofit, and

this is what we think of as scientific law.
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This seems to be true on twolevels. One,in studyingcreativityitself,
it seems to me weare missing the point badly if we mush it up with words
like “humanistic.” We are closer to the mark if we follow the research
talked about and described by Michael and others and look at the
personalities of the people. Virgil Ward’s comments about Einstein are
certainly relevant.

Persons such as Einstein are, so far as scienceis concerned, rather
queerbirds, and I think we are missing the point if we don’t acknowledge
that. I would take exception with the idea that the first thing we notice
aboutthe gifted is that they are human beings. I would saythatis the last
thing that really differentiates them from other people.

It seems to me that the secondlevel at which we must dehumanizeis
the level of the creative activities. That is to say, if we are interested in
science, we need to take this process and look for the mechanism init,
look exactly for the inhumanaspectof it—that is, what goes oninsidethis
gap of whatis called incubation or the other “black boxes” which we have
talked about, and later we can consider some processes towardthat.

SANBORN: I have one reaction. | agree very strongly with the
notion that, especially in our attempts to do formative studies, we often
lose sight of the individuals about whom weare talking. We deal with
abstractions. I nevertheless believe the human quality of the gifted child is
enormously important as a major meansof understanding gifted children
as well as others.

At Wisconsin we have dealt entirely with adolescents.It is interesting
to me to notice how often they give us almost textbook descriptions of
things that are supposedly going on during adolescence. If you read ado-
lescent psychology textbooks,the delightful thing about the youngsters we
have worked with is that they are able to articulate and talk about
issues in their lives which are what I would call adolescentissues. Maybe
one of the waysthat they differ from other children their own age is that
they can talk so lucidly about whatis going oninside themselves, but I
don’t think whatis going oninsideis all that much different from many
other people their age and in their situation.

PAGE: I think we can agree that they are human beings. I think we
can also agree that what distinguishes them from other human beingsis
not their humanness but rather strange qualities. I will quote from the
Michael quote of the Taylor and Barron summary,and I will just pick out
those things which make them seem obviously less than warm.

One, “manipulations involving things rather than people.” Two, “a
distant or detached attitude in interpersonal relations,” and a “preference
for intellectually challenging situations rather than socially challenging
ones... .”

“A liking for method, precision, exactness, a preference for, among
other things, isolation in dealing with a fact .. . a dislike of personally
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toned controversy . . .a control of impulse amounting almost to overcon-

trol. .. . Relatively little talkativeness, gregariousness, impulsiveness

.

. .

a lack of abstract thinking . . . rejection of group pressures . . . elegance

in explanation... .”

I submit that none of those are traits which make them just folks.

STANLEY: Wehad the youth panel in front of us last night and it

wasinteresting. I know a great deal about those youngsters. For some we

have a folder two inches thick, and for others at least an inch thick. We

have such things as personality scores for the group. The boys in our

study, including those on the panel, tend (particularly on Eysenck’s

personality inventory) to be low on extroversion and low on neuroticism.

There were perhaps only one or two boys on the panel who probably

don’t fit that stereotype of the scientist fairly well. Last night, Mike, a

sixteen-year-old physics major junior at Johns Hopkins who entered

when he wasfourteen, responded only once or twice, and then only when

called on. Now, Mikeis not bashful, timid, or shy, he is just not voluble.

So because Gene didn’t know the panel well enough to ask Mikepoints,

Mike said nothing more. Evenin that group,an especially personable and

effective group, you have pretty much the stereotype of the achieving

scientist—somewhatintroverted butstable.

GETZELS: We keep thinking of the gifted as somehow the “quiz

kids” who are “queer kids.” They are not queer; they are human in a

unique sense.In this sense I suspect they are the very best kind of human

beings. It is appropriate for them to be that way. It is appropriate, for

example, for an artist to spend eighteen or twenty hours by himself in a

studio; he is not prepared to do other more gregarious things. It is no

more queer for him to be that way thanit is, say, for dentists to be stoop-

shouldered.

Having stooped shoulders does not make him, how shall I say,

inhuman. Theartist’s being alone and really finding his expression that

way rather than in some other way does not make him queer. It makes

him unique. It doesn’t make him bizarre. It certainly does not, I hope,

make him inhuman.

SANBORN: You know, my reaction to that list of adjectives is that

for one small segment of the people whom wecall gifted, maybeitfits. I

don’t know whothe norm group wasthat these adjectives were meant to

describe, but they don’t describe the 3,500 kids we have been working

with in any general wayat all. Our research showsthat as a group, these

kids are highly active socially, they are highly active physically. Two-

thirds of the boys and about one-third of the girls are on varsity athletic

teams, which far exceeds the varsity participation of kids in general in

school. They are cheerleaders, they are social leaders, they are elected as

class presidents. They are involved in Sunday School teaching and just a

whole great variety of activities.
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Now within the group there are going to be some youngsters for
whom those adjectives would fit, but my concept of the gifted and
talented child does not lead meto think that thatis in any way adequate
as a general description.

P. SEARS: There is some confusion here between Scientists and
gifted.

SANBORN:I meanevenscientists.
P. SEARS: Youare talking about a large group ofgifted, talented

children, I presumeselected on a verbal intelligence test or artistic criteria.
SANBORN: There are a variety ofcriteria.
P. SEARS: You havegotall of this variety, and I think thisrelates to

Ellis Page’s point, scientists and mathematicians are a little different in
their modes of thought and their modes of reaction from a highly verbal
kid—from Winston Churchill, who incidentally was not highly verbal as a
child, but became so. But this is very different, and I think you are
overgeneralizing and also over-individualizing at the same time by saying
that there is a wide, wide variety. There are certain requirements in the
personalities for a scientist or a mathematician that other highly talented
people may not share whatsoever.

PATEL: There are several things that have been said I so much
wantedto react to. It seems that personality characteristics are constantly
being used asthecriteria for describing the gifted, but someofus here are
agreed that more than personality characteristics makes up whata person
1S.

I would prefer to think of it in terms oflife Style, not just cognitive
style, but life style which is made up of many, many more components,
and that successful people whoarenotscientists will not display onelife
style. I would like to suggest that that will take care of individual
differences and different patterns of success. Success, I would like to
submit, is not a composite factor. It is a profile. It can be seen as a profile
of several factors, and if we lookatit that way, we can lookatit as several
subsets of profiles. If we begin to think of success in terms of subsets of
profiles, trying to match these together, I think we may be able to get a
clearer picture of development from the point of view of integration.

LERNER:I wantto pull together what Dr. Patel and Mrs. Ginsberg
said. It suggests two things:thefirst being a need for research. I think we
need research that above and beyond the personality and the internal
aspects also gets at these externalaspects.It isn’t all inside,it is outside as
well, which suggests the need for research. The technique for research
needs to get out into the community, into the living space, into where
these life styles are happening and the pulling together of whatis being
seen, especially in 1975. Maybe we mightnot think thatthis guy whosits
aloneis queer, but I bet his peers would, you see. We needto find this out,
which gets us into a footnote here. This is to what degree, for instance,
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ethnicity, the whole factor of ethnicity, bears on gifted and talented

people. We haveideas. I don’t know how much research we have. Here we

will probably touch on whythere are so few talented and gifted black

children. We have them, certainly, but in comparison to other ethnic

groups—Chinese, Jewish people, Greeks, etc.—we just don’t know the

answers. We may have ourprejudices andideas. I think we need toget out

of the laboratories and into where thelife styles are taking place, so I

suggest a need for research and a possible technique for research.

WELSH: Yousaid not to make any speeches, but may I use the

blackboard?

STANLEY: Go ahead.

WELSH:It seems to me that what we need is a paradigm[seefigure

10.1]. Whether with empirical research it turns out to be adequateornot,

I think we have a way of organizing some of the concepts, personality,

style, interest, personal characteristics, traits of behavior, ways of dealing

with the world, etc. What I have proposed at some length, and I will

simply profile it here, is two basic general personality dimensionsthat |

think are more akin to the concept of style or temperamentthan anything

else. One, a horizontal dimension that I call intellectence, differentiates

the people at one end whoareinterested in concrete, literal, pragmatic

ways of dealing with the world. At the other end of this dimension are

those whoare interested in abstractions, conceptual, and symbolic ways

of dealing with the world. The other dimension,the vertical dimension,

which I call origence, differentiates those who are more at homein and

like a structured kind of situation from those at the other end, who wantit

unstructured, if we can use that word, as an open end. You can see where

the situation enters and mathematicians fall. They fall here in the lower

right quadrant of the figure. There are all kinds of evidence from the

IPAR group andothers. [For details, see chapter 9 in this volume. |]

I think this is where we get the problem that somehow they are not

human. I think they are impersonal in the sense that, say, psychologists

are, who tend to fall around here (between upper and lower right

quadrants). They deal with people as objects when they are dealing with

psychology. It doesn’t mean that weare then talking abouttheir relations

with their friends—that they are some kind of inhuman people who would

exploit them. As a matter of fact, the exploiters fall up in this corner

(upper left quadrant). At any rate, in termsof the style I have used an

alliteration to refer to this type as the imaginative (upperleft quadrant),

this as the intuitive (upper right), this as the industrious (lowerleft), and

this as the intellective (lower right).

The industrious person can get a great deal done by hard work and

application; the intuitive one by letting his mind go and not being bound

by restraints; the imaginative one, well, it comes from the unconscious
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Fig. 10.1. Welsh’s two-dimensional model for personality study

and there it is; and the intellective one by cognizing in a symbolic and

orderly way, and this is where the mathematiciansfall, here.
One final thing, and I will stop. The problem I think is that people

keep thinking of creativity as a single dimension. They think of it as a
continuum, in which the more the better. What I argueis, depending on
what you do, what you wantto do, and the situation in which you find
yourself, the person whois relatively higher on these two dimensions will
be the more creative, moreoriginal. If he is a banker, he falls here (lower
left). The creative banker will be relatively higher than the rest of the
bankers, but he won’t be as high in his dimensionsas anartist.
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GETZELS: This is very pretty. lam struck by the applicability of the

modelto the longitudinal study of artists I have been doing. The use that

different types of art students make of their similar technical talents

depends very much ontheir personality and values. Thatis, students who

have a need for structure tend to go into commercial art and those who

prefer to workin unstructured situations go intofine art, so that although

one cannotdifferentiate commercial art students and fine art students by

technical skill—they are equally fine draftsmen—they can be differen-

tiated on a structured—-unstructured dimensionlike origence.

PAGE: Whatis the spine of that? You said—

WELSH:I use the term “origence” because some of my early work

was done on originality with Frank Barron and uses the Barron-Welsh

art scale for the origence axis.

PAGE: O-r-i-g-e-n-c-e?

WELSH:Yes, that implies an on-going activity. The horizontal axis

was the scores on Terman’s Concept Mastery Test. Then I got personality

characteristics for the four types generated by these two independent

dimensions, analyzing the adjective checklist, the Minnesota Multiphasic

Personality Inventory, and the Strong Vocational Interest Blank.

PAGE: Do I understand that origence is the same dimension as

structured—unstructured?

WELSH:Yes, the low of origence refers to interest in structure,

regularity, rules, system, etc., and it opens up at the high end oforigence.

LERNER:There is something to that from this point of view.If you

move into the structure area, again thinking of thousands of kids and

thousands of tests, why are kids structured? Are you moving into some

organic basis or parentalinfluence? I think of someoftheart institutes in

Maryland or the Rhode Island School of Design, which are unstructured.

I will bet you two to one if you look into the case records of the kids you

will find something in the behavioral aspect that wants them to beat the

traces and become unstructured.

All Iam suggesting again is that this seems to impinge ona life-style

aspect, which suggests another item. Do we nottherefore need to move in

a sociological direction? I am not knowledgeable enough to know in

terms of the research. Are we suggesting a need now to moveinto a kind

of marriage with a sociological framework whereby we begin to under-

stand this? For instance, medical sociologyis a relatively new field and the

sociologists are getting into the medical area andare finding they can help

medicine by somekind of a sociological approach. How muchcan wefind

out if we move in this direction?

WARD:If I may add—the concept of the sociology of knowledge

seemsscarcely to be understood among educators. Some kind of generali-
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zation, of abstraction uponthe epistemological base in allthis paralleling
whatthe child is and needs, it seems to me, 1s an essential consideration
here also.

ANASTASI: I like the two-dimensional pattern very much, but I
would still add a third dimensiontoit.

WELSH: I am working onthat.
ANASTASI: I would say the third dimensionis what others might

call cognitive style but I prefer to call work habits; or what others call
reflective versus impulsive, and I would like to call superficial versus
subtle. Reflective persons delve deeply into something, stay with it,
narrow their focus. The impulsives respond quickly, superficially, over a
wider area. I think we can describe it better by calling it thorough (or
deep, or subtle) versus superficial; but thereis a very important dimension
there.

WELSH: I can’t develop it in all details, but my model delves in
terms of the global to the surface, to the depth, and so on.If you take the
upper corner, the imaginative corner up there is a global, diffused kind of
way of dealing with things. As you move across the top, you go into a
depth where you have a synthesis of what seemsto be an open-ended kind
of thing. Einstein, for example, brought order into what had before been
diffuse. The unrelated detailed is at the lower left-hand corner; these are
arranged in pattern relationships in the other corner. You can deal with
cognitive style that way in termsof transition from oneto the other.

PARKER: I am getting uncomfortable because there are so many
categories that kids can be divided into. Our experience is that they are
whole persons. Now, you know in the disciplines we are finding people
who are wanting to bring things together. We have a person in Arcadia
who I think is interested in universal studies. He set up a whole
department where kids can take courses in math, science, history, bring
them all together, and try to synthesize, because we need universal people
in this world. Our problemsare no longer simple enough to be dealt with
by one person whois specializing in the tree or the leaf. He doesn’t know
enough about the world around him.

Wehave here a small group of kids who might be capable of the kind
of universality. If we look back into their origins, one of the things we
know aboutlittle kids is they don’t split up until they are

a

little older.
Whenyou lookat little kids, our informationtells us little kids are not
differentiated by math orscience or verbal and nonverbal.

KEARNEY:I wanted to relate a commentthat Dr. Gell-Mann of
Cal Tech made whenspeaking to a parent group in ourdistrict one time.
One of the parents asked him what he felt had been most beneficial to
him, and hesaid, having parents and teachers who knew when to lend
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support and whento get out of the way. In reaction to your comment

about values, Texas Institute devised a value test a short while back. They

used it in placing personnel with managerial groups so they don’t clash.

I tested 150 of the gifted high school students and 150 of the students

at the other end ofthe scale, the students who werein the remedialclasses.

I found that the gifted were almost always in the manipulative category

—where they like to control the world, not necessarily Machiavellhianly,

but tried to control the situation they werein.

At the other end of the scale, I found ghetto leaders in exactly the

same categories. They had the same responses. I thought it was very

interesting that we had practically no gifted children who fell in the highly

structured end of the scale where they really wanted to end up being

controlled, where they wanted to go into a fundamentalistic situation.

Ouralternative schoolis about one-third gifted. I think they try to control

their world. I don’t know whatits validity is, but it was an interesting

attempt to see what would happen.

STANLEY:I don’t want to choke off this discussion, but getting

back for a moment to Mrs. Parker’s real concern for some kind of

wholeness in the child, all of us rememberoverthe years the big argument

about whetherearly generalability differentiated into special abilities at a

later age. Betty Hagen did a study of this around 1949. Jerry Doppelt did

one, also. Henry Garrett madethis the topic of his presidential address to

the American Psychological Association. But it doesn’t seem to me with

the limited experience I have had with mathematically talented youth who

are quite young that this necessarily applies to these gifted youngsters.

They do seem to be pretty strongly differentiated fairly early. I think

Thurstone found that for samples of preschoolers. What we don’t knowis

the form of development of each of the various abilities of the primary

mental abilities or Wechsler intelligence test sort. Some develop quite

differently from one individual to another. Nancy Bayley’s work seems

appropriate, showing that we don’t have very good prediction of general

intelligence from age two to age eight, but we do from (for example) age

two to age two and one-half. By the time one gets to age six or seven,

intelligence sort of settles down and becomespredictable. I won't feel

comfortable in the gifted area with any concept of an undifferentiated

child six or eight years old.

PARKER: | agree with you.It is the little kids I refer to. The reason

I brought this up is that I have a very great concern if we are somehow

socializing into bright-kid differentiations. I am only asking the question,

and I appreciate what you said. I don’t meanit in the sense of a single

thing at all, but I mean it morein the sense of a breadth and a depth that

has not yet been channeled by someof the things wefind in the literature,

when we ask the people what happened to you to make youa physicist,
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mathematician, and so on.If there were some way we could preserve—we
are going to get back into general words, global, universal, or wide-coverage aspect—a brilliant child is what I am talking about now.If we
could preserve that, we might bring a more Renaissance-type man to
attack the kinds of interdisciplinary problems we havein the world today,
with a kind of mind that we are no longer producing. Wereally are getting
the tree thinned out.

STANLEY: You may be implying the possibility of having an
Erasmusinstead of an Einstein and I don’t] just don’t know.It doesn’t
seem, certainly in the scientific field, that this much breadth and depth
both are any longer usable. Obviously, a person can attack a particular
problem from all vantage points with an interdisciplinary team. But to
create in one cortex all of the qualities that are needed seemsto be, you
know, unprofitable, an unlikely way to go about things. You may have
unique synthesizers, politicians, and so on, but the idea that we should try
to make a universal man out of one person isn’t appealing to me,
somehow.

HANCOCK: I have no professional expertise at all, but I have
always understood that mathematical and musical talents often go
together. Isn’t the extreme musical talent obviousat one and one-half or
two, some of them composingatthree, this sort of thing? [This question
did not get an answer. The answer seemsto be “Yes,” even though there
may never have been a single individual who was both a musical and a
mathematical genius. Among Dr. Stanley’s talented youth there are
several who could be excellent performers in either area. One at age
sixteen was the top high school composerofclassical music in the nation.]

ALBERT:Eric wasvery differentiatedat six. I think we havea living
model there. I have a question for you, Dr. Getzels, and that is, where
would you put the fact that most creative people seem to have a capacity
to be alone and work alone more than others and that they show this
early? I don’t find it in any of the quadrants. I find it as a common
denominator. You were speaking of that earlier.

GETZELS: It puzzles me. The question is the chicken or the egg.
Thatis, are the creative artists and scientists personalistically first loners,
and therefore they immediately disregard certain kinds of occupations,
vocations, whatever their talents are? That is, because they have to be
alone, they are not therefore going to besalespersons, for example. Or,
the other way around,since they havethistalent that they wantto express
which requires being alone, therefore they must be alone; if they don’t
want to be alone, they cannot express their talent and therefore must
slight it. I have no way of knowing that, because by the time the art
students have cometo art schoolto present a portfolio of stuff, they are
already in fact alone and not in the queer sense alone. There is no great
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painting, anymore than a great poem, that has ever been done by a

committee. In this sense it is hard to say that if they are going to dothis,

going to be a poet, or a purescientist, or something of that sort, they can

be anything except loners.

ALBERT: I know of only one paper, by a British psychiatrist, that

has dealt with this point.

R. SEARS:I just wanted to add onelittle item to support your art

argument and Albert’s comment. In the last few years I have been

working rather extensively with modern novelists from a biographical

standpoint, and the one thing that stands out so terribly characteristic of

them is that they have been alone, and alone almost from birth. None of

them, not one that I know of whois a nineteenth- or twentieth-century

novelist, has ever grown up even in a large family. It is small families or

else isolated within the family.

GETZELS: If I may make one more comment about the small

family orisolation in the family, this is true also of the fine arts students.

Whatis interesting also—we have heard this several times from several

sources, a thing that puzzles me a great deal since I have no theoretical

view in which to encompass the observation—is the gifted oldest son or

oldest child phenomenon.It may very well be, to go back to Mrs. Parker’s

comment, that there is a period in which the gifted child grows up alone.

At a very important early period ofhis life, he is either with adults or

alone in the family.

ANASTASI: It is my hypothesis that their solitariness is closely

linked with the reflective and thorough work style. To me that is a

dimension.

May I add a footnote to the questionof the differentiation of abilities

with age? There is a fair amount of evidence from the factor-analytic

literature that differentiation is not associated with age per se. It is

associated with any condition that makesfor a high level of development

in the ability in question. Many conditions have been investigated in this

connection, such as socioeconomiclevel, cultural differences, amount and

kind of education, and occupational experience. There are even drug

studies showing that, as performance level is depressed, performance

becomes more generalized, or dedifferentiated. In general, differentiation

in any cognitive domainis associated with a highlevel of performance in

that domain (Anastasi 1970). This would fit in with your gifted children

being more differentiated than normals at an early age.

LERNER:This is probably going to be emotional, maybenoton the

topic but will hinge on Mrs. Parker’s statement. I agree with Dr. Stanley

that at this point Erasmusis dead. We can’t be Erasmus because knowledge

has exploded and you are going to spend a wholelifetime studying the left
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part ofthe right side of sometriangle. Yet, some place along the line, we
have got to do something with our approach to knowledge as we know it.
Maybethis is a whole new study, a whole new discipline itself, which pulls
together the myopic aspect that we all get locked into. Departmentsin
universities don’t talk to each other because they don’t understand each
other, except that you now haveinterdisciplinary work.

Well, I would like to see us at least think about moving in that
direction, because I thinkit is the only way we are going to survive. We
are going to fall apart if we don’t.

WARD: This gentleman [Lerner] has a propensity for exciting me
somehow orother, and I wantto bring it over again to the sociology of
knowledge, and to Professor Stanley’s doubts (relating to Mrs. Parker’s
thought) that the Renaissance manis a viable concepttoday. I have long
been fond of a work which I can scarcely read with understanding, i.e.,
the two-volume /nternational Encyclopedia of Unified Science (Neurath,
Carnap, and Morris 1955), which is not exactly a “whole earth cata-
logue,” but rather a work which in the contemporary period undertakes
something of the holistic and integrative view of knowledge, which
interested the eighteenth-century Encyclopedists. Another marvelous
workis that of Margenau andhis colleagues, entitled Integrative Princi-
ples of Modern Thought (Margenau 1972). There are only about twelve
chapters in the Margenau volume, one on mathematics, as I remember;
one on thelife sciences, the physical sciences, and so on. Now boththese
extraordinary intellectual attainments suggest to me an epistemological
depth and breadth which is entirely proper as an objective in the
differential education of gifted youth. And such works may indeed
represent a contemporary compromise between the tenuous prospect of
knowing everything, to the more realistic curricular potentiality of
representing in a useful and manageable way the entire range of human
inquiry.

HAIER: I have a theoretical question that might be appropriate.
Klaus Riegel at the University of Michigan and others have written about
dialectical reasoning. I wonder whether what would distinguish the
creative from noncreative within this highly select group mightbe the fact
that although they all are very good at abstract thinking, only some of
them will have dialectical reasoning ability. I wonder if anyone whohas
had experience with a gifted child has noticed a special ability to see
inherent contradictions or whatis called dialectical thinking, and whether
or not that may berelated to creativity.

MICHAEL: Thatis a hypothesis. It seems reasonable on the surface.
I don’t know of evidence on that. Some of the people who worked on
formal operations processes, disjunctive sets, may have somethingto say
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on that. Copeland downin Florida was working a bit in thatfield,at least

tangentially. I don’t know much more than that. Does anyone know if

there are psychometric tests to get what they call—

WELSH: No. Let me respond. I don’t mean to dwell on this,

although I would like to, but empirically I have found that students who

fall in the upper part of the high origence are better able to see things

relationally that other people see as distinct and separate. They are able to

see ways of bridging them. I don’t know of any formaltests. I think we

can probably devise oneto get at this type of thing. You can observeit in

the student, at any rate.

GETZELS: This is a good breaking point for the recess.

[Recess]

GETZELS: Dr. Pauline Sears is leaving shortly, and I think that we

ought to take this opportunity to ask her to say something notjust about

the women in the Terman study but about the status of the study as a

whole—howfar it has to run, and perhaps both Pat and Bob Sears may

respond to any questions.

P. SEARS:I will say something first because I have run into several

misconceptions about the men. I told you there have been nine contacts

over the fifty years. Every time the men have been surveyedas well as the

women, and a lot of this has been published. It has been published up

through the ’60 survey [See Melita H. Oden’s 1968 Genetic Psychology

Monograph.] It just happens that we haven’t had time to analyze the data

on the men yet. Dr. Robert Hogan from the Psychology Departmenthere

at Hopkins, with whom just talked, made a very interesting suggestion.

Wehave been hearing a lot about men going into a demandingprofession

or business at a rather early age, competingfirst with a lot of pressure,

and then at age forty-five or fifty deciding that they have lost out ina

broad sense in life and going off to a desert island or to build a log cabin

or something like this.

On the other hand, for many of our women,it wasfirst marriage and

children and then at age thirty-five or so deciding they have lost out on

another aspect of life, which is professional work. The suggestion 1s to

chart the men and womenthroughoutthese different age periods, changes

in occupations, and so on. That is an interesting idea: men and women

surveyed at the same age but with different past experiences.

R. SEARS: Just a word as to the present status of the study. Dr.

Getzels was saying perhaps people would like to know where westand.

We had this last follow-up, from which Pat derived these three conse-

quent variable measuresonlife style for the women. We will do essentially

the same thing, but of course with different definitions, because they have

to be different for the men. It just happens that Lee J. Cronbach andI,

who had agreed to do the study of the men on the general subject of
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retirement, have been tied up with other things and are only just now
getting free. Pat had more time available, so she went to work on the
women and did the study that was reported here. We hopeto get started
sometime later this year on the work with the men (Sears 1977).

The present status of the data is such thatit can go public eventually,
and I think before too long. We are now coding everything that was coded
from 1921 on. I don’t know how manyvariables there will turn outto be.
I would guess somewhere around 2,000 to 3,000. This will all go ontoa
tape—anonymously, of course—with case numbers, and will be available
for responsible investigators. We will have to have some kind of local
committee to determine whois a responsible investigator. In the mean-
time, if people do have the kind of interesting ideas that Dr. Hogan has
just expressed to Mrs. Sears and want to write to us and propose
investigations, we will be more than happy to beresponsiveto this.

I don’t think this tape is going to be ready muchbefore spring, but—
BARBEE:Dr.Sears, I just fainted; 2,000 variables, 1,528 cases!
R. SEARS: Actually, the problem is not quite as serious as that. As

many as 80 percent of the variables don’t have to be recoded. They are on
cards at an appropriate place. They will be put on the tape. The study
Started in 1921. The only kind of machinery available then was the old
hand-type machine. A lot of stuff was put on cards. You can imagine
what a madhousethesefiles actually are, but fear not, they will be ready
within the next year, I hope.

GETZELS: Thank you both, very, very much.
[Professors Pauline and Robert Sears depart. |]

MICHAEL: Did I interpret them to say they are looking for people
to help?

STANLEY: There seem to be two points. One was that they would
welcome suggestions about what they might do themselves in terms of
studying certain areas. For instance, Pat Sears said that shewill take Bob
Hogan’s idea and do something withit.

The other point is that they would welcome proposals from persons
like us to do studies of our own. They would screen such requesters and
give the acceptable ones permission and lend them the tape. Is that
correct?

GETZELS: I think that’s correct.
STANLEY: Very, very good.It is the first time Iam aware of, except

for limited use by Schneidman (1971) of data about suicides in the
Terman group,that they have everlet anybody haveanyof this informa-
tion. I may be wrong. I have never heard or seen anything of that sort
before, in terms of opening up the data.

MICHAEL: It would seem to methat you would need to know what
variables they had and which ones they had access to, which ones they
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weren't going to report. I know you could get some of this by reading the

past volumes.

STANLEY: They will probably have a list of some kind.

MICHAEL: I suspect if you went up and talked to them for an hour

or two you could get a pretty good idea.

GETZELS: The examination of their information blanks would give

you someideas of the kinds of data they have in the files.

Are there any other comments regarding the Terman project? May

we then return to where we were just before we stopped. The issue was

being raised that thinkingis not just convergent-divergent but some other

kind of thing which you called—

HAIER: Dialectical.

GETZELS: I think Dr. Michael was respondingto it.

MICHAEL: I think all I said was that the hypothesis seemed to be a

reasonable one and I was beginning to wonder whether people who had

worked in the study of cognition haven’t treated this problem. I was

thinking there is a man named Copelandat one ofthe Florida universi-

ties, the one in Boca Raton—

STANLEY: Florida Atlantic?

MICHAEL: Florida Atlantic, who has endeavored to translate

many concepts into methodsand teaching in mathematics. It seems to me

he touched on related topics, so I am sure work of this nature has been

going on. But I am not well informed on it.

ALBERT: I was going to say I think Dr. Getzels has done a study

that relates to problem spotting in creative people. I wonderif you could

describe it. It seems to me weare talking about seeing a gap and following

it up.

GETZELS: That is what Ellis Page and | were talking about during

the break, so perhaps he will comment.

MICHAEL: Thereis sensitivity to problems, about being able to

spot problems’?

PAGE: In a way. It has to do—Dr. Getzels was talking about

it—with asking the right question instead of giving the right answer, and I

was discussing with him some work which is going on now, of which

psychologists seem relatively unaware. This work is in the field of

artificial intelligence (AI).

Now, at MIT,there has been for some time a laboratory of artificial

intelligence. Marvin Minskyis the headofit and if you wish to bone up in

this area you can look at his works, largely ones he has edited. For

instance, he has one about semantic information processing, which 1s

marvelous. It is a collection of doctoral dissertations in artificial intelli-

gence, where people have been representing the world in certain ways.
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Another source you can lookfor is the work of our fellow psycholo-
gist, Herbert Simon, and his colleagues at the Carnegie—Mellon Univer-
sity in Pittsburgh. You are aware that he has studied game playing at
length in simulation, and simulation and AI have a lot to do with each
other. It seems to me that these two areas are places in which there has been
real attention to what wetend to treat as a “black box”in discussing the
gifted. That is, what happens when oneis presented with a problem and
What the period of “incubation” could mean.

One of the characteristics of the solutions from AI or from a related
field of operationsresearchis that they tendto, they wish to, optimize some
dimension ofvalue.

Curiously enough, psychologists can talk forever about problem
solving without realizing that what they are doing is optimizing a
dimension of value. They are coming outfor a solution that will satisfy
certain needs or desires. This can be expressed, and has been expressed in
the work in AI, operations research, and computer simulation of game
playing as a dimension of value. Therefore, I think we need to pay
attention to what values are being optimized, whatthe criteria of good
solutions are, and then how these may be achieved.

It is rather astonishingthatthereis this field of operationsresearch,for
instance, which has concentrated on exactly a set of well-developed
mathematical models for optimizing such things, and that these have not
been applied yet to research onthe gifted, at least in any great degree. For
example, as I look over the Rossman model, which struck me as very
desirable, they start out with some observation of a met difficulty, and the
AI people start out with a statement of a verbal problem. Their models
are so well developed that they actually print out ona computer. They are
not just verbal circularities. You start with, say, a verbal problem. This
verbal problem is parsed into deep structure, parsed into a symbolic,
logical representation sometimesin the predicate calculus.

There is then an algebraic transformation of this problem, a state-
ment of the desired solution. Then the question is raised, Is the solution
available? and there is a consultation of some problem-solution matrix.
You can imagine the problemsto be the rows and thesolutions to be the
columns.If the answeris yes, a solution is available, you will go to a later
step, seven. If it is no, you go to the next step. The next step is: Can you
divide the problem into subproblems? If the answeris yes, you do so,
divide it. If the answer is no, you examine it with failure; the problem is
unsolvable. If the answeris yes and you have dividedit into subproblems,
then you take the first subproblem,is the solution available? You consult
the problem-solving matrix. If yes, you go to seven, wewill say; if no, you
go backto five. Seven is the last step, are you finished with the problem?
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Yes, examine it with success; if no, go back to step four, the solution

available to the problem it presents.

One thing they use is something called a push-downstore, where you

put the major problems. The top problem isin first. If that is solvable,

you solve it, your stack is empty, you have success. If not, you divide that

into subproblems, put the subproblemsin the stack. You solve those one

at a time. As those are solved, the first one lifts and you getthat. If not,

you keep adding, dividing the problems until finally you reach an

impasse, in which case you can’t empty the stack and you are out. There

are models available from these nonpsychologists, extremely bright

people who are in this field of artificial intelligence. And, of course, |

don’t mean to be so parochial as to suggest MIT as the only homeof such

things; AI is being studied all over the country now.

MICHAEL: Also in Wales and Scotland.

PAGE: Yes, there has been a marked amount of work in it in

Edinburgh.
GETZELS: If I might add to this from a somewhatdifferent point of

view. I don’t know of any model of either creative work or problem

solving that does not begin with a problem thatis already given. In the

Rossman, Wallas, or Dewey models, there is alwaysa situation in which a

problem is presented, is formulated. Then begins the real work of solving

it, and the steps are clear.
There are hundreds of papers and experiments on problem solving,

but I know almost no empirical paper or experiment on problem finding,

on how one goes from a dilemma or indeterminate situation, to use a

Dewey term,to a stated problem. And to quote Einstein, the formulation

of a problem is often more essential than its solution, since once the

problem is formulated, the solution, and I quote him, may be merely a

matter of mathematical or technical skill. It is this part of the thinking

process—the formulation of problems—that we know verylittle about.

Let me give an instance of the relation between how a problem is

formulated and the quality of the solution that is reached. A car is

traveling on a lonely rural road and blowsa tire. The people look in the

trunk and discoverthere is no jack. They pose the problem: Where can we

get a jack? They rememberthatfive miles back they had passed a gasoline

station and they begin walking back to get a jack. Seems a reasonable

thing to do. While they are gone, a car comingthe other way also blows a

tire, and its people also discover they don’t have a jack. They look

around,see a deserted barn at the side of the road with a pulley for lifting

bales of hay. They movethe car to the barn, lift the car on the pulley,

change thetire, and drive off.
Weare likely to say: What a clever solution. We should say: What a

clever problem. Thefirst ones formulated their dilemmainto the problem:
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Where can weget a jack? The second ones formulated the same dilemma
into the problem: How can welift the car? In the formulation of the
problemis all the difference as to the kind of solution that will be reached
(Getzels 1975). It is about this aspect of thinking and creativity that we
knowverylittle.

PAGE: Could I relate that as we did before? In the structure that ]
was talking about, if you start with an overall goal, such as I want to drive
the car, can I drive it? No. Then I divideit into a subproblem,the wheelis
bad, and so on. You keep dividing it. When a solution is impractical to
solve at a low level, then one goes to a higherlevel, and, in fact, you do
reach automatically the more important overreaching question: Can I lift
the car?

GETZELS: That is what I came to also if I worked with most
scientists. But this issue came to me when I was working with artists. You
watch them put things togetherin their studio and ask them what they are
doing, and they say they are creating a still-life problem. The difference
between the commercial artist and the fine artist is that when the
commercial artist walks into his studio he is given a problem. Some one
Says, would you draw an attractive corncob for a cereal box so that
people will buy it? Note that the problem is presented to him, and then he
goes through the steps you suggested with the presented problem as a
beginning.

The fine artist does not begin that way. Thefine artist walks into his
studio, and all that is there is a blank canvas. No one presents him witha
problem. He himself must formulate, create, the problem he will work on.
Someartists run out of problems and turn to canned problems—prob-
lems that are not original with them. Their work may be technically
proficient but not original or creative, like the copyist who makes a
perfect copy but cannot conceive an original problem to work on. And
that is the mystery: Howare original problems found and formulated?

STANLEY: We know weuse analysis a great deal, trying to reason
about how theartists and others work. Butin reading Eric Temple Bell’s
Men of Mathematics (Bell 1937), a fascinating volume about eminent
mathematicians who of course had a great deal of insight, it is obvious
that though many mathematicians created their own problems,a lot of
them were simply solving very difficult problems that equally good or
inferior mathematicians had formulated and that hadresisted solution for
many years.

So, although the art example is partly applicable, it would probably
be a bit simplistic to generalize from a humanistic framework, an art
frameworkorliterature framework, to a mathematics framework, with-
out entertaining the possibility that the solution, the creative solution, the
original pioneering of the whole area often is in the process of solving
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problems. The pointis that someliterary-oriented people thinking about

mathematics—I am nottalking about you, Jack, at all—will think, well,

solving the problem is only a technical skill.

GETZELS:It is like the discussion of creativity and intelligence.

People say they are different, which they obviously are not. They are

related. Problem finding and problem solving are also obviously related.

They are not dichotomous. To go back to Dr. Michael’s paper, thereis in

all models he presents—Rossman’s, Wallas’s, Dewey’s—the crucial step

—as if by magic the formulation of a problem. We study thinking

through problem solving by giving the person the problem heisto solve,

when really the more creative thing might very well have been the

thinking up of the problem rather than the solution afterward.

MICHAEL: We havethis in doctoral statements. I try to say to

students, if you could actually create a problem,that in itself would be a

dissertation.

GETZELS: You bet. That is why the most popular degree, although

people start for the Ph.D., is the A.B.D. All But Dissertation. No one

really fails courses any more in graduate school. They take eight or ten

hours of preliminary examinations in which we pose the problems.If they

don’t pass the first time, they do the second. They pass French, German.

They have been solving problemsright since the first grade. Now wesay,

you are ready, go out and formulate a problem, write a proposal on your

own problem. It is at this point that there is the greatest attrition, or

sometimes it takes them how long?

ANASTASI: Ten years.

STANLEY: May [ at this point in the symposium,because our time

is running out, make a soft pitch for a little more practical approach for

the rest of the time? I see some very practical people here, three of our

speakers and others. We professors like to act as academicians, as basic

researchers. But one of the things that Terman did not do in hisstudy,at

least half of the ones here havetried to do. That is intervene on behalf of

the intellectually gifted with techniques we already know to be useful to

understand some rather practical things about how to set up programs

that facilitate the development of the gifted. And maybe that would be

worth some ofthe rest of the symposium’s time.

MICHAEL: I am notquitesatisfied to let this go yet-—almost. I wish

you would put down,not today obviously, but in writing the distinction

here that you are trying to make. It almost seems to me as if we have

possibly convergent production versus divergent production of problem

formulation. I think this is something you and I might work on or think

about.

GETZELS: I would be glad to. If you know something, you sayit

succinctly. If you don’t, you go on andcircle the problem.
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MICHAEL: | alluded partly to this very concern this morning and I
got partly the idea from Julian in the note he wrote on the side of the
manuscript orin a letter, what about the elegantsolution in the process of
arriving at convergent production. Thatis the heartofit. I would like to
follow this up, not today but in the future.

GETZELS: Fine. May we turn, then, as Julian Suggested, to the
more practical aspects, and why don’t you posethe problem in this sense?

STANLEY: The problem is not so much to get practical as to focus
on intervention on behalf of the intellectually gifted to help them in ways
that are now knownbutseldom used.

HOCKING: I have an Ed.D. degree, which makes mefeel out of
it as far as everybody here is concerned. My Ed.D and dissertation
happen to be chiefly in the field of mathematics teacher education, and
for my dissertation research I did experimentation with student teachers
on cognitive style. Along with that Iam now ina position of supervising a
program in which teachers are teaching the gifted, and I am very much
concerned with what kind of teaching the gifted students need. I am
wondering has any research been done. Has anything been doneto say
what these students need? We havetalked about what they are and how to
identify them, and what to do with them. But has anybody doneit from
the viewpoint of need, that they need this to succeed in the world, notjust
to be defined to be creative in onelittle narrow thing?

KEARNEY: There have been somestudies, atleast pieces of which I
have seen that indicate someof the needsof the gifted. Oneof these at the
secondary level is that the teacher is not only actually an expertin the
field but has the characteristics that will allow him to put this information
across successfully. The expert whois brilliant in his field and cannot
communicate, does not have a good sense of humor, does not have a
willingness to step aside, does not have a willingness to allow experimen-
tation or open-ended questioning, probably isn’t going to succeed with
this group, at least not at the secondary level.

I think that, certainly at the elementarylevel, many characteristics of
the teachers have been identified. I am interpreting your question to be
the teacher talent because the needs are going to be academic needs that
vary from child to child. I think it is a characteristic of personality
frequently that is important in conveying information. There is a pa-
per—by May Seagoe?—thatsets forth the particular characteristics that
she feels are very important. Thereis also a questionnaire for teachers to
let them havea self-check to see whether or not they are the type of person
that will succeed in this program. I think one thing that stands out over
and over again is sense of humor and ability not to be threatened. The
children last night made this commentseveral times, that they can’t get
along in a classroom wherethe teacher feels threatened by them.
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FOX: I think Dr. Kearney covered all of the major points that I

would have made. The expertise of the teacher is important, butso alsois

the openness to respond to students’ questions. We have seen this

a

lot

where in the course of teaching a fast-paced kind of mathematics

program,the students pose questionsthat at that point in time are not in

the teacher’s lesson plans and are not in the textbook. The teacher

responds to what they are asking. I think a master teacher is here.

STANLEY: Twoof them.

FOX: Yes, Joe Wolfson and Dick McCoart, who have been very

successful with gifted mathematics students. I think they could tell us

what they do. There is probably a similarity.

McCOART: I think the best way to succeed with fast-paced students

is to have a class that has just finished having Mr. Wolfson as a teacher. |

found that no matter what I did, it was going to be a great success. The

students did very well in the course.

I think the main thing I did for them, which their high school teachers

couldn’t possibly do, is that I went at a pace it would be impossible to

keep up in a high school, at least in an average type of calculus class in

high school. I was able to go deeply into groups,in proofs, in fact in some

cases slightly more deeply than I go in my regular college course. Of

course, one reason for this is that I would be asked questions about

certain details that I wouldn’t even be asked by somecollege students. As

a matter of fact, I found myself doing

a

little bit of research on a couple of

topics to get prepared to finish answering the question the next week. But

I think of myself mainly as having been a pacesetter, and I think that for

the students, just being together and working with other brilliant stu-

dents, helped alot.

For instance, this year I have a student who is taking a calculus

course in independent study in high school, and being all alone, there is

nothing except the book to challenge him. I could easily see a situation

whereby no matter what the student did, the teacher would think that he

was doing splendidly, whereas in this class, he is not the number one

student. He has got to—even though on the aptitude scores he is very

high—he has got to put forth the work.I tell the students they are not in

competition with each other. They are there to enrich themselves, to see

how well they can do on the Advanced Placement Program higher-level

calculus exam next May, but certainly the spirit of competition is there

and it helps them.

KEARNEY:I think there is another factor andit is very important.It

was brought out by one of the students last night: Colin, I believe. The

way the teacher poses the questionis crucial to the learning process. Not

what did Plato say and what did he meanin the cave allegory, but perhaps

evaluate some aspect of Plato from the point of view of Machiavelli.
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Then, even though you may not have covered this and that, you have
caused them to take off in a new direction and synthesize their own
information.

WOLFSON:I think a lot of this goes back to the point of not being
threatened. You have to be willing to not come in with a lesson plan,
because personally, I can’t do that with any class that I teach. I don’t
particularly find in working with the gifted kids that I do anything in
substance really different, except that they move at a muchdifferent pace.
I have open-ended discussionsin all of my classes.

LERNER:There is another ingredient. I have had the pleasure of
working with Dr. McCoart and agree with him. Now,after the children
have been to master teachers like Wolfson and McCoart, and hadthis
lovely acceptance and warmth, and the pace that Dr. McCoart sets, the
school has got to provide them with one more thing if they are going to
survive, and that is freedom. This is contrary to what happens in many
schools, namely, you don’t have freedom to conceptualize, to be creative
with what Dr. McCoart or Mr. Wolfson has just given you. Forinstance,
we found after the kids left Dr. McCoart’s class in an eighth-gradelevel,I
wasable to give them ten study periods a week. They could do what they
wanted. They could go to the library, go across to the Enoch Pratt
Library, go out onto the lawn if they wanted, but we found them
gathering in groups and doing somepeer teaching. This doesn’t happen,
for instance, in a lot of private schools which are supposedly better than
public. The kids get a lot of busy work. I think the answeris a degree of
freedom in which they can summontheir soul. This is not new, read the
poets. Whitmansaid summon yoursoul ona lonely beach and you will be
creative. I think we can do someaspectofthis administratively within the
schoolsetting.

We havethe three ingredients, acceptance, nonthreatening, a degree
of intellectual drive and freedom.I think that Dr. Stanley beginsto putit
on a practicallevel in the schoolsetting. The question is: How do yousell
all of this to administrators? I haven’t found the answer.

STANLEY:Just one little clarification. I have known Joe Wolfson
for several years, and he and Dick McCoart are about the best math
teachers I have ever heardofsince starting to teach math myself in 1937. ]
have never run across better ones. I don’t think of Joe in his teaching as
being especially warm. Heis a great teacher, but not a sentimental-type
teacher. He is a splendid stimulator and pacer who worksclosely and
enthusiastically with the students. He accepts their questions, their
answers. He is friendly with them, but there is no great deal of extra
sentimentality and warmth. I don’t mean that derogatorily at all. I have
known a numberof great teachers who have beenlike that.I would like to
suggest that, for the fast-paced math classes in particular, the teacher does
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not have to be an unusually warm, feeling, sympathetic, empathizing

person to do the job well.

MICHAEL:Slow learners in statistics need that.

GEORGE: I would like to comment, bringing up whatthe kids said

last night. There are a couple ofthings I think we have found, Joe and Dr.

McCoart will agree. First is the learning style of the students. It tends

somewhat toward a particular orientation. Some students are more

socially oriented, and they get along better ina certain type of classroom

atmosphere. Other students are much more theoretical, investigative; they

move much quickerif that type of environmentis maintained.

Second is that the students themselves want to do it. This is a big

factor. They have madethe decision themselves on the program or on the

process by which they want to learn. In other words, it is their choice,if

they want to go into a math class or into anotherarea. I think a student

has got to be able to make that decision, not the counselor, not the

teacher, not mom,not dad, but the student.I think that too often we get

teacher, counselor, and parents advising. There is a need for guidance and

stimulation, of course, but it comes back to finding out what the student

himself or herself really wants to do. Sometimes we lose that when

everybody is trying to be helpful.

I think Terri pointed out she wasglad to have parental support, but

at the same time it wasn’t you have to doit. If she had really wanted to

stop, she could have.

The other important area is homework.It is a matter of self-pacing,

learning not to do homeworkat the last minute. Terri commented that

she waited until the last minute because she didn’t think she could doit.

Toward the end, she spread her homework out some. Muchhasto do

with self-pacing. There are a lot of other factors you have to consider. The

ones I have mentioned are three of them.

PATEL: My work with students in India has continuously brought

up the factor of communication. The students feel that the teachers must

not communicate downward to them and the students must not commu-

nicate upward, but they must communicate horizontally. They must

communicate on the same level. The teachers must be accepting, and

both must work together. The fact is the teachers learn many things

and are not ashamed to learn something from a student or say they

are unable to answer questions. These are some of the aspects of com-

municating horizontally, as I call it. I feel that this, of all my stud-

ies, is one of the most important factors in making a successful

teacher for an intelligent student.

COOKE:I wanted to pick up on Dr. McCoart and Mr. Wolfson’s

comments aboutthe teacher of the gifted. I am willing to bet that in the

dynamics that take place in your classes with those boys and girls,
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although it might not be especially warm and sympathetic—it is teacher-
directed as well as student-initiated—there is interaction between the
Students as a result of a question posed by you, as well as students
responding to you.

Also, you are accepting of the solutions or postulates that they might
pose to a given problem. But someteachers aren’t able to deal with this. It
is this that makes the difference in terms of a good teacherofthe gifted
and one whois notsuccessful with them.It goes back to Ned A.Flanders’
interaction scales; I think it is a model that teachers of the gifted can use
in orderto allow gifted studentstofeel free to be creative, feel free to take
risks, feel free to resolve problems or cometo various kinds of solutions.

FOX: The study that was done by Casserly [see chapter 6 in this
volume] of the girls in the advanced placement courses noted that the
teacher of these classes demanded that everyone in the class had to
participate. He would ask them questions and he helped bring his girls to
the point where they weren’t shy about being wrong. So often girls are
allowedto sit passively in a class and are afraid. It isa risk-taking thing,I
think, and these teachers encourage the girls. We are not negative about
people’s having wrong ideas. You know, you put forth yourideas and the
rest of us will help you modify and wewill pose the point to you, butit is
not in a critical way. We are not attacking you. Weareall working toward
solving the problem.

GETZELS: Over and over there is the issue of risk taking. The
classroom must be a place where one may take a risk because expressing
something new or dealing with something you don’t already know is
risky. You think of a group of us here who have to say something.It is
threatening, and I think the big achievementis to create a situation in
which the student and the teacher both are able to take a risk without
feeling that they will be derogated if they happen to be wrong.

STANLEY:There is one other thing both of these personssaid thatis
fundamental to our whole concept of fast-math classes, and particularly
for the benefit of the public school persons I wouldlike to bring this out
clearly. That is, attending a fast-math class on Saturdays or after school
hoursis a privilege, not a right. Failure of certain students,failure to keep
up is boundto occur, and therefore dropping outis expected of someof
the youngsters. Quite a few will not work hard enough. They do the
homework hurriedly on the last night before class, or they are not able to
stand being lower in the group, or someof them will prove not to be able
enough. Thereis a certain amount of dropout expected. The corollary of
this is that neither Mr. Wolfson or Dr. McCoartfeel terribly threatened
by losing a few students.

Dr. McCoart, for instance, is heroic with his willingness to cometo
class early and stay late. We provide an assistant, Mike, who was on the
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stage last evening, as his assistant. Mike tutors all who seek his help or

who drop behind.If the student won’t use that and drops downsofar he

cannot keep up with the class any longer, that studentis expected to quit.

Weeven have them,in this case, taking calculus in high schoolfor credit

and taking Dr. McCoart’s supplemental course without credit. The

attitude the typical public school teacher musthaveis that being in a class

is a right and the teacher must work a lot with the slow ones to the

detriment, often, of the average and above-average; that cannot be

tolerated in fast-paced classes for the mathematically highly able. The

teacher must work with the faster ones and sayto the others, you are able

enough to learn muchof the material through homework.If you don’t,it

is too bad. Soundslike a hardhearted prescription, but it can’t work well

otherwise.

McCOART:Oneinteresting thing that I have run into is that when |

ask a question in a fast-paced class, and the personstarts to answer, | am

not too quick in calling that person wrong until I see exactly what it 1s

going to develop into, because quite often it will turn out to bea different

way of looking at it from the way I looked atit. If I will just give the

student a chanceto speak,it often turns out that he has got quite a good

way of doing the problem his way.

HANCOCK:There is a man at Hopkins [Professor Robert Pond],

head of the materials sciences department, who taught a courselast spring

on creativity, which sounds nutty but he is himself an adventurer. His

theory was that what he needed to teach is whathecalls the forgettery,

which is a capacity to tackle the problem without having presolutions in

mind. It was his idea that he could teach this ability, and eight of his nine

students have come up with stuff that was patentable; I think there are

five patents, some having already gone into production. Some of you

might care to ask him how heis doingthis. It is what you were saying

about posing the problem. Incidentally, he himself also avoided the Ph.D.

mill. This may have something to do with it.

PARKER: The same question that I put to the brilliant kids last

night, with respect to what they want in a differentclass, also asked them

whattheylike in a teacher. Two of the recurring themesarefirst, that the

teacher be well prepared; you assign to brilliant youths a teacher who

doesn’t know his subject, and they are embarrassed. Another oneis that

he be fair, that he wait until the kid is finished and evaluate his idea first

before saying no, you are wrong. This is what they ask for but hardly

expect. Whenthey tell you what they want in a teacher,this is the kind of

answer that comes up most frequently.

KEARNEY: J have two commentsthat I think tie in with this. One,I

think the teacher has to have enthusiasm for his subject. The other thingis

that I think we can kill the risk-taking urge so that school kids won’t take

risks.
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Last year we had an opportunity to test a numberofprivate school
students who entered our school. They came from a very structured
private school, and our psychologist came back andsaid, “I thinkthereis
something wrong with me. I am getting a strange pattern of responses.
Every time I ask a question and they answer, they say,is that right? In the
section where they are assembling pictures or puzzles, many of the
children, not just one, took the puzzle, and whenthey had

a

pieceleft over
handedit back.” These were straight A students, did very well in academic
subjects, but there was a tremendoustension about taking a risk. I think
somewhere along the line they had been discouraged. I am not certain
that willingness to take risks is killed permanently, but I certainly think
that it is hampered and maybestifled for a long time.

MICHAEL:There’s a point I would like to make on that. In reading
as I was getting ready for the paper, and I am not knocking anybody’s
religion, it appears that the Catholics as a group have made very few
contributions in science or mathematics. I have worked with Catholic
students and Sisters, and all exhibited the same behavior: May I dothis?
Is it okayif I proceed this way? They cannotfeel free to go on their own.I
am not trying to condemntheir religion or their faith, or anything like
that. But I think thereis a certain rigidity there, at least up to a few years
ago, in the way they were taughtthat prevented freedom ofrisk taking.

GETZELS:Thereis a paper by David McClelland onrisk taking and
creativity. [See chapter 7 in this volume.] I think that is part ofit.

WARD:Are you going to come to the money question before we
leave?

GETZELS: Yes. It is really not a money question but a general
practical question. And we have, if I may put it this way, our man from
Washington here. Wewill call on him.

WARD: MayI take a risk, since that appears (thankfully) to be
appropriate in this conference? I have been prompted a half-dozen times
to makeat least a minispeech on a certain idea, and I’d like very much to
get it in at this point—watching time closely.

GETZELS:Please.
WARD):Can we any longer afford in society, in human culture, that

old cultural lag, in which I believe some fifty years were observed to
transpire between the origination of a good idea and its implementation?
Could we not, rather, Say once a decade or so—a kind of academic or
scientific generation in this era of knowledge explosions—deliberately
calculate, or recalculate our gains in given bodies of information, and use
the firmest residual generalizations within that field of endeavor as
ground upon which to advance toward next-higher levels of inquiry?
There have been,as this conference of course remarks, somefifty years of
inquiry into the nature of giftedness or talent since the launching of
Terman’s studies; and I believe that there is from this great volume of
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inquiry, scattered and discrete though it is, a sufficient body of reliable

‘nformation to warrant an effort toward the formulation of at least a

rudimentary order, or science of Differential Education for the Gifted. |

have been calling for this kind of effort for some fifteen years, and my

confidence in our need for it has grown stronger with time.

Now I would like to tie this notion to the money question. As we

know, federal monies are now—the proposal deadline being November

14, some six and three-quarter days from this afternoon—being given

categorically for the special education of gifted and talented youth for the

first time in the history of federal aid to education. Two-hundred andfifty

thousand dollars is small money as things go these days, and the very

wisest stewardship of this sum is indicated. Thus | would greatly like to

see some portion of this sum go to a nonempirical research activity,

possibly centering on a training effort as well, through which this search

for order and reliable principle within a massive and loose volume of

information would take place. Even a moderately successful effort of this

intellectual nature would be greatly consequential. The study and direct

utilization of reliably established constructs and generalizations could,

and should, replace uselessly repetitious inquiry into the simpler prob-

lems; and essential research could, and should, take place abovethelevel

of primitive induction. And, most importantly, of course, youth who

qualify for differentiated developmental experience would receive the

benefits of what is our most discerning effort in their behalf.

Finally, lest this minispeech extend beyond intent and propriety, may

I urge even in this assembly of proven researchers, and even in thetall

shadow of the empirical scientist whose work is memorialized on this

occasion, that the quest I am urging is a philosophic one, best mounted by

persons qualified for philosophic analysis and reconstruction, as distinct

from experimental. We should continually remind ourselves that Terman

himself spoke of his research as being a “prolegomenon” to education;

and that science is advanced by alternating transactions between con-

trolled investigation and reflective imagination. May we paraphrase:

“Terman, like Galileo, is dead; but long live Terman!” Despite the

educator’s apparent dread of imagination and of “theory,” the man

himself would, I respectfully submit, favor our breaking occasionally, and

deliberately, from the perennially empirical in favor of the rational quest

after order within the masses of information that have accumulated

through ourinterest in gifted and talented youth.

WELSH: Amen.

GETZELS:Perhapsthis is the time, Dave, Dr. David Jackson,heis

from an organization near Washington dealing directly with the gifted.

He probably knows more aboutthe funding for the gifted, not only in

government butalso in the private sector, than anyone else.
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JACKSON:I would like to speakfirst to Virgil’s last statement. I am
afraid that what we know about the American government would lead us
to believe that the wisdom necessary to go in the direction he has outlined
is more likely to be found among scientists than to be found within the
political structure.

Turning to the subject of money, I believe the most significant money
whichis available today is availableat thestate level in a few states. The
federal funding is beginning in a small way and will require tremendous
efforts on the part of many peopleif it is to grow, whereas we find some
surprising things at the state level. The largest expenditure at the state
level for the education of gifted children is found in Florida, where a
recent reformulation of the basic state-aid formula gave a factor of three
to one to the gifted. However, this money is not found so muchat the
local level, because the money comesto the county level, where it doesn’t
all reach local school gifted programs. Yet Florida, Pennsylvania,Illinois,
and California make multimillion dollar appropriations annually for the
gifted.

There is another groupofstates, perhapshalf a dozen,that also make
substantial allocations. Yet the total numberof states that make funding
available to every schooldistrict in the state is today probably only about
nine orten.

The thing I would feel most strongly about, that I would like to
convey to this group, is that not muchis going to happen in terms of
funding for the gifted until we change public consciousness in this
country. We must reach the general public, and of course professional
educators are part of the general public.

BROCKIE: Wehave had extensive experience in going to electors
and tryingto raise their consciousness. We have been successful in thelast
two years. Two bills related to improving the funding for gifted students
in California have gone through the legislature with very little resistance,
and in both cases they were vetoed by two different governors.

KEARNEY:Republican and Democratic.
BROCKIE: One Ronald Reaganandthe other Jerry Ford [she meant

Jerry Brown].

KEARNEY: What?
BROCKIE: I know why I madethat slip.
GETZELS: So dothe rest of us.
BROCKIE: He made the statements when he vetoed the bill and

other bills in education that he intended not to sign any educationbills.
He wanted the education program in California to be totally reorganized.
But we learned somethingelse, incidentally, in talking with one of his
advisors. He said, “Where are the parents? We don’t want to listen to you.
The people who wantit should be the parents. They are the ones who got
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the funding in the first place in California.” One of the women with us

said, “I am a parent here. I represent several parent groups, including

several hundred families.” He said, “But you are with them.”

KEARNEY:Healso does not want to hear from students. Hefeels

that we have used them as pawnsif he hears from them,and therefore

support must come from the parents themselves. I think that, in addition,

another factor must be involved. Thatis to indicate why gifted programs

will end up profiting, making all schools more profitable for all students.

If it is seed moneythatis being used to expand educational opportunities

for all children by exploring newfields, I think you will find a more ready

acceptance on the part of thelegislative bodies.

STANLEY: What aboutthe possibility that you could show definite

savings through, for example, the kinds of things that SMPYhastried?

KEARNEY: Wehave donethat.

STANLEY: In other words, there could be cost-accounting effi-

ciency. It would be very difficult to take the kind of things we do and

show that they apply to all students because theyclearly don’t in the same

degree.

KEARNEY: We use placement to make savings. We have used

programs that started new directions and saved money in the sense of

time and energy. We have done a numberofthese things. What it really

boils downtois that old feeling that the gifted are going to makeit in spite

of us, so put the money whereit is needed at the other end. We really have

trouble breaking through.

BROCKIE: Whenyoustart with students already at the top, how do

you show growth?

STANLEY:You get a higherceiling for the curricula they use.

JACKSON: I would like to comment on an example of poor

legislative draftsmanship in the federal program, because the section of

Public Law 93383, Section 404, supporting the gifted, says that moneyfor

research shall be transferred by the Commissioner of Education to the

National Institute of Education. This law was passed at a time when the

climate was such that the Commissioner would in no wise make any such

transfer for any purpose to the National Institute of Education.

Yes, sir, we had

a

little chat with one of the administrative aides toa

senator, another man and I, about how we could somehow get an

appropriation for research, get this actually accomplished, because one of

the most severe problems we have in demonstrating the utility of

programsforthe gifted is that we don’t have the technology available to

really do a goodjob offinding racial and ethnic minority group children

whoare gifted.

Three examples of work in this area are hung upat the moment

because validity studies have not been conducted. We badly need this
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kind of thing and we are trying to think of ways that we could get a
federal appropriation to support research in this field and other fields
which are badly needed.

I feel that this whole program of trying to help gifted children will
gradually fall apart if we don’t get some fundamental research donein the
next few years.

STANLEY: And yet, Dave, we in our own efforts have studiously
avoided the word research. We do someresearchof a sort, but we do not
Say the word. The word frightens teachers, parents, and legislators. Can
you not somehow use other wordsto get around that problem?

BROCKIE:Evaluation, or is that scary?
STANLEY: Helping youngsters, developing and evaluating curric-

ula, and so on, butleave off the “research” side as an emphasis. I don’t
think it will be popular. It will be the expendable part of the budget,
particularly for the U.S. Commissioner of Education.

JACKSON:Butthere is a new popularity of honesty in this country,
and I think one reason we haven’t gotten too far in recent decades on the
gifted is we have tried to proceed euphemistically. We have talked about
the more able learners, and so on, and we have not confronted the hard
question of educating the public as to what the actual needs of these
Students are and howit will benefit society. I think we have got to turn
honest and take the longer-range point of view and do the job.

KEARNEY:California demands that we use the term gifted in any
materials that go out that have to do witha legal program.It must have
the term “gifted” in it. All euphemisms weare told to cross out. We are
told to rephrase them. I think this is one move in that direction.

COOKE:Dr. Jackson, wasnot thelegislation drafted so that indeed
it did speak to five or six areas where universities could do research? The
problem is that it was not funded at a level whereby the different kinds of
things recommendedbythe persons whowereinstrumentalin getting that
legislation passed could take place.

FISHER:Thatis, I think, a very valid statement, becauseif there had
been $10 or $15 million instead of $2.56 million, then perhaps such a
transfer would have taken place. Research would have been supported.

COOKE: Andto respond to Dr. Kearneyhere, I am surprised,if I
heard you correctly this morning, when you say that you received $67 per
pupil in excess costs for the gifted. We in Baltimore City spend that much
in excess costs for the handicapped, and yet we had a senator from
Montgomery Countyto pose the position that we were padding andthat
those funds were not needed. I applaud California for using those kinds of
fundsin that fashion.

KEARNEY: There is $1,800 per pupil for the handicapped in
California, so it is the same percentage approach.
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GETZELS: Dave, just one more. I think we would appreciate the

kind of data that the rest of us do not easily comeby,the ratio of funds

for gifted as against, in the same bureau, the handicapped and others.

JACKSON:Thegifted get about | percent of what the handicapped

get in the Bureau for Education of the Handicapped.

KEARNEY:If we could convince the public, and I am using the

word loosely, that certain children are severely handicapped by being

gifted, we would end up having sympathy on ourside.

PARKER: Someonespoke yesterday or this morning—maybeit was

one of the youngsters last night. They took the words that you have used

so beautifully so many times: Who has looked at what happensto the

gifted kids who are not taken care of? I got started on that years ago, and

the thing that I have found most successful when J am talking to boardsof

trustees, radio, television, parents, meetings, anyplace where I am talking

with the public, is that I know my facts from the public health people.I

bring out the child, demonstrated by the correctional agency, whois very

high level, off all the tests, but who is not communicating and needs

psychiatric care costing hundredsof dollars a week to the state because he

was not served adequately as a gifted child when his parents went and

beat on the door andgot turned away. If you want to get something done,

get yourself half a dozen casehistories, go to your public health man,find

out if he understands your ways—you have to know howto do it—and

take the statements that Stanley made years ago about what happensto

the kids who aren’t helped. Take this to the public and say, you wantto

save money? Look at what is going on in your correctionalinstitutions,

what juvenile delinquency is doing in the world today. Where are ourbest

criminals coming from? Our bright kids that get turned off; our bright

kids that aren’t helped. It is one thing that nobody has a comebackfor.I

am talking in public and to anybody from public health, corrections,

mental health. You get a good psychologist or psychiatrist who counsels

with kids in trouble; he can give youcaseafter case of a kid whobusts the

test but is asocial. That is the kind of help that gets the parents on ourside

who don’t have a bright kid themselves, but whosee the social cost of not

helping a gifted kid.

STANLEY:Dr. Hobson, whois sitting back here—

HOBSON:I havebeenitching, yes. I have been itching and now! am

going to risk. One thing we have not addressed ourselves to is what a

school system can doforitself to help solve this problem. There are two

or three very practical things that can be done. I would like tosayfirst,it

is awfully hard to arouse the gifted to put on a big show to a school

committee. What is the percentage of gifted? Well, even in the most

favored communities you won’t call it more than five percent. How much

noise can five percent of the parents make against the taxpayers and the
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other people who don’t want to spend that money? But there are things
the school system can do.

In the first place, you can practice early admission. You can admit a
whole flock of children, not just the gifted, but the bright, the ones who
could profit by entering school a year early. All you need to dois look.
Look at physiology. I don’t remember the figures. As I recall, a child’s
brain is 90 percent grown at age six. The things that happenafter he
learns language, say between three and six, are much more important
than what may happento him in any other three years of his life. What
you have to do, you need grist worthy of the mill. You needit for all
children, but especially for gifted children.

If they differ in school, they differ before they go to school, at least a
year or two before. Let’s practice early admissions. [See Hobson 1963.]

There is anotherlittle strategy we can use. If you havea high school
organized with department heads, it is awfully difficult to take care of
individual children who show precocity in various areas down in the
junior high school or in elementary school. But if you have directors of
instruction,it also helps the curriculum,I might add.If you have a unified
curriculum from kindergarten through gradetwelve, the director of
instruction has a very great say. He can arrangeforthe child to take some
workin high school. That is not the same as picking out these children
whoare talented in onespecific direction. I think that universities and
contacts with schools around them arebetterfitted to do something about
that.

Youare better fitted in your own school system if you have a director
all the way through from kindergarten to grade twelve. He can move the
children up. He can make an excuse for them to go to high school and
take certain things. You can dothose things. Then after you prove the
value of this, perhaps you can get

a

little money. You have to have
somebody who wants to do this. It takes a lot of work. You have got to
commit your superintendent. You have got to have an enlightened
electorate who will elect school people whowill go for somethinglike this.
If you have those things, it can be done.

It has been mentioned that teachers are not comfortable. They don’t
like to have people taken out of their class. I would like to suggest in
closing that if you had a few Erics to put in a few classes that teachers
would be very glad to have these children out.

GETZELS: Dean Worcester, perhaps you might like to comment,
sir?

WORCESTER:I would like to Say something. Theysay that pride
is the worst of the deadly sins, in which case I am a grievous sinner,
but my guilt has to be shared a good deal with Dr. Stanley, who has
nurtured my pride so muchbyinviting me to comehereto these meetings.
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I have talked with some people who have been moreorless discour-

aged aboutthe outlook of the programsfor the gifted. But during the time

that I have vaulted into middle age, maybe I have seen a good many

changes, but I think the spiral is always upward.

In the 20s we had the age of what somepeople call the common man.

Margaret Meadcalled it, I believe, the age of mediocrity, when the idea

was to have everybody just as near alike as they could be. We developed

standardized tests, and administrators had as their ideal to bring every-

bodyto the standard, but they had nointerest in carrying anybody beyond

the standard. The ideal of the typical administrator was to have a curve of

distribution which would bea straight vertical line.

Then in addition to the major work classes in Cleveland and various

places we could cite over the country, we began to have quite an interest

in gifted children. I took a half year to travel over the country and found

they were appointing committees widely. They hadn't gotten very far, but

there were a lot of individuals who were busy, and we gained something

very definitely over the °20s.

Then we cameinto the ’60s with the demand that everybody should

be admitted to college, whether he was competent or not. Once he was

there, there should be no grades, everybody should pass, regardless. And

we had, again, a tendency to level off in our affirmative action groups.

Again, I think there was a tendency more and moreto haveusall alike.

For every place we had to find somebody whowas,if not highly qualified,

at least not totally incompetent from someother groupto fill it.

I think I see now very definitely a swing again, another curve on the

spiral, and I think it is a spiral upward. With such programsas we have

here and others we could cite, I think we can see with a good deal of hope

a development for somelittle time now, at least encouraging develop-

ment, in our total interest for the gifted.

At least, that is my feeling as an optimist, and for meit is just as easy

to be an optimist as a pessimist and a lot more fun.

[Applause]

GETZELS:This would be a happy note on whichto stop. Yet there is

still a little time until scheduled adjournmentfor further consideration of

the last topic we mentioned at the beginning. Thatis the policy question

of what needs to be done. Assume that California does well by gifted

children and Washington does well and foundations do well, whatare the

kinds of ideas that they ought to entertain both in research and practice,

and in otheractivities as well?
PAGE:Being incorrigibly an abstractor, I wouldlike to try to put the

policy question about where the money should be spent in an abstract

formulation. Operations research has ways of considering such matters,

once the dimension of value is specified.
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Now,if we think of an outcomeof an educational program as being a
set of scores from tests, then one can design a program with a numberof
possible outcomes in mind. One of them is to maximize the sum of the
scores. That has an obvious appeal, but it does mean that the resources
may be spent more onthe gifted than on the dull becausethegifted willgrow morein their scores.

Another outcomepossible is to minimize the variance of the scores.
Thisis the egalitarian approach. We want everybody to be equal,a straight
vertical line of distribution. The only way you can dothisis to poundthe
gifted on the head.

Another is to maximize the sum of scores, keeping the variance of
scores no greater than before, so that we are not too offended by
increased differences among people. This seems to me impossible, again
without drastically handicappingthe able.

Another is to maximize the sum of scores, keeping the expensesfor
the bright no greater than before, no greater than they would befor the
rest of the distribution. This implies the kind of policy formulation that
was described here, whatthe district can do for itself,

Well, practically, in a climate which is anti-elitist and unrealistically
environmentalist, maybe this last is the necessary kind of solution. This
requires a definition, an accounting of the performance and a demonstra-
tion to decision makers that you really are maximizing the score without
too great an increasein the variance.

I think that can be shown.I think it can be shown in traditional
research terms using objective measures, which of course is one of the
brilliancies of the present SMPY.

KEARNEY:I have a concern that I would love to have someone
—there are quite a few psychologists here—do something with. This is a
groupof gifted that we know have neurological handicaps, not enough to
ever put them in our mental health programs or our programsforspecial
education. They survive in our schools. They are certainly adequate
students, but their potential has a lid on it. I know there is research done
by Kephart and Cruickshank and a numberof other people in thefield of
learning disability. I would love to see someone take on these students,
work with them, and try to do somethingto at least relieve to someextent
the problems that are causing them to perform at a level lower than their
potential.

I understandit is a very expensive process. I naively suggested thatif
we could find $25,000, we would try to do something. I was told by our
special education division that if I could find $200,000, I could probably
do something. Would anyof you like the project?

FOX:I think one of the problems I see with the suggestions for what
the local system can do foritself is that loca] school systems are not good
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risk takers. It is very easy for them to set entrance requirements that don’t

have to be defended;it is very easy for them to say, your child has to be

five before a certain date in order to enter kindergarten in thefall. It 1S

very easy for them to havestraight promotions: no oneis accelerated, no

one is held back. I think the problem is: What incentive can parents

offer to the school system to make them willing to take the risk to use

other criteria for entrance, more realistic criteria for entrance? That

is, to make them say we believe that scores on a test indicate readiness

for reading better than chronological age itself does. Therefore, we are

going to let children into school earlier who exhibit this readiness.

We believe that readiness for algebra is not determined well by

chronological age, but has other components.

One of the problemsI see is how to get the school system to be willing

to put itself out on the line to make these decisions about children and

then to take the responsibility. Also, the fact that some gifted children

may, when challenged,fail.

I hope that maybe Dr. Kearney will respond to this. You have come

the closest to describing what might be an ideal school program for the

gifted. You are closer, from what we can gather, than elsewhere in the

country in having risk-taking operations for students. But the state in

your situation has already said you use the school board to determine

these things.

KEARNEY: You need school board support. It is a permissive

program in California. It does exist only with the permission of the school

board. They may withdraw their support and decide you won't have a

program. Wehavea petline and actually westole it from Dr. Barbour,

who wasthe assistant superintendent in San Diego, that parents own the

schools: whether they realize it or not, they own the schools because they

pay the taxes that support them.If the parents really want the program

and they organize and are logical and presenttheir case persuasively and

strongly, as you were talking about presenting it, I think most school

districts will respond.

We happento be involved, and I think I will pass the buck to Jane at

this point, with a district that abuts ours. The parents at San Gabriel

wanted a gifted program. They cameto visit us.

BROCKIE: The parents felt they weren’t having the services they

wanted. They had a paper program that wasn’t really definite. A PTA

president pushedit all the way to the board and got no response.Finally,

she was told, well, prove it. She got a committee of parents, and came and

visited our program. They were interested in the elementary level particu-

larly. They went back and said, this is the kind of program we want,

invited us to come and show their school board. And they made their
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point. They were assigned a consultant who came and said, “I have got to
have a program, I have got to doit similar to yours. Where do you get
your teachers? May I have teachers referred to me who decided not to
work for you? Will you come and in-service my teachers?” As a result of
this parent pressure, they evolved the program. This happened in more
than one district. We had a district closer to us than San Gabriel. I was
invited to attend a meeting of parents. We went with our slide projector
and handouts, thinking we would sit around in a group aboutlikethis.
We arrived at the junior high school auditorium. It was overflowing.
There must have been 500 parents there. We explained our program,
much as we have done today, but we had more time. We went into a little
more depth and showed some photographs, things children do. We were
just swamped. Those parents organized a newsletter. They started charg-
ing for membership. They turned thatentire schooldistrict around. It was
not a diverse population; it was a homogeneouspopulation andreally an
upper-middle-class community. They have a “swinging” program now,
and it was totally done by the parents. They said they metresistance at the
administrative level. They shopped around. Then they brought what they
wanted backto their district.

PARKER:MayI get on the record that childhoodresearchis a must?
I would also like to state this—that if parents and people like us let the
school district get away with things that are not law but custom,it is our
fault. Thefirst thing we need to know is what the schoollaw is in our State
for our kids, and you would be surprised what is not in school law.

If you go to the principal andsayit is law, and he says show mein the
law, read it. He won’t know whatto do. Parents should take the trouble,
at least one of you in your group,to read the law andtell the others what
it is, what is in it. You can bepolite but you can knowyourfacts, get your
information before you go, and this is what your group probably did.
They came to you and got the information and they went ahead.

KEARNEY:That’s right.
PARKER:If you know whatis available to you, you can go and ask

for it.The principal can’t, but you can go downandsay,the law says. You
can say, show me. Andaboutresearch, I want to emphasize that there is a
great need for infant research as a foundation for our other research.

COOKE:In termsof research, I would like to see two areas touched,
longitudinal studies with the culturally different in addition to peer
identification.

PATEL: I was thinking in terms of this nation at the present going
through this economic crisis which this nation has not known for many,
many years. I would like to see studies on career change andstudies of
people capable of changing from onepattern of doing somethingin their
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lives to something else and adjusting easily. I think perhaps the gifted

have this capacity, which people have not looked at. [E.g., see Sears’

chapterin this volume.]

Another, I would look at the teacher in the world community. A lot

of work that is done here is copied elsewhere; I wouldlike to see a lot of

cross-national, cross-cultural validity type of work done, initiated by

leadership here.

WARD:In addition to all these, please, a philosophic reordering of

our information and our obligation.

STANLEY:I don’t want to sound overly proud, but just today I

received a notice of the award of a grant from the Robert Sterling Clark

Foundation, congratulating me on the symposium. They had held itupa

week in order to coincide with these meetings. SMPY has a twenty-month

grant to package someof the ideas that we have developed.I have been

invited by the Director of the Office of Gifted and Talented of the United

States Office of Education to disseminate them nationwide through his

office. Within twenty months or so we should haveatleast three distinct

packages available for implementation in various parts of the country.

These will probably be aboutidentifying mathematically highly talented

youths, studying their characteristics, and setting up special fast-math

classes for them.
These will be detailed programmatic packages. If we are successful

for the first twenty months, we may get further support from the Clark

Foundation to develop anotherfive or six packages to disseminate.

PAGE: That is marvelous news and thoroughly deserved.

GETZELS:Onthis happy note again, thank youall very, very much,

and unless the organizer [Dr. Stanley] wishes to say another word, we

stand adjourned.

PAGE:I would like to compliment our chairman for the splendid

way in which he has moderated this long, productive discussion.

GETZELS: Thank you.

[Thereupon,at 5:00 P.M., the discussion was concluded.]
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